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• n developing countries across Asia, food 
I marketing parastatals have played an important 
I role, in agricultural policy, especially with regard 
to government efforts to stabilize food prices. 
Three broad market failures constitute the primary 
arguments for this form of government intervention: 
a lack of market integration stemming from 
inadequate infrastructure, the absence or inadequacy 
of risk-mitigating institutions and markets, and the 
need to protect the world's poorest communities 
from a volatile global market. Opponents of such 
public intervention schemes claim that the old 
rationales are no longer convincing, that the 
programs are not cost-effective and do not allocate 
resources optimally, and that private institutions are 
strong enough to take over many of the functions 
traditionally performed by parastatals. 

In From Parastatals to Private Trade, the editors 
clearly from the latter camp pose three general 
questions: Why must parastatal-centered policies 
in Asia change, when should policy changes occur, 
and how should such change happen: gradually 
or abruptly? Experts in agricultural policy use case 
studies from South Asia (Bangladesh, India, and 
Pakistan) and East Asia (Indonesia, the Philippines, 
and Vietnam) to answer these questions; and a 
concluding chapter synthesizes these countries' 
experiences with price stabilization programs. 

In light of the evidence which indicates that 
parastatals played important roles in the past but 
have become overly expensive, and that reduced 
intervention can promote competition, help 
develop alternative institutions, and release funds 
for development and antipoverty programs without 
jeopardizing price stability the editors highlight 
the challenges ahead and propose suggestions for 
reforming the existing paradigm for price-related 
policies. 

This volume provides valuable analyses for anyone 
concerned with balancing government intervention 
with market-friendly policies. 
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Foreword 

The food-marketing parastatals in most developing countries of Asia were cre
ated for a dual purpose: to provide producers with price incentives that would 
encourage them to increase grain production and to provide consumers with 
some protection by giving them food at subsidized prices. Increasing the do
mestic production of grains was considered critical to feeding growing popula
tions at a time when most developing Asian nations lacked the foreign exchange 
to buy food from the world market; they also lacked adequate infrastructure, 
risk-mitigating institutions, and a critical mass of private entrepreneurship. Mar
ket failures were inherent in these economic environments, reinforcing the need 
for government interventions in the grain supply chain. Over time, the scale of 
operations expanded and governments were saddled with higher costs, and even 
with diseconomies of scale in certain cases. In response to the increasing bur
den of marketing parastatals, some countries reformed their approaches to en
suring food security by creating more innovative and efficient institutions; yet 
many others continue to grapple with the issues posed by parastatals. 

This book brings together in-depth analyses of the experiences of six Asian 
countries (Bangladesh, India, Indonesia, Pakistan, the Philippines, and Vietnam) 
with regard to the evolution and functioning of parastatals. The rationales for 
the creation and continuation of parastatals are analyzed in relation to their cost 
effectiveness, equity (the extent to which they serve the poor), and sustainabil-
ity. The authors distill the experiences of the six countries and present lessons 
learned. The book's key findings suggest that the commonly cited rationales for 
public intervention in food markets are no longer convincing, that the costs of 
parastatal-led food-price stabilization are staggering, and that price policies are 
being dictated by special interests. The evidence from the early reformers also 
indicates that reduced intervention can promote competition, decrease subsi
dies, and release funds for development and antipoverty programs. The book 
concludes that times have changed: policies and public agencies that may have 
been appropriate thirty years ago are not optimal today. Private institutions have 
strengthened significantly and should, under most circumstances, now be en
trusted with many of the functions that parastatals, or other government agen-

xvii 



xviii Foreword 

cies, have traditionally performed. Based on the country case studies, the book 
also suggests when and how the existing policy paradigms should be reformed 
and points out that payoffs from reform can be significant. 

The book wil l be a useful resource for policy practitioners, market and de
velopment economists, students, and those involved in the logistics of grain 
handling. 

Joachim von Braun 
Director General, IFPRI 
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1 Introduction 
SHAHIDUR RASHID, ASHOK GULATI, 
AND RALPH CUMMINGS JR. 

Agricultural parastatals are quasi-governmental agencies charged with carry
ing out public marketing activities. In Asia, these agencies have been linked 
with food price policies that the countries in the region have practiced for 
decades. Although operational approaches have varied, the central policy ob
jective has been similar: to stabilize prices of basic agricultural commodities by 
ensuring a floor price for farmers and a ceiling price for consumers. In imple
menting these policies, the parastatals have been mandated to carry out a range 
of marketing activities under a variety of legal and regulatory supports, includ
ing monopoly control over export and import of food, movement restrictions 
for private trade, subsidized storage facilities, and preferential access to credit 
and transportation. 

This book addresses three important questions—why, when, and how— 
concerning the need for developing countries to update their parastatal-centered 
policies to address the current conditions in agricultural marketing. The first 
question aims at explaining why parastatal-centered policies have persisted in 
Asia and why they need to change. The second question explores the role and 
effectiveness of parastatals in the various countries reviewed in this book and 
attempts to determine when policy changes should occur. The third question 
looks at how this change should happen, that is, gradually—which is inevitable 
—or abruptly. 

The question "why" can be approached from two different angles—why 
the parastatal-led market interventions are justified, on the one hand, and why 
these need to change, on the other hand. Three arguments are commonly cited 
in the literature on the wide range of market interventions: (1) agricultural mar
kets in developing countries lack integration because of inadequate provision 
of public goods, such as roads, telecommunications, and other marketing infra
structure;1 (2) risk-mitigating institutions and markets, such as insurance and 
credit, are either missing or incomplete; and (3) poor countries cannot not rely 

1. Realistically, a strong public mistrust of private trade pervades many of these countries. 

3 
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on the world market for their food security because the market is highly volatile 
and thin. A l l three are essentially arguments of market failure. Therefore, there 
can be agreement about the justifications for public intervention, i f the argu
ments are empirically well founded. 

However, the debate over cost effectiveness, implications for resource al
locations, and sustainability of price stabilization programs is very much alive.2 

Proponents argue that price stabilization policy has helped farmers to adopt new 
technologies, consumers to increase their real incomes, vulnerable people to be 
protected, and the countries to enjoy higher overall economic growth. Price sup
port programs have benefited farmers by protecting them against the risks of in
novation and prices, helping them form appropriate expectations, and above all 
guaranteeing them minimum income. Because farmers in developing countries 
operate under highly uncertain weather and market conditions, the proponents 
argue, these interventions are not only justifiable but also critical to helping 
farmers adopt new technologies—a common argument in the early years of the 
Green Revolution. Consumers, particularly the poor (who spend a large share 
of their income on food) and the vulnerable, have benefited from stable and 
lower food prices, which effectively increase their real wages and their ability 
to buy food. Finally, there are empirical studies to suggest that food price sta
bility contributes to political stability and economic growth. In particular, those 
countries most successful in stabilizing prices have also been among the fastest-
growing countries in the world; in countries where price stability has not been 
ensured, political stability and economic growth are limited or even threatened 
(see Timmer 1992; Pinckney 1993). 

The second approach to the question "why" deals with the case for chang
ing parastatal-centered policies. Opponents of price support programs argue 
that such programs are difficult to implement, not worth the costs, and likely to 
be captured by special interest groups. Successful implementation of price sta
bilization programs is difficult, because it critically depends on accurate and 
timely market information, which the parastatals, or other government agen
cies, are unlikely to be able to gather, manage, and apply effectively over time. 
It is not worth the costs because the benefits that the program delivers are 
smaller than the huge costs involved in setting up the infrastructure and main
taining the system, and because the resources could be used more effectively to 
fund other activities. Not only are the observable costs of running the programs 
high, but the hidden costs associated with rent-seeking and corruption can also 
be substantial and can adversely affect resource allocation in a country. In ad
dition, artificially elevating prices of selected commodities interferes with the 
market-allocation function so important to economic progress. Taking all these 
factors together, the opponents argue, the social benefits of stabilizing food 

2. That the debate is alive wi l l be evident in various chapters in the book. For a detailed dis
cussion of the conceptual issues, see Timmer (1989, 1996) and references therein. 
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prices are either very small or even negative (see Roumasset 2003; see also 
Newbery and Stiglitz 1981; Behrman 1987; Bigman, Newbery, and Zilberman 
1988; Braverman et al. 1993). Can we pick a clear-cut winner in this debate? 

The answer, we contend, is "yes" but, as in most policy debates, it is a qual
ified yes. The conditions providing the rationale for public intervention to sta
bilize foodgrain prices, influencing both the institutions and the policies, can 
change over time. That is, policies that are optimal at one time may not be so 
at another. This possibility is examined in the answer to the question "when," 
which seeks to determine timing for those policy changes that are needed to 
adapt to changing market conditions. Our case studies suggest that, although 
price policies and parastatals did promote technology adoption, boost agricul
tural production, and reduce poverty in the early years of the Green Revolution, 
they have become increasingly counterproductive in recent years. 

In fact, recent studies on Asian countries seem to echo some of the prob
lems that the opponents of price stabilization policies had predicted. The food 
marketing parastatals are becoming increasingly expensive; their operations 
are being dictated by special interest groups; and too much emphasis on rice 
and wheat is inhibiting key elements of market development, such as commer
cialization and diversification. Furthermore, domestic markets seem to be well 
integrated in Asian countries, most of which have significantly improved their 
infrastructure (see Table 2.1) and import capacity (see Table 2.5). Thus, there 
is increasing consensus that, notwithstanding past benefits, the time for change 
is now. 

The options for effective change are addressed within the context of the 
question "how." The messages from the case studies—in terms of benefits, costs, 
and challenges of reforms—have been mixed and give rise to two very impor
tant sets of policy questions. The first set of questions relates to public price 
policies in general, and the second set deals with the institutional mechanisms 
through which the policies are implemented. 

The most fundamental questions in the first set are: I f the conditions 
justifying the policy have changed, should policies be adjusted accordingly? 
Should food price stabilization continue to be important in policymakers' 
agenda? Do world markets today provide a partial alternative to parastatals? 
How do/should continued practices of the price control affect agriculture, espe
cially in terms of commercialization and diversification to include high-value 
crops? What persuades policymakers in some countries to retain outdated poli
cies and implementations? 

The second set of questions has two levels. First, are existing institutions 
—specifically, the parastatals—and the regulations to support them the most ap
propriate means of price stabilization? Can their costs be reduced, can/should 
their role be altered, or can government institutions successfully take over the 
responsibilities? How much of the burden can be carried by the private sector, 
and what are the conditions that this sector must satisfy to carry out a more sup-
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portive role? I f private markets are given a larger role, what is the new public 
role? Can alternative mechanisms, such as variable levies and futures markets, 
be more cost effective in achieving the same objective? Second, does the need 
for social safety net (SSN) programs persist, even when relying on private trade 
to ensure efficient resource allocation? I f so, do such programs have to be ad
ministered in current form—that is, linking them by the parastatals or other gov
ernment organizations? Has the time come to move from a food-transfer mode 
to a cash-transfer mode? Clearly, the answers to these questions are context-
specific and hard to generalize, but an attempt is made in the concluding chap
ter to synthesize the cross-country lessons and suggest how the changes can be 
achieved. 

Organization of the Book 

The book includes nine chapters, which are organized into four parts: (I) Intro
duction and Cross-Country Synthesis, (II) Case Studies from South Asia, (III) 
Case Studies from East Asia, and (IV) Policy Implications. This organization 
is guided by geography and the historical origins of food price policies. Three 
South Asian countries—India, Pakistan, and Bangladesh—have a common 
British colonial heritage; of the three East Asian cases, Indonesia and the Philip
pines share a common vision, whereas Vietnam stands by itself as a special case, 
as it has moved from central planning to adopting more liberalized grain mar
ket policies.3 

Part I consists of two chapters that include this introduction and a cross
country synthesis of six Asian countries. The synthesis suggests that the para
statals have outlived their usefulness. Although the underlying rationales have 
changed, many countries in Asia continue to practice an outdated set of poli
cies and provide regulatory supports to the parastatals. Holding on to the old 
practices can only mean holding back from reaping the benefits that current 
policies have to offer (Chapter 2). 

The South Asian case studies, presented in Part I I , offer highly contrast
ing experiences, although all three countries have the same colonial origin. 
Whereas India and Pakistan continue to intervene heavily, with different insti
tutional mechanisms, Bangladesh has successfully reformed its policies. The 
Indian case study demonstrates that, while the broad rationales for public in
tervention have lost their significance, the degree of government intervention 
has increased in recent years; and the country's parastatal, the Food Corpora-

3. One of our reviewers reminded us that the Indonesian and Philippine programs had sim
ilar origins, the common vision of Leon Mears, who first helped build the rice marketing parastatals 
in Indonesia (well before the emergence of the Food Logistics Agency in Indonesia [Badan Uru-
san Logistik, or BULOG] in 1967) and then took his experience to the Philippines, where he was 
instrumental in designing the National Food Authority (NFA) and advising its first two decades. 
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tion of India (FCI), continues to enjoy preferential treatment under a host of reg
ulations (Chapter 3). The authors of Chapter 3 argue that, given the current level 
of technological know-how and the improved strength of risk-management in
stitutions, such as commodity exchanges and credit institutions, continued prac
tice of old policies largely highlights the political challenges to reform. 

The experiences of Pakistan have been unique in terms of the institutional 
mechanisms for intervention. The country uses both a parastatal, Pakistan Agri
cultural Storage and Services Corporation (PASSCO), and Provincial Food De
partment (FPD) to carry out procurement, stocking, and distribution in domes
tic markets. On the other hand, the import of wheat, which averaged about two 
million tons until 1999-2000, is the responsibility of the Directorate General 
of Food in the Ministry of Food, Agriculture, and Livestock. The chapter sug
gests that, while the PFD has suffered losses, PASSCO has operated with no 
budgetary and financial support from the government, except subsidized cash 
credit to finance the commodity procurement operations. During the period be
tween 1985-86 and 2002-3, PASSCO made profits in 15 out of 18 years, paid 
taxes, and even paid dividends to its shareholders (Chapter 4). However, as the 
PFD and the Directorate of Food occupy the larger share, the costs of inter
vention continue to be high. 

The findings of the Bangladeshi case study are very different from those 
of the other two South Asian countries. By reducing public intervention, Ban
gladesh has been able to increase competition in domestic markets, reduce food 
subsidy bills, and allocate more resources to development and anti-poverty 
projects without jeopardizing food price stability (Chapter 5). The grain mar
ket liberalization has released funds for SSNs, helped develop innovative SSNs, 
and contributed to building critical rural infrastructure. Furthermore, the coun
try has also been able to develop programs that incorporate short-term food 
security, such as disaster mitigation, and long-term development goals by build
ing infrastructure and improving nutritional status of the future labor forces. 
However, the chapter argues that there is room for further improvement. 

A common message from these three case studies is that a fundamental 
challenge of liberalizing South Asian grain markets is delinking SSN programs, 
which have evolved as part of the procurement-stocking-distribution policy. 
The public stocks, procured through minimum support prices, are normally re
leased through public distribution under a variety of SSNs for the poor. Even i f 
efficient resource allocation is ensured by relying on private trade, the need for 
SSN programs wil l persist. How can the goal of efficient resource allocation be 
achieved? The chapter on Bangladesh provides success stories, and the Indian 
case study examines cost-effectiveness of a host of food-based SSN programs 
and offers suggestions for reforms. Based on their results, the authors argue 
that, from the efficiency point of view, delinking SSNs would involve a grad
ual move away from universal public distribution to more targeted public works 
programs in the short run. However, the chapter emphasizes that the eventual 
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goal would be to move toward cash-based programs, which, given the level of 
technology, appear increasingly feasible. 

Of the three East Asian case studies in Part I I I , Indonesia's price policy 
was highly successful in the 1970s and 1980s, but has faced troubles in recent 
years. The author argues that a practice of interlocking mechanisms between 
government or political elites and private sectors and nontransparent govern
ment decisions in the rice-import process (including closed-door appointments 
of rice importers) since the 1990s are among important factors affecting 
BULOG's poor performance in the past decade (Chapter 6). Recent reform 
efforts, on whose benefits the jury is still out, are described. A postscript by 
Peter Timmer updates the situation by providing an assessment of a recent de
bate over the link between rice policy and food security. 

The Philippine case study argues that, despite the resources devoted to the 
NFA and despite initial successes, agricultural development has lagged and 
food security programs have not substantially improved. A major reason for the 
mixed achievement has been inconsistent and, more recently, lagging public 
commitment. The author proposes a scheme for stabilizing prices, using a price 
band and combining the use of trade policies, buffer stocks, limited procure
ment, and a safety net for the ultra-poor (Chapter 7). 

In Vietnam, where parastatals had absolute control over production and 
distribution of agricultural products until 1981, market liberalization has 
greatly contributed to increasing production, enhancing technology adoption, 
and improving overall social welfare. Rice production grew at a rate of 5.6 per
cent between 1988 and 1995, transforming Vietnam from a chronic food-deficit 
country to a leading exporter of rice in Asia (Chapter 8). The key message of 
the chapters on Bangladesh and Vietnam is that reduced intervention can con
tribute to efficiency gains and market development. 

The book concludes by summarizing the key findings of the first eight chap
ters and their implications. This final chapter highlights the challenges of effec
tively making changes to food price policies that promote the continued im
provement in social and economic welfare of developing countries (Chapter 9). 
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2 Grain Marketing Parastatals in Asia: 
Why Do They Have to Change Now? 

SHAHIDUR RASHID, ASHOK GULATI, 
AND RALPH CUMMINGS JR. 

Context 

The initial economic conditions and the rationales for public intervention in 
foodgrains markets were remarkably similar in those Asian countries whose 
governments intervened in their grain markets. Agriculture was largely weather-
dependent, production variability was high, domestic markets were poorly in
tegrated, international markets were highly volatile, and the countries had se
vere liquidity constraints on buying from the international market at times of 
scarcity. These countries were vulnerable to crop failures; their foreign ex
change reserves were meager, and their national food security depended, apart 
from "mother nature," on the goodwill of—and relationship with—donor coun
tries. These relationships, however, were not always smooth because of sharp 
differences in political ideology. Therefore, policy thinking in all of these coun
tries converged on attaining self-sufficiency, improving food distribution, and 
managing food security threats arising from weather-related production shocks. 
This thinking coincided with the advent of the Green Revolution, giving the 
governments another justification for intervention—that is, mitigating the risks 
and uncertainties of the new technology. By the early 1970s, a food policy par
adigm evolved, with governments directly involved in a procurement-stocking-
distribution chain, which was again very similar among these countries.1 

Nevertheless, the countries have had varying experiences over the years. 
In the 1980s and 1990s, some countries responded by reducing intervention, 
while others held on to the old practices with minimum reforms. The food sub
sidy bill has decreased in some countries but increased in others. The govern
ment's shares in grains markets have gone up in some countries but down in 
others. This chapter synthesizes these diverse experiences and draw implica
tions for further reforms. The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: The 
next section provides a historical overview of the evolution of policies and in
stitutions for public interventions, which is followed by a section that analyzes 

1. Vietnam, which started late and from a communist beginning, is a partial exception. 
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changes in the underlying rationales for intervention. The fourth section dis
cusses policy responses to changing rationales; and the fifth one evaluates the 
performances of price stabilization policies over the past three decades. The 
chapter concludes with a summary of the major issues and a discussion of their 
implications. 

Food Policy and Parastatals in Asia 

Although underlying conditions were similar, policy design, implementation ap
proaches, and reforms in later years have varied widely among the countries. Poli
cies have been implemented through parastatals in India, Indonesia, and the 
Philippines; a state agency (Directorate of Food) in Bangladesh; a combination 
of parastatals and state agencies in Pakistan; and parastatals without direct in
volvement in procurement and distribution in Vietnam. The following are brief 
country-by-country overviews of how parastatals and supporting policies evolved 
over time. 

India 

The great Bengal Famine of 1943 triggered the tradition of public intervention 
in India. The Famine Enquiry Committee Report, as well as subsequent stud
ies, concluded that the root cause of famine was the failure of markets in re
sponding to supply shortages in Bengal (that is, lack of spatial integration), 
rather than the availability of foodgrains in India as a whole, in that particular 
year.2 Thus, the central premise for heavy public involvement was to address 
the perceived inability of private traders to ensure efficient allocation of essen
tial commodities across space and time. Government actions focused on en
suring a steady flow of supplies at "reasonable" prices to consumers through 
domestic production supplemented by imports whenever production suffered a 
setback. Until about 1965, consumers were generally assured of a minimum 
supply, but a guaranteed income to the producers remained an elusive promise.3 

Two major events coincided to prompt a change in policy. First, in 1965/66 
and 1966/67 the country experienced two consecutive droughts of unprece
dented severity that reduced foodgrain production almost 20 percent below 
their previous best levels. India was in crisis; it was bailed out only by a large 
volume of U.S. food aid that severely strained the country's pride. Second, in 
1963 the new high-yielding wheat varieties (HYV) were first grown experi
mentally in India, and by 1966 prospects of the Green Revolution appeared 

2. Sen's (1981) interpretation of famine, the entitlement failure, differs from this view. 
Although Sen's works have been extremely influential, many have disagreed with his view. See 
Devereux(2001). 

3. This concern was based, in part, on the assumption that production responds slowly to 
price, but price responds swiftly and inexorably to demand or to fluctuations in supplies. 
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promising. The New Strategy of Agricultural Development, articulated in the 
Fourth Five-Year Plan (GOI1970), marked a bold step beyond previous policies. 
A policy of combining high-yielding varieties of seeds with a package of com
plementary inputs in selected but widely distributed water-assured areas was pro
posed. The availability of scarce foreign exchange to import fertilizer and other 
inputs to support the program was given priority. Investments in agricultural sup
ply industries were encouraged. Reorganizations of programs in research, ex
tension, and rural credit, which had been initiated earlier, were accelerated and 
given greater support. However, what marked the most significant departure from 
the old ways was the seriousness and sincerity with which the policy recom
mendations were translated into action, the so-called "political wil l ." 

An integrated food and agricultural policy emerged. Food management 
operations of the government attempted to achieve the objectives of (1) in
creasing production by encouraging adoption of new technology, (2) stabiliz
ing relative prices, and (3) protecting the consumption levels of low-income 
groups. An Agricultural Prices Commission was established in 1965, and so 
was the FCI, to make the price policy effective. Even though the specific du
ties of the FCI have changed over time, its main objectives have remained the 
same: (1) providing price support to farmers by procuring foodgrains at a re
munerative price; (2) distributing foodgrains throughout the country at "fair" 
prices; and (3) maintaining buffer stocks to ensure national food security. In 
achieving these objectives, FCI was envisioned to operate competitively with 
private traders. The guiding premise was that, unlike private traders, a public-
sector agency could act in the social interest. Given its size and financial 
strength, it was expected to secure for itself a commanding position in the food-
grain trade. 

Pakistan 

Pakistan's tradition of government intervention, in the form of food rationing, 
was inherited at independence in 1947; the objective was to mitigate seasonal 
price swings in the major urban centers that resulted from arbitrage failure 
brought on by inadequate infrastructure. In the early 1970s, it was recognized 
that farmers in general and small farmers in particular had neither adequate stor
age nor sufficient financial capacity to hold on to their marketable surplus in the 
hope of getting better prices later. This problem was the impetus for the for
mation of the PASSCO in 1973.4 Funded by the federal government and six 

4. PASSCO accounts for only about one-fourth of the wheat procured; PFDs procure the 
other three-quarters. However, their mandates are different. PFDs supply wheat to private flourmills 
at a fixed price that does not cover all expenses and, thus, involves substantial consumer subsidies. 
PASSCO supplies wheat to the designated public-sector agencies and recovers all its procurement 
and marketing costs through its sale price. PASSCO also maintains the country's strategic reserve 
of foodgrains. 
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nationalized banks, the agency was established with a wide charter and a range 
of activities. 

In practice, PASSCO has concentrated on (1) implementation of a support 
price program for wheat, paddy, gram, potatoes, onions, and oilseeds; (2) price 
stabilization; (3) construction of storage facilities and development of marketing 
infrastructure; and (4) promotion of agro-based processing units, such as rice-
husking mills, establishment of cold storage, and provision of farm machinery 
services to farmers. Atta (coarsely milled wheat), sugar, and other food com
modities were rationed initially. However, over time the system lost its utility, es
pecially in the provision of atta, and suffered from the many malpractices of of
ficials of the food department and depot holders (fake ration cards, poor quality 
of atta, and the like). Under a new system begun in 1987, the government sup
plies wheat from its stocks at uniform issue prices to designated flourmills, which 
are required to supply atta through general stores in the market. In the wake of 
curtailment of coverage of support prices in recent years, PASSCO's role has 
been limited to the procurement of wheat regularly and paddy occasionally. In
tervention with other crops has been characterized by an ad hoc approach. 

Bangladesh 

Like India and Pakistan, the genesis of the food security administrative struc
ture, scope, and objectives, including food control mechanisms, was associated 
with wartime emergency followed by the great Bengal Famine of 1943. The po
litical perception inherited from the British colonial tradition of the need to con
trol foodgrain marketing remains firmly embedded even today. This tradition is 
illustrated by a plethora of regulatory instruments, which, although not en
forced or only partially enforced, remains in place. However, unlike its neigh
bors, Bangladesh has not employed a parastatal to carry out price stabilization; 
instead, price support and public distribution are operated through the Depart
ment of Food. 

At independence in 1971, Bangladesh was one of the poorest countries in 
the world and was hit by a famine in 1974. Therefore, protecting consumers and 
preventing famines were the main policy considerations in the early years after 
independence. There was a large influx of food aid and an associated upsurge 
in public distribution. However, the public distribution system was character
ized by persistent heavy leakage. Progressive reforms have shifted the orienta
tion of public policy from rationing to poverty-alleviation programs. The pub
lic system has evolved to achieve multiple objectives: targeted distribution to 
alleviate poverty, disaster management, and price stabilization. 

By the late 1970s agricultural production started receiving greater atten
tion. Deliberate policies were adopted to strengthen agricultural research, ex
pedite technology diffusion, and encourage private-sector investment in agri
culture. Increased public investments in agricultural research and extension in 
the 1980s and 1990s, together with private-sector investments in small-scale ir-
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rigation, increased production significantly by making a shift away from highly 
flood-susceptible deepwater aman cultivation in the monsoon season to boro 
cultivation in the dry season, which reduced the length of time between major 
crops from 12 to 6 months. Substantial investment in infrastructure, some of 
which was done through food-for-work programs, improved the structure of 
roads and bridges, and the electricity and telephone networks. 

And perhaps unique among the countries under review, in 1994 Bangladesh 
liberalized trade policy to permit imports by private traders. This policy reform, 
subsequently, has become a major component of its stabilization policy. 

Indonesia 

Traumatic events—the downfall of the Sukarno government in the late 1960s— 
triggered an aggressive public approach to food security in Indonesia. The 
economy was in shambles, characterized by negative growth and runaway in
flation. The new government was especially sensitive to social unrest gener
ated by high rice prices that had created political instability under the previ
ous government. The fear of failure of domestic rice markets to arbitrage 
across time and space, weather-induced production changes, and volatility in 
international prices were considered the prime reasons for instability. Food 
policies were motivated by concerns for both consumption and production of 
foodgrains, primarily rice. 

A key element of the New Order approach under President Suharto was 
heavy investment in the rural economy to increase rice production and sustained 
efforts to stabilize the price of rice. Government investment strongly supported 
the agricultural sector. Improvements in rural infrastructure—irrigation systems, 
roads, schools, market places, healthcare facilities, communications, electric
ity, clean water, and the like—built a foundation for a dynamic rural economy. 
Packages of technological change in the forms of high-yielding rice varieties, 
fertilizer, pesticides (followed by integrated plant management), and technical 
advice were developed and disseminated throughout the country. Agriculture 
had clear first priority in the early development plans. 

Evolving from its role as the logistics agency for the military, the Food Lo
gistics Agency (Badan Urusan Logistik, or BULOG) implemented a price band 
on rice. A floor price kept farmgate prices of rice above production costs. 
BULOG served as a stabilizing agent by buying rice production not absorbed by 
the market, especially during the harvest season. A ceiling price policy main
tained the affordability of rice for lower-income consumers, especially in the ur
ban areas; when the price of rice increased sharply during planting seasons, 
drought, and similar situations, BULOG sold cheap rice to targeted consumers. 
BULOG was the sole importer of rice; a "big country" justification—Indonesia, 
being a large country, could have a large influence on prices in what was then a 
thin international rice market—was used in part to support that monopoly role. 
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The Philippines 

The Government of the Philippines regulated and intervened in rice and corn 
markets as far back as the 1960s. In the early years, intervention programs were 
carried out through two agencies, the Rice and Corn Board (RICOB) and the 
Rice and Corn Administration (RCA). These agencies were dissolved in 1972 
when the National Grains Authority (NGA), the predecessor of NFA, was estab
lished to promote the integrated growth and development of the grain industry 
by addressing the key areas of market failures. However, until the early 1980s, 
price intervention policies, both economy-wide and commodity-specific, cre
ated an incentive structure that was significantly biased against agriculture. This 
bias was primarily evidenced by an overvalued peso to protect industry and 
other economy-wide policies to defend an unsustainable deficit in the balance 
of payments (David 2003). 

In 1981, during a crisis in which rice supply was scarce even in the world 
market, the domestic supply of white corn (a substitute for rice) was short and 
the retail prices of both rice and corn were high. The government decided that 
it had to implement a price ceiling and rice rationing to defend the ceiling. With 
an executive order, NGA was transformed to NFA with additional mandates that 
were designed to protect consumers, promote rice self-sufficiency, and develop 
post-harvest technology for grain. Besides providing price support, NFA was 
tasked to build and operate a network of storage and post-harvest facilities 
throughout the country. Its mandates included (1) stabilizing year-round rice 
prices, (2) making rice affordable for the country's population, and (3) ensur
ing that palay (unmilled rice) prices gave rice farmers a reasonable level of in
come. Today it is both a regulator and corporation engaged in grain trading. As 
such, it has four functions: (1) trading, (2) regulatory, (3) developmental, and 
(4) corporate management. NFA has been the sole importer of rice into the 
Philippines for more than 25 years. 

Vietnam 

Vietnam clearly followed a different path than the other five countries discussed 
in this report. In the initial phase of unification of North and South Vietnam, 
agriculture was a major disappointment, making reform imperative. Directive 
100 in 1981 permitted cooperatives to contract with farm households to produce 
given amounts on their own plots, but any surplus could be sold on the newly 
liberalized free market (Minot and Goletti 2000). Farmers responded impres
sively to the new incentives: per capita food production grew from 273 kilograms 
in 1981 to 304 kilograms in 1985. However, in 1985/86, the fiscal deficit bal
looned as a result of reduced assistance from the Soviet Union and losses from 
the state-owned enterprises (SOEs). So in 1986 the government announced its 
intention to move toward a more market-oriented economy. Resolution 10 in 
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1988 recognized the farm household as the basic unit of production. Farmers 
were allowed to buy, own, and sell agricultural inputs, such as machines, water 
buffaloes, and tools. Cooperative land was assigned to farming households for 
10 to 15 years under different forms of contracts or bidding. Furthermore, farm
ers were allowed to market 40 percent of contracted output. By 1989 compul
sory government purchase of farm products was eliminated, and private traders 
were allowed to purchase directly from farmers. Market-oriented reforms were 
carried out in other sectors as well. The government eliminated most direct sub
sidies and price controls, tightened government spending, set interest rates at 
positive real values, unified and devalued the exchange rate, and moved toward 
a more liberalized international trade. The government reduced subsidies to 
SOEs and exposed them to greater competition. 

When Vietnam began exporting rice, the government restricted the volume 
of rice exports through the use of export licenses, even as international trade in 
other commodities was liberalized. A SOE (the Vietnam Central Food Corpo
ration [VINAFOOD]) retains the leading position (96 percent of volume) in in
ternational trade, which is largely confined to government-to-government trans
actions in relatively low-quality food-aid rice with a commercial price discount 
to the prevailing world price to African, Asian, and Middle Eastern markets. Re
cently, however, opportunities in international trade have been extended to the 
private sector. The Government of Vietnam carries out a regulatory role, issu
ing ordinances and decrees, but also signs contracts with other governments and 
private international buyers and assigns state-owned enterprises to supply rice. 
The government is playing an increasingly significant role in the development 
of grades and standards to assist in the improvement of quality. 

Underlying Conditions Have Changed 

I f the rationales are evaluated in a "market failure" sense, there are four com
monly agreed justifications for intervention in foodgrains markets: (1) weak in
frastructure and limited flow of price information (lack of market integration), 
(2) risk mitigation for technology diffusion, (3) thinness and volatility of the in
ternational market, and (4) inability to participate in the international market.5 

This section provides an assessment of how each of these conditions has changed 
over time. 

Infrastructure and Information Flow 

When price policies were introduced, transport and communication infrastruc
ture, the key determinants of efficient functioning of domestic markets, was ei
ther lacking or limited in all of these countries. Commodity movement was 
slow, traders had difficulties arbitraging over time and across space, and local-

5. See Timmer (1989b) for a detailed discussion on the rationales for public intervention. 
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ized supply shortages were challenges to policymakers in the region. Major 
food security threats, including famines, have been localized phenomena and 
were not directly linked with food availability in a nation as a whole.6 These 
unfortunate events resulted from the unavailability or inadequacy of the provi
sion of public goods, such as roads, and from the failure of price signals to be 
transmitted from deficit to surplus regions. Therefore, price stabilization was 
argued to be a justified intervention, as it addresses two sources of market fail
ure: public goods and information asymmetry in the market. 

Is such stabilization still a valid justification? We have examined data on 
the key indicators of infrastructure and reviewed studies on food market inte
gration. The data show that all indicators of infrastructure and access to infor
mation have improved significantly over the past three decades (Table 2.1). Be
tween 1970 and 2000, the networks of paved roads have increased more than 
three times in Pakistan and Bangladesh, more than four times in India, and an 
amazing nine times in Indonesia. Growth of the paved-road network has been 
somewhat slower in the Philippines, where it registered only a 27 percent in
crease in the three decades. 

Indicators of access to information—represented by telephone, radio, and 
television densities—have improved as well. The ratios of telephone ownership 
to population in 1970 were 1 to 1,500 in Bangladesh; 1 to 841 in Indonesia; 1 to 
566 in India; 1 to 469 in Pakistan; and 1 to 212 in the Philippines. In 2001 every 
fifth household in the Philippines; every sixth household in India, Indonesia, and 
Vietnam; every tenth household in Pakistan; and every fifty-fifth household in 
Bangladesh had access to a telephone.7 The most remarkable of all improve
ments is the spread of mobile phone networks to remote areas. Although densi
ties are still low, the culture of sharing (or using for a fee) has revolutionized in
formation flow in most of these countries. In India, the number of mobile phones 
already exceeds the number of line phones and is growing at a rate of six mil
lion a month during 2006 (Srivastava 2006). It is now common for grain traders, 
even the smaller ones, to carry a mobile phone and stay in touch with traders in 
distant locations. Therefore, price information gets transmitted in minutes, and 
traders in various locations are better linked than ever. 

The ownership of televisions and radios has also improved dramatically 
during the past three decades. In 1970, 1 in 20,000 people (or about 1 in 4,000 
households) in India, 1 in 8,000 people in Bangladesh, 1 in 1,333 people in In
donesia, and 1 in 663 people in Pakistan had a television set. In the Philippines 
and Vietnam, the numbers were 1 in 93 and 1 in 43, respectively. By the year 
2000, again assuming a household size of five, almost every household in Viet-

6. This phenomenon of localization was tragically demonstrated during the Madras Famine 
of 1876, Bengal Famine of 1943, as well as the more recent Bangladesh famine of 1974. 

7. A l l household-level calculations are based on the assumption that an average household 
consists of five members. 
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TABLE 2.1 Indicators of infrastructure status 

Indicator/ All six 
period Bangladesh India Indonesia Pakistan Philippines Vietnam countries 

Paved roads (thousand kilometers) 
1970 3.7 334.17 21.1 17.49 13.5 — 78.0 
2000 13.9 1,363.00 203.21 65.2 17.1 96.1 293.1 

Ground line telephones (per 1,000 people) 
1960s — 1.450 1.100 1.850 3.600 — 2.000 
1970s 0.967 2.700 1.850 3.117 7.717 — 3.270 
1980s 1.578 4.370 3.970 5.240 9.500 1.189 4.308 
1990s 2.684 16.124 18.970 16.632 23.782 13.835 15.338 
2001 4.303 37.523 34.512 23.322 42.381 37.598 29.940 

Cellular phones (per 1,000 people) 
1980s — — 0.045 0.018 — — 0.032 
1990s 0.468 1.332 4.306 0.854 19.142 2.277 4.730 
2001 3.961 6.262 31.175 5.601 149.576 15.424 35.333 

Televisions (per 1,000 people) 
1970 0.12 0.05 0.75 1.51 10.67 23.42 6.09 
1980s 2.80 7.32 33.69 14.81 30.06 34.69 20.56 
1990s 6.35 57.25 109.00 63.25 98.13 117.47 75.24 
2000 6.98 78.03 149.46 130.97 143.79 184.76 115.67 

Radios (per 1,000 people) 
1970 12.79 31.05 8.51 49.50 41.04 65.53 34.74 
1980s 31.75 61.52 134.21 84.29 75.77 101.03 81.43 
1990s 46.52 103.96 151.77 101.13 147.43 106.11 109.49 
2000 49.44 120.53 157.19 105.09 161.23 108.67 117.03 

S O U R C E : Authors' calculations based on data from World Bank (2003). 

N O T E : An "s" after the year reflects the average for the decade. — indicates not available. 

nam; every other household in Indonesia, Pakistan, and the Philippines; every 
third household in India, and every twenty-ninth household in Bangladesh had 
a TV set. Radio ownership has also increased by similar magnitudes in the 1990s. 

The improvements in infrastructure and information flow are reflected in 
recent studies of market integration (Table 2.2). Three different studies on the 
Philippines, using three different methodologies, conclude that provincial mar
kets for rice are well integrated, although Mendoza and Rosegrant (1995) found 
corn markets to be poorly integrated. Similarly, analyzing prices in 27 provinces 
for various time periods, studies have concluded that the Indonesian rice mar
kets are rapidly adjusting and are well integrated. In Bangladesh performance 
of rice markets has changed from being severely disorganized in the 1970s to 
being integrated in the 1990s. 
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The results of market integration studies on India are mixed, and the only 
study on Vietnam concludes that rice markets, at least over distances, are not 
well integrated. However, in both cases lack of integration is largely attributed 
to government regulations, particularly the restrictions on movement of grain. 
In India transportation by road requires passage through a large number of 
checkpoints that increases costs and reduces private traders' profitability be
cause of inordinate delays and payment of "speed money" (World Bank 1999).8 

This observation is consistent with the common finding that Indian foodgrain 
markets are integrated in the long run but not in the short run. Similarly, in Viet
nam movement restrictions prevented spatial arbitrage from bringing price dif
ferences down to the costs of transportation and marketing; as of late 1996 the 
procedures to buy and transport rice from the south to the north resembled those 
of trade with another country (Minot and Goletti 2000). 

Risk Mitigation and Technology Diffusion 

New technologies come with risk; hence, their adoption critically depends on 
availability and effectiveness of risk management institutions. In the 1960s in
surance and credit markets were either missing or incomplete in all of these 
countries, and farmers operated in a highly uncertain production and marketing 
environment, which greatly enhanced the risks and discouraged farmers from 
adopting new technology. Besides, domestic markets were very thin, and farm
ers had little confidence in investing in new technology. The argument was that 
the state-sponsored agencies and parastatals could help reduce the risks and 
build effective markets, which in turn would encourage farmers to adopt new 
technology. Therefore, one of the central rationales for price support policy was 
to mitigate those risks and help farmers ensure the profitability of cultivating 
their land with modern crop varieties.9 

This risk mitigation is no longer a persuasive justification for public inter
vention. As already argued, the domestic markets are now well integrated and 
the high-yielding varieties (HYVs) now cover practically all area sown to wheat 
and a large proportion of area sown to rice (Table 2.3). Note that Table 2.3 is 
constructed to show the percentage of total HYV rice area to total rice area, and 
does not reflect the true saturation of technology adoption. There are essential 

8. In addition to imposing several restrictions on private trade, the Government of India has 
offered concessions to FCI, such as cheap credit and priority in public transportation, which have 
made FCI a privileged trader in Indian foodgrain markets. Furthermore, pan-seasonal and pan-
territorial pricing policy leads to a situation in which there are no geographical and intertemporal 
price variations in trade, which both reduces incentives for private trade and destroys the commer
cial motivation of FCI. 

9. In fact, floor price guarantee is a variant of forward-pricing schemes, which promote farm
ers' willingness to participate and reduce enforcement problems, such as moral hazard and adverse 
selection, inherent in instituting futures markets in developing countries. See Stiglitz (1987) and 
Islam and Thomas (1994) for a review o f these issues. 
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T A B L E 2.3 Percentage of area sown to modern rice and wheat varieties 

. All six 
Period Bangladesh India Indonesia Pakistan Philippines Vietnam countries 

Rice 
1960s 1.9 8.2 8.0 — 31.0 — 12.3 
1970s 14.3 33.1 40.9 — 65.6 4.7 31.7 
1980s 31.4 56.6 72.2 — 85.8 31.1 55.4 
1990s 49.4 61.9 70.8 — 81.7 64.2 65.6 
Latest 61.8 71.9 76.7 — 96.3 85.6 78.5 

fheat 
1970s 7.7 29.5 — 43.0 — — 26.7 
1980s 94.8 67.8 — 80.7 — — 81.1 
1990s 95.7 76.0 — 86.1 — 85.9 

Latest 100.0 92.0 — 94.0 — — 95.3 

S O U R C E S : Authors' calculations based on data from CIMMYT (2004), FAO (2004), and IRRI (2004). 

N O T E S : The numbers reflect averages for the decade. — indicates not available. 

requirements, such as irrigation facilities and low probability of flooding, which 
constrain cultivation of HYV rice but not the traditional varieties.10 A better in
dicator would be to take HYV area as percentage of irrigated rice area, but such 
disaggregated data are not available for all countries. Data from India and 
Bangladesh suggest that, i f irrigation is available, farmers allocate almost 100 
percent of their land to modern varieties of rice. This fact implies that the farm
ers have mastered the technology, and their land-allocation decision (to culti
vate HYV or other crops) is dictated by the profitability of crops, not by the 
technology risks. 

Thinness and Volatility of Global Food Markets 

Attaining self-sufficiency in food was one of the central drivers of food and agri
cultural policies in Asia. The argument for this policy was that the world market 
was highly volatile and too thin for these countries to bet on their food security. 
The rice market was particularly volatile. Factors contributing to instability were 
the geographic concentration of rice production, a thin and fragmented world 
market with high transactions costs in trading, low domestic price elasticity of 
demand, and relatively low world stockholdings (Jayne 1993). The situation, 
however, has changed over the past two decades on all counts. 

10. For example, in flood-prone areas of Bangladesh, farmers cultivate deep-water aman (a 
long-stem traditional variety) that is more resilient to flooding. Therefore, it is perfectly rational for 
the farmers to cultivate traditional varieties in such circumstances, and they wi l l continue to do so 
irrespective of price support programs. 
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First, global foodgrain markets have matured in terms of traded volume, 
as percentage of total global production and consumption (Table 2.4). Wheat 
and maize markets have always been relatively robust. In 1966, India imported 
more than 10 million tons of wheat, albeit provided as food aid under PL 480, 
without large disruptions in the international wheat market. On the other hand, 
during the 1960s and 1970s, Indonesia's 3 million tons of imports in a 7- to 10-
million-ton international rice market could have had significant impact on in
ternational rice prices. But the international rice market is now approximately 
25 million tons annually, production has become more stable because of irri
gation and pest control, and new exporters (particularly Vietnam) have become 
major participants. Bangladesh successfully utilized privatized international 
trade, albeit with certain favorable circumstances, as a major source of its price 
stabilization and food security program to adjust to a poor harvest in late 1997 
and a massive flood in 1998 (Dorosh 2001). In 1998 Indonesia was able to im-

T A B L E 2.4 Changes in the trade of cereals in the world market 

Indicator/year Rice Wheat Coarse grain 

World trade (as percentage of production) 
1972-74 3.54 18.65 10.40 
1975-77 3.93 17.81 12.24 
1978-80 4.70 19.51 13.65 
1981-83 4.04 21.70 12.71 
1984-86 3.87 18.43 10.80 
1987-89 3.72 21.28 12.72 
1990-92 3.90 19.25 11.07 
1993-95 5.20 18.68 10.97 
1996-98 6.12 17.42 10.30 
1999-2001 6.26 18.63 11.81 
2002-03 7.27 19.40 12.02 

forld trade volume (million tons) 
1972-74 7.79 65.64 65.14 
1975-77 9.53 67.57 82.70 
1978-80 12.35 84.05 100.16 
1981-83 11.71 101.34 93.43 
1984-86 12.25 93.85 88.62 
1987-89 12.29 107.91 97.52 
1990-92 13.82 108.42 92.53 
1993-95 18.93 100.87 90.51 
1996-98 23.73 103.37 92.14 
1999-2001 25.08 108.65 103.44 
2002-03 27.50 110.00 104.80 

S O U R C E : Authors' calculations based on annual time series data from USDA-FAS (2004a). 
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port more than 6 million tons of rice in the wake of the worst drought in recent 
history with very little impact on the world rice market (Timmer 2002). 

Second, although it is still high compared to domestic markets, price 
volatility in the international market has shown significant decline in the past 
two decades, particularly in the 1990s. Dawe (2002) has demonstrated that the 
average absolute value of annual rice price change has declined from 24 per
cent during 1965-1981 to just 11 percent between 1985 and 1998. The author 
attributes the increased stability to three factors: increased production stability, 
a deeper world market (both noted above), and the commercial orientation of 
several major exporters. These patterns suggest that rice prices are likely to re
main relatively stable in the future. 

Ability to Participate in the International Market 

Another justification for state intervention, very significant in the 1960s, was 
that most of these countries had little foreign currency reserve and their food 
security greatly depended on food aid. The severity of the problem is demon
strated by plotting the value of cereal imports (commercial plus food aid) as 
percentage of foreign currency reserves (Figure 2.1).1 1 Notice that, until about 
the early 1970s, cereal import values exceeded foreign currency reserves in In
dia and Indonesia and constituted a high proportion of total reserve in Pakistan 
and the Philippines. In Bangladesh, cereal import value was higher than foreign 
currency reserves as late as 1987. These numbers clearly demonstrate the crit
ical link among foreign currency reserves, food aid, and food security. Clearly, 
without food aid, the countries would have encountered serious food security 
problems until about the late 1970s. 

The link between foreign currency reserves, food security, and food aid 
was clearly manifested in India when that country was hit by two consecutive 
droughts in the mid-1960s. In 1966, the country needed more than 10 million 
tons of food to feed its population and had about US$419 million in its reserves. 
Thus its spending its entire reserves could buy only 6.76 million tons of wheat 
at current prices (US$62 per ton). Therefore, when the United States cut off 
food assistance under PL 480, the situation turned into a crisis. The leaders of 
India had to appeal to the United States to reconsider food aid; the United States 
eventually bailed out India by supplying more than 8 million tons of food aid. 
This experience severely strained Indian national pride, and attaining food self-
sufficiency quickly became the top priority of the government's policy agenda 
articulated in the Fourth Five-Year Plan. 

A review of the trends in foreign currency reserves and import capacity, 
defined as the export value of goods and services deflated by import price in-

11. Foreign currency reserves do not include gold, special drawing rights, and funds with 
the International Monetary Fund (IMF). Cereal imports include government imports, food aid, and 
other commercial imports. 
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F I G U R E 2.1 Values of cereal imports as a percentage of foreign exchange reserves, 
1965-2001 

Value (percent) 

1962 1965 1968 1971 1974 1977 1980 1983 1986 1989 1992 1995 1998 2001 

dex, indicates that the situation has improved dramatically over the past three 
decades (Table 2.5). To better understand the magnitudes of improvement, let 
us consider the Indian case in 2004. During June-July 2004, total foreign cur
rency reserve in India was US$120 billion and rice was selling in the world mar
ket at US$185 per ton. Thus, buying all 25 million tons of rice available in the 
world market would take less than 5 percent of Indian foreign currency re
serves—quite a contrast to the situations of drought years in the mid-1960s! 
The improvements in other countries are also remarkable. Except Bangladesh, 
which continues to receive large amounts of food aid, and Pakistan, where im
port values were high for a couple of years in the 1990s, the value of total cereal 
imports in most of these countries now constitutes only a small fraction of their 
total foreign currency reserves. Thus, international liquidity is no longer a ma
jor constraint, and hence these countries can use world markets to meet their 
food security objectives more efficiently. 

The central message from this section is that the rationales used to justify 
the policy of intervention in grain markets have changed. However, we note that 
the analyses are based on aggregate macro-level data and hence do not capture 
regional variations in access to infrastructure or institutions, such as credit and 
insurance, which are important for risk management. Therefore, governments 
wi l l continue to have legitimate roles to play in those circumstances.12 The 
Bangladesh case study highlights that the government took these considerations 

12. We thank an anonymous reviewer for making this suggestion. 
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T A B L E 2.5 Indicators of ability to use international markets to ensure food security 

Period Bangladesh India Indonesia Pakistan Philippines Vietnam 
All six 

countries 

Foreign exchange reserves (million US$) 
1960s — 422 59 188 100 — 192 
1970s 241 2,938 1,859 322 1,429 — 1,358 
1980s 463 4,171 4,735 747 1,059 — 2,235 
1990s 1,892 19,598 16,628 1,297 7,630 2,292 8,223 
2001-03 1,843 69,954 30,848 7,468 13,213 4,668 21,332 

Share of cereal import value to foreign 
exchan: ge reserves (percent) 

1960s — 151.26 285.21 37.81 56.02 — 132.58 
1970s 142.72 49.91 37.56 42.08 10.17 — 56.49 
1980s 72.64 6.32 8.21 29.22 28.54 — 28.99 
1990s 20.21 0.96 7.31 33.97 7.59 0.05 11.68 
2001 21.47 0.00 2.64 0.98 4.49 0.03 4.94 

Import capacity (index: 1995 = 100) 
1970 24.33 19.31 6.55 52.39 23.36 — 25.2 
1975-80 13.81 29.18 37.93 38.39 30.34 — 29.9 
1980s 26.69 46.43 51.80 48.61 49.10 27.46 41.7 
1990s 97.04 107.04 101.52 97.41 105.84 87.76 99.4 
2001 168.22 179.29 119.41 104.76 144.90 — 143.3 

S O U R C E S : World Bank (2003); IMF (2004). 

N O T E S : An "s" after the year reflects the average for the decade. - indicates not available. 

seriously when it embarked on policy reforms. The guiding principle was that 
lifting restrictions would change the incentive structure (getting prices right) 
and help markets develop through greater private-sector participation. But the 
government kept playing the legitimate public roles—that is, protecting the sec
tion of the population that is vulnerable to climatic shocks and resides in geo
graphically disadvantaged regions. These issues are further highlighted in the 
concluding section of this volume. 

But the Old Ways Continue in Most Countries 

The previous section has demonstrated that, at the aggregate level, the key jus
tifications for public intervention have lost significance over the past 30 years. 
Policies have changed, too, but these responses have differed across countries. 
This section provides an account of these varied changes, focusing on two as
pects: (1) policies designed to facilitate parastatals' operations and (2) the 
changes in the size and scale of their operations. 
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Policies to Facilitate Public Intervention Programs 

Historically, a range of government regulations has supported parastatals or 
other government agencies involved in food intervention programs. Monopoly 
controls in international trade, restrictions on movements of foodgrains by the 
private sector, cheap credit and preferential access to transportation for the para
statals, and limits on private storage have been extensively used in all of the coun
tries studied. A summary is presented in Table 2.6, and the economic arguments, 
current practices, and the relevance of the regulations are discussed below. 

M O N O P O L Y I N I N T E R N A T I O N A L T R A D E . There are two arguments com
monly cited to justify government monopoly of international trade in food-
grains: (1) to keep a control over scarce foreign currency reserves and (2) to 
take advantage of scale economies. The first argument is that, because the for
eign exchange reserves were limited and food imports accounted for a major 
share of them, there had to be a mechanism to monitor and regulate reserve ex
penditures. Therefore, it was assumed that by making an administrative rather 
than a business decision, for import, governments would be in a better position 
to optimally spend the countries' scarce foreign currency reserves. The second 
argument is that, because governments were large buyers, and there were many 
sellers in the international markets, they would have greater bargaining power 
(some degree of monopsonistic power) to negotiate lower import prices. By 
contrast, i f private traders were allowed to import, they would have no bar
gaining power (pricetakers) and hence would have to pay higher prices. This 
situation would, the assumption goes, not only increase domestic prices, but 
would also drain out precious foreign currency reserves. 

Because the foreign exchange reserves have improved dramatically, the 
first argument is no longer persuasive. Regarding the second argument, the re
ality has been quite contrary to its central assumptions. The empirical evidence 
suggests that, instead of enjoying scale economy, the policy has actually served 
as an easy avenue of rent seeking by bureaucrats and politicians who were en
trusted to make import decisions. For example, analysis of historical data of 
wheat imports in India suggests that, in most years, the government has actu
ally paid higher import prices than the private sector would have paid. 1 3 An
other empirical example comes from Bangladesh, where both government 
and the private sectors imported foodgrains to address the crisis following the 
1998 flood. Although the size of government imports was much larger than 
that of the private sector (the size of each consignment of public imports was 
about 82,000 tons compared to 300^100 tons by the private sector), the gov
ernment paid substantially higher prices and took much longer times to com
plete the transactions.14 Our country case studies suggest that similar evidence 

13. In India, there are reports that some bureaucrats have been implicated for rent seeking 
in grain imports. 

14. These numbers are based on Annex 4 of A l i and Jahan (2003), who provide transaction 
details obtained from three major banks in the country. 
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is available from other countries as well, particularly in the Philippines and 
Indonesia, both of which have practiced monopoly control for many years. 

Nevertheless, despite mounting evidence, many countries continue to 
exercise partial or complete trade control over foodgrain markets in Asia. The 
parastatals (or government agencies) control imports of rice and corn in the 
Philippines, exports of rice in Vietnam, and imports of wheat in Pakistan and 
India. The past two decades have also witnessed vacillating import policies in 
both Indonesia and Pakistan. In 1987-88, Pakistan freed wheat imports but 
quickly reversed its policy on the grounds that the private sector was importing 
substandard wheat. Since then, the government has regularly imported wheat, 
involving large subsidies, to supply its public distribution schemes that have 
mainly benefited the flourmills and have been reported in local media to have 
bred corruption in local food departments. Total subsidies on government ex
ports and imports were as high as US$190 million in 1995/96, equivalent to 
about 68 percent of the total food subsidy bill . Similarly, in Indonesia, rice im
port restriction was lifted in 1998, but resulted in larger volumes of imports and 
consequently increased calls (including from BULOG) for more protection. 
The government instituted a temporary ban on imports and allowed only a group 
of expressly licensed importers to import rice (USDA-FAS 2004b). 

M O V E M E N T R E S T R I C T I O N S . In the Indian subcontinent, the policy of 
movement restriction dates back to colonial rule in the early 1940s, when it was 
enforced with the dual objectives of preventing hoarding and building stocks 
for distribution in major urban centers. The objectives, however, changed when 
price support policies were adopted in the 1960s. The idea was to bring the prices 
down to the support-price level in surplus areas, so that governments could 
procure a sufficient supply for their buffer-stocking and public-distribution op
erations. In India, researchers often used the term "bottle up," which became 
very popular in the 1970s and 1980s, when the government frequently enforced 
movement restrictions in the surplus states. 

The policy of restricting foodgrain movements by the private sector is still 
partially enforced in India and Indonesia and is frequently enforced in Pakistan 
and Vietnam. Pakistan officially lifted movement restrictions in 2001, but in 
2004 restriction on wheat movement was being enforced in the state of Punjab 
to facilitate public procurement of wheat. Similarly, movement restriction in 
India was officially withdrawn in 1977, but was frequently re-introduced until 
the 1990s. Even today, India enforces movement restrictions in selected states 
on the grounds of preventing smuggling to neighboring countries. In Vietnam, 
as of late 1996 rice trade between the north and south resembled that of trade 
between two separate countries (Minot and Goletti 2000). Why is this policy so 
popular? Presumably, it does aid public procurement. However, it also creates 
lucrative rents for an influential group of stakeholders, including food officials, 
law enforcement agencies, and politicians. Historically, the policy has never 
been conducive to resource allocation and market development. The Indian ex-
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perience clearly suggests that the policy has hindered private trade, bred cor
ruption, and contributed to poor integration of markets.15 

C O N C E S S I O N A L C R E D I T F A C I L I T I E S . Governments have to commit finan
cial resources to implement floor and ceiling price policies. Food logistics 
agencies need a line of credit to purchase grain, domestically or internationally, 
and to store it until prices go high enough to justify market injection. There are 
three important economic consequences of this policy. First, parastatals require 
large volumes of credit (often 20-30 percent of total agricultural credit) and 
hence can reduce credit availability to other sectors. Such was indeed the case 
in India during the early to mid-1990s when credit extended to FCI accounted 
for 75-94 percent of total trade credit (RBI 2001). Second, the policy discour
ages private traders, whose transaction costs become higher relative to para
statals. Finally, Timmer (1989b) argues that when prices become stable, credit 
demand becomes unstable, and the instability can impose significant adjust
ment costs to the rest of the economy, regardless of whether the food logistics 
agency is increasing or decreasing its use of credit.1 6 

Our country case studies indicate that at some point all countries have pro
vided concessional credit to their food marketing agencies and many countries 
continue the policy (Table 2.6). FCI has enjoyed preferential credit access since 
1973/74. The interest rate on FCI credit was about 7 percentage points lower 
than market rates until 1982/83 and 5-6 percentage points lower thereafter. In
donesia had a similar policy until 1998. BULOG had access to an unlimited line 
of credit at heavily subsidized interest rates in the early years and at commer
cial rates guaranteed by the Bank of Indonesia since 1998 (Timmer 2002). In 
1998, VINAFOOD received an interest-free loan of roughly US$150 million 
from Vietnam's export promotion fund to purchase and export rice. 

O T H E R R E S T R I C T I O N S . Parastatals (or government agencies) have also 
been supported by other restrictions and/or public facilities in the Indian sub
continent. Two of the common practices have been restrictions on storage and 
preferential access to transportation, both of which continue to be enforced in 
India. Restrictions on private storage originated from a common perception that 
traders are speculators who make abnormal profits by hoarding and artificially 
increasing prices. A direct policy outcome of such perceptions was the pro
mulgation of the Essential Commodities Act in India and Anti-Hoarding Act in 

15. The policy was counterproductive even in the early years after independence in India. 
After the central government gave power to the provinces to control movement, every province, 
every district, every taluk (smallest administrative unit) in eastern India had become a food repub
lic unto itself, destroying the trade machinery for the distribution of foodgrains (Chopra 1981). 

16. To further elaborate this point, Timmer (1989a, 22) writes, "when credit demand rises (say 
after a good harvest), interest rates rise or government loans are rationed, budgets of other agencies 
are cut, investment projects delayed, or the deficit is financed by increasing the money supply, with 
attendant potential for inflation. On the other hand, when [a] loan is unexpectedly repaid, money and 
purchasing power is withdrawn from the economy, with potential recessionary impact." 
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Bangladesh, which, although not strictly enforced, are still in existence. In ad
dition, public food agencies in both countries had enjoyed preferential access 
to railway transportation for years. While Bangladesh reformed this policy in 
the late 1990s, FCI in India continues to enjoy it. In fact, the private traders get 
only sixth preference i f they want to transport their grain through Indian rail
ways (Deininger and Deininger 2001). 

Changes in the Size and Scale of Operations of Food Marketing Agencies 

Compared to the early years of the Green Revolution, parastatals' (govern
ment's) market shares, measured by the percentage of procurement to total pro
duction, have increased significantly in India, modestly in Bangladesh, and de
clined in the Philippines and Pakistan (Table 2.7). The most striking example 
is India, where public procurement of rice and wheat has increased from about 
10 percent of production in the 1970s to as much as a quarter of production in 
recent years. 

While public procurement has declined in Indonesia, the Philippines, and 
Pakistan, total public distributions have actually increased, as governments in 
these countries imported larger volumes of foodgrains to supply their public 
distribution programs. For example in the Philippines, although rice-equivalent 
paddy procurement by NFA was less than 3 percent of market production in the 
1990s, public distribution accounted for more than 10 percent of total food sup
ply . 1 7 This situation is very different from that in the 1970s, when procurement 
(6.13 percent) was larger than distribution (4.69 percent). The same is also true 
for Indonesia, where procurement as a percentage of production (4.51 percent) 
was less than half of BULOG's distribution as percentage of total supply of rice 
(11.83 percent). In Pakistan, not only has total distribution increased, public 
procurement as a percentage of total production (by provincial food agencies 
and PASSCO) continues to be large, ranging between 23 and 35 percent of to
tal wheat supply over the past three decades (Table 2.7). 

Another way to assess changes in the size of public price stabilization ef
forts is to examine total number of employees, but unfortunately, such time 
series data are not available for all countries. However, the data that we have sug
gest that the total number of employees in food logistics agencies has increased 
in India and decreased in Bangladesh. In India, FCI started its operation with 
only 3,904 employees in 1965, which increased to about 29,000 by 1970, more 
than 50,000 by 1980, and about 65,000 in the 1990s.18 In addition, Indian food 

17. The total supply of food, taken from the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United 
Nations Statistical Database (FAOSTAT; FAO 2004) includes food for human consumption only 
and is defined as the sum of total production, net import, and change in domestic stock. 

18. The numbers for 1965 through the 1980s are from Chopra (1981); World Bank (1999) 
reported 65,000 regular employees and 175,000 casual workers. However, according to FCFs sta
tistics on its website, it now has about 55,000 regular employees. 
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T A B L E 2.7 Degree of public intervention (percent) 

Indicator/ 
period Bangladesh3 India Indonesiab Pakistan Philippines0 

Procurement as percentage of total production (milled rice) 
Rice 

1970s 1.52 9.82 3.54 — 6.13 
1980s 1.82 14.01 6.80 — 5.28 
1990s 3.31 16.88 4.51 — 2.53 
2001-03 3.11 25.26 — — 2.68 

Wheat 
1970s 2.60 18.33 — — 5.18 
1980s 9.06 19.53 — 29.69 1.16 
1990s 4.68 20.88 — 24.39 0.25 
2001-03 5.28 22.32 — 20.50 — 

Distribution as percentage of total supplyd 

Rice 
1970s 4.33 9.46 10.82 — 4.69 
1980s 3.83 14.65 9.11 — 8.35 
1990s 3.31 13.42 6.67 — 10.50 
2001-02 3.47 15.45 11.83 — 12.71 

Wheat 
1970s 81.24 26.41 95.66 — 1.67 
1980s 66.14 19.73 102.37 27.04 0.89 
1990s 39.65 17.62 97.30 35.31 3.82 
2001-02 19.85 19.56 92.60 22.66 7.94 

S O U R C E S : Ahmed, Haggblade, and Chowdhury (2000) and Food Planning and Monitoring unit for 
Bangladesh; NFA website for the Philippines; Rashid and Gulati (2003) for India; Timmer (1996: 
Appendix) and Arifm (2003) for Indonesia; FAOSTAT (2004) CD-ROM for supply and production 
statistics. 

N O T E : — indicates not available. 
aThe distribution figures in Bangladesh include food aid, which is the main source of support in so
cial safety net programs. 
bBecause domestic production is miniscule, the distribution of wheat in Indonesia is calculated as 
the total wheat import as percentage of total supply. 

T h e Philippines figures under wheat are for white maize. 
dTotal supply of food, taken from FAOSTAT, includes only the food available for human con
sumption and is defined as the sum of production, net import, and change in domestic stock. 

policy has also created a large group of stakeholders that include about a half-
million ration shops, almost a quarter-billion ration cards, and more than 6,000 
state marketing and regulatory agencies (including mandi boards) directly in
volved with public food management programs (Rashid and Gulati 2003). 

In Indonesia, BULOG operated with about 500 employees during the first 
five years of its operation, which jumped to six thousand by the 1990s—at a 
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time when public procurement was declining. The size has important implica
tions for BULOG, especially since its transformation into a state trading enter
prise (STE) in 1998 to operate on commercial principles. Furthermore, given 
its past record of inefficiencies, estimated to be US$2 billion in 1993-98, down
sizing and restructuring is perhaps unavoidable for BULOG to be a sustainable 
STE in the near future. 

By contrast, the size of the government agency responsible for price sta
bilization has declined by 30 percent in Bangladesh. On the average, the Di 
rectorate of Food employed 11,598 employees in the 1980s, which gradually 
has declined after reforms to 8,170 during 2001-02. With the downsizing, the 
efficiency of the food department has improved, too. For example, the system 
loss (storage and transit losses) has declined from being as high as 3 percent 
of distribution in the 1980s to about 1.5 percent in the 1990s (Ahmed et al. 
2003), and the public distribution system, in combination with private imports, 
contributed effectively in managing the response to the 1998 flood (Del Ninno 
etal. 2001). 

The Bottom-Line Questions 

The bottom-line questions are: Why are some policies, particularly monopoly 
control and movement restrictions, so popular? What persuades governments 
to continue to provide regulatory supports to food logistics agencies? Policy
makers and bureaucrats, by nature, are risk averse. Some would argue that the 
policies have worked—although not necessarily very well. Such policies wi l l 
change only when a conclusive case is made that alternatives work better. How
ever, both monopoly controls over international trade and restrictions on food-
grain movements encourage corruption. When parastatals are given monopoly 
status, corrupt food officials and politicians are given an opportunity to receive 
large commissions for arranging government-to-government contracts. In the 
absence of highly sophisticated audit systems, the corruption can go unde
tected, even when purchase prices are set well above what is warranted by the 
actual quality of grain imported. In addition to the transfer of resources from 
taxpayers to corrupt officials, such incentives create massive waste associated 
with excess and rotting grain in public warehouses (Roumasset 2003). 

In the case of movement restrictions, incentives for rent seeking are even 
higher, especially in countries where public procurement is large and foodgrain 
production varies greatly across regions. In addition to subsidizing food offi
cials, the policy creates lucrative rents for law-enforcement officials who guard 
the checkpoints, for politicians from surplus regions who collect higher taxes, 
and even for the politicians and food officials from deficit regions who can gain 
by buying subsidized grain and selling it at higher prices. Benefits to special in
terests are some of the reasons why, despite overwhelming evidence of its in
efficiency, the policy keeps re-appearing. 
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Benefits and Costs 

Admittedly it is difficult to separate the contribution of price stabilization poli
cies from the overall government commitment to economic development as ex
pressed in all policies and investments. Similarly it is difficult to distinguish the 
merits of policies and investments from those of the institutions implementing 
these policies. These problems notwithstanding, we attempt to draw inferences 
about benefits based on price stability and performance of the agricultural sec
tor; compare the operational costs of parastatals in countries that liberalized (or 
reduced intervention) with countries that continue to have significant parastatal 
presence; and, finally, draw implications for reforms. 

Benefits of Price Policies 

Attribution problems notwithstanding, the case studies suggest that price poli
cies have benefited Asian agriculture in three important ways: (1) they have en
sured price stability, (2) they have boosted agricultural production, and (3) they 
have helped mitigate disasters. 

P R I C E S T A B I L I Z A T I O N . I f the commonly used measure of price stability— 
the coefficient of variation—in domestic markets is compared with that in the 
international markets, all countries reviewed in this volume appear have done 
well in terms of food prices.1 9 Some studies have attempted to link the price sta
bility with other economic and political indicators. Highlighting the effects of 
price stability, some authors have concluded that the countries most success
ful at price stabilization have also been among the fastest growing economies in 
the world (Timmer 1992,2000) and that where food prices have not been stabi
lized and food security remains questionable, political stability and economic 
growth have been threatened (Pinckney 1993). Because these studies are based 
on cross-country empirics, a plausible interpretation of the conclusions is that 
price stability can have positive effects, irrespective of the level at which prices 
are stabilized. 

In our sample of countries, an aggregate analysis would probably yield the 
same conclusion; that is, all countries have been able to stabilize prices and 
achieve significant agricultural growth over the past few decades. There is no 
denying that the stability of prices—no matter at what level they are stabi
lized—can mitigate risks and give farmers some degree of certainty in allocat
ing their land in favor of the crops for which prices are guaranteed. 

However, analyzing the levels of stability can offer further insights as to 
whether the stability has been achieved efficiently. I f the international parity is 
taken as the benchmark, our case studies indicate that the countries have stabi-

19. Note that Vietnam has not pursued price stabilization in the conventional sense. The food 
logistics agency VINAFOOD neither procures from fanners nor distributes to consumers; its role 
is restricted mainly to rice export within the limit of government-set quotas. In the Philippines, ex
periences with price stabilization have been mixed. 
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lized prices at various levels. For example, compared to world rice prices, the 
Philippines has maintained its domestic prices above, India has almost always 
kept its prices below, and Indonesia has stabilized its prices at world levels. The 
policies for wheat have also been different in India and Pakistan, the two main 
wheat-growing countries in our sample. In India, wheat prices were supported 
above international prices until 1989,below international prices during 1990-98, 
and above international prices during 1999-2002. By contrast Pakistan has 
always maintained wheat prices below international levels; to make this stabi
lization policy effective, the government has heavily taxed agriculture over the 
past three decades.20 

Does stabilizing at various levels matter in terms of growth and public 
spending? A rigorous analysis-based answer to this question is beyond the 
scope of this study. However, available studies from two countries in our sam
ple, Indonesia and Bangladesh, suggest that stabilizing around the international 
parity did pay off well in the initial years of the policy. In Indonesia, where do
mestic prices of rice were maintained around world prices until about the early 
1990s, Timmer (1997) has demonstrated that price stability did contribute to 
the country's growth rates. In particular, his econometric estimates suggest that 
stabilized rice prices raised the growth rate of Indonesia by about 16 percent 
during 1969-74,14 percent during 1974-79, and 4 percent during 1989-91 over 
what they otherwise would have been. In Bangladesh, where major reforms 
have been implemented to bring domestic prices to international parity, there 
has been a reduction in food subsidy bills and, compared to earlier periods, price 
variability has declined in the 1990s (Ahmed, Haggblade, and Chowdhury 2000; 
Del Ninnoetal. 2001). 

P E R F O R M A N C E O F T H E A G R I C U L T U R A L S E C T O R . In Asian countries, most 
of which have practiced price stabilization during the past thirty years or so, the 
performance of the agricultural sector has been remarkable. Compared to years 
before the Green Revolution, cereal production has more than doubled (even 
quadrupled in many cases), poverty has declined in both relative and absolute 
terms, and many countries in the region are now enjoying overall economic 
growth and prosperity (Table 2.8). Rice production has increased from 99 mil
lion tons in the 1960s to about 260 million tons during 2000-03; the proportion 
of undernourished people has declined by about 40 percent; and per capita in
come in terms of purchasing power parity (PPP) has more than tripled. Suc
cesses are spectacular when measured by poverty reduction in Indonesia 
and India, by rice production in Indonesia, and by wheat production in India 
and Bangladesh. In just two decades, the proportions of undernourished people 
declined from 26 percent to 6 percent in Indonesia and from 38 percent to 

20. The information on varying policies comes from Gulati and Narayanan (2003) for In
dia; Clarete (2003) for the Philippines; Schiff and Valdes (1992) and Salam and Mukhtar (2003) 
for Pakistan; and Timmer (1997) for Indonesia. 



T A B L E 2.8 Changes in cereal production, nutritional status, and income 

All six 
Period Bangladesh India Indonesia Pakistan Philippines Vietnam countries 

Production growth rate 
Ricea 

1951-66 2.0 2.4 2.6 4.3 2.5 4.8 18.6 
1966-77 2.8 5.1 5.0 7.3 5.3 2.1 27.6 
1977-88 1.7 2.7 5.4 0.7 1.9 4.4 16.8 
1988-2000 4.1 1.5 1.8 3.4 2.7 5.6 19.1 

Wheat" 
1951-66 3.2 3.2 n.a. 2.2 n.a. n.a. 8.6 
1966-77 7.8 7.8 n.a. 6.2 n.a. n.a. 24.0 
1977-88 4.3 4.3 n.a. 3.3 n.a. n.a. 11.9 
1988-2000 3.5 3.5 n.a. 3.2 n.a. n.a. 10.2 

ereal production (million tons)c 

Rice (paddy) 
1960s 15.70 54.00 13.78 2.23 4.26 9.14 99.11 
1970s 17.75 67.63 22.73 4.03 6.17 10.80 129.11 
1980s 22.71 90.76 38.34 4.93 8.51 15.56 180.81 
1990s 28.17 121.03 48.68 6.04 10.29 25.22 239.43 
2000-03 33.16 126.43 50.58 6.69 11.76 30.37 258.99 

Wheat 
1960s 0.05 12.55 n.a. 4.67 1.49 n.a. 4.69 
1970s 0.21 27.33 n.a. 8.03 2.57 n.a. 9.54 
1980s 1.12 44.20 n.a. 12.31 3.83 n.a. 15.37 
1990s 1.35 62.52 n.a. 16.53 4.38 n.a. 21.20 
2000-03 1.62 68.39 n.a. 18.24 4.37 n.a. 23.16 

roportion of undernourished population (percenf)d 

1979-81 42 38 26 31 27 33 33 
1990-92 35 25 9 26 26 27 25 
1995-97 38 21 6 19 23 21 21 
1999-2001 32 21 6 19 22 19 20 

Gross domestic product per capita, purchasing price 
parity (current international $)e 

1970s 418 618 580 495 1802 — 783 
1980s 768 1172 1312 1029 2716 940 1323 
1990s 1245 2163 2634 1649 3436 1485 2102 
2001 1610 2840 2940 1890 3840 2070 2532 

N O T E S : n.a. indicates not applicable; — indicates not available. 

"IRRI (2004). 

"CIMMYT (1998-99). 

•Calculated from FAOSTAT annual data. 
d FAO (1999, 2004). 
e World Bank (2003). 
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21 percent in India; total wheat production has increased from 12.6 million tons 
in the 1960s to more than 68 million tons in 2000/01 in India, and from a mere 
50,000 tons in the 1960s to 1.6 million tons in 2000/01 in Bangladesh. 

These are remarkable successes, but price policy was not the only driving 
force in achieving them. Arguably, price policy was a catalyst to the main force 
of agricultural growth: rapid diffusion of new technology. Although technology 
was the major force behind the success, one has to acknowledge that things 
would probably have been different in the absence of price policies and com
plementary investment in agriculture. In 1967, with first time large-scale adop
tion of HYVs, India harvested 17 million tons of wheat, or 5 million tons more 
than the previous best of 12 million tons. The challenge of managing such a big 
harvest was greater than anybody had anticipated. Neither the farming com
munity nor the government was equipped with adequate infrastructure to deal 
with such a blessing of technology. Many schools in rural Punjab were closed 
down to store the grain and, while students were on holidays, policymakers con
fronted the hard work of dealing with the new situation. What would have hap
pened in the absence of a policy to ensure a floor price? There is no counter-
factual to answer the question, but one can certainly imagine that prices would 
have collapsed, farmers would have lost incentives, and technology diffusion 
would have slowed down, i f not stopped altogether. 

D I S A S T E R M I T I G A T I O N . None of the countries in Asia has had a major 
food security crisis since their adoption of integrated food and agricultural poli
cies. For example, there has been no famines or major food security crises in 
India since the great Bengal Famine of 1943—although there have been several 
episodes of major droughts and other natural disasters. Similarly, despite being 
hit by several devastating floods, Bangladesh has not had a famine or major 
food security crisis since the country adopted integrated food and agricultural 
policies after the 1974 famine. The most striking example is the 1998 flood in 
Bangladesh, which did not have the devastating effect that many predicted. 

These success stories, although people might argue to what extent they can be 
attributed to price policies, are in sharp contrast to what many economists had 
predicted in the 1960s. Forty years ago, many development experts were writ
ing off Asia. 2 1 The region was termed a "development basket case." "Famine 
1975" (Paddock and Paddock 1967), "lifeboat ethics" (Hardin 1974), and "triage" 
(Ehrlich 1971) were the labels commonly applied to the practices in the coun
tries of the region. The progress has been remarkable; and we argue that the 
price policies and the parastatals that implemented major components of these 
policies do deserve some credit, i f not all of it. 

21. Ironically, they were betting on Africa. 
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Costs of Operation 

Countries with Significant Parastatal Presence 

In addition to direct operational costs, food marketing parastatals impose vari
ous forms of implicit costs on the society, which include costs due to policy dis
tortions, costs of providing regulatory supports, and costs of special interests 
and rent seeking. The country case studies suggest that the food marketing 
parastatals are becoming increasingly expensive, their costs are higher than 
those of the private sector, the margin of costs between parastatals and the pri
vate sector are widening, and the operations of parastatals are increasingly be
ing dictated by special interests. 

This evidence is obvious in all major Asian countries that have significant 
parastatal presence and seems to echo some of the problems that the opponents 
of price stabilization policies had predicted in their theoretical models. In India 
the government's subsidy bills for buffer stocking have increased from US$ 160 
million in 1992 to an estimated US$ 1.6 billion in 2002; in Indonesia total costs 
of inefficiency in BULOG are estimated at US$2.0 billion over a 5-year period, 
starting in 1993; in the Philippines, average annual losses to the society from 
NFA interventions are estimated at more than US$414 million during 1996-98. 
In Pakistan, food subsidy bills fluctuated between US$49 million and US$245 
million during 1990-2003. 

A few studies in India and Pakistan have compared unit cost of operation 
of the parastatals with that of the private sector. The findings are striking. De
spite concessional credit and transportation, per unit trading cost of wheat by 
FCI is estimated to be more than twice as much as private traders' costs (Chand 
2002). For rice, FCI's cost is about 20 percent higher than for private traders. 
Not only have the unit costs of FCI operation been larger than those of private 
traders, some studies suggest that the gap between the two has been widening 
in recent years (Jha and Srinivasan 2003). In Pakistan, return on sales of 
PASSCO was estimated at 2.12 percent, much lower than average return on 
sales of 10 percent or more in comparable private firms (Farouquee, A l i , and 
Choudhury 1995). For the provincial agency, the Punjab Agricultural Develop
ment and Supplies Corporation (PAD&SC), the estimated return on sales was 
-7.92 percent, suggesting that it was operating at large losses that were covered 
by public subsidies. The recent trend in costs of procurement is even more 
alarming. Procurement costs per ton by PASSCO have almost doubled in nom
inal terms since 1996, and the PFD in Punjab has incurred even higher costs.22 

22. PASSCO's procurement costs increased from Rs 1217.59 per metric ton in 1996/97 to 
Rs 2430.96 per metric ton in 2002/03; and PFD's costs increased from Rs 919.60 to Rs 2350.00 
during the same period (Salam and Mukhtar 2003). In real terms, the rate of increase has been even 
higher, as the inflation rates in the mid-1990s were larger than in recent years. 
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Evidence of special interest groups' influence on food logistics agencies 
has also surfaced frequently. For instance, many recent reports indicate that the 
politicians and farmers in the surplus states heavily influence the minimum sup
port prices in India (Dev et al. 2004). The inherent interests are simple: higher 
support prices mean more secured markets for farmers, larger procurement for 
the parastatals, and higher tax revenues for the politicians in the surplus states. 
Guaranteed markets make farmers happy, especially the larger ones, and the 
happier the farmers, the greater are the chances for politicians to get re-elected, 
at least in surplus states. 

A simple comparison of price series and land-allocation data wil l better i l 
lustrate how support prices have been influenced. Between 1996/97 and 
2000/01, the government's support prices for wheat and rice in India grew about 
25 and 10 percent faster than their respective wholesale prices, and the farmers 
in the surplus states responded to these increases by allocating more land to rice 
and wheat during the same period. For example, although area under rice in
creased by about 4 percent at the national level, it increased by 27 percent in 
Haryana, 21 percent in Punjab, and about 15 percent in Andhra Pradesh during 
1995/96-2000/01. In the case of wheat, land allocation has increased by about 
10 percent at the national level, 26 percent in the state of Andhra Pradesh, 17 
percent in Haryana, 16 percent in Madhya Pradesh, 50 percent in Maharashtra, 
and 5 percent each in the states of Punjab and Uttar Pradesh.23 This behavior 
clearly defies the very notion of floor prices, distorts the incentive structure in 
agriculture, and in fact slows down the natural process of diversification away 
from cereals to high-value agriculture. 

Similar stories are also common in other countries. In the Philippines, 
NFA has used its monopoly power to import food grain, even when the coun
try had enough stock to meet its food security. Special interest groups succeeded 
in reversing liberalization policies, such as re-instituting monopoly control over 
international trade in both Indonesia and Pakistan and reviving movement re
striction in Pakistan. 

Experiences of Reduced Intervention and Liberalization 

The experiences of trade liberalization, carried out under structural adjustment 
programs, also support the contention that reduced intervention can contribute 
to efficiency gains and market development. Countries in Asia that have pur
sued this route (especially Bangladesh) have been able to allocate more re
sources to development and antipoverty projects, increase competition in do
mestic markets, maintain price stability, and enhance overall social welfare. In 
Bangladesh, the share of public food in antipoverty and development programs 
has increased from as low as 3 2 percent during the pre-reform period (1971/72-

23. The price figures are from a high-level committee report (GOI2003); land allocation fig
ures are authors' calculations based on GOI (2001). 
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1991/92) to as high as 85 percent during the postreform period (1992/93-
2002/03); private-sector participation in international trade has resulted in re
ducing the government's costs by an estimated US$190 million per year; more 
importantly, despite distributing a larger proportion of food to the poor, annual 
food subsidy bills have declined from US$122 million in the 1980s to about 
US$65.4 million in the 1990s (Ahmed, Haggblade, and Chowdhury 2000; A l i 
and Jahan 2003). In Vietnam, where parastatals had absolute control over pro
duction and distribution of agricultural products until 1981, market liberaliza
tion has greatly contributed to increasing production, enhancing technology 
adoption, and improving overall social welfare. Rice production grew at a rate 
of 5.6 percent between 1988 and 1995, transforming Vietnam from being a 
chronic food-deficit country to a leading exporter of rice in Asia (Goletti and 
Minot 1997; Minot and Goletti 1998). 

Not only did liberalization reduce subsidies and save public resources, it 
contributed to strengthening private markets as well. Private marketing has 
strengthened appreciably in both Bangladesh and Vietnam. In Bangladesh, the 
number of traders has risen by tenfold between the 1970s and 1990s. The num
ber of millers doubled from 6,155 in the 1960s, to 11,592 in the 1970s, and then 
increased more than fourfold by the 1990s to nearly 51,000. Liberalization of 
rice and wheat imports in the early 1990s, removal of the import tariff on rice, 
and expedited clearance of private sector foodgrain imports in early 1998 have 
provided clear signals to the private sector of government support for the mar
keting trade. As a result, wholesale markets for both rice and wheat are spatially 
integrated, with more than 80 percent of price changes transmitted between 
pairs of markets within 2 weeks (Del Ninno et al. 2001). 

In Vietnam, the number of private traders increased at an amazing rate af
ter liberalization. Tens of thousands of traders handle millions of tons of rice 
every year, channeling it from surplus farmers to urban consumers, rural rice-
deficit areas, and exporters. The channels are numerous and differ from one area 
to another. Although the monopoly status of VLNAFOOD and the establishment 
of an export quota are argued to be mechanisms to ensure adequate domestic 
supply and price stability, the country does not have price stabilization in the 
conventional sense. In particular, SOEs (or other public agencies) neither pro
cure any significant amount from the farmers nor respond to seasonal and re
gional price swings (Son and Thang 2003). Vietnam's impending entry into the 
World Trade Organization (WTO) is likely to motivate re-examination of some 
of its policies, specifically, the rice export quota. 

So What? 

The evidence presented in this section suggests that the costs of public agricul
tural price stabilization—in terms of direct costs and rent seeking—have been 
high and are increasing. The price stabilization mechanisms, which were ini
tially cost effective, have become expensive and have outlived their usefulness. 
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The reformers have demonstrated that there is much to gain—in terms of sav
ing public resources and enhancing market development—by reducing public 
intervention in grain markets. 

It is time to learn from the reformers and recognize that public funds have 
alternative uses. The returns to some alternative investments are high—perhaps 
much higher than the returns to public policies of price stabilization as currently 
practiced (Roumasset 2003). Recent studies on India and China suggest that 
those rural public investments most effective in increasing agricultural produc
tivity are agricultural research and development, roads, and education; rural pub
lic investments most effective in decreasing poverty are roads, agricultural re
search, education, rural development, soil and water conservation, health, and 
irrigation in India and education, agricultural research and development, roads, 
electricity, telephones, irrigation, and poverty loans in China (Fan, Hazell, and 
Thorat 2000; Fan, Zhang, and Zhang 2002). That is, agricultural research, roads, 
and education, rank among the top three public investments in terms of their re
turns—no matter whether evaluated against increasing agricultural productivity 
or decreasing poverty. 

There are other areas where public funds can be justifiably used. Two is
sues are of particular importance. First, even i f markets can be relied on for ef
ficient allocation of resources, given the level of poverty, the need for social 
safety nets wi l l remain, although such safety nets do not have to be implemented 
as part of the framework of procurement-stocking distribution. Second, given 
the high levels of agricultural subsidies in industrialized countries and relatively 
higher price variability in the world market than in the domestic market, com
plete government withdrawal wi l l not be a politically feasible reform option. A 
compromise might be to enforce a reasonable price band that allows arbitrage 
opportunities and encourages private-sector participation in the grain market. 
However, this strategy wil l require a shift from the existing paradigm to a new 
set of policies and institutions. How such a shift can be made is beyond the 
scope of this chapter but is addressed elsewhere.24 

Summary and Implications 

Drawing from the country case studies, this chapter synthesizes diverse expe
riences of grain-market intervention policies in selected Asian countries. The 
main focus has been on (1) providing a critical overview of the evolution of food 
and price policies and the parastatals agencies entrusted to implement those 
policies, (2) assessing the underlying rationales justifying government inter
ventions in grain markets, (3) documenting policy responses to changing con
ditions, and (4) comparing experiences of countries that liberalized (or reduced 

24. Because each country has different characteristics and policy environments, this issue is 
taken up in the country papers as well as in the concluding chapter of this book. 
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government intervention) with the ones that continue to have a significant para
statal presence. 

Five major conclusions emerge from the synthesis. First, the four com
monly agreed rationales—poorly integrated domestic markets, technology pro
motion, thin and volatile world markets, and international liquidity constraints 
—for public intervention in foodgrain markets are no longer convincing. Sec
ond, although rationales have lost their significance, many countries continue 
to practice their old set of policies and provide regulatory supports to the para
statals, including monopoly control over international trade, preferential access 
to transportation, restrictions on movement of foodgrains, and cheap or interest-
free credit. Third, the costs of price stabilization, especially as implemented by 
parastatals, have been high and are increasing relative to those of the private 
sector. Available estimates of food subsidies and the costs of system inefficien
cies are staggering in all countries that continue to have significant parastatal 
presence. Fourth, the food marketing parastatals are being increasingly dictated 
by special interests and rent seekers. This influence is manifested in trade-pol
icy reversals in Indonesia and Pakistan, government's wheat-import decisions 
in the Philippines, and manipulation of ceiling and floor prices in India. Finally, 
liberalization of grain markets appears to have beneficial effects on the econ
omy. In Vietnam and Bangladesh, both of which have implemented extensive 
reforms over the past 15 years, food subsidies have declined, private markets 
have strengthened perceptibly, the number of private traders has increased sig
nificantly, and more public resources are now available for alternative public 
investments (notably for poverty alleviation programs). 

The central message of the synthesis is that times have changed: policies 
and public agencies that may have been appropriate 30 years ago are not opti
mal today. Private institutions have strengthened significantly and should now 
be entrusted with many of the functions that parastatals or other government 
agencies have traditionally performed. However, this conclusion does not im
ply that there wi l l be no role for the government to play. The legitimate roles 
wi l l be protecting that part of the population that is vulnerable to climatic 
shocks and resides in resource-poor regions. The Bangladesh experiences sug
gest that, to accomplish those objectives, parastatals and the regulatory envi
ronment have to be reformed. 

Such reforms wil l release public funds for alternative investments that have 
higher returns—most likely higher than the returns to public price stabilization 
as currently practiced. Recent studies have demonstrated that returns to public 
investments—such as agricultural research, roads, and education—rank very 
high, in terms of increased agricultural productivity or decreased poverty. The 
early reformers have demonstrated that reduction of government control can 
promote competition in the domestic markets, reduce subsidies, and release 
funds for development and antipoverty programs—all without jeopardizing price 
stability or food security. Thus, changing the old ways of attaining food secu-
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rity and price stability is perhaps overdue, and holding on to the old practices 
can only mean holding back from reaping the benefits that updating current 
policies can offer. 
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3 Parastatals and Food Policies: The Indian Case 

S H A H I D U R R A S H I D , A S H O K G U L A T I , 
A N D S. M A H E N D R A D E V 

Indian success stories have frequently been media headliners in recent years. 
Consider a few of them. The country successfully implemented the use of elec
tronic voting machines in its 2004 national election—less than four years after 
the "hanging chads" and recount drama of the 2000 U.S. presidential election. 
In their pursuit of globalization, Indian companies have been on an acquisition 
spree abroad and succeeded in acquiring 115 foreign companies, worth US$7.4 
billion, during the first nine months of 2006 (Srivastava 2006). On average, the 
country has added more than 6 million cellular phone subscribers a month since 
December 2005, with the growth rate exceeding that of China for the first time 
(Bremner 2007). Since an age-old ban was lifted in 2003, agricultural com
modity exchanges led by the private sector have flourished in India—so much 
so that three of them quickly assumed positions among the largest 20 exchanges 
in the world (UNCTAD 2006). 

How are these stories relevant to the country's foodgrain price policies? 
They are good indications that the country now has the capacity to overcome 
the market failures and other strategic constraints that justified those policies 
more than 40 years ago. They underscore the fact that the policy rationales jus
tifying public intervention are dynamic and should change over time. I f so, the 
price policies should also adjust to changing conditions. This chapter examines 
whether this has been the case in India. It provides a brief history of policy evo
lution, assesses the commonly cited policy rationales, critically examines the 
current policy practices and associated costs, and highlights the challenges of 
reforming the current policy paradigm. The chapter concludes with a summary 
and policy implications. 

Genesis of the Food Corporation of India 

The great Bengal Famine of 1943, widely cited as a classic example of market 
failure, provided the momentum for public interventions in Indian foodgrain 
markets. The famine enquiry committee report, as well as several subsequent 
studies, concluded that the cause of famine was a lack of spatial integration of 
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markets, not the availability of food in India as a whole in that particular year.1 

Because of inadequate infrastructure, limited information flow across regions, 
and a weak marketing network, foods from surplus areas did not move to Ben
gal to prevent the famine. Thus, the central justification for heavy public in
volvement in foodgrain marketing was to address the inability of private traders 
to ensure efficient allocation of essential commodities across space and time. 
As a first step, the Department of Food was made responsible for managing the 
Indian food economy and performing the following functions: (1) maintaining 
central reserves of foodgrains, (2) importing and procuring foodgrains, (3) reg
ulating prices and controlling interstate movement of foodgrains, and (4) con
structing and leasing storage facilities. 

The scope, coverage, and administrative structure of public intervention 
grew quickly during the remainder of the colonial era. At independence in 1947, 
about 54 million people were under statutory rationing and another 90 million 
under other forms of public distribution (Chopra 1981). Because of increased 
commitment to public distribution, foodgrain imports rose from about 1.6 mil
lion tons in 1944 to 2.37 million tons in 1947. To reduce mounting costs of pub
lic distribution, the newly formed government decided to deregulate prices in 
December 1947, but prices soon started rising and the policy had to be reversed 
in less than a year. In 1952, because of adequate food supply, the government 
announced a gradual relaxation of controls, including a drastic reduction in 
rationing and abolition of public procurement programs. However, increased 
production, combined with lower rationing commitments, led to sizable stock 
build-ups in the subsequent years, which had to be released to the market to 
avoid spoilage. At the same time, strict monetary controls and enhanced crop 
prospects caused the prices of rice and wheat to start declining sharply during 
1953/54, leading to complete abolition of rationing and hence withdrawal of the 
government from grain marketing. The foodgrain trade in India was free again. 

But the free trade of foodgrain in India was short lived. By the middle of 
1955, prices started rising again, and government controls on grain trade had 
re-emerged. In 1957, the government set up a Foodgrains Enquiry Committee 
(FEC) to analyze the food situation and suggest new food policies. The com
mittee's recommendation to the government was to establish a food price sta
bilization organization, which would not only take over some of the tasks of the 
Department of Food but would also operate as a trader in the market. The gov
ernment intervention in grain markets as a trader was deemed necessary on two 
grounds: (1) to improve the efficiency of foodgrain markets by ensuring the 
availability and stability of foodgrain price across space and over time and 
(2) to counterbalance the speculative activities of private traders. 

1. We view this phenomenon differently from Sen's (1981) interpretation of famine as enti
tlement failure. Although Sen's work has been influential in the literature, many have criticized his 
approach in recent years. See Devereux (2001) for a recent critique. 
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In the 1960s, two other events reinforced the necessity for implementing 
the FEC's recommendation to establish a food price stabilization organization. 
First, in 1963 India experimented with HYV wheat, and the prospects of in
creasing production with the new technology appeared promising. However, 
with fragmented domestic markets, weak extension services, and incomplete 
risk-mitigating institutions, transferring the technology to farmers became a 
real policy challenge. The government was convinced that a price stabilization 
agency, which would act in the public interest,2 was necessary to prevent spec
ulation by traders and to help promote the diffusion of new technology. This 
understanding led to the establishment of the Food Corporation of India (FCI) 
and the Agricultural Prices Commission (APC) in early 1965. 

Assessment of Policy Rationale 

There are four commonly accepted justifications for public interventions in In
dian grain markets: (1) lack of market integration because of inadequate infra
structure, (2) risk mitigation for technology promotion, (3) lack of institutional 
mechanisms to deal with thinness and volatility of world grain markets, and 
(4) considerations of international liquidity constraints.3 How valid are these 
justifications today? This section provides empirics to answer this question. 

Infrastructure and Information Flow 

In the 1960s when integrated food policy was being adopted, transport and com
munication infrastructures were either lacking or limited across Indian states. 
The arbitrage failures, evidenced by localized supply shortages and price hikes, 
were frequent challenges to policymakers. However, conditions have changed 
over the past four decades. Indicators of infrastructure and information flow in 
India—represented by number of paved roads and telephone, radio, and televi
sion densities—have improved dramatically. Between 1970 and 2000, the 
paved-road network more than quadrupled from 334,000 kilometers to 1.363 
million kilometers, an increase significantly higher than those experienced by 
India's South Asian neighbors, such as Pakistan and Bangladesh, or even East 
Asian countries like Indonesia and the Philippines.4 

2. In his inaugural speech, C. Subramaniam, then Food Minister, devoted considerable time 
in lamenting the role of the trading community, who "ignored their social function in preference to 
their individual gains. . . . The situation of living ship to mouth . . . had placed the community at 
the mercy of what little conscience the trading community had. . . . Based on these hard and harsh 
lessons of experience we decided to set up the Food Corporation as a balancing force which, i f nec
essary, could expand its activities to discipline the chaotic tendencies of private trade" (MCA 1966, 
as cited in Gulati and Kahkonen 1996, 10). 

3. See Timmer (1989) for a detailed discussion on the rationale for public intervention in the 
foodgrain market. 

4. Comparisons are based on World Bank's World Development Indicator database (World 
Bank 2003). For exact magnitudes of increase, see Rashid, Cummings, and Gulati (2005). 
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Indicators of access to information have improved as well. In 1970, national 
averages of telephone, television, and radio ownerships were 2.70, 0.05, and 
31.05 per thousand people, respectively (Table 3.1). Putting the numbers differ
ently, only 1 of 370 people had a telephone, 1 of20,000 people had a television, 
and 1 of 32 people had a radio. Clearly, infrastructure for information flow was 
inadequate, making it hard for government agencies to coordinate across states, 
let alone for private traders to conduct efficient arbitrage. By contrast, in 2000 
almost every fifth household had access to a phone line, every third household 
owned a television set, and every other household could listen to a radio.5 

The most remarkable improvement is the spread of mobile phones to re
mote areas. On average, India added 2-3 million mobile phones a month dur
ing 2005-06, with a peak of about 6 million in October 2006. The popular cel
lular phone company, Nokia, reportedly sold more than 400,000 handsets in a 
single day on October 19, 2006, which is four times higher than its previous 
record of 100,000 phones in a day (Srivastava 2006). This increase is a very pow
erful demonstration of overcoming information asymmetry and making mar
kets more efficient. 

Risk Mitigation and Technology Promotion 

When India embarked on promoting Green Revolution technologies, domestic 
markets were poorly integrated, insurance and credit markets were either miss
ing or incomplete, and farmers operated in a highly uncertain production and 
marketing environment. These factors greatly increased the risks of adopting 
the new technology. The challenge was real. In 1967, the first time it adopted 
HYVs on a large scale, India harvested 17 million tons of wheat, 5 million tons 
more than its previous high of 12 million tons. The country was poorly equipped 
to deal with such a surge in production, and many schools in rural Punjab were 
closed to store the grain. Policymakers' immediate response to this new chal
lenge was to effectively enforce floor-price guarantees and to invest in storage 
capacity. The policy worked in subsequent years and received widespread pub
lic support.6 

However, times have changed. HYVs now cover more than 80 percent of 
all area sown to wheat and rice at the national level (Table 3.2). In the main sur
plus states of Punjab and Haryana, the HYV area reached 90 percent of total 
area by the 1980s.7 There can be little doubt that farmers have mastered the 

5. A l l household-level calculations are based on the assumption that an average household 
consists of five members and the ownership distribution is normal. 

6. The policy was subsequently considered to be a variant of forward pricing, one that would 
avoid issues of moral hazard and adverse selection, which are common challenges in instituting fu
tures markets in developing countries (Stiglitz 1987; Islam and Thomas 1994). 

7. Conditions essential for growing HYVs, such as irrigation facilities and low probability 
of flooding, constrain cultivation of H Y V but not the traditional varieties. Therefore, the national 
averages underestimate the true level of technology adoption. 
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T A B L E 3.1 Indicators of Indian infrastructure 

Paved road 
(thousand Ground line Cellular 

Period kilometers) telephones phones Televisions Radios 

(per 1,000 people) 

1960s — 1.450 — — — 
1970s 334a 2.700 — 0.05a 31.053 

1980s — 4.370 — 7.32 61.52 
1990s — 16.124 1.332 57.25 103.96 
2000 1,363 37.523b 6.262b 78.03 120.53 

(per household)0 

1960s 0.007 — — — 
1970s 0.014 — 0.000 0.155 
1980s 0.022 — 0.037 0.308 
1990s 0.081 0.007 0.286 0.520 
2000 0.188 0.031 0.390 0.603 

S O U R C E : Authors' calculations based on data from World Bank (2003). 

N O T E : — indicates not available. 

"For 1970 only. 
bFor 2001 only. 

"Assuming five people per household. 

technology and their land-allocation decisions to various crops are no longer 
dictated by technology-related risks. 

Thinness and Volatility of Global Food Markets 

Forty years ago, one of the central drivers of food and agricultural policies in 
India was attaining self-sufficiency and reducing reliance on international mar
kets. There were two arguments for this policy standing: (1) India could not risk 
its national food security on a highly volatile and a too-thin world market and 
(2) as a large country, India could destabilize the world market by becoming an 
active buyer. However, during the past two decades the reality has changed on 
both counts. 

The production trends and projections suggest that the first argument is no 
longer persuasive. Total cereal production has more than quadrupled since In
dia's independence, from about 50 million tons in 1950/51 to about 210 million 
tons in 1999/2000, rendering the country a net exporter of grain (Dev 2003). 
Several studies have attempted to project future demand and supply of food-
grains in India. However, the predictions ranged from India being a net exporter 
of about 8 million tons of rice and wheat (Gulati and Kelly 1999) to being a ma-
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T A B L E 3.2 Percentage of area sown to modern rice and wheat varieties, by state 

Period/ Andhra Madhya Uttar West All 
commodity Pradesh Haryana Pradesh Punjab Pradesh Bengal India 

Rice 
1966-68 8.43 n.a. n.a. 5.29 4.09 2.67 4.88 
1969-71 18.35 n.a. n.a. 40.40 16.09 11.30 15.34 
1972-74 54.16 n.a. n.a. 81.68 24.83 14.92 25.97 
1975-77 62.09 n.a. n.a. 89.84 42.01 23.29 35.39 
1978-80 69.49 n.a. n.a. 93.44 45.78 33.82 42.56 
1981-83 82.82 n.a. n.a. 95.15 51.18 35.88 50.10 
1984-86 87.50 n.a. n.a. 95.31 65.38 39.36 56.92 
1987-89 85.29 n.a. n.a. 92.62 71.14 50.52 60.09 
1990-92 90.58 n.a. n.a. 93.45 81.88 58.59 65.17 
1993-95 90.13 n.a. n.a. 93.22 84.03 65.98 70.92 
1996-98 95.79 n.a. n.a. 94.61 89.54 76.06 76.92 
1999-2001 88.75 n.a. 95.35 91.91 72.57 80.27 

'heat 
1966-68 n.a. — — — — n.a. 17.96 
1969-71 n.a. 55.80 — 69.12 — n.a. 35.38 
1972-74 n.a. — — — n.a. 57.93 
1975-77 n.a. 88.66 — — — n.a. 69.62 
1978-80 n.a. 91.89 — 98.04 — n.a. 70.09 
1981-83 n.a. — — — — n.a. 75.83 
1984-86 n.a. 94.88 — — — n.a. — 
1987-89 n.a. — — — — n.a. — 
1990-92 n.a. 98.00 64.32 100.00 96.43 n.a. 87.77 
1993-95 n.a. 96.82 67.29 99.91 98.13 n.a. 90.16 
1996-98 n.a. 96.77 73.73 100.00 96.95 n.a. 88.91 
1999-2001 n.a. 97.78 74.10 100.00 — n.a. 86.32 

S O U R C E S : Rice statistics from IRRI (2004, Tables 8 and 35); wheat statistics from GOI (2005). 

N O T E S : n.a. indicates not applicable; — indicates not available. 

jor importer of 36-64 million tons by the year 2020 (Bhalla, Hazell, and Kerr 
1999).8 As for any projections, the differences in results arise from the under
lying assumptions. A study by Bhalla, Hazell, and Kerr (1999) assumes a large 
expenditure elasticity for eggs and meat (1.25), which leads to a prediction in 
demand for animal feeds of up to 108 million tons by 2020, which seems to be 
off the mark from other available studies. 

8. For more references, see Bhalla and Hazell (1997), Bhalla, Hazell, and Kerr (1999), Dyson 
and Hanchate (2000), Kumar and Mittal (2003), and references therein. 
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Some recent studies make more plausible predictions. According to one 
such study (Bansil 2003), total gross requirement of foodgrain is not likely to 
exceed 241 million tons by 2020. That is, foodgrain production has to grow 
by less than 2 million tons a year, or less than 1 percent, to meet the projected 
demand. On the supply side, projections predict that the total supply of food-
grains wi l l be around 248 million tons in the worst-case scenario and 290 mil
lion tons in the best-case scenario (Kumar and Mittal 2003). In other words, 
India may remain at least a marginal net exporter of rice and wheat in the com
ing decades. Thus, it is unlikely that the country wi l l enter the world market as 
a large net buyer of grain on a regular basis in the foreseeable future. Further
more, the thinness and volatility of the world grain market do not pose the same 
degree of concerns as they did 40 years ago. 

Ability to Participate in the International Market 

One of the most significant drivers of Indian food policy was its limited ability 
to participate in the international markets. In the 1960s, the country had very 
little foreign currency reserves, and therefore, food security depended heavily 
on India's political relationship with food aid donors. The severity of the prob
lem is shown in Figure 3.1, which plots the value of cereal imports as a per
centage of foreign currency reserves.9 Three-year averages show that, except 
for the period 1970-72, the total cereal import value exceeded foreign currency 
reserves in India until about the mid-1970s (Table 3.3). These figures clearly 
demonstrate the critical link between foreign currency reserves and food secu
rity in the years when India adopted policies to increase production and attain 
self-sufficiency in food. 

India's experience in the mid-1960s, when the country was hit by two con
secutive droughts, exemplifies how critical this link is. In 1966, the country 
needed more than 10 million tons of food to feed its populations and had about 
US$419 million in foreign currency reserves. Thus, spending the entire reserves 
could buy only 6.76 million tons of wheat at current prices (US$62 per ton). 
Therefore, when the United States called off food assistance under PL 480, the 
situation quickly turned into a crisis.1 0 India had to appeal to the United States 
to reconsider food aid assistance. The United States eventually bailed out India 
by supplying more than 8 million tons of food aid. This experience severely 
strained national pride, and consequently, achieving food self-sufficiency be
came the government's top priority, which it articulated in the fourth Five-Year 
Plan. 

9. Cereal import includes government imports, food aid, and other commercial imports. For
eign currency reserves do not include gold value, special drawing rights, and funds with the IMF. 

10. PL 480, Food for Peace, is "the basic legislation, which has been modified many times, 
[that] establishes the U.S. policy of using the country's abundant agricultural resources and food 
processing capabilities to enhance food security in the developing world through the provision of 
culturally acceptable nutritious food commodities" (USAID 2000). 



F I G U R E 3.1 Values of cereal imports as a percentage of foreign currency reserves in 
India, 1965-2001 

Value (percent) 

1962 1965 1968 1971 1974 1977 1980 1983 1986 1989 1992 1995 1998 2001 

T A B L E 3.3 Capacity to participate in international markets, 1961-2002 

Cereal imports as 
Cereal Foreign exchange percentage of Capacity to 

imports value reserves3 foreign exchange import indexb 

Period (US$ million) (US$ million) reserves (1995 = 100) 

1961-63 369 313 124.25 — 
1964-66 698 312 223.81 — 
1967-69 610 514 130.44 — 
1970-72 224 654 33.03 22.81 
1973-75 949 679 133.97 23.74 
1976-78 557 4,435 19.68 30.14 
1979-81 140 5,513 2.92 31.84 
1982-84 491 4,297 11.61 38.36 
1985-87 39 5,532 0.70 46.70 
1988-90 240 2,819 7.01 58.36 
1991-93 120 6,283 2.06 75.34 
1994-96 40 18,865 0.20 98.68 
1997-99 255 27,758 0.94 128.46 
2000-2002 4 41,258 0.01 171.08 

S O U R C E : Authors' calculations based on data from World Bank (2003) and FAOSTAT (2004). 

N O T E : — indicates not available. 

"Excludes special drawing rights, gold, and International Monetary Fund funds. 
bCurrent price value of exports of goods and services deflated by the import price index. 
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A review of the trends in foreign currency reserves and import capacity, 
defined as the export value of goods and services deflated by the import price 
index, indicates that the improvement over the past three decades has been re
markable (Table 3.3). By the end of January 2007, Indian foreign currency re
serves had reached US$179 billion. This implies that, ceteris paribus, buying 
all the rice (about 28 million tons) available in the world market would cost only 
a small fraction of India's foreign currency reserves. 

Current Practices 

The previous section has demonstrated that the key rationales for public inter
vention in Indian grain markets have lost their significance over the years. But 
have policies changed with the changing rationale? To address this question, this 
section focuses on two aspects of grain policies: (1) the policies designed to fa
cilitate FCI's operation and (2) the changes in the scale of public intervention. 

Policies to Facilitate FCI's Operation 

Historically, a range of government regulations has supported food intervention 
programs in India. FCI's operation has been facilitated by empowering it with 
monopoly control over international trade, providing it with cheap credit and 
preferential access to transportation, and perhaps more importantly by impos
ing restrictions on the movement of grain from surplus to deficit states. A sum
mary of all facilitating regulations is presented in Table 3.4, and the economic 
arguments and current practices are discussed below. 

M O N O P O L Y O N I N T E R N A T I O N A L T R A D E . The monopoly control over in
ternational trade has been justified on two grounds: (1) to keep administrative 
control over the use of scarce foreign currency reserves and (2) to realize the 
benefits of economies of scale (government as a natural monopoly). According 
to the first argument, a mechanism was needed to monitor and regulate food im
ports, which accounted for major shares of limited foreign currency reserves. It 
was assumed that having monopoly control would allow the government to op
timize the use of scarce foreign currency reserves. According to the second ar
gument, the government, as a large buyer facing many sellers in international 
markets, would have a greater bargaining power than would small private im
porters and hence be able to negotiate lower import prices. 

How valid are these arguments today? Because the value of cereal imports 
is at present a tiny fraction of India's total foreign currency reserves, the first 
argument is no longer valid unless current trends reverse and the country reverts 
to the situation of the late 1960s and early 1970s. With regard to the second ar
gument of achieving lower import prices, historical data suggest a reality con
trary to central expectations: in most years India has actually imported at times 
when prices were higher. Would the private sector have done better? This ques
tion cannot be answered because data on which to base the comparison do not 
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exist in India, where private-sector imports are not allowed. However, the ex
perience of Bangladesh can shed some light on this issue. During the devastat
ing flood of 1998, both the government of Bangladesh and the private sector 
imported rice to address the food crisis brought on by crop damage. Although 
the size of government imports (average consignment of82,000 tons) was much 
larger than that of the private sector (average consignment of 300^100 tons), 
the government paid higher prices and took much longer to complete each trans
action (see Chapter 5). Given the level of bureaucracy, one would probably have 
expected the same pattern in India, i f private sector imports were allowed along
side government imports. 

R E S T R I C T I O N S O N M O V E M E N T O F F O O D G R A I N S . The policy of movement 
restrictions originated during colonial rule in the early 1940s. It was designed 
with the dual objective of preventing hoarding and building stocks for distribu
tion in major urban centers. The objectives, however, changed when price sup
port policies were adopted in the 1960s. It was then being enforced to bring the 
prices down to the minimum support price level in surplus areas, so that FCI 
could procure sufficient grain for its buffer stocking and public distribution op
erations. In the 1970s, policymakers realized its failure and officially lifted the 
restriction in 1977. However, restrictions kept reappearing until the 1990s. Even 
today, India enforces movement restrictions in selected states on the grounds of 
preventing smuggling to neighboring countries. 

C H E A P C R E D I T F A C I L I T I E S F O R F C I . The government's credit policy in In
dia has favored FCI in many ways. Three of them are worth noting. First, al
though interest rates have been adjusted periodically, the FCI has enjoyed pref
erential credit access since the early 1970s. Compared to market rates, the 
interest rates on FCI credit (food procurement credit) were about 7 percentage 
points lower during 1972/73 to 1982/83, 5-6 percentage points lower until 
1995/96 (Gulati and Kahkonen 1996), and has been 2-3 percentage points lower 
since 1997 (Jha and Srinivasan 2004). Second, unlike other trade credit, there is 
no payoff deadline attached to FCI's credit. Third, under the Selective Credit 
Control policy, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has restricted private traders' 
borrowing of working capital. In addition, RBI frequently revises interest rates 
and credit ceilings under this policy, creating uncertainties for the private sector. 

What implications do these policies have for markets and the economy? 
There are at least three important economic consequences. First, FCI has his
torically obtained a very large volume of credit for its operation, reducing credit 
availability for other sectors. Second, cheap credit discourages private traders, 
as their transaction costs become higher relative to FCI's or affiliated agencies. 
Finally, the negative relationship between price stability and FCI's credit de
mand (e.g., higher stability implies lower credit demand) can impose signifi
cant adjustment costs on the rest of the economy. 

Where does Indian policy stand today? With some periodic adjustments 
and revisions, the broad credit policies toward FCI continue; the evidence of 
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crowding out is perhaps stronger than in any other countries that pursued sim
ilar policies. Total volume of food credit in India has always been high and con
stituted a significant proportion of credit to other priority sectors, such as agri
culture and small-scale industries (Table 3.5). By international standards 
(20-30 percent of agricultural credit), these numbers are staggering. Except 
during 1988-90, food credit has consistently amounted to significant percent
ages of agricultural credits, reaching as high as 65 and 80 percent in 1982-84 
and 2000-02, respectively. During 2000-02, when public stock skyrocketed, 
total outstanding food procurement credit to FCI averaged Rs 470 billion (more 
than US$11 billion), equivalent to 83 percent of total outstanding credit to both 
agriculture and small-scale industries and an incredible 244 percent of total 
wholesale trade credit in the country. These statistics constitute the strongest 
evidence of the crowding out of credit to other sectors of the economy. 

R E S T R I C T I O N S O N P R I V A T E S T O R A G E . A common perception about 
traders that has dominated food policy in India is that traders are speculators 
who profit by hoarding, thus artificially increasing prices. Although other poli
cies included regulations to prevent this trade behavior, a more direct and de
liberate policy was outlined under the Essential Commodities Act 1955, which 
set specific limits on the level of cereal stock a trader can have at any given time. 
Although officially lifted by the central government, this policy continues to be 
invoked sporadically by many states. 

R E S T R I C T I O N S O N P R O C E S S I N G . The restrictions on sales of milled rice in 
India started under the Rice Milling Industry Act 1958, 7 years before the for
mation of FCI. Again, the idea was to increase procurement for government's 
buffer stocking and distribution through rationing channels. Under this Act, rice 
millers are forced to supply a certain proportion (levy) of processed rice to the 
FCI at a fixed processing margin. The levy rates and processing margins, both 
of which vary across states, seriously hinder millers' profitability. In the four 
surplus states—Andhra Pradesh, Haryana, Punjab, and Uttar Pradesh—where 
FCI procures more than 80 percent of rice, millers have to supply 60-75 per
cent of the total processed rice to FCI at prices that are 30^40 percent lower 
than the market price. The processing margins (levy price minus rice-equiva
lent minimum support price) also vary widely across these states. For example, 
the margin in Punjab has been significantly higher, sometimes twice as high as 
the margins in other states.11 

The adverse effects that rice levies have on the markets are obvious: they 
discourage rice millers' investment, increase private traders' transactions costs, 
breed corruption, and create rents for special interests. Because millers are not 
allowed to sell in the open market until the levy requirement is met and the mar-

11. The levy prices and processing margins are from figures 5 and 6 of Umali-Deininger and 
Deininger (2001). 
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ket price is normally higher than the levy price, various avenues of corruption 
in grain marketing are created. Millers have incentives to sell their rice to the 
open market, which wi l l require bribing the food and law-enforcement officials. 
Similarly, FCI officials have an interest in delaying procurement (on a number 
of possible grounds) and asking for "extra" to expedite the procurement. And 
all the extra payments and transactions add up to inefficiency-induced social 
costs that the Indian people have to bear. 

Changes in Public Intervention 

This section analyzes changes in the degree of market intervention and the scale 
of FCI's operation. 

D E G R E E OF MARKET INTERVENTION . The degree of market intervention 
—represented by public procurement, stock, and distribution as percentage of 
total production—has increased significantly over the past 30 years (Table 3.6).1 2 

Compared to early years of the Green Revolution, FCI's market shares have 
doubled from less than 9 percent of production in the 1960s to more than 
26 percent in recent years. The implications for increasing FCI market share are 
more pronounced in the surplus states. For instance, according to records of 
the Food and Supplies Department of Punjab, private traders' market share in 
the foodgrain trade has consistently been very low, ranging between a high of 
7.6 percent in 1998 to a low of just 0.92 percent in 1995.1 3 This depressed share 
is not surprising, given that procurement in Punjab accounted for a significant 
proportion of total government procurement, ranging from 35^15 percent for 
rice to 55-65 percent for wheat over the past three decades. A key message from 
these numbers is that government interventions increased when policy justifi
cations lost their significance. In the years when farmers did benefit from the 
policy, that is, the 1960s and 1970s, public procurement was only about 10 per
cent of production. 

SCALE OF FCI'S OPERATIONS. The size of the FCI's workforce increased 
with increasing degree of intervention. In 1965, FCI started its operation with 
only 3,904 employees, which quickly increased to about 29,000 by 1970, to 
50,000 by 1980, and to about 70,000 in the 1990s. Today, FCI reports about 
55,000 regular employees and more than 170,000 casual workers enlisted with 
its procurement centers and warehouses across the country.14 FCI's employees 

\2. Note that these numbers do not reflect the full degree of intervention. A more accurate 
measure would be to express it in terms of government's share in marketable surplus (total pro
duction minus home consumption, seed, feed, and precautionary storage). The estimates of mar
ketable surplus are not readily available, but it can easily be inferred that the degree of intervention 
would have been higher, had total production been replaced by marketable surplus. 

13. Government's purchases includes those by FCI and five state agencies. 
14. The World Bank (1999) reported 65,000 regular employees and 175,000 casual workers. 
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T A B L E 3.6 Public procurement and distribution as a percentage of production, 
1967/68 to 2001/02 

Period3 Procurement Stocks PDS offtake 

Wheat 
1967/68 
1973/74 
1976/77 
1982/83 
1985/86 
1988/89 
1995/96 
2001/02 

Rice 
1967/68 
1973/74 
1976/77 
1982/83 
1985/86 
1988/89 
1995/96 
2001/02 

4.04 
20.10 
15.42 
17.13 
20.45 
16.46 
19.70 
24.60 

8.99 
7.69 

11.17 
13.14 
15.07 
13.27 
15.50 
21.55 

7.98 
19.30 
22.45 
21.65 
37.26 
27.04 
27.10 
49.70 

1.62 
5.62 
6.33 

13.27 
10.06 
13.42 
18.70 
23.88 

55.93 
26.07 
22.25 
19.21 
16.92 
17.90 
8.53 
7.20 

10.87 
8.02 
8.14 

12.99 
11.97 
14.79 
11.03 
10.26 

S O U R C E : Dev (2003). 

"Triennium ending. 

have not only increased in numbers but also in political and lobbying powers. 
This increasing clout is reflected in FCI employees being able to negotiate higher 
salaries and wages than what they would have earned in the private sector. Ac
cording to a recent study, the wage rates of FCI's regular employees are four to 
five times higher than market rates; casual workers' daily wages are double the 
wage rates of rural Indian laborers (Chand 2002). 

In addition to FCI's staff and employees, Indian food policy has also cre
ated a large group of stakeholders, including about a half-million ration shops, 
219 million ration cards, and more than 6,000 state marketing and regulatory 
agencies (including village market boards, or mandi boards) directly involved 
in public intervention programs (Table 3.7). In 1977 India had about 246,000 
fair-price shops, whose numbers reached about 476,000 in 2004. The number 
of ration cards has increased from 107,000 to 219,000 during the same period. 
In Punjab there are five state agencies that procure foodgrain on behalf of FCI. 
In 2001 total procurement by these agencies accounted for 70.1 percent of 
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market arrivals in the state. Consequently, for the state governments, the stakes 
are high to maintain India's dual pricing policy resulting from FCI's operations. 

Cost Implications 

Recent trends in the costs of maintaining India's procurement-stocking-distri
bution paradigm seem to echo some of the problems that opponents of price 
stabilization policies had predicted through their theoretical models (Timmer 
1996). The system has become wastefully expensive, is dictated by special in
terests, has hindered development of private trade, and consequently imposed 
an increasing burden on society. In recent years not only have direct operational 
costs increased, but stories of rent seeking, diversion of government foodgrains, 
and undue influence of FCI's operations by special interests are making national 
headlines as well. This section analyzes the trends and synthesizes available 
narrative evidence of various cost components that are essential for maintain
ing the current price stabilization system. 

Reported Costs and Subsidies 

Public costs of maintaining price stabilization in India have been increasing for 
years, but sent a wake-up call to policymakers at the turn of the twenty-first cen
tury. By 2002, public grain stock reached about 65 million tons, equivalent to 
about 50 percent of total world-trade volume in a given year; total food subsidy 
bills jumped from US$986 million in 1990/91 to about US$3.8 billion in 
2002/03; buffer stock subsidy has increased from US$156 million in 1992/93 
to an estimated US$ 1.6 billion in 2002. To put these numbers in perspective, in 
2002/03, the food subsidy bil l was equivalent to about 1 percent of national 
gross domestic product (GDP), more than 4 percent of agricultural GDP, 6 per
cent of total public expenditure, and about 50 percent of total capital expendi
ture. Only a decade ago these numbers were barely half of what they are today. 

Indirect Costs of Intervention 

In addition to direct operational costs, maintaining the current system imposes 
various forms of hidden costs to society, including costs of policy-induced mar
ket distortions, costs of providing regulatory supports, and the inefficiency of 
the parastatals and other organizations entrusted to implement the policies. Pro
viding estimates of all these components of cost is beyond the scope of this vol
ume, but key points can be highlighted by examining existing studies and con
ducting some simple analyses. Discussions of system leakage and inefficiencies 
are presented below. 

L E A K A G E AND DIVERSION OF GOVERNMENT FOODGRAINS. A l l available 

estimates, including the Government of India's own, suggest that leakage from 
the system of public distribution is high. A 2002 study by Tata Economic Con
sultancy Services (cited in GOI 2002a) reports that, at the national level, 
31 percent of rice and 36 percent of wheat never reach the intended beneficiar-
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ies and that the rate of leakage varies widely across states, from an average of 
17 percent in the state of Andhra Pradesh to about 63 percent in the state of As
sam. There are disputes about the methodology used in this study, especially 
with regard to wide variations across states. However, even the Planning Com
mission's estimates suggest that the leakage would fall within the range of 
32-̂ 10 percent and 27-35 percent for wheat and rice, respectively.15 

Even i f the accuracy of estimates is questionable, that leakage is high 
should not come as surprise to Indian people. Stories of diverting public grain 
frequently appear in the national newspapers, as well as in reports of indepen
dent watchdogs. According to an August 18,2004, article, on August 15,2004, 
officials of the Department of Civil Supplies and Tamil Nadu government seized 
2,400 tons of rice loaded in 40 railway wagons, each containing 1,176 bags 
weighing 50 kilograms each. The rice had been diverted from distribution un
der the Public Distribution System (PDS) in Tamil Nadu. The sheer scale of this 
scheme suggests that it was not the first time that the alleged companies (and 
perhaps many others) attempted such a diversion. 

E F F I C I E N C Y O F F C I ' S O P E R A T I O N . To examine the efficiency of FCI's oper
ation, some studies have compared its per unit costs of distribution with that of 
the private sector (Gulati and Kahkonen 1996; Jha and Srinivasan 1999, 2004; 
Chand 2002). These studies conclude that despite enjoying various preferential 
treatments, FCI operates at higher costs than the private sector. Gulati and 
Kahkonen (1996) estimate that, while private traders earn profits of 9-10 percent, 
FCI incurred losses that ranged from 29 percent for rice to 68 percent for wheat. 
Similarly, Chand (2002) suggests that FCI's per unit trading cost is twice as much 
as private traders for wheat and about 20 percent higher for rice. More strikingly, 
Jha and Srinivasan (2004) report that not only have FCI's unit costs been larger, 
many studies suggest that the gap between the two has been widening. 

Proponents of the procurement-stocking-distribution paradigm argue that 
FCI's costs are not comparable to those of the private sector because, unlike pri
vate traders, FCI has a social mandate, a large part of its costs are policy deter
mined (for instance, procurement prices and distribution prices are centrally de
termined), and FCI has to transport its grain over long distances to reach the 
most remote parts of the country (GOI 2002b). However, the facts do not sup
port these claims. The system has not been successful in transferring income to 
the intended beneficiaries, "policy-determined" variables are found to be dic
tated by special interests, and some of the readily comparable FCI cost items 
have been larger than in the private sector. For example, available estimates 
suggest that, compared to the private sector, FCI's per-unit storage costs are 
30 percent higher; per unit labor costs are almost 4 times higher for rice and 
7 times higher for wheat; and interests payments are 4 and 2.5 times higher, re
spectively, for rice and wheat (Chand 2002, as reported in Jha and Srinivasan 
2004). 

15. See Dev et al. (2004) for further details of leakage. 
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Challenges to Reforms 

World Bank (2005) provides a comprehensive review of experiences with food 
price policy reforms across developing countries. The striking conclusion is that 
the liberalization has been partial in most countries, reversed in many, and has 
succeeded in only a few. Indian liberalization has clearly been partial and 
has experienced some reversals. Why? A large part of the answer perhaps lies 
in the realm of political economy and in the challenge of delinking social safety 
net programs from the price policies. This section provides brief discussions on 
these two challenges to reforms. 

Considerations of Political Economy 

After making a devastating case against commodity price stabilization, Williams 
and Wright (1991) concluded that it is mysterious why so many economists fa
vor price stabilization and so many governments practice it. This question points 
to the central challenge of reforming parastatals, the political economy of food 
price policy. With such a large system of grain management and a complex set 
of regulations, there wi l l obviously be large interest groups to resist reform. FCI 
employees, its casual workers, and millions of others who collect rents from the 
system wi l l obviously be at the frontline of resistance. However, there are re
ports that politicians also gain from the system. We provide two examples to i l 
lustrate it, one from the surplus states and the other from deficit states. 

Many reports indicate that the politicians and farmers in the surplus states 
have recently been able to influence the minimum support prices in India (Dev 
2003). The vested interests are not hard to understand: higher support prices 
mean more secured markets for the farmers, larger procurement for FCI, and 
higher tax revenues for the politicians in the states. Guaranteed markets make 
farmers happy, and the happier the farmers, especially the larger ones, the 
greater are the chances for politicians to get re-elected. 

A simple comparison of price series and land allocation data demonstrates 
the fact. Between 1996/97 and 2001/02, the government's support prices for 
wheat and rice grew faster by about 24 and 10 percent than their respective 
wholesale prices; the farmers in the surplus states responded to these artificially 
created incentives by allocating more land to rice and wheat during the same 
period. For example, although the area under rice increased by about 4 percent 
at the national level, it increased by 27 percent in Haryana, 21 percent in Pun
jab, and about 15 percent in Andhra Pradesh during 1995/96-2000/01. In case 
of wheat, land allocation has increased by about 10 percent at the national level, 
26 percent in the state of Andhra Pradesh, 17 percent in Haryana, 16 percent in 
Madhya Pradesh, 50 percent in Maharashtra, and 5 percent each in the states of 
Punjab and Uttar Pradesh.16 

16. The price figures are from GOI (2002a); land-allocation figures are the authors' calcu
lations based on GOI (2005). 
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The other example comes from the deficit state of Bihar, where political 
interests lie on the distribution side. The level of poverty in Bihar is staggering 
and hence it receives a large allocation of food to be distributed through its so
cial safety net programs. However, the allocated public food rarely gets to the 
intended beneficiaries. Available studies suggest that more than 85 percent of 
the allocated food is diverted to the black market, which offers lucrative rents 
for the Bihari politicians (Mooij 2001; Dev et al. 2004). These studies also sug
gest that the politicians derive rents from public distribution by (1) appointing 
fellow caste members or political followers to the system (for example, when 
granting licenses to run PDS shops), (2) receiving payments from the officials 
working within the food bureaucracy (for example, transfer to high-rent areas), 
and (3) collecting rents from food dealers and officials involved in diverting 
public food to the markets. 

A simple calculation can illustrate the magnitudes of rents that can be col
lected from the public food distribution system. In 2005/06, the state of Bihar 
distributed about 146,000 tons of rice and 526,500 tons of wheat under the be
low poverty line (BPL) public distribution program. The differences between 
BPL and market prices are Rs 2.63 and Rs 2.07 per kilogram, respectively. I f 
85 percent of the grain is diverted, the net rent from this program alone is about 
Rs 1.26 billion, equivalent to roughly US$29 million at 2004 exchange rates. 
This is a very large number—no doubt the groups that collect this rent wi l l re
sist reforms! 

Delinking Social Safety Net Programs 

Providing the poor access to food through SSN programs is a valid policy inter
vention, irrespective of liberalization, functioning of markets, or even the level 
of development of a given country. In India, market liberalization or price pol
icy reforms have special implications for the SSN programs, as they are closely 
linked and serve as the outlet for offloading the food stock that the government 
procures under its price support programs. Furthermore, India's Right to Food 
campaign is perhaps one of the most proactive in the developing world and has 
drawn widespread respect and attention in recent years, particularly when its ac
tions resulted in several interim orders by the Supreme Court of India to expand 
and strengthen various SSN programs (Right to Food Campaign 2005). 

For delinking SSNs from the price policies two considerations are 
important—the efficiency (cost effectiveness) of the current programs and the 
feasibility of the alternatives. There are several studies on the cost effectiveness 
of SSN programs. A summary of results from three different types of programs 
—representing universal food-based programs, conditional transfer (employ
ment schemes), and nutrition intervention—are presented in Table 3.8, which 
shows the cost of transferring Rs 1 of benefits to the intended beneficiaries.17 

17. See Dev et al. (2004) for details on methodology and assumptions. 
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The numbers suggest that self-targeted programs are more cost effective than 
the universal or administratively targeted programs. In particular, the cost of 
transferring 1 rupee's worth of benefits is the lowest for Integrated Child De
velopment Services (1.44) followed by Maharashtra Employment Guarantee 
(1.85) and Sampoorna Jawahar Rozgar Yojana (2.85), respectively. The univer
sal food subsidy programs of PDS and the Andhra Pradesh Rice Scheme appear 
to be the least cost-effective programs. Therefore, to increase efficiency, delink
ing SSNs should include a gradual move from PDS, which accounts for 65 per
cent of total public food distribution, to more targeted programs and public works 
programs, some of which are cash-based (such as the Employment Guarantee 
Scheme). This procedure wil l lower the need for public procurement and stock 
that can result from reforming price policy, such as revising the support price. 

However, the eventual goal should be to move toward cash-based SSN pro
grams, which, given the level of technological know-how of the country, ap
pears increasingly feasible. The state of Andhra Pradesh introduced such a 
program during 1998-99 for PDS rice and kerosene. Under the scheme, the pro
gram beneficiary has to be physically present with a photo identification card to 
obtain food coupons. Early evaluation suggests that the program has been 
successful in reducing diversions, i f not eliminating them entirely (Dev et al. 
2004). However, despite this success, there has not been any initiative to scale 
up such programs. The common arguments against such programs are that 
coupons can be counterfeited, easily misappropriated, and mistargeted. The first 

TABLE 3.8 Costs of income transfer in various social safety net programs, 
1999-2000 

Cost of 
transferring 1 Rs 

Total to the poor 

program costs Perfect 
Programs (Rs billions) Actual targeting 

Public Distribution Systems3 73.16 6.68 1.52 
Andhra Pradesh Rice Scheme 10.63 6.46 1.59 
Jawahar Gram Samridhi Yojana 

(public works)b 1.18 2.28 — 
Maharashtra Employment Guarantee 1.85 — 
Integrated Child Development Services 8.8 1.44 — 
S O U R C E : Dev et al. (2004). 

N O T E : — indicates not available. 
aBecause of the unavailability of state-level data, total spending on Public Distribution Systems rep
resents only the subsidies by the central government. This implies that the estimates of income-
transfer costs would have been larger i f the state subsidies had been added. 
bTransformed version of the former Jawahar Rozgar Yojana program, 
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two arguments are essentially governance issues and should not be taken seri
ously in a country like India. I f a country is able to prevent counterfeiting of its 
currency, there is no reason why it should not be able to prevent counterfeiting 
food coupons. Similarly, stopping misappropriation is no different from fighting 
corruption in other sectors of the country. The issue of mistargeting is a problem 
for both food- and cash-based programs. However, issuing food coupons can be 
a substantial cost cutter, as it does not require the large stock holding and distri
bution necessary to administer food-based programs, such as PDS. 

To summarize, delinking SSN programs from the current policy paradigm 
wi l l be an essential part of policy reform. From the efficiency point of view, 
it wi l l require a gradual move away from direct food transfer programs. Initial 
pilot programs with food coupons have shown signs of success and, given 
the level of technology, large-scale replication (scaling up) of such programs is 
feasible. However, such scaling up has not happened, which perhaps points to 
the challenge of dealing with the political economy. Economic analyses are of
ten not powerful enough to overcome this problem—it needs strong political 
commitments. 

Summary and Conclusions 

The objectives of this chapter have been to assess the policy justifications for 
public intervention, critically review the current policy practices, and infer the 
cost implications of the Indian government's grain policy. Our analyses suggest 
that rationales for public intervention in grain markets have changed over the 
years. None of the commonly accepted rationales for intervention appears per
suasive in the twenty-first century. Transport and communication infrastruc
tures have improved, farmers have mastered the new technology from the Green 
Revolution, and the international liquidity constraints are practically nonexist
ent today. The thinness and volatility of world food markets are no longer a sig
nificant issue, because India is not likely to enter global markets as a large im
porter of grain in the foreseeable future and the world grain market has matured 
in terms of size and stability. 

Yet the policy paradigm continues to be more or less the same way as dur
ing the early years of the Green Revolution. FCI continues to enjoy preferen
tial treatments under a host of regulations, including cheap and large amounts 
of credit, preferential access to transportation, and monopoly control over ex
port of wheat and import of pretty much all types of grain. By contrast, the pri
vate sector's operations are constrained by storage restrictions, limited access 
to trade credit, and a myriad of state regulations. The consequences of holding 
onto the old paradigm have manifested themselves in many ways: programs are 
becoming increasingly expensive and inefficient, crowding out resources from 
alternative investments, and are increasingly dictated by rent-seeking individ
uals and special interests. 
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This body of evidence suggests FCI, as well as the regulatory supports to 
its operation, has continued beyond its usefulness. The reform process can be
gin by lifting the restrictions on domestic markets by eliminating rice levies, 
delinking minimum support prices from procurement prices, eliminating re
strictions on private stocks, and discontinuing cheap credit and preferential 
treatments to FCI. This course of action wi l l reduce procurement (and stock), 
help private markets and institutions (including risk mitigation) evolve, and di
minish FCI's role in India's grain markets. The key challenges are twofold: de
fusing the interest groups and devising alternative mechanisms to provide more 
cost-effective SSN programs. Analysis clearly shows that alternative SSN pro
grams, such as food coupons, are more cost effective, and the country has the 
technological capacity for large-scale implementation. 
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4 Public Intervention in Pakistan's Wheat 
Market: The Story of Two Agencies 

A B D U L S A L A M A N D M I A N M U H A M M A D M U K H T A R 

Public intervention in Pakistan's cereal markets has historically focused on 
wheat, the country's main staple and its largest crop. Wheat accounts for 36 per
cent of the total cropped area and 30 percent of the value added by major crops. 
Rice, the main staple in most other Asian countries, occupies a distant second 
place, with only 9 percent of the total cropped area allocated to its cultivation. 
More than 50 percent of cereal cropland is cultivated by small farmers, who 
have limited access to credit and insurance and hence are forced to sell their 
crops at low prices immediately after harvest.1 Because of the importance of 
wheat for both consumers and producers, all governments since the country's 
independence have maintained control over the wheat market. The interven
tions have involved procuring wheat at administratively set prices and distrib
uting at subsidized prices to flour mills and consumers (for details, see Dorosh 
and Salam forthcoming). 

The objectives of intervention have been (1) increasing wheat production 
to attain maximum level of self-sufficiency; (2) maintaining incentives in wheat 
farming; (3) keeping wheat prices within the reach of consumers, particularly 
urban populations; and (4) containing inflation, as wheat is an important com
ponent of the food basket used to estimate various price indexes. Available sta
tistics suggest that the country has been successful in achieving these objectives. 
The wheat price stability is ensured, wheat production has increased from 11.70 
million tons in 1984/85 to 19.18 million tons in 2002/03, and the agricultural 
GDP at a constant factor cost of 1980/81 has increased from Rs 88.2 billion in 
1984/85 to Rs 170.5 billion in 2002/03 (Government of Pakistan 2003b). 

Nevertheless, achieving these objectives in a cost-effective way has been 
a long-standing challenge. The government has taken significant steps toward 
liberalization since the late 1980s, but the subsidy bills continued to be large, 
and the government has had difficulties adhering to liberalized policies. For 

1. The numbers are from the 2000 census of agriculture, published in Government of 
Pakistan (2003a). Small farmers are defined as those operating less than 12.5 acres. 
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instance, in the wake of 3 consecutive years of poor wheat harvests during 2002-
04, the government reimposed restrictions on movement of wheat to increase 
public procurement and build up buffer stocks. In addition, the government im
ported about 2 million tons of wheat to distribute domestically at subsidized 
prices. 

A key concern in this context is why the costs of public intervention have 
remained high. Is it because of the inefficiency of the implementing agencies, 
the parastatals, or is it because their operations are dictated by the central gov
ernment's policy? This chapter addresses this issue by delineating the role of 
public-sector agencies involved in wheat marketing, that is, Provincial Food 
Departments (PFDs) and particularly PASSCO. The chapter begins with a brief 
history of the evolution of wheat price policies, which is followed by an analy
sis of the kind of interventions and their effects on wheat price stability. The 
fourth section analyzes the costs of intervention, paying close attention to costs 
incurred by PASSCO and PFDs in the process. A discussion on the challenges 
and emerging issues is presented in the penultimate section; the chapter con
cludes with a summary and policy implications. 

Historical Overview of Pakistan's Wheat Policy 

From Independence to the 1970s 

Pakistan inherited the provisional rationing system of the British government, 
which was introduced during the Second World War in the Indian subcontinent. 
Under that system, the Department of Civil Supplies procured wheat and other 
foodgrains at a fixed price from growers under a monopoly procurement scheme. 
After independence, Pakistan renamed the Civil Supplies Department in the 
1950s as the Food Department, dealing only with food items. During 1959-60, 
the government fixed domestic prices of wheat at a level higher than interna
tional prices to boost domestic production. During this period, a ban was also 
placed on interprovincial movement of wheat and trading by private traders to 
facilitate public procurement. 

These policies heralded the beginning of more complex and active public-
sector interventions by both provincial and the federal governments, which in 
subsequent years resulted in domestic wheat prices being pushed below inter
national prices by the beginning of the 1970s (Cornelisse and Naqvi 1987, as 
cited in Islam and Garrett 1997). The argument was that the prices were artifi
cially depressed so that the grain procured could be supplied to urbanites, in
dustrial workers, and defense forces at cheaper rates and the burden of subsi
dies on the exchequer could be minimized (Niaz 1995). In the 1960s, the 
colonial rationing system was abolished and replaced by the partial provision
ing of wheat, through which only a portion of the total wheat flour (atta) re
quirement of the household was provided. It was expected that households 
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would supplement this provision by purchases on the open market to meet their 
needs (Alderman, Chaudhury, and Garcia 1988). Under this revised rationing, 
the government established a monthly quota of wheat flour per household mem
ber, which was provided to consumers at a subsidized price through ration 
shops. The ration shops were privately owned but licensed by the government 
and controlled largely by PFDs. 

With increased procurement, and the heavy burden on the Food Department, 
the government introduced some institutional reforms in the early 1970s. Several 
institutions dealing with the processing and marketing of farm commodities were 
nationalized and new institutions—such as PASSCO and Ghee Corporation of 
Pakistan (GCP)—were established as public-sector enterprises. PASSCO was 
assigned the task of constructing warehouses, marketing wheat and other grains, 
and implementing the support price program for various crops (Box 4.1), while 
GCP was entrusted with managing imports and the processing of edible oils, as 
well as promoting the production of the oilseeds in the country.2 

The 1980s and Later 

As the government's wheat procurement increased, so did the system of wheat 
rationing. By the end of the 1970s, this heavily subsidized distribution system, 
painstakingly built up in the preceding two decades, had become a burden on 
the government (Cornelisse and Naqvi 1987). During 1974-85, the Pakistan 
government spent a cumulative amount of Rs 36 billion on the system, equiv
alent to US$2.3 billion in 1985 prices (Alderman, Chaudhury, and Garcia 1988). 
Furthermore, it also became evident that the system provided ample avenues for 
corruption. Ration shop owners produced fraudulent cards, charged inflated 
prices, adulterated wheat flour, and underweighed when selling to consumers. 
Similarly, consumers also took advantage of the system by acquiring more than 
one ration card or exaggerating the number of household members. Al l such prac
tices added to the subsidy bill borne by the exchequer. In a bold move in 1987, 
the government abolished the rationing system but continued procurements at 
administrative prices and distribution through flour millers at subsidized prices. 

However, the policies that facilitated the public system, such as restricting 
private trade and credit facilities, continued many years after the 1987 reform. 
In fact, the restrictions on movement of wheat across the provinces were lifted 
only in May 2001, in an attempt to ensure wide product availability and to help 
farmers market their produce. Also, as part of the government's ongoing eco
nomic reforms, in 2001 the State Bank of Pakistan allowed—for the first time— 

2. Apart from these two agencies, Rice Export Corporation and Cotton Export Corporation 
were also established as public-sector monopolies in response to many complaints about the mal
practices of the private sector in the exports of these two important commodities. These corpora
tions were also subsequently entrusted with the task of ensuring the support prices of these com
modities to farmers. 
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BOX 4.1 PASSCO and its functions 

The Pakistan Agricultural Storage and Services Corporation (PASSCO) was in
corporated as a public limited company under the Companies Act, VII of 1913 
in June 1973 and commenced its operations in May 1974. One-fourth of its 
paid-up capital was contributed by the Government of Pakistan and the balance 
by six nationalized banks, namely, National Bank of Pakistan, Habib Bank Lim
ited, United Bank Limited, Allied Bank Limited, Muslim Commercial Bank 
Limited, and Agricultural Development Bank of Pakistan. Its authorized capital 
was Rs 100 million and paid-up Rs 30 million. 

PASSCO was established in the public sector with a wide charter of activi
ties involving procurement, storage, and marketing of various agricultural com
modities, as well as the provision of farm machinery, inputs, and technical ser
vices to the farmers. Nevertheless, a review of various tasks performed by the or
ganization suggests that it has concentrated, by and large, on (1) implementation 
of the support price program, (2) price stabilization, (3) construction of storage 
facilities and development of marketing infrastructure, (4) promotion of agro-
based processing units (such as pulse plants), rice-husking mills, establishment 
of cold storage, and provision of farm machinery services to farmers. Of all these 
functions, PASSCO is primarily known for intervening in commodity markets of 
specified crops, mainly wheat, and procurement of their produce at support price 
as announced by the government. 

banks to finance the private sector's wheat purchases (FAO 2002). The problem 
is that the government could not adhere to this policy for long. 

After relatively poor wheat harvests from 2002 to 2004 led to high market 
prices of wheat and its products, the government reimposed restrictions on 
wheat movements (Dorosh and Salam forthcoming). Around this time, govern
ment also imported large amounts of wheat and distributed it at subsidized rates. 
In 2005, the policy shifted again: movement restrictions were lifted, procure
ment price increased, and private imports were encouraged. How wil l these pol
icy changes play out? Will they be compatible with the existing buffer stock 
policies? These are the questions that continue to puzzle policymakers and re
searchers in the country. 

Public Interventions and Their Effects on Prices 

About 30^10 percent of the total wheat production is retained and used by farm 
households, and the balance is marketed through various channels. Both the 
private and public sectors are involved in wheat marketing in Pakistan. On 
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the private marketing side, there are a large number of marketing agents, in
cluding rural shopkeepers, petty traders (known in Pakistan as beoparies), pro
curement agencies, and commission agents. Only a small proportion of the total 
wheat produced goes directly to the processing units, that is, flour mills and other 
processors. It is normal for wheat to change hands three to five times between 
producers and the final consumers. Much of the marketing costs are incurred on 
transportation and handling of wheat that is merely being transferred from one 
party to another without much value added in the process. 

However, the government is the single-largest player in the wheat market, 
particularly during the first few months following the harvest. PFDs and 
PASSCO jointly purchase 20^-0 percent of the total production, equivalent to 
50- 60 percent of marketable surplus at the fixed support prices (Table 4.1). As 
shown in the table, the government share fluctuates from year to year, with high
est share reaching more than 40 percent of gross production in 1999/2000. 

The public procurement is dictated largely by government procurement 
targets, which averaged about 30 percent of total production from 1984/85 to 
2004/05. The federal government assigns procurement targets to PFDs and 
PASSCO. These targets have increased over time, averaging at 4.72 million tons 
per year for the 1984/85 to 2002/03 crop years. The average procurement dur
ing this period comes to 4.07 million tons, that is, 86 percent of the overall tar
get. The annual procurements by PFDs have ranged from 1.88 million to 6.98 
million tons, with average procurements of 2.98 million tons per year, consti
tuting 18.54 percent of the annual production. PFDs have achieved 88 percent 
of their procurement targets (Table 4.2). The quantities of wheat procured by 
PASSCO have ranged from 0.65 million to 1.6 million tons. PASSCO has 
achieved on average 83 percent of its procurement target. Notwithstanding the 
variations in its annual procurements, in 13 out of 19 years it has achieved more 
than 80 percent of its procurement targets. In only 2 years it has achieved a mere 
5 1 - 52 percent of its target (Table 4.2). The quantities procured by PASSCO 
have ranged from 4 to 12 percent of the annual production during this period. 

Note that both PFD and PASSCO fell short of meeting their targets in most 
years. Obviously, this shortfall has to do with the relationship between market 
and procurement prices. To illustrate, we plot market price as a percentage of 
procurement price in Figure 4.1, which also presents procurement as percent
age of targets by both PFD and PASSCO. Clearly, market prices have been 
higher than procurement prices in most years. How, then, did PFD and PASSCO 
managed to procure? There can be two explanations. First, prices presented here 
are annual averages, but procurement takes place immediately after the harvest, 
when prices may be much lower than annual averages. The other avenue of in
creasing procurement is by imposing movement restrictions, which have been 
in place until recently. To summarize, the government has consistently occu
pied a large share of the market, which is facilitated either by forced procure
ment or by supporting the farmers through procurement when prices are low. 
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TABLE 4.1 Wheat production and procurements, 1984/85 to 2004/05 

Crop year 
Production 

(million tons) 

Procurements 

Crop year 
Production 

(million tons) (million tons) (percent) 

1984/85 11.70 2.53 21.62 
1985/86 13.92 5.04 36.21 
1986/87 12.02 3.98 33.11 
1987/88 12.68 3.50 27.60 
1988/89 14.42 4.14 28.71 
Average 12.95 3.84 29.64 

1989/90 14.32 4.42 30.87 
1990/91 14.57 3.16 21.69 
1991/92 15.68 3.25 20.73 
1992/93 16.16 4.12 25.50 
1993/94 15.21 4.12 27.09 
Average 15.19 3.81 25.11 

1994/95 17.00 3.64 21.41 
1995/96 16.91 3.74 22.12 
1996/97 16.65 3.45 20.72 
1997/98 18.69 3.98 21.29 
1998/99 17.85 4.07 22.80 
Average 17.42 3.78 21.68 

1999/2000 21.08 8.58 40.70 
2000/01 19.02 4.08 21.45 
2001/02 18.23 4.05 22.22 
2002/03 19.8 3.51 18.30 
2003/04 19.5 3.46 17.74 
2004/05 21.46 3.93 18.31 
Average 19.75 4.60 23.29 

Overall average 16.32 4.01 24.93 

S O U R C E S : Support Price Policy Reports for Wheat, Agricultural Prices Commission, Islamabad; 
Agricultural Statistics of Pakistan (various issues), Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Livestock, 
Islamabad. 

But how did these actions play out in terms of attaining price stability? We turn 
to this question next. 

Effects of Interventions on Market Prices 

The procurement of various agricultural commodities by public-sector agencies 
has been undertaken during postharvest periods of these commodities to im
plement the support price program and arrest the falling trend in market prices. 
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FIGURE 4.1 Procurement prices, market prices, and procurement by provincial food 
departments and Pakistan Agricultural Storage and Services Corporation 

Percent 

• Support price as percentage of market price 

In this respect government procurement operations have generally mopped up 
4-5 million tons of the marketable surpluses during 6-9 weeks of intense ac
tivities. During 1984/85-2004/05, the share of wheat procurement by PFDs and 
PASSCO has been: Punjab Food Department 74 percent, Sindh Food Depart
ment 7 percent, and PASSCO 18 percent (Government of Pakistan 2003b). 

How did these interventions affect wheat price stability? It is difficult to 
precisely determine the impact of market intervention by the public sector in 
stabilizing market prices. We use two measures to address this question. First, 
the intrayear price variability has been low. Note that, except for 1993/94 and 
1996/97, wheat prices in a given year have moved in a narrow range, with the 
coefficient of variation as low as 0.86 (Table 4.3). The coefficients of variation, 
which show the spread of market prices around the annual average of wholesale 
prices, ranged from 0.86 to 5.11 percent for wheat (Appendix Table 4A.1) and 
from 1.64 to 4.44 percent in the case of wheat flour (Appendix Table 4A.2), 
indicating little variation in prices. Thus, consumer prices of atta and other 
wheat products have moved in a narrow range. Pakistan's success in stabilizing 
wheat prices is also grudgingly acknowledged by the World Bank (Faruqee and 
Coleman 1996). 

Another way to look at the effects on prices is to examine how markets re
acted in the years that the government could not procure because of infrastruc-
tural constraints. The most recent examples come from the bumper crop years 
of 1999/2000, 2000/01, and 2001/02. It is argued that in the absence of gov
ernment intervention, the wheat market would have crashed, to the disadvan-
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TABLE 4.3 Support and postharvest market prices of wheat, 1984/85 to 2004/05 

Support price Market price Intrayear 
coefficient 

Crop year (Rs per 40 kg) (US$ per kg) (Rs per 40 kg) (US$ per kg) of variation 

1984/85 70 4.62 77 5.08 — 
1985/86 80 4.96 82 5.08 — 
1986/87 80 4.66 80 4.66 — 
1987/88 83 4.72 85 4.83 — 
1988/89 85 4.42 93 4.84 — 
1989/90 96 4.48 102 4.76 — 
1990/91 112 4.99 121 5.40 3.76 
1991/92 124 4.99 134 5.39 4.81 
1992/93 130 5.01 139 5.35 0.86 
1993/94 160 5.30 170 5.64 7.07 
1994/95 160 5.19 176 5.70 2.5 
1995/96 173 5.15 185 5.51 1.57 
1996/97 240 6.15 273 7.00 13.55 
1997/98 240 5.56 259 6.00 2.99 
1998/99 240 5.13 261 5.57 3.61 
1999/2000 300 5.79 297 5.74 3.73 
2000/01 300 5.13 275 4.71 4.55 
2001/02 300 4.88 292 4.75 5.11 
2002/03 300 5.13 305 5.21 3.89 
2003/04 350 6.08 384 6.67 — 
2004/05 400 6.74 417 7.03 — 
N O T E S : Average market price of Multan, Okara, and Hyderabad during postharvest period April-July 2004; 
2004/05 market prices are for May-July and also include markets of Faisalabad and Sargodha. — indicates 
not available. 

tage of growers (Agricultural Prices Commission 2000-01). In 1999/2000, 
market prices remained below the corresponding support price, which resulted 
in the procurement of 8.55 million tons (about 41 percent of total production). 
This purchase exerted a tremendous pressure on the government machinery, 
heavily taxing its procurement facilities and market arrangements. But market 
prices in the harvest season still averaged somewhat lower than the support 
price of Rs 300 per 40 kilograms. Thus, one can very well imagine the price 
crash that would have occurred in the absence of such a gigantic operation. 

Now consider the situation in the next two years. With large stocks of 
wheat still being held by PFDs and PASSCO (carryovers from the 1999/2000 
crop) and limited storage facilities, these public-sector agencies could not in
tervene on a large scale in 2000/01 and 2001/02. Thus, market prices remained 
well below the level of support prices. Nevertheless, achieving this price sta
bility involved large costs, which we discuss below. 
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Costs of Public Intervention 

PFDs and PASSCO procure a substantial quantum of wheat in the season at a 
support price determined by the government. The cost of procurement opera
tions has been on the increase and is a matter of concern, as it affects the via
bility of the whole system and the price at which wheat is sold. The incidental 
costs add to the total costs, and ultimately to consumer prices, which have 
been subsidized. The high incidental costs also make the exports of wheat un
competitive in the international market, other things being equal. Conse
quently, this subsidy mechanism became a serious policy issue, and a high-level 
committee was assigned in 2001 to study various implications. In this section, 
we examine overall trends in subsidy bills, compare operational costs of PFDs 
and PASSCO to those of the private sector, and discuss the financial health of 
PASSCO. 

General Trends in Subsidy Bills 

The principal reason for incurring subsidies has been the government's quest 
for providing cheap food to its citizens, particularly the vocal consumers in ur
ban centers. Another objective of having low issue price for wheat (the price at 
which government releases wheat) has been to keep the inflationary pressure 
under control, as wheat, the staple food, is an important item of the average 
household's budget as well as a constituent of the basket of goods used to mon
itor price movements in the economy. This consideration has also heavily 
weighed on the government's decision when fixing support prices. 

For these reasons, the government has had to subsidize distribution of both 
domestically procured and imported wheat. The ration price (distribution price) 
has been historically fixed at below domestic procurement costs or import costs. 
In addition, there have also been subsidies on exported wheat in a few years 
(Table4.4). Until 1999/2000, Pakistan had been regularly importing wheat with 
annual imports of about 2 million tons. Wheat imports in the public sector have 
been handled by the Directorate General of Food in the Ministry of Food, Agri
culture and Livestock. The public-sector agencies normally handled 6 million 
tons of domestic and imported wheat until 1999/2000. Obviously, the costs of 
imported and domestically procured wheat were different. The cost of imported 
wheat has been much more than that of domestically procured wheat. 

But in its quest to provide cheap food to consumers, the government could 
not supply the imported wheat at a price that would recover its total costs. Thus, 
the issue price of wheat never covered the total cost of the commodity entailed 
in its procurement, storage, and marketing. Hence the government's price 
policy discouraged private sector investment in wheat marketing and process
ing, such as building storage and setting up flour mills. The annual subsidies 
involved in wheat operations have ranged from Rs 2.339 billion to Rs 10.934 
billion (Table 4.4). To put the numbers in perspective, the provincial food 
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subsidy in 2002/03 reached Rs 6.8 billion, which is 12 percent greater than 
the entire Public Sector Development Program budget (Rs 6.05 billion) for the 
Health Division (Dorosh and Salam forthcoming). This study further argues 
that they have mainly benefited the flourmills and also bred corruption in the 
food departments. 

Analyses of Operational Costs: Public Agencies versus Private Traders 

The details of various incidentals involved in wheat procurement provided by 
the Punjab Food Department and PASSCO for 1996/97 to 2002/03 are given in 
Tables 4.5 and 4.6. The numbers show that the costs of wheat procurement 
and distribution are on the rise. In nominal terms, the costs of wheat procure
ment, storage, and other expenses have jumped from Rs 920 per ton in 1996/97 
to Rs 1,637 per ton (an increase of 78 percent) in the case of Punjab's PFD and 
from Rs 1,218 per ton to Rs 1,681 per ton (an increase of 38 percent) in the case 
PASSCO during the same time period. By 2002/03, the incidental costs for the 
two agencies further increased to Rs 2,350 per ton and Rs 2,431 per ton, respec
tively, showing an increase of about 44 percent over those of 2000/01 for both 
agencies. 

The major constituents of the incidentals include the cost of gunny bags, 
transportation charges, and financial costs (mark up), accounting for 86 percent 
of the total incidentals of the Punjab Food Department. In the case of PASSCO, 
the cost of gunny bags and mark-up are almost 77 percent (gunny bags at 23 
percent plus a mark-up of 54 percent) of the total costs, whereas the depart
mental charges accounted for about 15 percent of the incidental costs on aver
age in the past three years. Notwithstanding the interyear variations in the in
dividual shares of the abovementioned constituents, collectively they account 
for the lion's share of the total incidentals involved in wheat purchases. I f ma
jor savings or economies are to be effected in the incidental costs, these are the 
prime targets. 

Thus, PASSCO's costs of operation are generally higher than those of 
PFDs. The main reasons for the higher costs are: 

1. PFDs established their infrastructure, such as storage and transportation, 
using federal or provincial government funds, whereas the PASSCO had 
to cater to its infrastructure out of its own resources. 

2. Whereas all payments for PFD expenses—gunny bags, salaries and wages, 
and the like—are financed out of the department's annual budget, PASSCO 
has to finance all its activities through borrowed funds from banks at the 
prevailing mark-up rate. 

3. PASSCO has been selling wheat on credit to deficit provinces and public-
sector agencies, whereas PFDs sell to private flourmills against advance 
payments, and therefore PASSCO has to borrow more funds to finance the 
receivables. 
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4. The difference between the procurement incidentals of the Food Depart
ment and PASSCO, which in the past was quite substantial, has, however, 
narrowed in recent years. 

Thus the incidentals of PASSCO do not compare favorably with those of 
PFDs. Actually, PFDs supply wheat to flour mills at government's fixed ration 
price, which does not cover all procurement and incidental costs of PFDs, and 
they are paid a subsidy from the public exchequer. In contrast, PASSCO sup
plies wheat to specified agencies (the armed forces, Utility Stores Corporation, 
and the like) at a price that covers all procurement costs and incidentals with
out involving a subsidy from the government. Therefore, under the existing set
up and operating conditions, PASSCO's relatively higher incidentals and pro
curement losses, by and large, are acceptable. However, it needs to scrutinize 
its expenditures and impose strict financial discipline in the wake of curtailment 
of its procurement operations to wheat only, and its staffing also needs to be ra
tionalized. Such steps wil l also reduce the fixed establishment charges, which are 
quite a large chunk of the total costs. 

The involvement of the private sector in wheat marketing and storage was 
rather limited until recently. The policy environment providing for a uniform and 
pan-territorial ration price as well as intermittent restrictions on commodity 
movements did not encourage private trade to invest in wheat marketing and 
storage. The policy environment in the aftermath of a record wheat crop in 
1999/2000 and healthy stocks in the public sector has undergone a qualitative 
change favoring a greater role for the private sector in wheat marketing and stor
age. The incidentals of the private sector, as synthesized through discussions 
with the management of a large flour mill in Rawalpindi, are set out in Table 4.7. 
These incidentals are reported at Rs 1,500-1,800 per ton, compared to about Rs 
2,400 for public-sector agencies, showing a savings of about 40 percent. 

However, these incidentals are not strictly comparable with those of the 
public sector, because of the limited involvement of the private sector in com
mercial wheat marketing in the past. Moreover, the available estimates are not 
fully representative. These may be comparable with public sector after the pri
vate traders have functioned in this field for some time, and representative data 
from the industry become available. 

PASSCO and Its Financial Health 

Although the primary activities of PASSCO have been largely focused on wheat 
procurement, it is also mandated to perform other tasks that have a bearing on 
its financial health. A brief discussion of these activities, the procurement of 
other crops, and its infrastructure, is presented first so that its financial situation 
can be viewed with proper perspectives. 

Besides wheat, the government has occasionally assigned the task of pur
chasing other agricultural commodities to PASSCO, as the need arose for 
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underpinning their market prices during the harvest season. Thus, in addition 
to wheat, PASSCO has procured paddy, onions, potatoes, gram, and oilseeds 
in various years (Appendix Table 4A.3). Unlike wheat, for which both PFDs 
and PASSCO have regularly intervened in the market, only PASSCO has in
tervened in other food crops and then only occasionally. The intervention by 
PASSCO in marketing these crops has been characterized by an ad hoc ap
proach. The scale of activity has not only been small but frequently late as a 
result of delayed government decisions or fund allocation. In some cases the 
reluctance of the finance ministry to pick up the losses borne by PASSCO for 
its procurement operations also played a role in an ineffective market outcome. 
Notwithstanding these deficiencies, it has been observed that the very presence 
of PASSCO in the market had a salutary effect on the market prices during the 
harvest season. 

Furthermore, PASSCO has developed infrastructure to design, construct, 
and oversee the development of grain storages to meet its requirements. At pres
ent, it has a covered storage capacity of more than 400,000 tons. These stores 
are of three types: house-like warehouses, open bulkheads, and mechanical 
silos. Moreover, about 100,000 tons of capacity in the form of raised platforms 
is also available. PASSCO is not only a pioneer in the construction of silos in 
Pakistan but has also developed infrastructure for mechanized bulk handling of 
grain. Because of these advances, grain losses and handling times have been 
considerably curtailed. In recognition of its services in the field of engineering 
works, PASSCO has been nominated as the agency for rehabilitation of grain 
warehouses owned by PFDs. 

Despite performing additional policy-driven tasks, PASSCO's financial 
condition is sound. It has paid-up capital of Rs 30 million and has over time ac
cumulated reserves of Rs 533 million. Despite its small capital base, PASSCO's 
annual turnover from 2000/01 to 2002 on average was Rs 10 billion. The agency 
does not receive budgetary supports from the government except for the lower 
mark-up on cash credit to finance its commodity procurement operations (that 
is, 9.5 percent versus the current market rate of 10-14 percent). Similarly, there 
is no burden on the exchequer for the pay and allowances of PASSCO's em
ployees and its other expenditures. 

According to a study by the World Bank, PASSCO is essentially a service 
organization for implementing the government's food procurement and distri
bution policy (see Faruquee, Coleman, and Scott 1997). Thus, its financial per
formance need not be judged strictly as that of a commercial concern. But prof
itability has become a basic criterion to measure the efficiency of such an entity, 
because many people believe that the best way to make an enterprise efficient 
is by requiring it to maximize profits in a competitive environment (see Mary 
andNellis 1991). In this context, data on the financial performance of PASSCO 
from 1984/85 to 2001/02 are given in Table 4.8. 
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TABLE 4.8 Profits and taxes paid by Pakistan Agricultural Storage and Services 
Corporation, 1984/85 to 2001/02 (Rs thousands) 

Year 
(April-March) Profits Taxes Dividend 

1984/85 82,573 — — 
1985/86 50,249 — — 
1986/87 126,833 — — 
1987/88 53,669 — — 
1988/89 111,673 — — 
1989/90 262,124 13,000 6,000 
1990/91 180,634 94,672 6,000 
1991/92 101,006 45,203 6,000 
1992/93 -71,805 17,502 — 
1993/94 110,714 23,741 6,000 
1994/95 161,593 72,112 6,000 
1995/96 161,818 59,411 3,000 
1996/97 49,514 12,712 3,000 
1997/98 205,988 72,734 6,000 
1998/99 61,047 36,400 6,000 
1999/2000 -128,901 19,720 — 
2000/01 -1,177,216 12,712 — 
2001/02 262,111 29,000 — 
Total 603,624 508,919 48,000 

S O U R C E : Data from Pakistan Agricultural Storage and Services Corporation through the Ministry 
of Food, Agriculture and Livestock. 
N O T E : — indicates not available. 

A perusal of Table 4.8 indicates that PASSCO has been, by and large, a 
profitable enterprise. During the period under reference, PASSCO has earned 
profit in 15 years and incurred losses in 3 years. Its net profits before taxes have 
totaled Rs 603.6 million. It has paid taxes of about Rs 508.9 million and also 
paid Rs 48 million as dividends to its shareholders. It has also accumulated re
serves of Rs 533 million from its profits and maintained its credit worthiness 
by repaying its loans to the banks. 

Its total losses of Rs 1,378 million (in 3 years) during the past 18 years 
are also quite high. But these losses are partly attributable to high financial and 
storage costs (including storage losses) incurred in carrying over large stocks 
of wheat. Moreover, PASSCO also maintains strategic reserves of wheat on be
half of the federal government. Storage losses of agricultural products are in
escapable. In such operations there are increased chances of losses, especially 
in good crop years when prices in the domestic market are not adequate to cover 
various expenses. In principle, such losses, which are incurred in implement-
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ing government policy, ought to be borne by the government. But in some cases 
these losses were not picked up by the government and had to be sustained by 
PASSCO. It is therefore commendable that the agency has been able to pay 
taxes to the government and dividends to its shareholders in most of the years 
covered in the analysis. 

Wheat Price Stabilization and Liberalization: The Challenges 

Formulating pricing policy in general, and for food crops in particular, is a bal
ancing act, involving resolution of the conflicting and diverse interests of pro
ducers, consumers, processors, trade, and industry. The discussion in this chap
ter has highlighted that the government has had difficulties playing that 
balancing role, particularly in terms of minimizing the costs of interventions 
and adhering to liberalized policies. These issues are related, and we discuss 
them under two broad headings, minimizing costs and creating level playing 
fields for the private sector. 

Minimizing Intervention Costs 

The costs of public intervention can be broadly categorized into three groups: 
(1) subsidized sales, (2) maintenance of large stocks, and (3) high costs of gov
ernment agencies' operation. The most significant part of the subsidies, of 
course, comes from the subsidized sales of both domestically procured and im
ported wheat. To reduce this component of costs, the government has to scale 
down its operation and adopt a mechanism whereby sales price to flourmills 
must cover the full costs of procurement. The same argument goes for the buffer 
stock level. Currently, the government maintains cumulative stocks of more 
than 4.0 million tons, but it is not clear whether the country needs such large 
stocks to maintain food security. A recent study has suggested that a year-end 
security stock of about 1.0 million tons (the average in recent years in Punjab) 
could be maintained with far less procurement and sales volume, which aver
aged about 3.0 million tons (Dorosh and Salam forthcoming). 

Institutional reform issues have also surfaced in the context of cost reduc
tions. It is often questioned as to why there are two public sector agencies func
tioning simultaneously. The explanation offered is that although PFDs and 
PASSCO coexist in the same field, their mandates are quite different. PFDs sup
ply wheat to private flourmills at a fixed ration price that does not cover all ex
penses and thus involves substantial consumer subsidies, whereas PASSCO 
supplies designated public-sector agencies and recovers all its procurement and 
marketing costs through the sale price. Nevertheless, elements of inefficiency 
in public-sector agencies, which affects wheat subsidies, cannot be ruled out 
and perhaps need further investigation to see whether institutional reforms, such 
as merging the two agencies into one, can cut costs. 
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Creating Level Playing Fields 

The support price program in theory has been premised on the voluntary sales 
of produce by growers to government agencies. However, there have been many 
instances for which the private sector did not enjoy a level playing field or an 
environment conducive to participation in wheat marketing, and growers were 
forced to sell wheat to public-sector agencies. This resulted from restrictions 
on commodity movements or from the administrative pressures on farmers to 
sell wheat to public-sector procurement agencies, which had to achieve their 
procurement targets. Inadequate availability of credit for commodity procure
ments or discrimination in the form of higher mark-up also constrained the ac
tivities of the private sector in wheat marketing. These shortcomings also re
sulted in extra pressure for the procurement of the marketable surplus of wheat 
by the public sector. 

Interestingly, even in the wake of a record crop in 1999/2000, the private 
sector was not given a free hand in the wheat market, as the Punjab government 
tried to buy all the surplus wheat. However, government agencies, despite buy
ing 8.55 million tons of wheat (that is, more than 40 percent of the production), 
did not succeed in defending the government-fixed support price. Subsequently, 
the government has encouraged the private sector in wheat marketing. The 
banking sector has also supported the private sector through liberal cash credit 
for purchasing wheat; during 2002/03 cash credit was provided at the same 
mark-up as that enjoyed by government agencies. 

The wheat crops of 2000/01 and 2001/02 were considerably smaller than 
that of 1999/2000. The private sector was also encouraged to procure wheat dur
ing the later years. The support price was the same as in 1999/2000 but it still 
could not be protected. The private sector, realizing that the government had 
large stocks of carryovers and limited storage capacity, adopted a wait-and-see 
policy and so did not aggressively procure wheat. The public-sector agencies, 
also keen to reduce their losses in storage, asked farmers to tender wheat of 
higher-than-average quality. This scenario resulted in small procurements and 
falling market prices, to the chagrin of wheat growers. The private sector bought 
about 500,000-600,000 tons of wheat in 2001/02. 

In the wake of the drawing down of wheat stocks, crop sizes below ex
pectations, availability of liberal credit to the private sector, and a policy of cas
cading ration prices announced in 2001/02, the private sector was quite ag
gressive in wheat marketing in 2002/03. It is estimated to have procured over 1 
million tons of wheat in the season. 

What do these experiences tell us? The message is that for promoting pri
vate sector participation, it is imperative to have continuity in policy and a con
sistent framework, which has been lacking in Pakistan. Availability of credit 
from the banking sector is also a necessary condition for providing the liquid
ity to finance the procurement and storage operations. The private sector makes 
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its investments in the expectations of returns, which depend on the differential 
in prices paid for procurement and sales price of the produce. Restrictions on 
either commodity or price movements are not viewed favorably by the private 
sector. From the consumers' perspective, when the stock situation is healthy, 
more reliance can be placed on the private sector. However, in good crop years 
reliance on the private sector may not be sufficient to hold the price for farm
ers. In both situations, the considerations of political economy rather than eco
nomic arguments would decide the issue. 

Concluding Observations 

This chapter set out to examine various dimensions of public interventions in 
Pakistan's wheat markets. It has provided an overview of policy evolution, ex
amined the nature of interventions and their effects on prices, analyzed the costs 
of interventions, and highlighted the policy challenges. The overview clearly 
suggests that successive governments have taken significant steps toward lib
eralizing the food policies, which included, among others, abolition of ration 
shops, withdrawal of movement restrictions, introduction of a cascading policy 
of wheat issue pricing that provides for revisions at regular intervals during the 
year, and providing liberal banking facilities to the private sector. However, it 
is not clear to what extent these liberalization measures have been effective. The 
two government agencies continue to capture a large share of the market, aver
aging 25-30 percent of production; subsidies remain high, reaching as high as 
Rs 10.93 billion in 1996/97; and the government had to reverse policies in the 
wake of consecutive poor harvests from 2002 to 2004. 

These experiences underscore two important lessons. First, prices became 
volatile after liberalization. Wheat and wheat flour prices in the open market 
during 1993/94 increased by 42 and by 33 percent during 2003/04 (up until 
March 2004), which caused the government concern and prompted it to reverse 
some of its policies. Thus the government wi l l continue to play some role in the 
wheat market, and its complete withdrawal from that market may not be desir
able. Second, our analysis suggests that, with the continued heavy presence of 
public agencies, the liberalizations did not generate proper incentives for the 
private sector to participate. For example, the policy of a pan-territorial, uni
form ration price of wheat that does not cover full procurement costs has en
couraged flour mills to rely on government agencies for their supply of wheat. 
This distortion has been one of the main reasons why subsidy bills remained 
high and the private sector did not have the incentive to invest in wheat mar
keting and storage activities. The private sector in the past has also been hand
icapped by restrictions on commodity movements and limited availability of 
credit. 

Looking forward, there is room for reforming the existing system. We 
make two observations in this regard. First, the liberalization and subsequent 
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policy reversals have sent mixed signals to the private sector. For promoting 
private-sector participation, it is imperative to have continuity in policy and a 
consistent framework, which has been lacking in Pakistan. Also, a private sec
tor is not likely to emerge i f the government continues to maintain a large buffer 
stock and its agencies occupy a large share of markets, as these activities reduce 
arbitrage opportunities for traders. Second, we argue that subsidy bills can be sub
stantially reduced by (1) revising buffer-stock procurement downward, (2) set
ting the ration price to flourmills at the full procurement price, and (3) allowing 
private imports in years with normal harvests. There are several parameters that 
need to be determined in implementing these policies, but that perhaps is the easy 
part. The difficult part is the considerations of political economy, which often 
overpower economic arguments in deciding food policy issues. 
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T A B L E 4A.3 Procurement of paddy, oilseeds, gram, onions, and potatoes, 1984/85 to 
2000/01 (tons) 

Year Paddy Oilseeds Gram Onions Potatoes 

1984/85 36,226 9,800 — — 65,000 
1985/86 18,862 — — 13,000 11,984 
1986/87 17,136 32,600 7,047 5,000 15,000 
1987/88 2,112 32,900 — 130 — 

1988/89 — 22,100 — — 2,490 
1989/90 28,346 16,600 — 7,880 110 
1990/91 35,203 29,900 8,692 — — 
1991/92 ' 5,752 29,800 — 32,000 1,140 
1992/93 9,062 28,700 6,039 — 2,000 
1993/94 7,780 4,651 — — — 

1994/95 20,865 — — — 2,700 
1995/96 121 — — 3,375 — 

1996/97 — 1,000 — — — 

1997/98 9 ' — — — 1,000 
1998/99 — — — — — 

1999/2000 — — — 4,822 1,949 
2000/01 88,371 — — — — 

S O U R C E S : Government of Pakistan (2003a); Agricultural Prices Commission, various price policy 
reports. 

N O T E S : For oilseeds up to 1992/93 and.onions and potatoes up to 1991/92, the main procurements 
were made by the (now defunct) organizations Ghee Corporation of Pakistan and Agricultural Mar
keting and Storage Ltd. Since 2001/02 the support prices for these crops have not been fixed and 
no procurements have been made. 
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5 Public Food Distribution System in Bangladesh: 
Successful Reforms and Remaining Challenges 

A. M. M. SHAWKAT A L I , ISHRAT JAHAN, 
A K H T E R A H M E D , A N D S H A H I D U R R A S H I D 

Despite beginning its journey with a war-torn infrastructure in 1971, haunting 
experiences of a famine in 1974, and repeated bouts of floods and other natu
ral calamities, Bangladesh is now widely recognized for successfully trans
forming its grain market structures. Behind this success is a series of reforms, 
which included, among others, dismantling the food rationing system and eas
ing restrictions on both domestic and international trade of grain in the early 
1990s. Available studies suggest that the policy reforms have produced all the 
desired outcomes—that is, increased private-sector participation, reduction in 
food subsidy bills, higher food availability, and increased stability of grain 
prices (Ahmed, Haggblade, and Chowdhury 2000). Furthermore, unlike many 
other developing countries, the reforms did not provoke popular protests. How 
did it all happen? Clearly, a host of factors contributed to the success, but the 
answer to the question in large part lies in the government's commitment to 
changing the old set of policies and redefining its role in the grain markets.1 

By the late 1980s, evidence on the ineffective, or even counterproductive, 
nature of the old set of policies was mounting, and the government and its de
velopment partners were convinced that the country's food policies had to be 
changed. Both food rationing and public procurement were found ineffective; 
and none of the then-existing public distribution programs were reaching the 
poor. However, given the level of food insecurity, as well as vulnerability of the 
country to natural calamities, it was also clear that complete government with
drawal from the cereal markets was not a feasible reform option. 

This chapter is a combination of two papers, "Public Food Distribution System (PFDS) in Ban
gladesh: Successful Reforms and Remaining Challenges" by A. M . M . Shawkat A l i and Ishrat 
Jahan and "Grain Market Liberalization and Social Safety Nets: Lessons from Bangladesh" by 
Akhter Ahmed and Shahidur Rashid. In effect, elements of the latter were integrated into the for
mer. The papers were presented at a workshop titled "Agribusiness: From Parastatals to Private 
Trade—Why, When, and How?," jointly organized by IFPRI; the Centre for Economic and Social 
Studies (CESS), Hyderabad, India; and the Institute of Economic and Social Research (LPEM), 
University of Indonesia, which took place December 15-16, 2003, in New Delhi. 

1. Other significant factors include the defusing of various stakeholders, changes in politi
cal regimes in the country, reforms in Indian agricultural trader policy, as well as declining food 
prices in the country. For a detailed discussion of the political economy of reforms in Bangladesh, 
see Chowdhury and Haggblade (2000). 
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Thus, the government had to strike a balance between the two objectives 
and find policy actions that would complement each other. While interventions 
were significantly reduced, increasing emphasis was placed on strengthening 
the country's SSN programs for the poor. The underlying idea was that lifting 
restrictions on grain trade would change the incentive structure (that is, estab
lish the right prices) and help markets develop through greater private-sector 
participation. The government would then focus on playing its legitimate pub
lic role—that is, reaching the poor, who did not have the purchasing power to 
buy from the markets. 

This realization led to a shift in policy emphasis that brought about sig
nificant changes in the dual pricing policy paradigm. Instead of using public 
distribution as an outlet for public procurement and price support, the empha
sis shifted toward SSN and disaster-mitigation programs; procurement and 
stocking were carried out only to the level necessary to meet those programs' 
demand. This shift in policy emphasis is unique in the region, and the country 
has traveled a long way, with redefined policy objectives, since it embarked on 
the market reforms in the early 1990s. The experiences have been rich in terms 
of setting goals, devising new institutional arrangements, and dealing with the 
evolving challenges of food security threats. This chapter analyzes these expe
riences by reviewing the trends of reform measures in the Public Food Distri
bution System (PFDS), assessing the performance of the PFDS, and identifying 
the future directions in the context of international trade liberalization, right-to-
food issues, and SSN issues. 

Genesis and Evolution of the PFDS 

Bangladesh shares the same colonial history of public intervention in grain mar
kets with India and Pakistan. The nature and extent of interventions during the 
East Pakistan era and the first two and a half decades of Bangladesh are well 
documented in Ahmed, Haggblade, and Chowdhury (2000). This section pro
vides a brief history of pre-Bangladesh policies and focuses largely on market 
liberalization and the emergence of SSN programs. Accordingly, it is divided 
into three subsections: policies before Bangladesh's independence, market lib
eralization, and increasing emphasis on SSN programs. 

Policies before Bangladesh's Independence (1939-71) 

Bangladesh was under British rule until 1947 and was a province of Pakistan 
until 1971. During British rule (1939^17), the regulatory framework consisted 
of the Bengal Rice M i l l Control Order of 1943 and Bengal Rationing Order of 
1943. The first legislation required licensing of rice mills and reporting of 
stocks; the second elaborated the regulations for the rationing system under 
which the government sold grain to consumers. Two different rationing systems 
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were in operation: Statutory Rationing for urban centers and Modified Rationing 
for nonurban areas. 

The focus during the Pakistan regime was on so-called protection of the 
grain markets; the policy focus was on smuggling prevention, export prohibi
tion, and restrictions on grain movements and private stocks. Although there 
had been name changes of the public agencies, such as renaming the former 
Civil Supply Department as the Department of Food, the broad policy frame
work remained the same until the mid-1950s. The major instruments continued 
to be the Bengal Rice Mills Control Order, Bengal Rationing Order, and the Es
sential Supplies (Temporary Powers) Act of 1946. 

During the mid-1950s, the government dismantled the rationing system, 
sold off all public food stock, and retrenched all employees connected with the 
system. This policy reform, however, had to be reversed following a bad aman 
(rain-fed rice) harvest combined with political agitation in January 1956 (Ahmed, 
Haggblade, and Chowdhury 2000). The new regulatory framework consisted of 
as many as 14 legislative acts or regulations with specific purposes, which were 
not vastly different from those of the colonial days. It almost made grain trade 
a government monopoly, once again reflecting the political perception of the 
need for control over foodgrain markets. 

Major Reforms since 1971 

A summary of the major food policy reforms since 1974 is presented in Table 
5.1. In terms of the whole policy cycle, the events presented in this table can be 
divided into three main thematic lines: realization of the problems, experimen
tation with alternatives, and innovations and reforms. The realization of the 
problems came early on when the country witnessed an upsurge in the PFDS, 
as the first government of the independent Bangladesh, led by the Awami League, 
opted for expanding the rationing system. Furthermore, in the early 1970s, there 
was a large influx of food, which, in the absence of other programs, was routed 
through rationing channels. However, the donors soon realized the inefficiency 
of the rationing system and advocated a progressive shift toward a pro-poor 
policy of in-kind distribution programs. This push heralded a shift in policy fo
cus from rationing to conditional transfer programs, which is reflected in the in
troduction of Food-for-Work and the Vulnerable Group Development (VGD) in 
1974 and 1975, respectively. 

However, the issue of reducing subsidies still remained, and the Planning 
Commission advocated phasing out rationing subsidies in 1978, which resulted 
in various policy experimentations. One of the first actions was to link the ra
tion price with the procurement price, which reduced rents in public distribu
tion and ultimately made them unattractive to consumers. The other initiatives 
during the 1980s included abolition of the Modified Rationing system, intro
duction of Rural Rationing and the Rural Maintenance Program, and with-
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TABLE 5.1 Chronology of food policy reforms, 1974-2002 

Year Policy decision 

1974 Food-for-Work introduced 
1975 Vulnerable Group Feeding (later renamed Vulnerable Group 

Development) introduced 

Preparatory phases 
1978 Planning Commission advocated phasing out ration subsidies 
1981 Subsidy reduction 
1981 Subsidy reduction began with Public Law 480 agreement linking 

ration price to procurement price 
1983 Rural Maintenance Programme introduced 
1989 Modified Rationing system replaced by Rural Rationing system 
1989 Restriction on in-country movement of foodgrain removed 
1991 Rural Rationing suspended 

Food policy reforms 
1992 Rural Rationing abolished 
1992 Private wheat import allowed 
1992 Restrictions on foodgrain lending rescinded 
1992 Domestic procurement stalled 
1992 Mill gate contract abandoned 
1992 Staff reduction proposed in the Directorate General of Food 
1992 Rice distribution stopped in statutory rationing 
1993 Private rice import allowed 
1993 Wheat distribution stopped in statutory rationing 
1993 Food for Education introduced 
2002 Food for Education abolished 
2002 Integrated Food Security program introduced 

S O U R C E : Chowdhury and Haggblade (2000) and updated by authors. 

drawal of restrictions on grain movements. The Rural Rationing program, then 
the largest program, was soon found to be inefficient and expensive. For in
stance, an IFPRI study concluded that about 70 percent of the estimated annual 
subsidy of US$60 million on foodgrain (mostly rice) leaked out of nonpoor 
households; because of heavy leakage, the costs of transferring US$1 of bene
fits was US$6.6 (Ahmed 1992). 

These experiences convinced the government to change its policies, and a 
host of reforms was undertaken in the early to mid-1990s. The most significant 
of them are abolition of rationing, withdrawal of restrictions on private-sector 
participation in export and import of cereals, and abandonment of public pro
curement. Although these moves were welcomed, the abolition of rationing re
sulted in a large stockpile of grain, and the government had to act quickly to 
come up with alternative outlets of distribution. This challenge presented the 
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opportunity to innovate and implement SSN programs, such as Food for Edu
cation and many nutrition intervention programs, which we discuss next. 

Increasing Emphasis on SSN Programs 

Since the reform process started, Bangladesh has developed a wide range of 
SSN programs, which possess a wealth of institutional diversity (Table 5.2). 
Although some of the programs started as early as the mid-1970s, the adminis
trative structure and implementation mechanisms have gone through substan
tive changes over the years. The notable changes include transforming the re
lief programs into development programs, converting universal subsidies to 
targeted subsidies, and forming partnerships with nongovernmental organiza
tions (NGOs) when implementing SSN programs. In this section, we describe 
these programs under five broad categories. 

INFRASTRUCTURE-BUILDING PROGRAMS. Food-for-Work (FFW), a part of 
the Rural Development Program, and the Food for Asset (FFA) component of the 
Integrated Food Security program, as well as the Test Relief Programs, fall into 
the category of infrastructure-building programs. They distribute grain (rice and 
wheat) as wage payments to workers in labor-intensive public works programs. 
Both men and women participate in Food-for-Work and Test Relief, whereas FFA 
requires that at least 70 percent of the participants be women. Only women can 
participate in the Rural Maintenance Program; they receive cash wages for main
taining rural earthen roads. A l l these programs require the participants to do phys
ical work that mainly involves moving earth. These programs are typically self-
targeting, because only the poor would be willing to work at onerous, low-paying 
manual labor. In addition to willingness to work, FFA and the Rural Maintenance 
Program screen administratively to ensure that only the neediest are employed. 

TRAINING PROGRAMS. The Vulnerable Group Development (VGD) pro
gram exclusively targets poor women who receive a monthly wheat ration over 
a period of 24 months. Although it was introduced as a relief program in the 
mid-1970s, it has evolved to integrate food security with development objec
tives. The development package includes training on income-generating activ
ities, raising awareness on social, legal, health, and nutrition issues, and ac
quiring basic literacy and numeracy. The Training and Nutrition Centers and 
FFA components of the Integrated Food Security program also require the ben
eficiaries to participate in training similar to that of the VGD program. 

EDUCATION PROGRAMS. The Food for Education program distributed 
monthly foodgrain rations to poor households i f they sent their children to pri
mary schools. Food for Education was terminated in 2002 and has been re
placed by the cash-based Primary Education Stipend Program. Another initia
tive, the School Feeding program, distributes biscuits to primary school children. 
These programs have the common development objectives of promoting school 
enrollment and attendance and reducing dropout rates. The government also 
provides cash assistance to girls in secondary schools through the Female Sec
ondary School Assistance program. 
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NUTRITION PROGRAMS. The Community Nutrition Initiative and Train
ing and Nutrition Centers components of the Integrated Food Security program 
mainly aim at improving the nutritional status of children and women from ultra-
poor rural families. The Community Nutrition Initiative and Training and Nu
trition Centers follow an area-based approach and are beneficiary-driven, using 
participatory techniques for microplanning at the village level. The Atta Forti
fication pilot project initiated by the World Food Programme (WFP) distributes 
micronutrient-fortified atta (whole-wheat flour) to VGD women to replace their 
regular wheat ration in the traditional VGD program to ensure nutrition secu
rity along with food security. Moreover, the School Feeding program distrib
utes energy- and micronutrient-fortified biscuits to primary school children 
each day, which provides 300 calories and 75 percent of the recommended daily 
allowance of micronutrients and common vitamins. 

R E L I E F PROGRAMS. These programs are designed to mitigate the conse
quences of disasters, such as floods, hurricanes, and other weather-related shocks. 
Currently, there are only two such programs—the Vulnerable Group Feeding 
and the Gratuitous Relief programs. Unlike other programs, there are no pre
determined criteria or conditionalities for participation in these programs. These 
are relief programs that help the poor cope by providing stop-gap consumer re
sources at times of natural disasters. 

The key message that emerges from this characterization is that the SSN 
programs in Bangladesh have evolved from being relief-oriented to incorporat
ing various components of long-term development objectives; and the govern
ment has formed strong partnership with NGOs and multilateral and bilateral 
development organizations in implementing them. For example, the Vulnerable 
Group Feeding program, which was serving as a pure relief distribution pro
gram since its inception in 1975, was renamed as the Vulnerable Group Devel
opment (VGD) program in the mid-1980s, when development objectives were 
incorporated into the program. One of the key changes in the program design 
was that, to remain enrolled in the program, program beneficiaries were now 
required to obtain training on income-generating activities administered by the 
Bangladesh Rural Advancement Committee. The underlying idea was that, af
ter a 2-year program cycle, the beneficiaries would save and build assets to be 
eligible to participate in the microfinance programs of the Bangladesh Rural 
Advancement Committee or other similar organizations. 

Performance of the PFDS 

The assessment of the PFDS performance is closely linked to their underlying 
objectives, which can be categorized as (1) enforcing floor and ceiling prices, 
(2) targeting distribution to alleviate poverty and ensure food security for the 
vulnerable groups, and (3) managing disasters. Such an assessment is difficult, 
because in addition to financial costs, achievement of these objectives entails 
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social benefits (costs), which are difficult to measure. This problem notwith
standing, we attempt to assess the PFDS's performance in terms ensuring price 
stability, implementing food security and antipoverty programs, and managing 
natural disasters and other income shocks. 

Enforcing Floor and Ceiling Prices 

The rationale for PFDS reform, instrumented through donor conditionalities 
during the late 1980s and early 1990s, acknowledged the need for price stabi
lization by establishing effective and enforceable floor prices for rice and wheat. 
The reform helped to sustain growth of agricultural production and boost rural 
income; at the same time, it emphasized measures to support increased food se
curity and stable supplies of food grains to consumers (Asian Development 
Bank and World Bank 1990). Price stabilization, therefore, has two interrelated, 
ostensibly conflicting goals: ensuring a floor price for producers and a ceiling 
price for consumers. 

The floor price is intended to provide incentives to producers, reduce price 
risks, and ensure farm income to producers (Ahmed, Chowdhury, and Ahmed 
1993). The effectiveness of procurement is a necessary condition to encourage 
farming and stimulate production. Reducing price risks is a related form of 
incentive to producers. Farmers' production decisions are contingent on their 
expectation of the price levels after harvest. Providing farm income to small 
producers is a related objective. It is based on the premise that small farmers 
generally sell immediately after harvest to meet various family needs and to pay 
for debt. It follows, therefore, that i f the procurement price is set at a level higher 
than the prevailing market price (allowing for some eventual seasonal price 
rise), small farmers benefit. This type of reasoning is challenged on the ground 
that small farmers in particular and all farmers in general do not sell directly to 
government procurement centers. The intermediaries, approved grain dealers 
or others, reap the full benefit. 

Research carried out during the past decade has questioned the efficacy of 
price stabilization and concluded that it cannot be defended on economic 
grounds (Goletti 2000). However, the political imperative of price stabilization 
through the PFDS mechanism cannot be doubted. Dorosh and Shahabuddin 
(1999) have recognized that price stabilization is an important, but somewhat 
ambiguous, policy objective of the government, because procurement price and 
open-market sale (OMS) prices are not, respectively, true floor and ceiling 
prices. In other words, there has been no attempt to buy all foodgrain offered at 
the procurement price, and the sale of grain at the OMS price is limited. 

It is not possible to establish conclusively that floor prices for foodgrain 
producers are ensured through the public procurement system. This impression 
is further reinforced by the farm-level data relating to price of paddy (unhusked 
rice) and the quantity procured of major rice crops. Table 5.3 provides evidence 
that quantity procured has been relatively small in relation to total production 
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and procurement prices have been higher than farmgate prices except in a few-
cases. The quantity procured for two major rice crops, rain-fed (aman) and ir
rigated (boro), has ranged between less than 1 and 9 percent of the total pro
duction. The farmgate prices have been generally lower than the procurement 
prices. However, it is not clear to what extent farmers benefited from higher pro
curement prices. This conclusion is in accord with the findings of earlier re
searchers on the subject (Dorosh and Shahabuddin 1999; Ahmed, Haggblade, 
and Chowdhury 2000). It has been argued that the main objective of procure
ment is to support prices for farm level incentives. Other objectives, such as es
tablishing public stocks and distributional conditions, cannot be achieved by a 
single policy instrument. The flaws of the current procurement system prevent 
it from having an impact on prices. As a way out, it is suggested that procure
ment should be through public bidding to influence market price and savings 
(Ahmed, Chowdhury, and Ahmed 1993). 

Available evidence indicates that the government has not accepted inter
nal procurement through open tender because of the concern that foodgrains 
from sources other than Bangladesh wil l flood the procurement center and cre
ate political embarrassment for the government. The public procurement sys
tem, therefore, rests on the perception that it helps the government in achieving 
price stabilization for the consumer and meets the political objective to support 
prices at farm level. It also helps the government to manage disaster situations. 
No investigation has yet been carried out regarding whether the absence of pro
curement might lead to a further fall in farmgate prices. 

Regarding ceiling prices, the Ministry of Food and the Department of Food 
argue that adequate public stock acts as a check on undue profiteering behav
iors of grain traders. In particular, the agencies argue that in their experience, 
release of grain from public stock for OMS has a sobering and positive effect 
on the market. In fact, during the late 1980s and early 1990s, some researchers 
(Chowdhury 1987; Shahabuddin 1991) concluded that despite the absence of 
clear guidelines to reduce price variability, public interventions in the food mar
ket through the PFDS have contributed to price stability. More discussions, and 
empirics, on the price stability are presented in the next section. 

Implementing Food Security and Poverty Alleviation Programs 

Distribution of subsidized foods through rationing channels benefited principally 
the relatively well-off sections of the urban population. There has been a major 
shift in the composition of food aid through policy reforms centering on a tar
geted pro-poor approach. Nearly half of the supplies of the PFDS were for per
sons other than the poor from 1982/83 to 1991/92 (Table 5.4). During the postre
form era (1992/93 to 2001/02) the share of the access to food resources for the 
rural poor increased to 76 percent of the supplies from the PFDS. This increase 
should indeed be recognized as an important and positive policy development. 
However, the entitlements of the burgeoning urban poor continue to be ignored. 



TABLE 5.4 Changes in the shares for the poor in total public distribution of cereals, 
1978/79 to 2001/02 

Distribution (thousand tons) 
Distribution to program for 

Programs for the poor as percentage of 
Total PFDS the poor total PFDS distribution 

Year (1) (2) (l)/(2)xl00 

Pre-reform period 
1978/79 1,825 581 31.8 
1979/80 2,446 835 34.1 
1980/81 1,546 521 33.7 
1981/82 2,067 858 41.5 
1982/83 1,937 857 44.2 
1983/84 2,052 928 45.2 
1984/85 2,580 1,371 53.1 
1985/86 1,541 653 42.4 
1986/87 2,119 945 44.6 
1987/88 2,505 1,411 56.3 
1988/89 2,941 1,751 59.5 
1989/90 2,165 1,224 56.5 
1990/91 2,449 1,331 54.3 
1991/92 2,345 1,142 48.7 
1992/93 1,074 618 57.5 

Pre-reform 
average 2,106.13 1,001.73 46.8' 

Postreform period 
1993/94 1,376 845 61.4 
1994/95 1,573 1,065 67.7 
1995/96 1,794 1,147 63.9 
1996/97 1,392 1,128 81.0 
1997/98 1,621 1,224 75.5 
1998/99 2,120 1,874 88.4 
1999/2000 1,900 1,609 84.7 
2000/01 1,774 1,506 84.9 
2001/02 1,464 1,209 82.6 

Postreform 
average 1,668.22 1,289.67 76.68 

S O U R C E : Food Planning and Monitoring Unit, Ministry of Food, Government of Bangladesh. 

N O T E : PFDS, Public Food Distribution System. 
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Managing Disasters 

Bangladesh is prone to natural disasters, such as floods and cyclones. The po
litical and popular perception is that an increased level of food stock is neces
sary for combating hunger in the wake of natural disasters that lead to produc
tion shortfall. The PFDS is an important conduit for providing food to people 
affected by natural calamities and also serve to depress rising prices fueled by 
speculative market behavior. 

Ravallion (1985, 1990) provides econometric evidence that low public 
stock, along with extremely high world foodgrain prices and delayed U.S. food 
aid deliveries, further exacerbated the situation and led to the famine of 1974. 
Osmani (1991) points out the positive effects of adequate public stock in dis
couraging speculative market behavior following shortfalls in production in 
1979/80 and 1984/85; Hossain (1990) examines imports by the government 
during 1978-90, which have depressed prices and hurt producers. However, the 
broad argument that a greater stock level in the PFDS is an instrument for price 
stabilization appears to be valid.2 

On the other hand, Del Ninno et al. (2001), with respect to 1998-99 floods 
in Bangladesh, differ with the above findings. They argue that private-sector im
porters rather than public stock levels contributed to meet the shortfall in pro
duction. There are, however, at least four missing elements in this analysis that 
need further discussion. First, the government of Bangladesh successfully man
aged the 1988-89 floods when there were no private-sector imports because of 
policy restrictions. Second, no analysis has been provided regarding targeted 
delivery, which was substantial. For instance, after the flood of 1998, under the 
VGD program alone, 22.5 million people from 4.2 million families were pro
vided food for 7 months. The program proved to be successful not only in terms 
of its huge coverage, but also in terms of management, speed, and cost effec
tiveness. A l l these measures contributed to avert the famine that international 
media and major opposition parties predicted in 1998 (Planning Commission 
2001).3 Third, it should be distinctly understood that private-sector imports may 
lead to greater availability, but not accessibility for the flood-affected people de
pendent on food support programs from the government. 

Finally, the analysis and the conclusion drawn by Dorosh (2001) pro
vide some indications of the extent of reliability of the Indian rice market as a 
source of supply. The qualifying word used is "fortunately." Fortunately for 
Bangladesh, market supplies of rice in India in 1998/99 were plentiful. Besides 

2. A similar view is held by Raisuddin Ahmed. For details see Ahmed (1989, 197-219). In 
the same study, Chowdhury examines the question, has PFDS furthered the cause of food security 
in Bangladesh? The answer is: "Whilst inter-year instability (in prices) remains too high to draw 
any comfort, the PFDS has contributed to the containment of inter-year variability in prices" 
(Ahmed 1989, 133-158). 

3. The British Broadcasting Corporation, for instance, predicted 2 million deaths by starvation. 
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the good rice harvest, the public stock in India was large enough (8.7 million 
tons) to allow exports. I f it were otherwise, there would have not been imports 
from this source. However, this observation is not to undermine the role of the 
private sector in a situation of food scarcity, but to highlight that it is important 
to pay due attention to the respective roles of public and private sectors. 

On the Benefits of Reforms 

This section provides some analyses on the benefits of reforms that the country 
undertook during the early 1990s. It focuses on three aspects, namely cost sav
ings, price stability, and pro-poor orientation of the PFDS, and compares each 
of these items with respect to pre- (1971-92) and postreform periods (1993-
2003). A summary is presented in Table 5.5, which is the point of departure for 
the discussions that follow. The issue of efficiency gains from private-sector 
participation is further elaborated in one of the subsections. 

Savings on Costs 

The reforms have clearly resulted in significant reductions in the costs of im
plementing the food policy in Bangladesh. On the average, annual food subsidy 
bills have declined from about US$106 million during the pre-reform period to 
US$65 million during the postreform period (Table 5.6).4 Importantly, this de
cline occurred despite increased allocation of food to SSN programs at much 
more subsidized prices. 

There are at least two other areas where liberalization resulted in large sav
ings. The first of these relates to the removal of restrictions on private-sector 
imports. The expanded role of the private sector has reduced the government 
cost for importing rice and wheat to US$190 million per year on average. It is 
also significant that since 1999, the government has not commercially imported 
rice or wheat. Second, with liberalization, the annual public distribution of rice 
and wheat has declined from 1.54-2.94 million tons (pre-reform) to just 1.07-
1.79 million tons during 1992/93-2001/02 (Table 5.7). 

The associated savings between 1992/93 and 2001/02 from the reduced in
volvement of the PFDS can be determined based on the actual procurement price 

4. The method of calculation of subsidies adopted by the Ministry of Finance is based on 
the ministry's concept of economic price, which is total expenditure divided by total quantity of 
foodgrain. The elements of total expenditure include food aid, imports, internal procurement, ad
ministrative expenditure of the Department of Food, operating costs (all costs related to foodgrain 
handling), and freight. The elements of quantity include food aid, imports, and internal procure
ment. The definitions of expenditure and quantity were changed in 1997/98. Under the new system 
the following additional elements were added to the total expenditure: opening stock, handling loss 
at the rate of 1.5 percent, and opportunity cost (interest on stock). The additional element in quan
tity is the opening stock. Since 2002/03, however, the element of handling loss has been excluded 
from the total expenditure. 
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TABLE 5.6 Reduction in subsidy bills in public food account 

Subsidy bills Subsidy bills Exchange rate 
Year (million Tk) (million US$) . (Tk/US$) 

Pre-reform period 
1982/83 1,930.00 81.1 23.8 
1983/84 1,600.00 64.2 24.94 
1984/85 2,500.00 96.3 25.96 
1985/86 1,410.00 47.2 29.89 
1986/87 500 16.3 30.63 
1987/88 4,700.00 150.4 31.24 
1988/89 6,443.20 200.1 32.14 
1989/90 6,487.10 197.1 32.92 
1990/91 3,900.00 109.3 35.68 
1991/92 3,610.00 94.6 38.14 
Average 3,308.03 105.66 30.53 
Total 33,080.30 1,056.60 

Postreform period 
1992/93 1,710.00 43.7 39.14 
1993/94 1,670.00 41.8 40 
1994/95 2,730.00 67.9 40.2 
1995/96 2,970.00 72.7 40.84 
1996/97 3,450.00 80.8 42.7 
1997/98 3,890.00 85.6 45.46 
1998/99 3,290.00 68.5 48.06 
1999/2000 3,630.00 72.2 50.31 
2000/01 3,350.00 62.1 53.96 
2001/02 3,390.00 58.3 57.43 
Average 3,008.00 65.36 45.81 
Total 30,040.00 683.6 

Reduction in subsidy 3,040.30 403 

S O U R C E : Subsidy figures from published budget documents for the relevant years of the Ministry 
of Finance. Exchange rates of relevant years are from GOB (2003) (Bengali version), 203. 

through international tender of rice and wheat for the same period. Our estimates 
suggest that the savings stand at about US$919 million, or US$92 million per 
year (Table 5.8). One can question the relevance of calculating savings at inter
national free-on-board prices, as the payment for internal procurement is made 
in local currency. The comparison, however, rests on the ground that in a situa
tion in which the government is forced to import, the import parity price should 
be the basis of calculation. It may also be argued that for obtaining a more real
istic and credible comparative picture for savings arising out of reform mea
sures, the procurement quantum appears more relevant than the quantity distrib-
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TABLE 5.7 Distribution of foodgrains under the Public Food 
Distribution System (million tons) 

Year Rice Wheat Total 

Pre-reform period 
1982/83 0.50 1.44 1.94 
1983/84 0.50 1.55 2.05 
1984/85 0.40 2.16 2.56 
1985/86 0.37 1.17 1.54 
1986/87 0.50 1.63 2.13 
1987/88 0.47 2.03 2.50 
1988/89 0.69 2.25 2.94 
1989/90 0.68 1.48 2.16 
1990/91 0.97 1.40 2.37 
1991/92 0.76 1.59 2.35 
Average 0.58 1.67 2.25 
Total 5.84 16.70 22.54 

Postreform period 
1992/93 0.48 0.59 1.07 
1993/94 0.35 1.03 1.38 
1994/95 0.33 1.24 1.57 
1995/96 0.59 1.20 1.79 
1996/97 0.74 0.65 1.39 
1997/98 0.53 1.09 1.62 
1998/99 0.88 0.88 1.76 
1999/2000 0.98 0.78 1.76 
2000/01 0.65 0.80 1.45 
2001/02 0.76 0.66 1.42 
Average 0.63 0.89 1.52 
Total 6.29 8.92 15.21 

Savings -0.45 7.78 7.33 

S O U R C E : Data from Food Policy and Monitoring Unit, Government of 
Bangladesh. 

uted. On this basis, the quantity saved is 7.33 million tons during the postreform 
era, which is nearly the same as the quantity distributed by the PFDS. 

The savings associated with private-sector imports also need to be ex
plained in the context of the postreform era (Table 5.9). The resultant savings 
for government on this account are estimated at 3.22 million tons of grain over 
10 years (1992/93 to 2001/02) or US$442 million, which translates to an an
nual savings of US$44 million. 5 

5. Savings estimated based on the same formula used for calculating associated savings from 
public food distribution (Table 5.7). 
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TABLE 5.8 Savings from reduced involvement of the Public Food Distribution System 

International 
Savings in terms of quantity free-on-board price Savings in terms of value 

(million tons) (US$ per ton) (million US$) 

Year Rice Wheat Total Rice Wheat Rice Wheat Total 

1992/93 0.02 0.85 0.87 223.00 143.00 4.46 121.55 126.01 
1993/94 0.15 0.52 0.67 243.00 143.00 36.45 74.36 110.81 
1994/95 0.07 0.92 0.99 270.00 157.00 18.90 144.44 163.34 
1995/96 -0.22 -0.03 -0.25 335.00 216.00 -73.70 -6.48 -80.18 
1996/97 -0.24 0.98 0.74 303.00 181.00 -72.72 177.38 104.66 
1997/98 -0.06 0.94 0.88 275.00 142.00 -16.50 133.48 116.98 
1998/99 -0.19 1.37 1.18 261.00 120.00 -A9.59 164.40 114.81 
1999/2000 -0.30 0.70 0.40 209.00 112.00 -62.70 78.40 15.70 
2000/01 0.32 0.60 0.92 167.00 128.00 53.44 76.80 130.24 
2001/02 0.00 0.93 0.93 167.00 125.00 0.00 116.25 116.25 

Total -0.45 7.78 7.33 -161.96 1,080.58 918.62 

S O U R C E : International prices based on actual procurement prices maintained by data from Food Policy and 
Monitoring Unit, Government of Bangladesh. 

N O T E S : Savings calculated from data in Table 7.4 using the corresponding periods of 10 years starting from 
1982/83. Rice price = 15 percent parboiled Thai free-on-board. Wheat price = US$2 hard red winter U.S. Gulf 
free-on-board. 

Price Stability 

Although the costs savings is important from the efficiency point of view, the 
central question is whether reforms succeeded without jeopardizing price sta
bility. The answer appears to be positive, as indicated earlier. The interyear vari
ation of average wholesale prices for rice during the 1970s was about 28 per
cent, which dropped to 8.2 percent during the 1990s and early 2000 (Table 5.5). 
Viewed from this context, it can perhaps be concluded that the objective of price 
stability has been achieved through the PFDS, although the size of the opera
tion of OMS remains negligible (Table 5.10). During 1998/99 there was no 
OMS, although the price was higher in that year. At the same time, the price did 
not rise abnormally during that time, which was a year of devastating floods. 
This stability is explained by large-scale imports by the private sector to the tune 
of 3.47 million tons and commercial imports by the public sector of 0.77 mil
lion tons. Additionally, the government expanded relief operation coupled with 
an expanded VGD program. 

A distinctive feature of the reform is the realignment of the policy focus 
on poverty-alleviation programs that entails significant economic and social 
gains. These gains are substantiated by the figures relating to the impact of 
poverty-alleviation efforts centering on repairs and maintenance of rural infra-
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TABLE 5.9 Commercial imports of rice and wheat, 1982/83 to 2001/02 
(million tons) 

Public sector Private sector 

Year Rice Wheat Total Rice Wheat Total 

Pre-reform period 
1982/83 0.19 0.68 0.87 — — — 
1983/84 0.06 0.55 0.61 — — — 
1984/85 0.57 0.72 1.29 — — — 
1985/86 0.01 0.1 0.11 — — — 
1986/87 0.15 0.19 0.34 — — — 
1987/88 0.4 0.73 1.13 — • — — 
1988/89 0.02 0.76 0.78 — — — 
1989/90 0.26 0.32 0.58 — — — 
1990/91 — 0.04 0.04 — — — 
1991/92 — 0.15 0.15 — — — 
Average 0.21 0.42 0.59 — — — 
Total 1.66 4.24 5.9 

Postreform period 
1992/93 — 0.09 0.09 — 0.36 0.36 
1993/94 — — — 0.07 0.24 0.31 
1994/95 0.23 0.39 0.62 0.58 0.43 1.01 
1995/96 0.49 0.35 0.84 0.65 0.2 0.85 
1996/97 0.01 0.1 0.11 0.02 0.22 0.24 
1997/98 0.09 0.16 0.25 1.01 0.14 1.15 
1998/99 0.35 0.42 0.77 2.66 0.81 3.47 
1999/2000 — — — 0.43 0.53 0.96 
2000/01 — — — 0.53 1.17 1.7 
2001/02 — — — 0.12 1.41 1.53 
Average 0.23 0.25 0.45 0.67 0.55 1.16 
Total 1.17 1.51 2.68 6.07 5.51 11.58 
Savings 0.49 2.73 3.22 

S O U R C E : Data from Food Policy and Monitoring Unit, Government of Bangladesh. 

N O T E : — indicates not available. 

structure, which are supportive of food production, in addition to creation of 
livelihood opportunities for the rural poor (in particular, for women). Multiple 
agencies of the government and NGOs are involved in food-based development 
programs in the rural areas. The figures quoted in the balance sheet with respect 
to poverty-alleviation activities relate to one major government agency, the 
Bangladesh Water Development Board. I f similar figures are added from other 
agencies, there wi l l be a substantial increase. 
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TABLE 5.10 Yearly distribution of rice and wheat from public 
stock by open-market sale (million tons) 

Year Rice Wheat Total 

1992/93 0.01 0.06 0.07 
1993/94 0.17 0.12 0.30 
1994/95 0.16 0.07 0.23 
1995/96 0.40 — 0.40 
1996/97 — — — 
1997/98 0.16 — 0.16 
1998/99 — — — 
1999/2000 — — — 
2000/01 — — — 
2001/02 0.18 0.07 0.25 

S O U R C E : Food Policy and Monitoring Unit and Ministry of Food, Govern
ment of Bangladesh. 

N O T E : — indicates not available. 

Efficiency in International Trade: Private versus Public Sector 

Understandably, it is difficult to assess with any degree of precision the relative 
efficiency of public- and private-sector imports to combat the effects of a disas
ter. In particular, available studies (for example, Rahman 1999) do not provide 
data, perhaps because of the difficulty of obtaining them, on various elements of 
costs to compare between the sectors. We made an attempt to obtain such data 
for 3 months (October through December 1998, when imports were badly needed 
because of floods) through some commercial banks in Bangladesh. 

An important feature of this dataset is that it not only provides transaction-
by-transaction costs, but also the times taken to complete the transactions. 
There are variations in terms of costs, but the time taken generally is much less 
for the private sector when import is from India over land routes. However, the 
volume of imports by the private sector is always in very small lots ranging from 
20 to 5,000 tons. The minimum quantity for import in a single shipment by the 
public sector was 70,000 tons and the highest was 100,000 tons. There is very 
little scope here to compare the relative efficiency of public and private sectors 
in view of the substantial differences in the quantities imported. 

The data on the transaction costs of importation suggest that private-sec
tor imports were in general cheaper but in some cases not substantially so. 
However, the private sector was clearly successful in finding lower prices. The 
price range of the public sector is between US$256 and $262 per ton, which 
compares with US$ 152 and $262 per ton for the private sector. However, out of 
five banks contacted, only three could provide the relevant figures. Of these three 
banks, a private-sector bank reported private-sector price range as US$ 152-167 
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per ton. This range seems unlikely, as the other two banks—one in the private 
sector and the other in the nationalized sector—reported a price range of 
$230-262 per ton. The bank that reported the lower range was asked to clarify, 
and the response was that such differences could be caused by the quality of the 
rice imported. This possibility points out to the need for a fuller investigation 
into the relative efficiency regarding costs of imports in the public and private 
sector.6 

Remaining Challenges 

Research conducted to date suggests that the PFDS is likely to disappear in the 
near future (Ahmed, Chowdhury, and Ahmed 1993), no longer necessary ex
cept for mitigating emergencies arising out of natural calamities. This optimism 
is based on several conclusions drawn by other studies conducted by IFPRI. 
First, there has been an unprecedented expansion of bow crop since 1974. Sec
ond, trade liberalization allowing private-sector imports provides an element of 
stabilization of foodgrain prices. Third, development of the rice market since 
1974 has facilitated easy movement of foodgrains from both public and private 
markets. Fourth, there is greater availability of foreign exchange compared to 
1974. Fifth, the risk of facing high international prices is not so severe now com
pared to 1974 (Del Ninno et al. 2001). 

The above analysis is true to a great extent, but by no means is the whole 
truth. Bow rice production in terms of area and HYV use has reached a satura
tion point. Besides, although bom crop is relatively less prone to natural disas
ter compared to aman rice, the possibility of drought and frequent storms, in
cluding hailstorms, cannot be ruled out. Poverty alleviation and food security 
issues wi l l still remain critical issues in the foreseeable future. The shifts in food 
aid from humanitarian assistance to assistance for development of rural infra
structure, poverty alleviation, food security, and employment generation un
derscore the need for the continued role of the PFDS. Similarly, the overriding 
importance of the PFDS in coping with natural calamities continues to remain 
a fact. Its role in containing speculative market behavior cannot be overlooked. 
Leaving these tasks entirely to the private-sector imports does not appear to be 
a practical solution. 

Furthermore, the reliability of international grain-market stability based 
on the experiences of the late 1990s remains doubtful, especially in the context 
of potential grain shortages occurring in India and Bangladesh at the same time. 
The same argument holds good for imports from Thailand. Moreover, the av
erage time taken in international contracts was 80 days in 1997/98 and 109 days 
in 1998/99 (Rahman 1999). This delay raises the issue of optimal stock levels 

6. Uttara Bank and Agrani Bank could not provide any data. 
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in the PFDS. The optimal stock level determined by the World Bank in 1979 
was 1.2 million tons; IFPRI determined it as 0.8 million tons in 1991 (Goletti, 
Ahmed, and Chowdhury 1991). It should, however, be distinctly understood 
that the optimal stock level is not a static concept. The optimal level has its ebbs 
and flows, depending on the amounts of off-take, in-country production, food 
aid, and internal procurement by the government. The issue here is not so much 
the diminishing importance of the PFDS, leading eventually to its disappear
ance. The issue is one of meeting the changing development goals centering on 
poverty alleviation, food security, and related issues. 

In this context, it w i l l be useful to refer to the perceptions of policy
makers relating to the future of the PFDS. The National Food Policy, 2001 draft 
(Ministry of Food 2001) underscores the importance of emergency distribution 
from public stock during and following natural calamities, effective imple
mentation of targeted food-based programs, nondistortionary grain-market in
tervention for price stabilization, and price incentives for domestic food pro
duction, including consumer price support. It is clear from the Ministry of Food 
(2001) public statement that, despite substantial gains from food policy re
forms in the past decade, the government is not ready to further undertake PFDS 
reforms. For example, the government continues to maintain a public grain stock 
of 1 million tons, although recent studies (Ahmed et al. 2003) recommended 
decreasing the stock to 800 thousand tons. 

Addressing Income Seasonality 

The vulnerability to income seasonality in Bangladesh and elsewhere in devel
oping countries is an old subject. The manifestation of such vulnerability through 
the interlocking of product, labor, and capital markets received substantial at
tention in the late 1970s and early 1980s in the context of commercialization of 
agriculture (for earlier reviews of the issue, see Bhadhuri 1977, 1983). Some 
studies highlighted those issues in the context of market reforms and structural 
adjustments program, which, the authors argued, would not change such ex
change relationships in technologically backward areas (Crow, Murshid, and 
Rashid 1991; Crow and Murshid 1994). 

Over the years academic interests in the subject have faded, but the real
ity remains more or less the same. Agricultural seasonality still causes the bor
derline nonpoor to slip into transient poverty and the poor to endure further dep
rivation and hardships. Local newspapers still publish reports highlighting 
such vulnerability. In a recent article, a daily newspaper reported that poor in 
the poor northern districts of the country sell their labor in advance (termed 
Dadon) in the September-October lean season under exploitative terms. The 
loan conditions require borrowers to work on lenders' fields at the time of aman 
harvest in November-December, at preset wage rates, which are as low as one-
third to one-half the market wage rates that normally prevail during the har
vesting months (Kibria, Hogue, and Chowdhury 2003). 
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Addressing Diet Change and Nutritional Issues 

Over the past two decades, the availability of cereals has increased, the real 
price of rice has decreased, and the poor have been able to consume more rice 
in Bangladesh. The real (that is, inflation-adjusted) price of rice has fallen by 
45 percent over the past 17 years. Falling rice prices have helped the rural land
less and the urban poor, who purchase the rice they consume. However, the 
trends are quite the opposite in the case of fruits, vegetables, fish, and other high-
value products. The real price of one of the commonly consumed fish varieties 
in the country (Hilsha) has more than doubled in the past 20 years, and prices 
of commonly consumed vegetables have increased by more than 40 percent, 
which may have resulted in the consumption basket to be tilted toward cereal 
consumption. 

These observations have two important implications for policy, one relat
ing to agricultural policy in general and the other regarding the SSN programs 
in the country. First, the trends in the supply of noncereals suggest that cereal-
centric policies have to change. I f policies are not undertaken to increase the 
supply of noncereal, nutrient-rich foods (such as pulses, fruits, vegetables, and 
fish), prices of these foods wil l continue to increase in the face of income 
and population growth. Besides, year-to-year price fluctuations are much larger 
for noncereal crops than for cereals, indicating relatively high levels of market-
induced risks for production of noncereal crops. 

Second, providing only cereals to the poor through SSN programs are not 
likely to solve the problem of malnutrition, which continues to be high in the 
country. Why does malnutrition persist despite increased food availability? One 
of the theories argues that the answer may lie in the complex interaction be
tween food intakes and illness, which affects food utilization by the body, 
which, in turn, is influenced by the overall healthcare environment. This chain 
of events is often called the "leaking bucket effect," wherein improvements in 
availability and access to the foods that are important for good nutritional sta
tus may be offset by poor access to nonfood inputs, such as quality healthcare 
facilities and services, education, sanitation, and clean water, or ineffective 
mechanisms for delivering these services (Haddad et al. 1995). 

Available data suggest that this connection is indeed the case in Ban
gladesh. Supplementation (such as vitamin A capsules) and fortification (such 
as iodized salt, and atta fortified with micronutrients and vitamins) are effec
tive ways to reduce micronutrient malnutrition prevalence rates. Should gov
ernment subsidize such supplementation programs? I f so, should they be part 
of SSN programs? The recurrent costs involved in these programs are very high, 
and the government probably cannot afford to offer them free of cost in the long 
run. However, i f the problem is viewed as an information asymmetry, the gov
ernment does have a legitimate role to play in the short run to create awareness 
among the poor, or even the population at large. 
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Changing Global Market Situation and the PFDS 

On the issue of trade-based instruments, especially in the context of WTO 
agreements such as the Agreement on Agriculture (AoA) and the Agreement on 
Trade-Related Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS), the overall scenario re
mains uncertain. This is because the perception regarding the validity of such 
agreements, in the context of ensuring food security and addressing right-to-
food issues, is contentious.7 For instance, many NGOs argue that international 
trade liberalization and globalization have been disastrous for food security and 
the right-to-food issue. On the basis of 27 case studies in different countries 
Madeley (2000) claims that food security centering on international trade is 
"more mirage than fact" for the poorest in developing countries. In the case of 
Zambia, even the IMF has recognized that liberalization and adjustment re
duced food consumption (IMF 1998). The argument for easy movement of food-
grains is well taken, but the problem remains: i f there is little or no grain avail
able in either international or domestic markets, the question of movement loses 
its relevance. The same applies to greater availability of foreign exchange. It 
also ebbs and flows, and the recent downward trend in foreign exchange reserve 
in 2002/03 forced the government to fall back on policy-based lending from 
IMF and the World Bank. 

The crux of the issue here is not the total disappearance of the public sec
tor or the total exclusion of the private sector in addressing food security issues 
—rather, it is finding an appropriate balance between the public sector and other 
sectors. 

Prospects for Future Reform 

The foregoing analysis has shown that the PFDS continues to be relevant in the 
Bangladesh socioeconomic context, despite the costs associated with retaining 
it. In addition, there is yet to be a consensus on the efficacy of a trade-based in
strument for ensuring food security, which has been further confirmed by the 
breakdown of WTO negotiations in the Cancun Conference. Viewed in the con
text of recent national perceptions (New Food Policy) and international events 
(Cancun Conference), the prospect for future reform does not appear bright. In 
the short and the medium term, therefore, the approach should center on con
solidating the reform measures already achieved rather than trying new and rad
ical measures of reform. It is from this perspective that issues of further reforms 
are discussed and analyzed below. 

L E G A L REFORM . Recent research (Rahman 2000) points to the need for 
removing the uncertainty that still persists in the legal and administrative envi
ronments. As stated earlier, a plethora of regulatory control instruments still ex
ist, though they are not enforced. Recent developments in Bangladesh do not 

7. For details on these issues, see Gray (2003). 
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provide optimism that the current or future political authorities wi l l accept such 
a course of action. Since 2003, there have been a number of high-level discus
sions on eliminating some of the commodities from the list of the Essential 
Commodities Act of 1956, but rice and pulses have never been under consider
ation.8 Worse still, it has further been reported that the Anti-Hoarding Act wi l l 
be enforced to control price hikes of essential commodities {Financial Express 
2003). To our knowledge, there has been no change in this policy. 

In terms of policy management for imports by the private sector, the gov
ernment creates uncertainties by manipulating fiscal measures. More research 
in this area is needed to create a legal and administrative environment that en
courages the private sector to operate effectively in the foodgrain market. Based 
on the outcome of research, further reform measures may be undertaken. 

MINIMIZING COST OF OPERATIONS. Recent research (Goletti 2000) has in
dicated at least two areas in this regard. First, it relates to lowering the optimal 
stock level to 0.7-0.8 million tons, which is a substantial reduction from the 
1.2-1.5 million tons recommended during the late 1970s. It is, however, admit
ted that the question of fixing a static level for the PFDS is a complex task in a 
dynamic environment, as articulated in the proposed Food Policy. The policy af
firms the need for 1 million tons of foodgrains for the public stock. Apparently 
the government has not yet accepted the recommendation of the 2003 study 
(Ahmed et al. 2003) that the public grain stock be reduced to 0.6 million tons. 

The same research report has drawn attention to the need for reducing 
costs associated with intradistrict movement and transit losses, improving stock 
rotation system, timing food aid arrivals to avoid coincidence with the govern
ment domestic procurement, and auctioning out high-quality wheat of hard 
variety. The measures recommended in these areas need serious attention by the 
government, as these are designed to yield substantial cost reduction in PFDS 
operation. 

Policy Management for Private-Sector Imports 

With respect to policy management relating to import by the private sector, the 
government often faces the conflicting needs to encourage or discourage im
ports. In the wake of self-sufficiency in foodgrain production, after 1996 the 
Awami League government discouraged imports of rice by increasing the mar
gins for letters of credit. This move was taken ostensibly to ensure a floor price 
for farmers. At the same time the government encouraged imports during 1998/ 
99 by lowering the margin of letters of credit for foodgrain imports. This action 
helped the government to ensure increased availability and affordable prices for 
the consumer. The next government, led by the Bangladesh Nationalist Party, 

8. Reported in The Financial Express, Dhaka, August 11, 2003. The government intends to 
reduce the list of commodities from 35 to 18. However, the draft law of2003 includes rice, among 
other commodities. 
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followed more or less the same strategy. After 2001, raising the letter-of-credit 
margin from 25 percent to 100 percent initially discouraged the import of rice. 
It was later lowered again to 25 percent to encourage imports to stabilize soar
ing prices in the domestic market. The duties and advanced income tax, which 
totaled 37.5 percent for imports of rice, was lowered to 5.5 percent. Finally, the 
land ports, which were earlier closed to imports of rice, were opened up to fa
cilitate quick imports from India.9 

The above scenario shows that the government moves from one end of the 
spectrum to the other, thus creating uncertainties for the private sector. At the 
same time it can also be argued that the policy adjustments respond to market 
imperfections and weaknesses and operate within the framework of the broader 
public policy and socioeconomic objectives. There is a need for further research 
into this aspect of policy management to establish a more stable environment 
for private-sector imports. 

Other Cost-Cutting Measures 

Research has focused on cost-cutting measures centering on the elements of 
subsidy. One of the elements relates to the allowable limit of 1.5 percent as 
handling losses. Recent research (Ahmed et al. 2003) has drawn attention to the 
issue of handling losses at port and other points. The conclusion is that the 
allowable limit of 1.5 percent is not too high, and further, that it has been de
clining since the mid-1990s. The study has suggested a number of new policy 
interventions for cost reduction of PFDS operations. The government has im
plemented some of the recommendations of the study, but reducing the public 
grain stocks has not yet been considered. 

Leakage in Targeted Programs 

The issue of cost effectiveness of targeted programs is related to leakages. This 
issue has been subjected to research and studies conducted by IFPRI and other 
multilateral agencies, such as WFP, the World Bank, and NGOs. The assess
ment of program delivery has, however, differed widely primarily because of 
differences in methods of leakage calculation (Table 5.11). 

In any form of targeting, there are problems of exclusion (leaving out those 
who are needy) and inclusion (providing benefits to those who do not need 
them). In a country like Bangladesh, where the poverty rate is high and re
sources are limited, it is almost impossible to eliminate these errors, but they 
can be minimized. To determine the extent of these errors, we have looked into 
the incomes of the VGD cardholder households to assess their relative levels of 
economic welfare in their communities.10 

9. Based on discussions with senior officials at the Ministry of Food. 
10. The data come from a survey of 500 households conducted by IFPRI from November 

2002 to January 2003. 
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TABLE 5.11 Percentage leakage in targeted program delivery" 

World 
Food BIDS/ World 

Targeted program IFPRI Programme CARE IFPRI Bank 

Vulnerable Group 14 (1994) 8 (1994) 41 (2002) 
Development 8 (2003)b 

13 (2003)c 

VGF 35 (2002) 
Rural Maintenance 

Program 0(1994) 
Food-for-Work (CARE) 36 (1994) 
Food-for-Work (World 

Food Programme) 28 (1994) 
Food for Education 7 (1994) 75 (2002) 
Integrated Food 6 (2003)d 

Security 19 (2003)e 

S O U R C E S : Ahmed (2000); World Bank (2002); Ahmed et al. (2003). 

N O T E S : Blank cells indicate that there were no studies and hence no statistics are available. BIDS, Bangladesh 
Institute of Development Studies; CARE, the international relief and development organization; IFPRI, Inter
national Food Policy Research Institute. 

"Figures in parentheses are years of study. 
bBased on physical weighing of wheat received (excluding shared rations). 
cBased on beneficiary reported weight o f wheat received (excluding shared rations). 
dBased on physical weighing of wheat received. 
eBased on beneficiary reported weight o f wheat received. 

The results suggest that, of all VGD beneficiary households, only 38.4 per
cent belong to the first quartile group, that is, the poorest 25 percent of house
holds. An immediate interpretation of this result is that the program has prob
lems of errors of inclusion. However, when compared to the available estimates 
of poverty, the picture does not look so grim. For instance, the most recent 
poverty estimates in Bangladesh suggest that, in 2000, 53.1 percent of the ru
ral population was below the poverty line, based on the cost-of-basic-needs 
method of measuring the incidence of poverty (BBS 2003). Therefore, i f the 
bottom 50 percent of all households is considered to be the poor, the results sug
gest that 62.1 percent of the beneficiaries were poor and had been correctly se
lected as program beneficiaries. Furthermore, the average monthly per capita 
expenditure of VGD beneficiaries is about 24 percent lower than the average 
monthly income of nonbeneficiary households. Using these two sets of num
bers, one can argue that the VGD targeting is pro-poor. 

Furthermore, an analysis of the expenditure data of nonbeneficiary house
holds indicates that the program also has high errors of exclusion. For example, 
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among the nonbeneficiary households with women of child-bearing age, 92.1 
percent in the first quartile (poorest) and more than 70 percent in the second-
poorest quartile are eligible to participate in the program, but are left out of it. 
Thus, the key message from these analyses is that there is room for improving 
targeting, and one of the policy actions that can help achieve that objective is 
changing the beneficiary selection criteria. 

The problem of mis-targeting is not unique to VGD—it is even more 
severe in some of the other SSN programs. Before it was converted to a cash-
based program, about 3 5 percent of the beneficiaries in Food for Education pro
gram belonged to the richest two quintiles (Ahmed 2000). In the Primary Edu
cation Stipend Program—the successor of Food for Education—about 37 percent 
of program beneficiaries belonged to the richest two quintiles (Ahmed 2004). 
In contrast, the Food for Asset (FFA) component of the Integrated Food Secu
rity program demonstrates a highly pro-poor targeting. Of all FFA-beneflciary 
households, 71 percent belong to the poorest two expenditure quintiles (poor
est 40 percent of all households in the income distribution). About 70 percent 
of FFA beneficiaries are women. FFA requires both male and female benefici
aries to participate in physical work that mainly involves earth moving. Only 
out of desperation would a Bangladeshi rural woman be willing to work with 
men at onerous, low-paying manual labor. As a result, the program is strongly 
self-targeted. 

However, except for the programs that require physical labor, self-target
ing instruments are hard to find; therefore, administrative targeting mechanisms 
are most commonly used to identify the needy. How can administrative target
ing be improved? One option would be to use a proxy means test as an alterna
tive to official selection criteria for measuring household welfare. This approach 
relies on indicators that are highly correlated with household income, yet are 
easy to collect, observe, and verify. Points can be assigned to the selected indi
cators and eligibility assigned on the basis of the score, as a proxy for means or 
income. A comparative study of 30 targeted social programs in Latin America 
reveals that, among all targeting mechanisms, the proxy means test used in 
Chile resulted in the highest targeting rate to the poor (Grosh 1994). 

To further reduce leakages in the targeted delivery programs, a recent 
World Bank (2002) study suggests options for reform. These include: emulat
ing the design features of other programs with lower system losses (for exam
ple, cash-based programs); piloting new initiatives (for example, smart cards); 
and strengthening monitoring systems along with increasing public access to 
information. 

Conclusions 

This review and analysis of the performance of the PFDS lends itself to several 
conclusions. The reform measures leading to the dismantling of the rationing 
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system, as well as changes in the philosophy of food-aid centering on poverty 
alleviation through targeted delivery, have resulted in substantial savings for the 
government along with increased capacity to assist the poor and the vulnerable 
in terms of access to food and income. The continued existence of the PFDS, 
thus, is explained by government policy objectives to alleviate poverty, ensure 
access to food and income for the hardcore poor, and to better manage situa
tions arising out of natural calamities. The age-old objectives of ensuring a floor 
price for the producers and a ceiling price for the consumers remain part of the 
stated objectives of the food policy, which is also supportive of the continued 
existence of the PFDS despite doubts expressed about the efficacy of these ob
jectives. This approach is better understood in terms of political and social con
siderations than by arguments centered on financial savings alone. 

Despite substantial savings already achieved through reform measures, 
there is still scope for further reform measures that include such areas as an en
abling legal and administrative environment for private-sector participation on 
a larger scale, further cost-cutting measures in PFDS operation, and a well-
planned strategy to implement an export program for selected rice variation as 
a means to increase farmer income. 

There are divergent estimates of leakage and targeted delivery, which need 
serious scrutiny. The resolution of the divergence in different estimates of leak
age can perhaps be achieved through a more carefully designed methodology 
to be uniformly followed in future estimates. In this context, reform measures 
suggested by Ahmed et al. (2003) merit serious consideration. However, the 
question of optimal stock remains a matter of continuing debate. Given the af
firmation by the food policy to keep the level at 1.0 million tons, it seems un
likely that there wi l l be a downward revision of the stock in the near future. 

The effect of the PFDS has been evaluated more in terms of financial costs 
than in terms of economic and social benefits derived from food-based devel
opment programs. Although reduction in the financial costs of operation should 
remain an area of continuing concern, there is perhaps a need for devoting more 
attention to the measures of economic and social benefits arising from such pro
grams. A key area in this regard is the development of rural infrastructure and 
its repair and maintenance, which is supportive of agricultural production and 
marketing. This work directly and indirectly benefits the farmers and the econ
omy as a whole in terms of increased availability of food through greater pro
duction and associated savings in foreign exchange, employment generation, 
enhanced livelihood opportunities, and easier access of farms to market. 

These remarks are not to suggest a reduced role of the private sector in en
suring increased supply of foodgrains and so leading to associated savings to 
the public account, which already is an established fact in Bangladesh. Future 
research is needed to further consolidate and expand the role of the private sec
tor not only in imports, but in such areas as internal marketing, and the grading 
and quality of food. 
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As the foregoing analysis has shown, the reform measures in expanding 
the role of the private sector have yielded positive results, especially in the crit
ical areas of poverty reduction, employment generation, and development of 
rural infrastructure. Whether private-sector participation can be further extended 
and deepened in such areas as internal marketing and the grading and quality 
of goods can be proactively explored. In the final analysis, regressing on reform 
is not an option—a further dismantling of controls is indeed an inescapable re
ality. Despite their limitations, the market forces are far less wasteful of our 
scarce resources than a rigidly controlled system in circumstances where inef
ficiency and corruption are almost endemic. 
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PART III 

Case Studies from East Asia 





6 From Remarkable Success Stories to Troubling 
Present: The Case of BULOG in Indonesia 

B U S T A N U L A R I F I N 

The initial success and subsequent failure of Indonesia's Food Logistics Agency 
BULOG parallels the rise and fall of the Indonesian agricultural sector and 
economy as a whole. After more than 20 years of "revolution" in the country's 
economic and political systems, reflected in years of instability under President 
Sukarno, President Suharto introduced an entirely new approach of the econ
omy in the late 1960s, marking the New Order regime. A key element of this 
approach was the government's heavy investment in the rural economy to in
crease production of rice, the country's most important food staple, supported 
by an effective policy to stabilize the price of rice. 

BULOG was established in 1967 to implement the rice price-stabilization 
policy, which was credible, transparent, and effectively enforced: 

1. A floor price kept the farmgate price of rice well above production costs. 
BULOG bought rice production not absorbed by the market, especially dur
ing harvest season. The procured rice was used to build a national buffer 
stock. The economic rationales behind maintaining the floor price above the 
market-clearing level were to protect against market failure, ensure prof
itability of the farmers, and procure enough rice for BULOG's operation. 

2. A ceiling price made rice affordable to low-income households, especially 
in the urban areas. Whenever prices went above the ceiling because of 
drought and other natural calamities, BULOG would sell cheap rice to tar
geted consumers. The argument in support of such market operations was 
to avoid price spikes, which could trigger social unrest similar to that ex
perienced by the previous regime. 

This pricing policy was successful in the first 30 years of the Suharto ad
ministration, in large part because the economic policy strategy was smoothly 
translated into organizational and implementation policies down to the local level. 
BULOG was highly credited as a successful government institution in achiev
ing price stability and effectively contributing to achieving and sustaining self-
sufficiency in rice. The success of BULOG was characterized by a centralized 
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management that had strong leadership and effective organizational command 
to implement the policy. 

However, as the Indonesian economic policy shifted toward more open
ness, adopting deregulation policies in international trade, banking, and f i 
nance, the closed and centralized management system within BULOG started 
losing its effectiveness and acceptability. From the early 1990s, its performance 
attracted increasing criticism. The pressures on openness and democracy dur
ing the later part of the Suharto regime raised concern for reforms in the 
bureaucratic structure of the public administration. (Mellor et al. 2003). The sta
bilization policy became very expensive, given its declining impact on food 
prices, as the share of rice in consumer-spending fell significantly. 

The objective of this chapter is to examine the success and failure of 
BULOG in implementing rice price stabilization in Indonesia. The chapter ad
dresses the agency's legacy in the past three decades, focusing on its involvement 
in food and agricultural trading activities that protected farmers and consumers 
significantly. It explores how a changing environment in the economy and poli
tics of the country, as well as dynamics in international trade relations, affected 
Indonesia's food security and recovery at large. The changing organizational for
mat of BULOG raises the serious challenge of clearly defining the balance be
tween the commercial function and public responsibility as a stabilizing agent. 
This reform process should provide important lessons for future reform options 
for BULOG and for food marketing paratastals in other developing countries. 

BULOG's Legacy over the Past Three Decades 

During the first two decades of its operation, BULOG had been widely cited as 
a success story in stabilizing rice and other food prices. The agency established 
a legacy as a powerful and effective public institution contributing to the achieve
ment of political stability. This stabilization strategy was effective primarily be
cause the support systems for production, distribution, and marketing were fa
cilitated by the national government. As this power and privilege turned into a 
centralistic, monopolistic food stabilization strategy, it gradually got infected 
with inefficiency and corruption; and with that came increasing pressure from 
the donors and civil society to transform BULOG into a more transparent and 
accountable agency. The objective of this section is to examine the contrasting 
evidence of BULOG's roles in stabilizing prices, ensuring food security, and 
contributing to the country's agricultural and economic development. I wi l l 
compare and contrast the first 20 years of success with the troubling experiences 
of the most recent decade. 

BULOG's Formation and Successful Years 

The creation of BULOG as a food marketing parastatal was one of the key com
ponents of government intervention in agricultural and rural development of In-
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donesia. In the beginning, the government's objective was to develop a mar
keting system over which it had control, as a strategic response to preventing 
hunger and political unrest. With a turmultuous economic history and persist
ing threats of famine and hunger, a popular perception within the society was 
that rice was the barometer of the economy. Many resources were mobilized to 
back up this perception and gain public confidence. Suharto's New Order gov
ernment consolidated those interests into modernizing the rice economy. 

The approach had three components: (1) investment in rural infrastruc
tures to build the foundation for a dynamic rural economy; (2) development and 
dissemination of technological packages of high-yielding rice varieties, fertil
izer, pesticides, and technical advice throughout the country; and (3) imple
mentation and enforcement of price policies to balance the interests of rice 
farmers (who wanted profitable prices), rice consumers (who wanted affordable 
rice), and rice traders (by allowing them to benefit from seasonal fluctuations 
in prices but avoiding serious distrortions and smuggling) (see Timmer 2000). 

The ultimate outcome was a remarkable increase in rice production in the 
country. Rice production grew by 4.6 percent per year during 1969-90, signif
icantly faster than the population growth of 2.1 percent. The rice yield rate grew 
by 2.7 percent per year. The considerable growth in land productivity was 
achieved by massive government expenditures, including irrigation operation 
and maintenance, subsidized pesticides and fertilizers, subsidized credits for 
rice and secondary food crops, intensification programs, and buffer stock pro
grams (Arifin 2001). 

In general, the growth performance of Indonesian agriculture can be di
vided into five stages: (1) consolidation (before 1978), (2) the fast-growing 
period (1978-86), (3) beginning of transformation (1986-97), (4) economic 
crisis (1997-2001), and (5) post-crisis (after 2001). This performance is closely 
associated with the performance of rice production (Figure 6.1). In particular, 
1978-86 experienced an agricultural GDP annual growth rate of 5.7 percent. 
A l l subsectors of food crops, cash crops, livestock, and fisheries contributed to 
this growth, which was caused by the favorable environment created by the gov
ernment's refocus on making the agricultural sector a main basis for economic 
development. Part of this growth was brought about by a 5.6 percent annual 
growth in yield, a result of the Green Revolution technology in rural areas, 
which offset the declining land:labor ratio. More importantly, agricultural la
bor productivity in this sector also increased to 4.1 percent per year, demon
strating the important role of agriculture in poverty alleviation, particularly in 
rural areas (see Mellor et al. 2003). 

The success was a showcase made possible by the package of changes 
based on biochemical technology in the agricultural sector. The rate of land ex
pansion and intensification continued to increase because of high growth in the 
agricultural labor force. Production constraints imposed by unfavorable re
source endowments in backward regions were offset by the introduction and 
spread of new biochemical inputs and investment in land infrastructure (Hayami 
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FIGURE 6.1 Productivity figures for rice, 1960-2001 
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and Ruttan 1985). Agricultural development in Indonesia demonstrated the 
power of the strategy to promote and distribute input packages of HYV, fertil
izer, pesticides, affordable credit, and extension services, such as technical in
formation, training, and visits. 

These strategies contributed to technological progress and stimulated agri
cultural growth, particularly by sustaining food production in the country. As a 
result of these long-term efforts, Indonesia achieved self-sufficiency in rice pro
duction in the 1980s. During the 1985 World Food Summit, President Suharto 
received an award for successfully transforming his country from being the 
largest rice importer in the world to self-sufficiency. More importantly, this 
achievement was accompained with greater equality among rice farmers, and 
between rural and urban areas, in several places in Indonesia. 

Political economy had a great deal to do with the success of BULOG. The 
public administration system of President Suharto's New Order regime con
sisted of people with a strong commitment and was well organized and linearly 
commanded all the way from national to the district and village levels. The 
longest-serving chairman of BULOG, General Bustanil Arifin, belonged to one 
of the close circles of President Suharto, and also served as the Minister of 
Cooperatives in the 1980s. He had a clear advantage in making critical deci
sions and enforcing them quickly. The government allocated massive public re
sources to building warehouses, food managemet offices, and other infrastruc
ture. Rural cooperatives (KUD, or Koperasi Unit Desa) collected rice from 
local farmers, especially during the harvest season, and distributed rice, in
cluding imported rice, especially during the poor planting seasons, drought, and 
similar adverse situations. With more than 2,400 grain warehouses, the gov
ernment had the largest network of food storage in the country. 
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In public policy debates on stabilization strategies, BULOG was very ef
fective in gaining support from academics in Indonesian universities on the im
portance of state intervention on food affairs for the country. One example of 
this support was acceptance of the "big country" argument, which was used to 
justify state control, including monopoly, over international trade. The under
lying idea was that, because Indonesia's share in total world trade was large, its 
trading and distribution could affect the world market of rice, which has tradi
tionally been very thin and volatile. To substantiate such arguments, several stud
ies were conducted over the years. A recent government estimate suggests that 
each additional ton of rice import could increase the world price of rice by as 
much as US$50 per ton (Silitonga et al. 1997)1. Support for a price stabiliza
tion program in Indonesia also came from the analysis of internationally re
puted economists. 

Troubled Years 

Table 6.1 presents production and import volumes of rice since 1990, provid
ing insights into the troubled years of the first half of the 1990s, the period of 
uncertainty during the economic crisis at the end of the 1990s, and the transi
tional period of policy reforms in the early twenty-first century. 

Two contrasting events—a year of surplus and a year of large deficits— 
contributed to the beginning of troubled years for BULOG as a price stabiliza
tion agency. The first event was when the country had a surplus in 1992/93 that 
was reduced by subsidizing exports, resulting in a large increase in BULOG's 
costs, which raised serious questions about its long-term role in the rice econ
omy. The cost of rice price stabilization increased significantly compared to its 
benefits. 

The second event started during 1993/94, when rice production faced a se
rious decline because of a bad drought. The price level of rice had to be stabi
lized by imports of rice from the international market. The adaptation of a "self-
sufficiency on trend" approach that the country pursued suceeded only partially 
in reducing the total costs of price stabilization. BULOG acted cautiously by 
importing 3 million tons of rice in 1995, even though rice production in that 
year was almost back to normal. This new dependence on rice imports provided 
a serious threat to enforcing food policy for the country, especially in the eyes 
of common people, who were accustomed to viewing BULOG as the responsi
ble agency for rice price stabilization. 

In retospect, the period between the late 1980s and early 1990s marked a 
transition in the performance of Indonesian agriculture. The agricultural GDP 
grew only by 3.4 percent per year in 1986-1997, as the agricultural sector de
clined among the government's priorities. Agriculture became to be considered 

1. Some recent studies, however, argue that the world rice markets have matured, in terms 
of size and reduced volatility and are likely to stay that way (Dawe 2004). 
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TABLE 6.1 Harvested area, production, yield, and imports of rice, 1990-2003 

Year 

Harvested area 
(thousand 
hectares) 

Yield 
(tons per 
hectare) 

Unhusked 
rice production 
(thousand tons) 

Rice 
production3 

(thousand tons) 

Rice 
importb 

(thousand tons) 

1990 10,502 4.30 45,179 29,366 29 
1991 10,282 4.35 44,689 29,048 178 
1992 11,103 4.34 48,240 31,356 634 
1993 11,013 4.38 48,181 31,318 0 
1994 10,734 4.35 46,641 30,317 876 
1995 11,439 4.35 49,744 32,334 3,014 
1996 11,569 4.41 51,101 33,215 1,090 
1997 11,141 4.43 49,377 32,095 406 
1998 11,613 4.17 48,472 30,537 5,765 
1999 11,963 4.25 50,866 31,118 4,183 
2000 11,793 4.40 51,898 32,345 1,513 
2001 11,415 4.39 50,181 31,283 1,400 
2002 11,521 4.47 51,379 32,369 3,100 
2003 11,453 4.53 51,849 32,697 2,000 

S O U R C E : BPS (various years). 

"Conversion factor is 0.65 before 1998 and 0.63 after 1998. 
bImport data compiled from various sources. 

just another sector that contributed to economic development, reinforced by the 
declining share of agriculture in the economy, while manufacturing and industry 
registered double-digit growth levels. Other sectors in the economy, such as the 
banking, trade, and service sectors, also grew very rapidly, misleading many 
economists and policymakers to conclude that the structural transformation has 
been completed. Government policies tended to adopt the condition of "take-off' 
(using Rostow's [1960] term); the development strategy emphasized high tech
nology and capital-intensive industries, including aircraft and petrochemicals. 

The welfare effects of agriculture growth performance decreased because 
of reduced labor productivity growth. The slow rate of agricultural growth was 
associated with policy priority shifting toward the industrial sector, which in
cluded labor-intensive exportable commodities, starting in the mid-1980s. In 
nominal terms, government expenditures in the form of fertilizer subsidies de
clined from Rp 756 billion in 1987 to only Rp 175 billion in 1991. In real terms 
(inflation adjusted), the reduction in subsidies is much more dramatic. The rice 
subsidy was abolished in 1986 because of the presumption of full adequacy on 
rice self-sufficiency, and the fertilizer subsidy was finally removed in 1998 dur
ing the peak of the economic crisis. The promotion of industrial development 
in Indonesia was heavily protected in that period at the expense of agricultural 
sector growth (Mellor et al. 2003). 
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In addition, bad seasons of drought (related to the El Nino weather event) 
in 1997/98 and floods (La Nina) in 1998/99, which occurred during the severe 
economic crisis, and resumption of large-scale imports of rice since 1998 raised 
questions about BULOG's ability and effectiveness to stabilize rice prices, even 
in the short run. Empirical studies show that the overall policy implementation 
of price stabilization was transformed into economic distortion, imbalanced 
market power, and abuse of market operation, especially during the economic 
crisis (Arifin et al. 2001). These actions caused price disparities between pro
ducer or farmgate prices and retailer's or consumer prices. In mid-1998, the 
price differences between producer and consumer prices were the highest in the 
history of rice. 

Costs and Benefits 

Table 6.2 summarizes the benefits and the costs, which include: 

1. the cost of running BULOG (for example, wages, warehouse rental, and 
interest paid); 

2. the deadweight, efficiency losses of not having domestic prices conform 
to the short-run opportunity cost of rice as reflected in world markets; 

3. a lack of diversification and flexibility in the farm sector as farmers were 
encouraged to shift production from other crops into rice because the lat-
ter's price was relatively stable; 

4. a potential retarding effect on the development of a private marketing sec
tor; and 

5. both direct and indirect subsidies needed to keep BULOG in operation.2 

During the first Five-Year Development Plan (Repelita I ; 1969-74), costs 
of rice price stabilization averaged just US$30 million per year (in 1991 prices; 
see Timmer 2001). These costs rose to about US$40 million per year in Repelita 
I I (1974-79). Thus, during the first 10 years of price stabilization, the program 
generated an average added value of US$270-300 million per year (in 1991 
prices), or nearly 1 percentage point of economic growth each year. The costs of 
stabilization rose to roughly US$80 million per year during the third and fourth 
Repelitas and rose only to US$90 million during the fifth Development Plan 
(Repelita V; 1989-94). During Repelita V, which ended on March 31, 1994, the 
average cost of stabilization declined as BULOG brought the costs of managing 
large surpluses under control. These cost reductions were a direct result of its 
adoption of a more flexible approach to achieving food security—self-suffi
ciency on trend—instead of year-to-year absolute sufficiency. However, the cost 
in 1993/94 of the price stabilization program was more than US$90 million, at 
a time when the benefits had declined to only about double this amount. To main-

2. For detailed analyses on these costs, see Pearson (1993) and Timmer (1996, 2001). 
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TABLE 6.2 Annual costs and benefits of rice price stabilization in Indonesia 

Annual cost Annual benefit 
Development plan (1991 US$ (1991 US$ 
(period) millions) millions) Remarks on benefits 

Pelita I (1969-74) 30 300 About 1% of GDP growth 
Pelita I I (1974-79) 40 270 About 0.61% of GDP growth 
Pelita III (1979-84) 80 — Share of GDP growth was high 

enough that the economy enjoyed 
rice self-sufficiency 

Pelita IV (1985-89) 80 — Share of GDP growth declined as the 
economy restructured 

Pelita V (1989-94) 90 180 About 0.19% of GDP growth; 
Indonesia adopts the policy of self-
sufficiency on trend 

Pelita VI (1994-99) — — Economic crisis in mid-1997; Suharto 
quits in May 1998 

S O U R C E S : Adapted from Pearson (1993) and Timmer (1996,2001). 

N O T E S : — indicates not available. GDP, gross domestic product; Pelita, Pembangunan Lima Tahun [Five-Year 
Plan]. 

tain BULOG as a cost-effective agency, Indonesia had to reduce the amount of 
rice distributed to the Budget Groups (civil servant and military) and the market 
operation program for the special target group of poor consumers. 

Thus, at least in the early years, the contribution of BULOG was not in
considerable. Timmer (1996) estimated that rice price stability increased over
all growth by about 16 percent during 1969-74; 14 percent for 1974-79; and 4 
percent during 1989-91 over what would have been otherwise. The benefits 
dwindled and the costs became larger and larger. A policy that was initially cost-
effective gradually became cost-ineffective. 

Special Interests 

The influence of special interests became obvious in the 1990s. Their presence 
was reflected in the practice of interlocking mechanisms between government 
and/or political elites and private sectors; nontransparent government decisions 
in rice import processes; and closed-door appointings of rice importers. Big 
conglomerates, such as the Salim Group, and former President Suharto's cronies 
dominated rice importers and importing activities. These companies generated 
economic rents and excessive profits from trading fees of as much as US$ 10-15 
per ton, in addition to benefiting from the price differences between the world 
market and the fixed contract price set by the government. Large rice imports 
meant large economic rents. Under these nontransparent schemes of collabora-
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tion with government officials, the favored companies controlled the distribu
tion system (Arifin et al. 2001). 

The collaboration involved 12 big companies or conglomerates obtaining 
special authorization from BULOG to import rice from producing countries. 
About half of these companies were affiliated directly and indirectly with 
Suharto's cronies, controlling nearly 2 million tons of rice with a total value of 
contracts of about US$800 million in the fiscal year of 1997/98. BULOG was 
not open in its decisionmaking on quantity and quality of imported rice and ap
pointing contractors on import. Under the nontransparent schemes of collabo
ration with government officials, these silent operational activities were major 
contributors to loss and inefficiency in the state budget. 

The magnitudes and the sources of inefficiencies in BULOG were stag
gering (Table 6.3). A financial audit report was produced by Arthur Andersen 
covering the period of April 1993-March 1998. The audit process by an inde
pendent auditor was quite controversial, because BULOG was a government 
agency and the audit had to follow the standard procedures used by the state au
ditor. In fact, BULOG enjoyed a dual status of "in-between" public agency and 
private company for quite a long time. I f it generated "profit," or a difference be
tween the revenue and cost from its trading monopoly in several commodities, 
then BULOG might contribute this profit to the state revenue, although it was 
included in a nonbudgetary system. However, i f it experienced losses because 
of improper trading practices and poor administration, then the state had to bear 
the losses.The report suggested that the total inefficiency in BULOG over the 
5-year period (April 1993-March 1998) was Rp 6.7 trillion or about US$400 
million per year. The sources of inefficiency in BULOG were associated with 
the effects of its activities in the private sector, such as unfair trading require
ments that generated losses, which totaled about Rp 2.6 trillion. These include 
almost all activities involving the private sector, such as procurement, trans
portation, sales and distribution, and supporting services. In addition, interac
tions with private sectors generated more losses because of illegal practices and 
weak monitoring by BULOG or its officials across the country. Illegal practices 
alone contributed Rp 1.8 trillion (US$212 million) to the loss. 

The scope of rent-seeking also became obvious when BULOG assigned 
rural cooperatives (KUDs) to take part in the state rice procurement. In this case, 
KUDs had to follow certain rice requirements set by BULOG—such as 14 per
cent water content, 5 percent broken, 5 percent unripe, and standards of clean
liness—to be considered as a business partner in the food security business. In
stead of fulfilling such requirements, farmers choose private channels as their 
marketing outlets. Conditions became much worse' during the harvest seasons, 
when the farmgate price fell below the floor price because of distress sales and 
over-supply. Special attention should be given to these repetitive phenomena in 
each harvest season; farmers rarely benefited, probably because of their price-
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TABLE 6.3 Estimated amount and sources of inefficiency in the Food Logistics 
Agency (BULOG), Indonesia (Rp trillion) 

Source of inefficiency in BULOG 

Unfair trading Illegal Weak 
Itemized activities requirements practices monitoring Total 

Procurements 2.1 — — 2.1 
Transportation 0.1 — — 0.1 
Warehouses — — 0.7 0.7 
Processing 0.2 — — 0.2 
Sales and distribution 0.1 1.8 0.3 2.2 
Supporting services 0.1 — — 1.4 
Total 2.6 1.8 2.3 6.7 

S O U R C E : GOI (1999). 

N O T E S : Exchange rate is US$1 = Rp 8500. During the period of audit (April 1993-March 1998), 
BULOG handled several commodities other than rice, such as sugar, wheat flour, cooking oil, soy
bean, soymeal, and garlic. — indicates not available. 

taker status in rice trading. In a fair competition, farmers as producers should 
have freedom to choose which marketing agents they wanted to trade with. 
However, most farmers developed a social dependency with the collector-
traders and so they did not always exercise their options (see Arifin et al. 2001). 

BULOG handled other strategic commodities, such as sugar, wheat flour, 
cooking oil, soybean, soymeal, and garlic (Garcia-Garcia 2000).3 The policy 
formulation being used in the domestic distribution and marketing of these 
commodities was not open; only limited circles in politics and business had ac
cess to market information. BULOG became a very-high-profile government 
agency, where political and business intererests misused the privileges and mo
nopoly power possessed by BULOG. 

The Future of BULOG 

The larger question then, is whether BULOG should continue to stabilize rice 
prices, given that the rice sector is no longer the barometer of the economy, even 
though it is still significant in total food consumption. Tabor and Meijerink 
(1997) observe that price stabilization might not be necessary under current 
conditions. There are reasons to support such arguments. For example, rice dis
tribution is much better than it was 30 years ago, when BULOG was created; 

3. BULOG made greater profits on these commodities than on rice, and it could be argued 
that, given the greater economic importance of rice, perhaps dealing in the other commodities per
mitted it to be more socially responsible than i t might have otherwise been in implementing rice 
policy. 
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there have been significant improvements in road and irrigation infrastructures; 
and the economy is now more diversified. More importantly, competition in 
rice trading and marketing has improved in the past 10 years so that market 
integration—both the flow of goods and information—has significantly ex
panded. Therefore, the role of government should now be focused on creating 
rules and regulations to encourage local markets to be more contestable and 
more integrated with regional and international markets. This task is not going 
to be easy, but the government can start by relaxing restrictions and improving 
private-sector participation and by finding alternative institutions to ensure food 
security, promote agribusiness, and create an enabling environment for agri
cultural activities that have higher potentials for growth. 

Timmer (2004b) argues for a reformulated rice price policy without re
liance on a parastatal. He cites two major reasons for reform: (1) the very high 
expense of the recent programs and (2) the very high rice prices that have pro
vided a disincentive for farmers to make the transition to growing more prof
itable high-value commodities, which would be directed i f market forces could 
prevail. He argues that a long-term decline in the price of rice in world markets 
and significantly greater stability in world prices have now sharply lowered the 
opportunity cost of rice to the Indonesian economy. He suggests the following: 

1. Indonesia should rely much more heavily on rice imports for its food se
curity, perhaps even taking the lead in forming a free trade zone for rice in 
East and Southeast Asia (possibly including Bangladesh and India). 

2. Substantial investments in rural infrastructure to improve efficiency of rice 
marketing would be needed so that traders and farmers would buy and 
store nearly all of the harvest. 

3. Continued development of rural capital markets would also be needed to 
ensure that the financial liquidity traditionally provided by BULOG pro
curement in defense of the floor price would be available from the formal 
banking system at reasonable rates to farmers and traders. 

4. Greater variability in seasonal prices should be permitted so that farmers 
and traders could earn adequate returns on their investments. Such vari
ability would not be a problem for most consumers, because rice has de
clined to an small and manageable share of their budget expenditures. 

5. In the case of large increases in rice prices in world markets (much less likely 
with a large Asian free-trade zone) or localized shortages (much less 
likely with a strengthened private market), subsidies to poor consumers 
could be targeted through special logistical efforts, such as the Special 
Market Operation (Operasi Pasar Khusus, or OPK) or Rice-for-the-Poor 
(Beras untuk Orang Miskin, or RASKIN). 

6. Variable tariffs on rice imports might also be considered as a mechanism 
for stabilizing rice prices without the need for a costly logistical agency. 
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Reforms and Transitional Complexities 

After being in the business of price stabilization and food security for three 
decades, BULOG enters a transitional period of change and complexify. The 
fall of Suharto in 1998 and the government's binding letter of intent to the IMF 
have changed trade policy in rice. The linear and command system adopted in 
the past three decades also changed as BULOG lost its monopoly power. How
ever, the process of openness in rice trade promoted by the IMF has presented 
serious challenges, because the liberalization strategy has failed to strengthen 
the institutions involved in the rice business. The liberalization in rice trade pro
moted by the IMF was generally accused of contributing significantly to the 
failure of rice production and distribution systems as Suharto's successor, Pres
ident B. J. Habibie, faced serious problems of establishing a solid foundation 
for reforms, let alone providing economic linkages to increase productivity at 
the farm level. This section provides a brief account of the complexities that the 
government has confronted with reforming BULOG. 

Table 6.4 provides a summary of the direction for reforms on food policy 
in the country, including experiences in liberalizing the trade of rice, improving 
targeted market intervention for food security and price stability, and changing 
BULOG's status from a regular nonministerial government agency to a state-
owned enterprise. These reforms have a common long-term objective of strength
ening the development of private trade in rice marketing in Indonesia. Clearly, 
it is not easy to achieve the final outcome of the reforms in the food and agri
cultural policy because of the transitional nature of political and economic re
forms in the country. 

Immature Trade Liberalization 

Major changes in food policy took place in 1998 at the peak of the economic 
crisis, just after Indonesia signed a binding agreement with the IMF on eco
nomic and financial reforms. One of the conditions was that rice imports be lib
eralized, removing BULOG's monopoly on rice trade. At first the reform was 
well received, because it indicated an end of the rent seeking from BULOG's 
monopoly by Suharto's power circle. However, public support of trade liberal
ization diminished when rice production and people's welfare failed to improve 
significantly. This failure was partly attributed to the fact that the liberalization 
strategy was not complemented with efforts to strengthen the economic insti
tutions involved in the rice market and food policy implementation. 

Since then, the average volume of rice imports has remained high, aver
aging more than 1 million tons, implying that Indonesia has become more de
pendent on rice imports. The effects of El Nino 1997/98 and La Nina 1998/99 
on rice production were so strong that production remained low for a number 
of years, and the country could not meet the growing demand for rice. Rice pro
duction in 2002 was 51.4 million tons, or 4.5 percent below that recorded in 
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1996, before trade liberalization. Between 1995 and 1997, rice imports aver
aged 1.5 million tons per year, but between 1998 and 2001, rice imports averaged 
3.3 million tons. Rice imports were highest in 1998 and 1999, and with the re
sumption of good weather, fell in 2000 and 2001. The amount of rice imports 
reached more than 3 million tons in 2002 as a result of flooding and low pro
ducer prices. In 2003, when rice quality dropped because of a delay in the plant
ing season and high rainfall in the harvest season, the growing demand for rice 
was met by an import of around 2 million tons. In 2006, rice production in
creased to 54.4 million tons of dried and unhusked rice, and imports declined 
to about 1 million tons. 

Indonesia faces a serious challenge in formulating its food and agricultural 
policy. On one hand, Indonesia would like to comply with regional best prac
tices to reform its agricultural trade. But on the other hand, Indonesia and other 
developing countries are dissatisfied with the high levels of agricultural pro
tection in industrialized countries.4 The public suspicion that the IMF is an 
agent representing the interests of developed countries has grown significantly, 
because the IMF is more concerned about the micro level of domestic policy, 
rather than structural adjustment at the macro level. The Indonesian people ob
serve that IMF concerns have extended to the export ban on logs, sugar liber
alization, palm oil reforms, and other agricultural commodities. As a result, In
donesians perceive the IMF as having a hidden agenda of forcing the interests 
of developed countries. The IMF has even been accused of representing a new 
breed of imperialism for developing countries. 

In addition, removal of the fertilizer subsidy to comply with trade liberal
ization at the peak of the economic crisis was also controversial. On one hand, 
Indonesia was willing to remove the ineffective fertilizer subsidy, to reduce the 
budget deficit, and to maintain fiscal sustainability, given that the main con
sumers of cheap fertilizer were not small farmers but large-scale plantations and 
agribusinesses. On the other hand, most people in Indonesia were not so eager 
to remove subsidies at home once they learned that developed countries were 
increasing supports and subsidies for their own producers. Indonesians argued 

4. Agricultural subsidies in developed countries, especially among Organisation for Eco
nomic Co-operation and Development (OECD) members, are now higher than at the end of the 
Uruguay Round of WTO talks, in spite of falling commodity prices. This wide variation in the rate 
of support and protection across commodities in the OECD countries is an important source of dis
tortion in global commodity markets (Tabor, Sawit, and Dillon 2002). Gross farm receipts were still 
on average 52 percent higher in 2000 than they would have been without any support (OECD 2001). 
For 1998-2000 the average percentage of producer subsidy equivalent was nearly 15 percent for 
eggs, poultry, and wool, between 40 and 50 percent for wheat, coarse grains and sheep meat, and 
more than 50 percent for rice, sugar, and milk. Sugar and milk receive the highest levels of support 
in each producing country. Japan, Korea, and the United States provide high levels of support for 
rice. In 1998-2000, prices received by OECD producers and paid by consumers were, on average, 
over twice the level of world market prices for sugar and milk and about five times higher than the 
world market price for rice. 
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that trade liberalization should be developed based on fairness and openness, 
under equal opportunities among countries and level playing fields among eco
nomic players.5 

Issues of unfairness in trade liberalization have emerged more signifi
cantly because the removal of fertilizer subsidy was not supported by the neces
sary incentive policies to increase production. I f anything, these policies were 
not comprehensive or not working properly. Mass delivery of subsidized farm 
credit of Rp 10.5 trillion (equivalent to US$1.2 billion) during President 
Habibie's transitional administration failed to stimulate rice production. This 
subsidized credit program was usually criticized for not involving the banking 
sector directly in the policy formulation. The banks were only channeling the 
subsidized credit program, not executing it. In other words, the subsidized credit 
program failed mainly because of the lack of infrastructure and institutions 
necessary to implement these credit policies. 

The half-way measures of trade liberalization were seen as being respon
sible for the productivity decline, because the low price of rice has become a 
disincentive for farmers to increase production and productivity. In spite of de
clining fertilizer use, and the decrease in the harvest area of rice in 2000 to 11.7 
million (from 11.9 million) hectares, rice production reached about 51.5 mil
lion tons of unhusked rice (equivalent to 32.4 million tons of rice). Unfortu
nately, lower farm revenues for the majority of farmers, resulting from a con
tinued decline in the farmgate price of rice, created mounting pressure on the 
government not to liberalize the rice trade, but instead to increase protection 
through a tariff increase. 

Abolition and Re-Emergence of Tariff Protection 

The pressures to protect domestic rice grew significantly during President Ab
durrahman Wahid's administration, who was elected by the Peoples Assembly 
in a very openly democratic general election in 1999. Because the pressures 
were so intense, the government restored the protection policy using an import 
tariff on rice, the most common protection mechanism currently allowable 
under the WTO agreement.6 Import tariffs for rice were set at Rp 430 per kilo
gram or approximately 30 percent of the world price at an exchange rate of Rp 

5. The newly launched U.S. farm bi l l was evidence that protectionism still exists in devel
oped countries. In the 1990s, U.S. Government support accounted for just over a fifth of total rice 
producer revenues, and these were being gradually reduced in line with WTO commitments. How
ever, this trend was reversed in the mid- to late 1990s. By 2000/01, government subsidies—largely 
through credit programs—accounted for two-thirds of total rice producer revenues. The total U.S. 
farm subsidies for rice in 2000/01 were $1.4 billion. By dividing this amount by the U.S. rice ex
port of the 2.6 million tons, the average farm subsidy to rice exports was equal to approximately 
$530 per ton (Tabor, Sawit, and Dillon 2002). 

6. The Decree of Ministry of Finance 368/KMK.01/1999 on Import Tariff of Rice and Sugar 
was effective on January 1, 2000. 
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9,000 per U.S. dollar. The policy objective was to protect rice farmers from 
cheaper imports and to maintain domestic rice provisions at an affordable price 
for rice consumers living below the poverty line. 

Several arguments in favor of protection have emerged, such as the in-
feasibility for most of Indonesia's small farms of 0.5 hectares or less to com
pete with large, well-capitalized, and highly subsidized agrobusiness firms in 
the developed countries. Uneven access to information, market infrastructure, 
and technology are among the important factors that make the agricultural sec
tor in Indonesia and in other developing nations incomparable to that in devel
oped nations. Indonesian agriculture is especially constrained by a scarcity of 
arable land, high rate of agricultural land conversion to other uses, and low level 
of human resource development. Trade liberalization has been viewed as the 
trigger of surging imports of several food crops, of reducing farm income, and 
of increasing migration of the poorest farmers and landless laborers to already 
overcrowded urban slums (Nainggolan 2000). 

In addition, under free trade, it was argued that variability in world rice 
prices would be transmitted directly to the domestic market. World rice prices 
have historically been much more volatile than Indonesia's domestic rice 
prices over the past two decades. A high degree of price risk or instability could 
penalize poor consumers and complicate the management of small paddy farms. 
Special-interest groups, particularly from urban consumers, have persistently 
advocated a high priority to stable rice prices. But critics of urban or industrial 
bias in agricultural development have argued that the phenomena could not be 
directly related to trade liberalization, but rather to inconsistent domestic food 
price policies and agricultural policies in general. 

Regardless of import tariffs, however, rice imports occur even during the 
main harvest season, and there is ample evidence that a substantial portion of 
the rice is being smuggled or under-invoiced to avoid the import tariffs. The dis
parity between world prices and the domestic retail price of rice contributes to 
the flow of rice imports via wide-open and huge coastal areas and ports in In
donesia. Meanwhile, in the 3 years since trade has been liberalized, rice pro
duction has been 2 percent below the levels reached prior to liberalization. On 
a per capita basis, the difference has been even more significant. Per capita rice 
production was nearly 10 percent higher in the years immediately proceeding 
liberalization than in the 3 subsequent years of liberalized rice trade. Rice yields 
were rising at a slow pace (approximately 1 percent per year) for the decade 
prior to trade liberalization. Since that time, rice yields have fallen by 0.15 per
cent per year. However, rice area has continued to increase since 1998, sug
gesting that farmers have few options other than paddy production on their 
flooded fields, but productivity is falling. This scenario is consistent with low 
rates of profitability in paddy production and declining levels of agro-input use 
(Tabor, Sawit, and Dillon 2002). 
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A field observation on the policy performance of import tariffs in Belawan 
Port in Medan and Tanjung Priok Port in Jakarta confirms that underreporting 
or under-invoicing in rice imports occurs and can reach as high as 50 percent 
of actual imports (Arifin, Oktaviani, and Hartati 2002). Data on actual imports 
may need further verification, but data on rice exports to final destinations in 
Indonesia, compiled by The Rice Trader (Slayton various years), also suggests 
severe underreporting. Although the causality between the new import tax pol
icy and underreporting needs to be tested more rigorously using some econo
metric techniques, it is now very clear that this on-site distortion has some con
sequences on incentive systems to the rice producers, government revenues, and 
the food policy in general in the country.7 

Domestic policy is an important determinant of trade openness in rice and 
other agricultural products. The policy instruments usually include a combina
tion of trade and buffer stock policies to maintain adequate domestic supplies, 
ensure domestic price stabilization, oversee market operations, and support the 
farm sector through income transfers. Because rice demand and supply condi
tions are price-inelastic in Asia, small supply shocks can result in significant 
domestic price risks and farm income volatility. Therefore, fluctuations in do
mestic production from pests, drought, and flood, for example, can result in price 
risks. Equally important, disruption of international trade flows to Indonesia 
and other Asian rice-importing countries can destabilize the domestic economy 
and undermine political stability. 

Rice for the Poor 

Indonesia has one of the highest levels of rice consumption in the world, with 
the average annual consumption reaching 116 kilograms per person (data based 
on the National Social-Economic Survey conducted by the Central Agency of 
Statistics [BPS 2002]). The majority (76 percent) of Indonesian households are 
net consumers of rice and the rest (24 percent) are net producers. In urban 
areas, 96 percent of households are net consumers and only 4 percent are net pro
ducers of rice; in rural areas, 60 percent are net consumers of rice, and 40 per-

7. The field study suggests that import registration and customs management practices suf
fer from several deficiencies that could contribute to smuggling and underestimation of rice im
ports. Previously, almost all rice imports were shipped into the main Jakarta or Surabaya ports. 
Since the new trade policies have been in place, rice has been imported into small regional ports 
nationwide, making it easier to avoid customs duties and import tariffs and controls. The study also 
found that most rice importers operating out of the port of Medan were registered under false names 
and false addresses, and a small trader cartel dominated both rice imports and wholesale trade. In 
addition, customs usually requires cash payments; and the administration within customs proce
dures in Medan were not computerized or otherwise linked to the banks. Under weak institutional 
arrangements and poor policy enforcement, the traders might collude with the clearance agents 
(concerning customs) to "expedite" document approvals and release of goods. 
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cent are net producers of rice. Given this composition, a 10 percent increase in 
the price of rice would lower the purchasing power of urban households by 8.6 
percent and that of rural households by 1.7 percent, which is equivalent to an 
increase in the poor population by nearly 2 million people (Ikhsan 2001). Be
cause of inelastic demand for rice, these poor households generally suffer the 
most when rice prices increase. This situation implies that a rice policy to alle
viate poverty cannot be limited to distributing subsidized rice to poor house
holds. Food security policy in the future should be designed to also provide in
come opportunities. 

OPK, later replaced by IM.SKTN, is relevant. The program is designed to 
reduce the impact of severe economic crises by providing 10 kilograms of 
medium-grade rice every month to the targeted poor households or is equiva
lent to a cash transfer of Rp 15,000 (about US$2) per household. Food-for-the-
Poor program is jointly implemented by BULOG and the State Minister of 
Social Welfare and local governments in all of Indonesia's 27 provinces, using 
a complete database compiled by the National Family Planning Agency to iden
tify the neediest households. The data focus on five indicators of overall stan
dard of living and social affairs: food intake, housing, clothing, and medical and 
religious practices. In the first 6 months of implementation, the program suc
cessfully provided a monthly rice ration to approximately 9 million households 
using more than 30,000 distribution points. RASKIN has reached around 64 
percent of poor households in Indonesia, compared to OPK, which reached only 
57 percent of poor households. Unfortunately, RASKIN has generally been per
ceived as unsuccessful (see World Bank 2003). 

Even though RASKIN was designed as an emergency relief measure, it 
has operated like an alternative to rice price stabilization. In the near future, 
however, the challenge is to sharpen the cost effectiveness of the program: to 
concentrate more of the assistance in urban areas, tighten eligibility criteria, in
crease public awareness, improve beneficiary reporting, and ensure that the pro
gram is extended and placed on a financially sound footing. To reach the large 
numbers of excluded urban poor, the government plans to involve NGOs in the 
distribution of subsidized rice and other foodstuffs. A better public-private part
nership in relief distribution could extend the outreach of RASKIN as long as 
standards of program accountability are well maintained. The crisis has drawn 
attention to the fact that assuring food security is largely an income problem, 
that income levels can change rapidly, and that even some of the most prosper
ous parts of the country have large numbers of households without food secu
rity. The experience in the program should improve food security policies in the 
field by suggesing a better design for medium-term measures that provide 
assistance to vulnerable households in the country. These measures might in
clude a combination of targeted food subsidies, ration shops, village granaries, 
food stamps, and subsidized food stalls. 
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Indonesia is still facing seriously low caloric and protein intakes: 56 percent 
of the population consume below the recommended level of 2,150 kilocalories 
per day, and 36 percent of the population consume below the the recommended 
level of 45 grams of proteins per day. Using these measures, the index of food 
adequacy in rural areas is 63, which is lower than that in urban areas (Arifin 2001). 
These results suggest that a poverty-alleviation program should go beyond pro
viding cheap food and adquate caloric intake: it should also emphasize commu
nity empowerment and establish efficient linkages between rural and urban areas 
to generate new employment in the country. During the current period of transi
tion, proper policies for food security and economic recovery are very difficult to 
formulate and implement without clearly defined priorities and a time frame to 
solve important issues on farm structures and inefficient production and distri
bution systems of rice and other foodstuffs in the country. 

To face these challenges, future reforms must include food policy reforms 
at the macro level and operational reforms in BULOG at the micro and busi
ness levels. The reforms on macro-level food policy have faced difficult cir
cumstances: the slow pace of research and development (R&D) and techno
logical change to increase the production, leveling-off of production and 
productivity in the past decade, declining capacity of the government to pro
vide sufficient supports for farmers, declining world prices of rice because of 
globalization and trade liberalization, and the small size of landholdings of rice 
farmers. The micro-level and business-level reforms in BULOG should focus 
on eliminating its dual function in the private sector and as a government 
agency, which, it is generally argued, wi l l contribute to improved efficiency, 
transparency, and public accountability. 

Nonparastatal Status of B U L O G : The Final Form? 

Effective January 20, 2003, BULOG was officially changed to a state-owned 
enterprise (SOE).8 This change was in response to public pressures to reform 
BULOG and to increase transparency and accountability on food policy and 
government policy in general. Complying with the new state-owned enterprise 
law (Law 19/2003), BULOG chose to become a general company.9 In its new 
form, it has a dual function as a purely profit-maximizing body and as a public 
agency to distribute subsidized rice for the poor; and is allowed to enter into 
other trading activities and strategic businesses as long as the government gives 
it the mandate to do so. 

8. Government Decree (Peraturan Pemerintah) 7/2003, January 20, 2003. 
9. The law acknowledges only two forms of state-owned enterprises: (1) general company 

(perusahaan umum, or Perum), for which the state owns all of the shares and (2) limited company 
(perseroan terbatas, or PT), for which the public can own some shares in open market. 
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The major issue is that the new BULOG organization has no clear bound
ary between private and social responsibilities. On one hand, its activities con
tinue to be very closely associated with price stabilization of staple food and 
other necessary commodities. So whenever the food price fluctuates sharply, 
people tend to blame BULOG for poor performance in implementing its so
cial responsibility. People are not accustomed to seeing BULOG operating as 
a business entity. On the other hand, the agency is also expected to play an im
portant role in international trade and domestic distribution, primarily to gen
erate profits for the state. It wi l l take a long time before BULOG is able to dis
associate from its past image of power associations with elite circles, 
monopoly, cronyism, and political scandals involving large amounts of public 
money. 

This section examines the new nonparastatal status of BULOG by focus
ing on organizational reforms and the business plan and its loopholes, and by 
providing anecdotal evidence on some of the recent challenges that the country 
is facing in terms of ensuring national food security. 

Organizational Reforms 

It took nearly 3 years to draw up the initial plan of reforming BULOG from a 
regular nonministerial government agency to a state-owned enterprise. The ma
jor debates during the policy formulation included an unclear boundary be
tween private and social responsibilities of the new enterprise, public worries 
that BULOG would resume its monopoly power in some strategic commodi
ties, and more importantly, the absence of a major agency responsible for food 
security in the country. There were also concerns about the rationale for re
forming BULOG and the future of food policy in the country. I f the reason be
hind reform was to build a strong private trading and marketing system for rice 
in Indonesia, the new format of BULOG was on the right track, as long as 
BULOG and other players in the rice market complied with the Law 5/1999 on 
fair competition and antimonopoly. However, i f the reform process was intended 
to develop more transparency and good governance in any public agency, the 
new format of BULOG did not fulfill these concerns. 

Under the new organizational structure, BULOG has made ambitious 
business plans to operate as a conglomerate. Psychologically, the belief exists 
that BULOG may resume its monopoly power on strategic commodities after 
its removal by the IMF in 1998. In fact, it could obtain the legal or institu
tional arrangements to resume its monopoly power. According to the new 
release of the BULOG business plan, it has planned in the short term to ex
tend its upstream food-related business (such as rice estates, pocket [bag] 
factories, and rice mills) and its downstream businesses (such as retail busi
nesses, franchised retailers, transportation, rebate and/or superstores, pest-
control units, and storage businesses for rice and sugar; Figure 6.2). In the 
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FIGURE 6.2 Business development plan for BULOG 

Short term 

Long term 

Upstream business 
Rice estates 
Pocket (bag) factories 
Rice-milling units 

Downstream business 
Retail 
Franchised retail 
Transportation 
Rebate/superstores 
Pest-control units 
Storage: rice, sugar, etc. 

Integrated management and industry 

Upstream business 
Food estates 
Crude palm oil 

factories 
Feed factories 
Wheat flour factories 
Food processing 
Modern large-scale 

rice mills 
Other manufactures 

Downstream business 
Trading: export-import 
Chained hypermarkets 
Centers for logistic 

information 
Hotels and other 

properties 
Gas stations 
Domestic and foreign 

cargo forwarding 
Consultant services 

Holding Company and Conglomeration of BULOG 

medium and long term, BULOG would develop its upstream activities, ex
panding its rice estates into food estates, feed factories, wheat-flour factories, 
food processing plants, modern large-scale rice mills, and other manufactures. 
For its downstream business, BULOG would develop its trading business, 
such as export and import, chain hypermarkets and superstores, centers for 
logistic information, hotels and other properties, gas stations and energy-
based distribution centers, domestic and foreign cargo depots, and education 
and consulting services. None of these has anything to do with ensuring food 
security or providing social safety nets—something that BULOG has tradi
tionally done! 

Only 3 months after its establishment, BULOG became involved in the 
marketing or distribution of sugar (tataniagd) in the domestic market because 
of a sugar scarcity in March-April 2003. The scarcity was the outcome of a new 
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policy to increase sugar prices in the domestic market by administering the dis
tribution scheme, similar to earlier tataniaga causing distortions in the econ
omy. In September 2002, the government launched a ministerial decree of 
trade and industry, allowing registered millers or importers who have used at 
least 75 percent of sugarcane from the farmers and are collaborating with farm
ers in its localities (Decree 643/MPP/Kep/9/2002). The decree implied that 
only state-owned enterprises qualified to import and supply domestic needs of 
sugar. Also implicit in the decree was the desire to keep the price of sugar high 
enough to create incentives for farmers to increase their production and pro
ductivity and for sugar mills to increase their sucrose yields and efficiency. A l 
though not formally expressed in the ministerial decree, BULOG was given 
the role of maintaining the buffer stock of sugar, including market interven
tion, whenever necessary. 

But BULOG's intervention in the sugar sector has not resulted in higher 
prices at the farm level, which would have generated a higher farm income for 
sugarcane farmers. It has instead only caused a price hike in retail sugar mar
kets. Decree 643/2002 used a tataniaga model similar to those applied to cloves, 
oranges, and other strategic commodities, involving the cronies and elites as
sociated directly and indirectly with the Suharto regime. President Megawati's 
administration did not learn from the past failure of the New Order. 

It is also questionable whether the domestic policy of sugar distribution 
(such as the case of tataniaga above) is compatible with the spirit of openness 
and fair treatment that can most benefit stakeholders in the sugar economy. A 
policy aimed at increasing farmgate price of sugar could not solve many problems 
associated with the structural shortcomings facing the sugar agro-industry, such 
as a very low productivity at the farm level; low sugar content of sugarcane; re
lationships among farmers, traders, and sugar millers; and inefficient operations 
of sugar mills owned by the state. Heavy government intervention and BULOG's 
involvement in the sugar business cannot solve the above structural problems 
instantly, but the way BULOG operates does not differ very much from the old-
style parastatals system of state intervention in marketing and distribution of 
strategic commodities. 

From a management point of view, BULOG remains scandalous, and its 
various actions continue to be debated. In a 2003 scandal that triggered public 
discussion and parliamentary debates, BULOG was accused of being involved 
in the purchase of Sukhoi jet fighters and helicopters from Russia. This scan
dal indicates that BULOG's reform does not guarantee a model of transparency 
and public accountability as was originally hoped. The scandal started with In
donesia's immediate need of jetfighters to strengthen the air force and the nec
essary defense systems. BULOG was appointed to secure the initial finance 
mechanism for the purchase and to proceed with the deals. In close cooperation 
with the Ministry of Trade and Industry, on behalf of the Government of Indo
nesia, BULOG arranged a countertrade mechanism with Russia. Indonesia 
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agreed to export agricultural products, such as crude palm oil, rubber, and pep
per, in return for four Sukhoi jetfighters and helicopters from Russia.10 

Thus, to achieve its goals, BULOG's biggest challenge is to transform its 
former paternalistic and bureaucratic culture into a corporate culture. BULOG 
inherited a huge amount of assets in the country, approximately Rp 840 billion 
(US$100 million), which were later converted into initial capital from the gov
ernment. To supply the down payment for the jetfighters, BULOG had to apply 
for commercial credit of US$26 million from the Bank Bukopin, which has only 
accumulated an initial capital of US$32 million. Not surprisingly, the public is 
questioning whether borrowing so much money threatens BULOG's public re
sponsibility of food procurement to maintain price stabilization in domestic 
markets. 

As a state-owned enterprise, BULOG must be prepared to compete with 
upstream and downstream businesses. BULOG's competitors vary from regu
lar farmers in rural areas to the well-established domestic and foreign corpora
tions.1 1 Private trade businesses require fair and open management, good busi
ness ethics, and the ability to uphold social corporate responsibilities. Former 
business cultures, which rely on political patronage from elite circles, would 
not survive in the more open world of business. At the same time, BULOG also 
has to maintain its public responsibility as a stabilizing agent of food and other 
strategic commodities in domestic markets. This role obviously requires a clear 
job description for the management of BULOG, business priority in the first 
few years, and a reasonable time frame to complete its transformation into a pri
vate entity. Otherwise, BULOG wi l l not achieve any of its objectives for priva
tization nor its social obligations. 

The Falling Farmgate Price of Rice 

The first test for the reformed BULOG, and national food policy in general, was 
the drop in farmgate prices of rice in 2003, which were far below the govern-

10. The public debates regarding the Sukhoi scandal mostly concerned the following issues: 
(1) nonstandard procedures of using the state budget, given that the purchase was neither proposed 
nor approved in the process of budget formulation; (2) decisions of military officials, which sig
nificantly bypassed the authority of the Ministry of Finance; and (3) the scope of BULOG's activ
ities, which (presumably) should be limited to handling foodstuffs, not military equipment. Public 
criticism directed at BULOG included its negligence in performing domestic procurement of rice 
by purchasing the excess supply of rice at farm level, the priority given to rice and sugar imports 
over domestic sources, and the old way of doing business (which is generally associated with al
leged monopoly and nontransparency in appointing third parties and contracts related to food dis
tribution). The Sukhoi scandal provided a clear example of the fact that BULOG's operation ap
pears to be dictated by the same old political and business elites, and that it has drifted far away 
from the mandates given to it when it was transformed into a state-owned enterprise. 

11. Such as Indofood (food industries), Matahari, Hero, Carrefour, Giants (supermarket), 
Pertamina, Shell, Beyond Petroleum (oil, liquefied gas), Sudarpo Corporations (cargo forwarding), 
Sahid Hotel, Inna Hotel, Holiday Inn, and other chain hotels. 
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ment reference price of dry unhusked paddy. The floor price announced by the 
government was probably too high to be enforced, given the quality of the rice 
harvest, or too different from the international price parity. Since January 1, 
2003, the new floor price was announced formally (Presidential Decree 9/2003), 
using criteria similar to those of the past three decades (Table 6.5). Requirement 
for dry paddy to qualify for the procurement price policy was also similar (14 
percent water content, 5 percent broken and unripe, 3 percent bad grain). Also 
included in the decree is the reference purchase price of rice at the consumer 
level, and notification that BULOG is the primary responsible party in domes
tic procurement—supported by other line agencies, such as the Ministry of Agri
culture, Ministry of Trade and Industry, Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Co
operatives, State-Owned Bank, the Central Bank, and provincial and district or 
city governments across Indonesia. The perennial problems remain and reap
pear in every harvest season.12 Since 2003, Indonesia has updated its rice pol
icy two times. The first update was published in Presidential Instruction 2/2005, 
the second in Presidential Instruction 3/2007. The difference is mostly in the 
procurement price announced by the government. The farmgate prices fall be
low floor prices, yet farmers do not deliver to procurement purchasers, as they 
find it more convenient to sell through private channels than to go through all 
the trouble of fulfilling the government requirements. At the same time, rice 
procurement makes headlines whenever BULOG puts a high priority on im
ported rice to fulfill the national buffer stocks instead of employing domestic 
procurement with its high transaction cost. A further complication arises from 
the declining world price of rice. In November 2003, the world price of medium-
quality rice (Thai 25 percent broken) was US$180 per ton, equivalent to about 
Rp 1,600 per kilogram. As mentioned previously, regardless of the import tar
i f f of Rp 430 per kilogram (about 30 percent of retail price), imported rice seems 
more profitable for rice traders, including BULOG. As anybody can apply for 
an official permit to become a rice importer, the import of rice could take place 
in any Indonesian port. 

Wider Gap between Farmgate and Retail Prices 

Since the fall of Suharto in May 1998, the price gap between farmgate and re
tail has become as large as Rp 1,000 per kilogram or US$0.85 per kilogram 
(Figure 6.3). This gap implies that the marketing margin of rice distribution has 

12. Official data from the Monitoring Team of Rice Price (Tim Monitoring Harga Gabah) 
show the average farmgate price of rice was about Rp 1,422 per kilogram (or US$164.8 per ton) 
and the millgate price of rice was Rp 1,582 per kilogram (or US$181.9 per ton), almost equivalent 
to world free-on-board price of rice (Table 6.5). Both the farmgate and millgate prices of rice were 
well below the government-announced floor price of unhusked dry paddy after harvest of Rp 1,230 
per kilogram and Rp 1,500 per kilogram for unhusked dry paddy for storage.These numbers imply 
that the retail price of rice in Indonesia in 2003 was above the world price of rice, providing op
portunities for private traders to procure domestic needs of rice from the international market. 
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FIGURE 6.3 Price disparity between farmgate and retail price of rice 
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been absorbed mostly by trading and processing activities, not by the farmers 
who have remained weak price takers. In the near future, rice farming could 
lose its attractiveness among younger farmers, hence affecting the expected 
profitability it could generate. The incentive issues for farmers have become 
even more complicated as declining profitability of rice farming should be ex
pected to provide an incentive to move toward diversification into more prof
itable farming practices, such as horticulture, estate crops, and livestock. The 
Food-for-the-Poor program and similar targeted policies have benefited rice 
consumers by protecting them from paying high retail prices, which could pre
vent more absolute poverty in the country. Indonesia is in need of a new com
prehensive policy to speed up agricultural development, especially to maintain 
strong food reliance for the country, regardless of the organizational format of 
BULOG. 

The Indonesian experience in implementing floor price and subsequently 
procurement price policy has faced serious problems since the economic crisis. 
A l l three successors of President Suharto could not implement the policy well 
enough to meet food security objectives. In the era of President Abdurrahman 
Wahid in 2000, the floor price was not effective in providing a guarantee for sta
bilization (Table 6.6). Similar situations occurred in subsequent years, when the 
farmgate prices of rice in most areas have been well below the government's 
procurement prices. Using the data from the rice-price monitoring team, from 
about 6,367 samples, the observation suggests that 50.3 percent of farmgate 
prices of rice fell below the reference price, mostly because of the low quality 
of rice. A one- to two-month delay in the planting season (because of a longer 
dry season) in 2002 contributed to a high water content of 25 percent, which 
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T A B L E 6.6 Effectiveness of floor price and procurement price of rice, 1997-2003 

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 

Floor price policy 
(Rp per kilogram) 525 l,000a 1,400 1,400 1,500 1,500 1,725 

Farmers selling below 
floor priceb (percent) 0.8 3.8 8.3 48.3 17.13 9.61 50.3 

Number of observation 6,297 6,811 . 6,683 5,455 4,914 4,851 6,367 
World price free-on-board 

(USSperton) 281.0 276.0 216.2 173.6 152.7 171.8 180.0 

S O U R C E S : Calculated from BPS (various months; most recent: February 2004), Tim Monitoring Harga Gabah. 
a I n 1998, the floor price was revised four times: Rp 525 (January), Rp 600 (April), Rp 1,000 (June), and Rp 
1,400 per kilogram (December). 

bThe percentage is the number of observed farmers receiving farmgate prices below the referenced price an
nounced by the government. 

was far above the required water content of 14 percent, and possibly affected 
other requirements of broken and immature grain and the like. 

There are two possible explanations for this policy failure: first, the policy 
is poorly designed and implemented, and second, the present institutions are 
not really compatible with the norms, values, and unwritten requirements in
herent in the policy. In short, food policy should not be based on a price policy 
only, but should be supported by a set of related policies, such as tariff and trade 
policies, which are credibly enforced. Indonesia should take to heart the seri
ous lessons from the case of half-hearted liberalization policy, undertaken to 
comply with the IMF's letter of intent, where the institutional development nec
essary to implement such policies was neglected. 

Summary and Conclusions 

This chapter has examined the successes and failures of BULOG in imple
menting rice price stabilization in Indonesia, emphasizing the past perfor
mance, recent experiences of reforms, and future directions. The process of 
change from marketing parastatal to private trader in food obviously requires 
major improvements in efficiency, transparency, and public accountability. Af
ter being praised as an effective and successful government institution in food 
price stabilization and contributing to the progress of the Indonesian economy, 
BULOG has been put on public call since the 1990s. Its extensive involvement 
in food and agricultural trading activities evolved into centralized decision
making with high potentials for rent seeking. 

The initial reforms of BULOG's organization started in the economic 
crisis, during which the binding letter of intent to the IMF in 1998 reduced 
BULOG's mandate to handle only rice, instead of wheat flour, sugar, cooking 
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oil, soybean, and other commodities. The Government of Indonesia maintained 
a certain amount of national buffer stocks of rice in BULOG storage facilities, 
which could be injected at appropriate times into urban markets to ease the ef
fects of short-term price surges. BULOG was then appointed to focus also on 
targeted market operations (OPK) and RASKIN to partially insulate the poor 
from changes in consumer rice prices. By raising or lowering the co-payment 
amount for subsidized rice, the government could inject a greater or lesser 
measure of price stability into rice prices for the most vulnerable groups. 

BULOG lost its power in price stabilization when the government adopted 
trade liberalization in rice trade for about 2 years (1998-2000). Adoption of trade 
liberalization policy in rice was generally considered to be a mistake by the gov
ernment. After some surges of sharp criticism, the Government of Indonesia 
revised the components of floor price in dry paddy and rice and announced a 
protection policy by setting an import tariff at about 30 percent of retail price 
in 2000. Because of declining world prices, these price levels were set too high, 
so that the actual farmgate prices fell below the floor price for an extended time. 
The wide gap between free-on-board and cost-insurance-and-freight prices and 
the high capital costs and risks arising from storing rice domestically con
tributed to a high degree of price volatility at the peak-harvest period. There
fore, the combination of global rice price volatility and exchange-rate volatil
ity made it difficult for Indonesia's policymakers to effectively forecast an 
appropriate rice floor price. The dilemma appears to be that, once such a price 
is set, it becomes politically impossible to lower it. I f the floor price is set above 
import-parity price levels, then government wi l l be unable to defend it. This 
problem is the real challenge for reforms in food price policy. 

Reform options for a new organizational format of the state-owned enter
prises of BULOG should provide important answers to good governance, cor
porate efficiency, and public accountability, as well as the feasibility of provid
ing price stabilization during the anticipated fall in rice prices during the main 
harvesting season. As the policy on rural development has been poorly defined 
since the economic crisis, farmers have relatively little ability to hedge this risk, 
other than by pre-selling the crop prior to planting (ijon system). The main 
thrust of macrofood policy in Indonesia, therefore, should focus on how to pro
vide linkages between macroeconomic policy, rural development, and poverty-
alleviation policy in the country. 

Problems in internal BULOG management, limited access to the state 
budget, and decreased direct liquidity credit from the central bank have pre
vented BULOG from maintaining its function as a buyer of last resort in order 
to discourage excessive drops in farmgate prices. These problems have all con
tributed to BULOG's inability to defend floor price in the past 4 years, partly 
because the price was set well above the prevailing import-parity price. Simi
larly, the new approach for the Government of Indonesia and for BULOG to 
implement a domestic procurement price and procurement target is not ex-
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pected to succeed, although procurement prices continue to be announced at the 
harvest time around the English New Year. 

Transformation from parastatal into private trade in food marketing might 
be complemented by a high-quality rural development and a quite rapid pace of 
upward diversification from low-value paddy in Java, Bali, and other parts of 
western Indonesia to high-value products of horticulture, estate crops, inland fish
eries, and livestock. Otherwise, increasing production and the yield to maintain 
food security in the country can be achieved by expanding the cropping intensity 
in the existing irrigated rice system of eastern Indonesia, completing the existing 
irrigation system, and expanding irrigation facilities suitable for rice in the tidal 
swampland regions. This process poses a real challenge for future studies to ex
amine the effects of rice prices on the substitution of rice area for horticulture 
crops, inland fisheries, and floriculture or tree crops. Empirical evidence on the 
effects of low rice prices on crop diversification into low-risk secondary food 
crops has to be complemented by a thorough examination on the actual effects of 
higher rice prices on the allocation of higher-value agricultural activities. 

Finally, lessons learned from the success and failures of BULOG in im
plementing food policy include that no system works forever, and flexibility is 
very important for adjusting to external and internal changes. As the external 
environment changes and internal pressures continue, institutions and policies 
that used to work properly in the past can become outdated or even dysfunc
tional. Indonesia shall adjust incrementally to such forces of change, but even
tually incremental change is not enough. It then becomes necessary for In
donesia to make a good start for bigger reforms in food policy and improve 
institutions involved directly and indirectly in the process—a difficult but es
sential process. However difficult the changes may be, the status quo is clearly 
not an option. 

Postscript: The Debate over Food Security in 2006—An Update 
on the Role of B U L O G 
C. Peter Timmer 

In late 2 0 0 6 , a remarkable debate took place in Indonesia over the nature of food 
security, the role of rice prices in the country's increased poverty levels, and 
whether the ban on imports, in place since January 2 0 0 4 , had contributed to the 
sharp rise in domestic rice prices. The debate was ignited by a report from the 
World Bank ( 2 0 0 6 ) that linked the sharp increase in poverty levels between Feb
ruary 2005 and February 2 0 0 6 to the 30 percent real increase in rice prices dur
ing that period. The report argued that the removal of fuel subsidies in late 2 0 0 4 
had been more than compensated for by the unconditional cash transfers to the 
poor, so the culprit was higher rice prices. Because world prices for rice had 
been stable in terms of the Indonesian rupiah over that period, the cause of the 
sharply higher rice prices was the import ban on rice. 
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This report, which was published in late October in the World Bank's an
nual Review of Asian Economies, caused a firestorm of protest in Indonesia. One 
cartoon in Kompas, the country's leading newspaper, showed a combine har
vesting small farmers—the combine was labeled "World Bank." Even normally 
level-headed academics decried the World Bank's analysis, claiming it ignored 
many local "realities." 

Those realities, it turns out, were the total politicization of the issue of food 
security and the capture of the debate by a shrill group of NGOs and organiza
tions ostensibly speaking on behalf of small rice farmers. Anyone attempting 
to bring facts and data to the debate—that showed, for example, that two-thirds 
of rice farmers were net purchasers of rice over the course of a year—was vi l 
ified in the press. The Minister of Agriculture aggressively defended his claim 
that there were millions of tons of surplus rice in the country just waiting for 
someone to buy it. And he promised a massive increase in the rice harvest due 
to start in February 2007, so there was still no need to import rice (beyond the 
210,000 tons imported as an "emergency measure" to replenish BULOG's 
stocks in October, a decision that had intensified the food security debate). 

Lost in the recent debates has been any clear recognition that food secu
rity is primarily an economic issue, one for which a substantial analytical and 
empirical literature exists, for Indonesia and in general.13 The universal con
clusion from this literature is that only good economic policies can ensure food 
security on a sustainable basis for both the country as a whole and the millions 
of households individually. From this economic perspective, the food security 
"time bomb" in Indonesia's future—referred to in an article in the Jakarta Post 
on May 4, 2002—is not potential reliance on rice imports. Instead, the time 
bomb is poverty and the failure to restructure Indonesia's economy in a way 
that stimulates rapid growth of productivity in both rural and urban areas, lead
ing to higher incomes. 

Indonesia's rice economy is now mid-way in a painful transition. It started 
as a sector heavily regulated by a centralized Ministry of Agriculture and sta
bilized by a well-financed food logistics agency (BULOG). It needs to become 
an open, market-oriented sector that depends on farmer and consumer deci
sionmaking to allocate resources efficiently. The transition has stalled, however, 
because the large gap between domestic and world prices that emerged during 
the financial crisis in 1997 and which had narrowed between late 1998 and 
2004, has widened again since then. Thus, Indonesia's rice prices remain sub
stantially above world prices—in contrast to the long-run parity seen from the 
mid-1970s to the mid-1990s. This is not a market-oriented rice economy. 

The key question at this juncture is how to complete the transition to such 
a rice economy while recognizing the constraints on policy initiatives that face 

13. This general literature is reviewed in Timmer (2000, 2005), and in the Indonesian con
text in Timmer (1994). 
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the government. These constraints are mostly political, although the lack of new 
rice technology certainly narrows the degrees of freedom for policymakers. But 
policymakers seem to think that rice farmers need higher prices to stimulate 
production, and hence to improve Indonesia's food security. This perception is 
based on a faulty understanding of Indonesia's earlier success in stimulating 
rice production and improving the country's food security. Thus, it is worth re
viewing briefly how rice prices were set during the New Order government, 
when they were stabilized and maintained on the long-run trend in world mar
ket prices, until the financial crisis. It is also necessary to explain why the poli
cies that achieved these desirable outcomes are no longer appropriate or even 
feasible. 

In summary, between the late 1960s and the mid-1990s, BULOG defended 
a floor price and a ceiling price through a combination of the following four 
policy instruments: 

1. monopoly control over international trade in rice; 
2. access to an unlimited line of credit (at heavily subsidized interest rates 

in the early years and at commercial rates with a Bank of Indonesia guar
antee in later years); 

3. procurement of as much rice as necessary by district or provincial branches 
of BULOG to lift the price in rural markets to the policy-determined floor 
price; and 

4. extensive logistical facilities, including a nationwide complex of ware
houses, which permitted seasonal storage of substantial quantities of rice 
(including the 1 million tons for the "iron stock" that was considered es
sential for Indonesia's food security). 

These rice stocks, accumulated through domestic procurement in defense 
of the floor price and, when these supplies were inadequate, through imports, 
were then used to defend a ceiling price in urban markets. In the early years, 
the ceiling price was explicit and announced publicly; subsequently, it was set 
informally, providing local and provincial BULOG officials more flexibility in 
maintaining stability of rice prices (for details, see Timmer 2004a). 

This strategy was a heavily interventionist approach to formation of rice 
prices in Indonesia, and thus to the country's food security. Still, few observers 
doubted the need for such intervention in the late 1960s and through the period 
of instability in the world rice market in the 1970s. An econometric assessment 
of the 25-year period from 1970 to 1995 concluded that "BULOG's stabiliza
tion efforts paid very high dividends in fostering faster economic growth dur
ing Repelita I and I I [the first two Five-Year Development Plans, from 1969 to 
1979], apart from the additional benefits provided by enhanced political stabil
ity" (Timmer 1996, 66). But even this positive assessment concluded that ben
efits from this market intervention were diminishing as rice became a much 
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smaller proportion of the value added in the economy and as a share of con
sumers' budgets. By the mid-1990s there was clearly a need to design a much 
more market-oriented price policy (see Timmer 1996). 

This need to reform the approach to food security was driven by two 
forces. First, the price stabilization program was very expensive in budgetary 
terms, because heavy subsidies had to be provided to BULOG to maintain large 
stocks, subsidize exports when surpluses accumulated, and subsidize imports 
when domestic supplies were short. By the late 1980s internal accounts sug
gested that the costs of BULOG's rice price stabilization activities were greater 
than the benefits from faster economic growth (Pearson 1993; Timmer 1996). 
The increased corruption in the agency in the mid-1990s further called in ques
tion the use of public funds to support the price stabilization role. 

Second, successful stabilization of rice prices enhanced the profitability of 
growing rice and biased farmer decisionmaking toward its cultivation. This bias 
was desirable in the 1970s and early 1980s, as new rice technology and exten
sive investment in rural infrastructure, especially irrigation, meant farmers had 
to learn how to manage a radically new way of growing rice. In addition, In
donesia was exposed to a very thin and unstable world rice market in the 1970s, 
and additional domestic rice production enhanced its food security. But as early 
as the 1980s, the bias toward rice production was causing serious difficulties in 
diversifying Indonesia's agriculture toward higher-value crop and livestock sys
tems (Timmer 1988). 

A long-run decline in the price of rice in world markets and significantly 
greater stability in world prices have now sharply lowered the opportunity cost 
of rice to the Indonesian economy and the risks from relying on imports for a 
small share of domestic consumption.14 In 1998, for example, the country was 
able to import more than 6 million tons of rice in the wake of the worst drought 
in recent history—caused by a historically severe El Nino weather pattern—with 
very little impact on the world rice market. With Indonesian rice imports return
ing to the normal levels of earlier years after 1998, world prices continued their 
long-term decline (Dawe 1999,2002). Indeed, the decline through 2003 was so 
severe that even the increase in world prices during 2006 only brought them back 
to their 10-year downward trend. In the face of these long-run opportunity costs 
of growing rice, farmers wil l need to diversify out of rice to have better income-
earning prospects in the future. Somewhat paradoxically, the smallest farmers 
wil l need to get out of rice growing to ensure their food security. 

Alternatives to the high-cost and inefficient approach to rice price policy 
in the 1980s and early 1990s—and to the country's food security—were already 
under discussion in the mid-1990s. Although various analysts had differing pri
orities for reform, the core ideas were similar. Indonesia should rely much more 

14. This observation is the key point in Dawe's (1999,2002) review of the international rice 
market. 
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heavily on rice imports for its food security, including taking the lead in form
ing a free-trade zone for rice in East and Southeast Asia (possibly to include 
Bangladesh and India). Substantial investments in rural infrastructure to im
prove efficiency of rice marketing would be needed so that traders and farmers 
would buy and store nearly all of the harvest. Continued development of rural 
capital markets would also be needed to ensure that the financial liquidity tra
ditionally provided by BULOG procurement in defense of the floor price would 
be available from the formal banking system at reasonable rates to farmers and 
traders (Timmer 1997). 

Greater variability in seasonal prices would be permitted, so that these 
farmers and traders could earn adequate returns on their investments. Such vari
ability would not be a problem for most consumers, because rice has declined 
to a small and manageable share of their budget expenditures. In the case of 
large increases in rice prices in world markets (much less likely with a large 
Asian free-trade zone) or localized shortages, subsidies to poor consumers could 
be targeted through special logistical efforts.15 Variable tariffs on rice imports 
were also discussed as a mechanism for stabilizing rice prices in Indonesia 
without the need for a costly logistical agency. 

These discussions about improving the efficiency of the rice economy 
were put on hold during the financial crisis, but there is substantial merit to the 
market-oriented rice economy seen at the end of this transition. It remains a 
highly desirable goal, both for its effect on efficiency in the agricultural sector 
and the sustainability of the country's food security. But there are also sub
stantial political barriers in the way of this outcome. 

One worrisome element in the current policy debate has been the small de
gree of understanding about how the previous rice price policy was designed 
and implemented as the core component of the country's approach to food se
curity, what its true costs were (and how fast they were rising because of cor
ruption and loss of focus at BULOG), and what the implications might be for 
price stabilization i f BULOG (already converted into a commercially oriented 
state enterprise) is given monopoly control over rice imports. Thus, the politi
cal discussions were being conducted in a near vacuum of institutional mem
ory and experience with earlier policy design and implementation. 

That vacuum was released in early December in a series of press briefings 
and seminars that were presented on the topic of the future of food policy in In
donesia (Timmer n.d.; Hudiono 2006). In the short run, the press and academic 
commentators began to accept the economic rationale for immediate imports to 

15. BULOG had already experimented with such a program during the drought in 1991— 
the pilot activity was called "Special Market Operations" (OPK, discussed earlier). This also be
came the name of a similar program used during the financial crisis to target cheap rice to poor con
sumers, still with BULOG as the implementing agency, a program that has evolved into the poorly 
targeted and expensive RASKIN program of rice distribution to the poor. 
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stabilize rice prices on behalf of the welfare of the poor. On December 22, the 
government announced it would import 520,000 tons of rice to cover the short
age of BULOG's stock until harvest time in March 2007 (World Food Pro
gramme 2006). The nature of the food security debate has changed. 

What next? The decision to import rice to stabilize rice prices is clearly an 
attempt by the economic realists in the government to wrest control of food 
security issues from the politically charged agriculture lobby. But nothing has 
actually been done yet to clarify rice trade mechanisms beyond this one-off 
deal. The import ban is still technically in place, and BULOG's stocks—and 
ability to sustain market operations on behalf of stabilizing rice prices—are still 
hostage to unique decisions by the president and the cabinet. Even in the short 
run, Indonesia has still not come up with a coherent strategy for food security. 

In the longer run, the links between pro-poor growth and food security re
main weak in political terms while still strong in economic terms. The political 
appeal of the new strategy for dealing with poverty—direct fiscal transfers to 
the poor—is obvious. These transfers have immediate and visible impact on the 
recipients, and the political pitch for the programs makes it sound as though the 
government is actively committed to poverty reduction. Thus, although democ
racy has probably increased the size and influence of the political coalition con
cerned about poverty, it has sharply undermined the coalition supporting eco
nomic growth as the main mechanism for dealing with poverty. In the current 
political rhetoric, poverty reduction is no longer linked to economic growth, and 
food security remains almost entirely a political issue—despite the success in 
arranging imports for the next several months. 

In fact, BULOG seems to have built a political coalition similar to the one 
supporting food stamps in the U.S. Congress—support comes from conserva
tive rural legislators eager to have additional markets for the food that is pro
duced in surplus by their farm constituents, and from urban liberals who live in 
areas where many poor people use food stamps as a major source of their in
come. Similarly, BULOG has assembled support for its rice procurement pro
gram (to help rice farmers), which supplies the rice for RASKIN. No parlia
mentarians have been willing to take on both dimensions of the rice program 
simultaneously, and so the huge budget subsidies that accrue to BULOG to run 
these programs, and the corruption that accompanies them, go unchallenged. 
BULOG's budget in 2005 was Rp 4.7 trillion. 

In summary, four factors seem to distinguish the current political context 
with respect to pro-poor growth from the earlier era when it was so success
f u l . 1 6 First, there is no longer an active concern to hold down rice prices to pro
tect poor urban consumers and the rural landless, as there was in the late 1960s, 
when fear of communist insurgency was still apparent. Second, there seems to 

16. This four-point summary was suggested by Ralph Cummings Jr. in a private communi
cation. 
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be less concern for running the economy efficiently than there was in the early 
days of the Suharto regime, when technocrats were granted unparalleled au
thority by the military to set basic economic policy. Third, the franchising con
cept, which turned important local management issues over to local authorities 
but which was enforced by central discipline, is no longer workable in an era 
of political decentralization and democratization. Finally, there is no Green 
Revolution on the horizon and "getting agriculture moving" wi l l be difficult in 
the face of stagnant technology. The combined impact of these factors has ef
fectively undermined the coalition favoring economic growth as the way to re
duce poverty, and hence the long-run political reliance on the economy to pro
vide food security. 

Rebuilding the economic growth coalition is likely to take a long time, as 
it wi l l depend on the underlying conditions of economic governance—political 
stability, rule of law, control of corruption, and so on—that have been moving 
in the wrong direction until December 2006. Probably the best that can be 
done in the short run—the next 3-5 years—is to minimize policy damage to the 
interests of the poor while trying to improve the effectiveness of the programs 
transferring resources directly to the poor. The government should get high 
marks for moving so quickly to bring rice imports into the country in early 2007, 
despite overwhelming political opposition to such a move even as late as No
vember 2006. But this is not a coherent policy for food security. 

In the long run, the only way to sustain food security is through pro-poor 
economic growth. No country has been able to generate such growth decade af
ter decade without reasonably open engagement in the world economy. Rice 
has lost much of its significance to the Indonesian macroeconomy, but the poor 
still rely on stable access to rice in rural and urban markets. Keeping those mar
kets stable and accessible wi l l be far easier and cheaper i f Indonesia's rice econ
omy also participates openly in world markets. 
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7 Options for National Food Authority Reforms 
in the Philippines 

R A M O N L . C L A R E T E 

The National Food Authority is one of the most enduring parastatals in the 
Philippines. Its responsibility is to ensure food security in staple cereals during 
natural and non-natural calamities and to stabilize the supply and prices of 
staple cereals at the farmgate and consumer levels. There had been efforts to 
reform NFA that included privatization of its trading functions, and they suc
ceeded briefly in 1985. However, the agency and its stakeholders managed to 
reverse those reforms and bring the old policies back. Thus, the reforms remain 
to be carried out, and the urgency to implement such reforms has increased as 
the agency is incurring high costs for services that may be provided differently, 
more effectively, and more economically. 

This chapter discusses the mandate of NFA and analyzes the performance 
and costs of its operations. Based on this analysis, it identifies elements of an 
improved food security program and presents options for reforms. 

NFA's Changing Mandate 

Public intervention in the Philippine's foodgrain markets dates as far back as 
the early 1960s, when two public agencies were in operation: RCA, a regula
tory agency, and RICOB, a government-owned and operated grain-trading 
company. In 1972, by virtue of Presidential Decree 4 (PD 4), the government 
created NGA, which combined regulatory and trading functions of RCA and 
RICOB. Faced with a rice supply crisis in the world market in 1981, a shortage 
of domestic supply of white corn (a substitute for rice), and high retail prices 
of rice and corn, the government resorted to price ceiling and rice rationing to 
defend the ceiling. This led to NGA becoming NFA and covering nongrain food 
items, the prices of which also needed to be stabilized and subsidized. 

The mandate, functions, and powers of NFA are designed to support this 
governmental thrust for rice self-sufficiency.1 The NFA helps sustain the pro-

1. Attaining self-sufficiency continues to be one of the main thrusts of the Philippine food 
policy, which is reflected in its programs (Masagana 99 and Masaganang Maisori) aimed at in-
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ductivity program by procuring grains at higher-than-market prices and assur
ing grain producers a stable and reasonable return to farming, despite a tripling 
of rice yields in those years. In addition to price support, NFA is responsible for 
developing the postharvest system for grains, building and operating a network 
of storage and postharvest facilities throughout the country. The amended PD 
4 defines the current food security program of the Philippine government. It 
provides the following mandates to the NFA: (1) to stabilize year-round rice 
prices, (2) to make rice affordable for the country's population, and (3) to en
sure that palay (unmilled, or "paddy," rice) prices provide rice farmers a rea
sonable level of income. However, the agency's mandates have undergone sev
eral changes, in terms of commodity coverage and trading policies, which 
reflect the government's policy responses to solving various problems in run
ning its food security program over the years (Table 7.1). 

From Rice and Corn to Wheat, Sugar, and Cooking Oil 

In the early years, the Philippines was a food-deficit country and, as a result, 
there was no major push for the government to procure rice or corn from farm
ers. Nevertheless, when the country achieved self-sufficiency and managed to 
have a modest exportable surplus, the political pressure developed for NFA to 
stop the fall of farm prices in order to develop incentives for farmers to sustain 
the country's success in rice production. This pressure resulted in an amend
ment to the charter requiring NFA to institute price support programs for rice 
and corn. This policy resulted in subsidizing both consumers and producers. A l 
though the farm price support program addressed the political problem of or
ganized rice and corn producers, high farm prices meant high consumer rice 
and corn prices, which had to be compensated through subsidized public dis
tribution of rice and corn. As a result, the budgetary requirement of the gov
ernment's food security program grew, in contrast to the first few years of NFA's 
operation, when its costs were smaller and the mandate was simpler. 

Efforts to solve the financial problem produced another problem—flour 
millers were unable to source wheat at prices consistent with the price ceiling 
on flour-based food products. The bad wheat crop in major wheat exporting 
countries in 1975 resulted in prohibitively expensive wheat in the world mar
ket, thus preventing the local flour millers from maintaining the government-
imposed price ceiling on wheat flour.2 This series of events paved the way for 

creasing corn and rice productivity during the 1960s and 1970s. At the second Food Summit in Au
gust 1998, the national government urged and provided resources to provincial local governments 
to lead the effort of becoming "self-sufficient" in rice production. These pronouncements under
score the prevalent thinking in the Philippines toward self-sufficiency as an important strategy to 
attain food security. 

2. A similar scenario took place in 1977, but this time it involved feedgrains. When a price 
ceiling was imposed on corn, rising world market prices of yellow corn increased to levels incon
sistent with the price ceiling. This disparity gave impetus to integrators and large livestock and 
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importation of wheat grain by NFA at the request of the flour millers—a mutu
ally beneficial arrangement: NFA's sale of wheat to the flour millers at a fixed 
price enabled the latter to continue their flour milling operations, while the rise 
in the price of bread in the local market was contained. This scheme also pre
vented undue demand for rice, which NFA was also importing from a thin world 
market. NFA found a stable and adequate source of income in wheat trading, 
which explains why the agency's ad hoc involvement in wheat imports was ex
tended to 10 years—substantially beyond the time when the wheat situation had 
normalized. 

By the second half of the 1970s NFA was regarded as a major success in 
governance. It embodied the government's improved capability to manage food 
insecurity. The country started to export rice. Although this outcome was as re
sult of the Department of Agriculture's rice productivity program, NFA was 
seen to be an indispensable partner of the department, particularly in post-
harvest and marketing. The agency demonstrated that it could manage the price 
crises involving rice and corn and their respective substitutes. The warehouses 
and mills were strategically located in the country. NFA was the most impor
tant and strategic grain trader in the country. Local food shortages, particularly 
those caused by natural calamities, were swiftly and adequately relieved with 
grain stocks coming out of NFA warehouses. And the agency's programs did 
not require a major budgetary outlay, because NFA had an important source of 
income from importing wheat, corn, and rice. 

This success created the next opportunity to expand and further compli
cate the agency's charter. The impetus for this change came from then newly 
created Ministry of Human Settlements, headed by the former first lady of the 
country, Minister Imelda Marcos. In 1981, former President Marcos issued PD 
1770, which gave the agency the mandate to implement a pro-poor program. In 
a way, the agency already had such a program, although by that time it was not 
recognized as such. The agency distributed foodgrain at subsidized prices. The 
added mandate broadened the scope of this program to include nongrain house
hold necessities as well. In response, NFA launched the Kadiwa program, op
erating mobile and stationary retail stores in urban centers and depressed areas 
in many parts of the country. These stores carried those food items that NFA 
considered to be basic—rice, sugar, cooking oil, coffee, milk, and noodles—and 
sold these items at subsidized prices. 

poultry operators to request NFA to import yellow corn for feed manufacture. Corn had been among 
the commodities that NFA could trade, but the understanding then was that corn, in this case, was 
intended for food. When feedgrain prices went up in 1977, corn destined for human consumption 
was diverted for livestock use, which caused food corn prices to rise as well. Although the inter
vention of NFA at that time was consistent with the agency's mandate, the transient problem was 
met with a rather permanent solution—inclusion into the agency's charter of this additional re
sponsibility. Thus, even after the global yellow corn market normalized, NFA continued to be an 
important player in the domestic feedgrain market. 
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Back to Rice and Corn 

During the first half of the 1980s, while the country was reeling from the sec
ond world oil price shock, debt service and fiscal deficit increased. In 1984, the 
peso depreciated substantively and the economy contracted. These events cre
ated a favorable economic environment for reforms. The depreciation of the 
peso decreased NFA's income even as its clients demanded more of its services 
because of the crisis. The flour millers, increasingly dissatisfied with NFA's mo
nopoly control over import, advocated taking back the right to import wheat. 
They found important allies among policy think tanks and donors. Because of 
the economic crisis, the government was open to ideas that would get the econ
omy out of depression. In 1985, in need of foreign exchange to manage its for
eign debt, the government agreed with the Asian Development Bank to end both 
the Kadiwa program and the wheat import monopoly of NFA. Political support 
for the program weakened as the Marcos governrnent became increasingly iso
lated. In 1986, the government was overthrown following a peaceful "people 
power" revolution on the streets in Manila. 

The reforms in 1985 brought the agency back to where it had been 10 years 
earlier, when it traded only in grain. Although the financial problem associated 
with running the Kadiwa program dissipated, the reforms took away from the 
agency one of its important sources of income, wheat imports. The national 
government stepped in and increased its recurring subsidy to the agency, but 
this supplement was inadequate. NFA's major source of income was now its 
business from importing rice. However, during periods of high world prices for 
rice or when the peso depreciated, the agency had to resort more heavily to debt 
to continue its operations. NFA borrowed from commercial banks to pay for its 
corporate deficit, and the national government allowed NFA to accumulate debt 
with guarantees on the agency's short-term papers. 

From Rice and Corn to Sugar and Back to Rolling Stores 

In 1991, the failure of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade to conclude 
an agreement aimed at converting quantitative import restrictions into ordinary 
customs duties for certain imports led the Philippine government to unilaterally 
continue its import liberalization program in 1992. Thus, sugar imports were 
stripped of nontariff measures and given initially higher tariffs, which had to be 
reduced over 3 years, ending in 1995. In early 1996, sugar producers succeeded 
in getting the Philippine Congress to increase import duties on sugar. As news 
about this decision spread, sugar imports surged while import duties were low. 
Importers stocked up in anticipation of higher import duties, and by the second 
half of 1996, the country had overstocked and domestic prices sharply fell. 
Sugar producers then asked the government to intervene and procure sugar di
rectly from them to stabilize prices. In 1997, the government gave in under pres
sure and instructed NFA to stabilize sugar prices with domestic procurement. 
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In 1998, by virtue of a government executive order, the Kadiwa stores were 
re-introduced, which further reversed the reforms in 1985. This time these 
stores were called "ERAP" stores after then-President Joseph Estrada. Unlike 
those in the Kadiwa program, ERAP stores were operated by private entrepre
neurs, who bought from NFA the basic household necessities that they distrib
uted to the poor. There was another type of ERAP store called the "ERAP-
Palengke ng Bay an," which was typically located within the premises of a 
market. In 1998, NFA operated more than 1,500 ERAP stores nationwide. It 
spent almost Php 10 million in 1998 to purchase nonrice food items. 

Analysis of NFA's Performance 

According to official documents, the agency has the following four specific 
functions: domestic procurement, imports, buffer stocking, and public distri
bution of rice. In this section, I examine the implementation mechanism, costs, 
and effects of these four interventions on the markets. 

Domestic Procurement 

A quick review of the data on NFA's procurement reveals three facts. First, pub
lic procurement is concentrated in the areas of the priority production programs 
of the Department of Agriculture only. For instance, up to 65 percent of NFA's 
procurement comes from the provinces classified as surplus; and the number 
reaches 85 percent i f the procurement areas are defined by the priority areas of 
the Department of Agriculture. The remaining 15 percent is from several deficit 
areas that produce less than 2,000 tons annually, where private milling capacity 
is either limited or, where available, the facilities are not within NFA specifica
tions. Second, the NFA's palay procurement as a percentage of total production 
has consistently declined from more than 7 percent in the late 1980s to less than 
1 percent in 1996-98, suggesting that the program is becoming increasingly in
effective (Table 7.2). Finally, an Asian Development Bank study estimated that 
only 3 percent of the total number of rice farmers in the country directly benefits 
from the agency's procurement, and most likely, these are farmers whose farms 
are located within a relatively short radius of NFA's warehouses (ADB 1999). 

Imports 

For more than 25 years, NFA has enjoyed monopoly control over the import of 
rice into the Philippines.3 The total quantity of rice imports depends largely on 
the levels of carryover stocks and production. From 1986 to 1998, except for 
3 years when the country exported rice, imports, on average, have accounted 

3. The private sector has been allowed to participate in rice imports, but only for small vol
umes of fancy varieties, varieties for experimental use as planting materials, and for relatively small 
volumes required under the country's minimum access volume commitment to WTO. 
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TABLE 7.2 Domestic procurement rate of the National Food Authority (NFA), 
1976-80 to 1995-98 

Period 
Palay production 
(thousand tons) 

NFA palay 
procurement 

(thousand tons) 
Procurement rate 

(percent) 

1976-80 36,341 2,752 7.57 
1981-85 40,174 2,463 6.13 
1986-90 45,536 2,039 4.48 
1991-95 49,315 1,198 2.43 
1996-98 32,557 286 0.88 

S O U R C E : Data from the Bureau of Agricultural Statistics, National Food Authority. 

for 6.3 percent of total available supply (Table 7.3). However, that number 
changed dramatically in the late 1990s. For instance, during 1997/98 and 1998/ 
99, the beginning stocks were estimated to be enough to feed the entire nation 
for 98 days, higher than the strategic buffer norm of 90 days. Rice imports were 
so excessive that by the end of June 1999, nationwide stock was at a record high 
of 2.38 million tons, sufficient for 114 days of nationwide consumption. Yet 
the shipments from foreign sources continued to arrive for the remainder of the 
year. 

To understand how this change could have happened, one needs to dig 
deeper into the matter. The country has an Inter-Agency Committee (IAC), cur
rently chaired by the Department of Agriculture, which is tasked with provid
ing assessments of the supply and demand that serve as input to NFA's import 
decision. NFA and the Department of Agriculture prepare a joint recommen
dation to the NFA Council on the volume and timing of imports, a procedure 
that has been followed even during the years when NFA was attached to the Of
fice of the President. Upon approval by the NFA Council, the secretary of the 
Department of Agriculture and the NFA administrator jointly or separately re
quest from the president the authority to import. 

However, since 1998, there have been cases in which decisions to import 
rice were made outside of the IAC process. In a meeting of IAC in August 1998, 
the Bureau of Agricultural Statistics confirmed that the final estimate of palay 
production for 1997/98 was 10.7 percent below the previous crop year's pro
duction because of delayed planting in all regions, particularly in Central Lu
zon, Southern Mindanao, and Central Mindanao. However, NFA had an esti
mated stock of 1.93 million tons, enough for 92 days. Based on these estimates, 
IAC recommended that additional rice imports be decided on the basis of the 
October forecast of production. In September 1998, when the October forecast 
of production was not yet available, NFA was able to secure authority from the 
president to import 650,000 tons of rice. 
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TABLE 7.3 Estimates o f rice supply and use, 1985/86 to 1998/99 (thousand tons) 

I tem 1985/86 1986/87 1987/88 1988/89 1989/90 1990/91 

Total supply 7,295.00 7,292.30 7,110.60 7,447.20 7,424.80 8,186.50 
Beginning stocka 999.5 1,541.20 1,417.20 1,230.80 1,079.70 1,366.60 
Productionb 5,949.50 5,858.40 5,681.90 6,045.20 5,876.40 6,464.10 
Imports (exports)0 346 -107.3 11.5 171.2 468.7 355.8 
Percentage o f supply 4.74 -1.47 0.16 2.30 6.31 4.35 

Total requirement 5,753.80 5,875.10 5,879.80 6,367.50 6,058.20 6,365.30 
Food d 5,200.20 5,327.40 5,349.50 5,803.70 5,512.40 5,776.70 
Seeds 166.9 166.9 160.9 170.9 163.9 168.3 
Feeds and waste 386.7 380.8 369.4 392.9 381.9 420.3 

Ending stock 1,541.20 1,417.20 1,230.80 1,079.70 1,366.60 1,821.20 
Commercial 274.1 335.1 363.6 389.3 593 603.4 
NFA 584.6 552.7 320.4 104 333.2 534.6 
Household stock 682.5 529.4 546.8 586.4 440.4 683.2 

Daily consumption 
Total 15,900 16,200 16,700 17,700 17,900 16,700 
Per capita (kilogram) 94.9 95 93.3 98.7 91.6 91.9 

Number o f days' supply 97 87 74 61 76 109 
Population (January 1) 54,808 56,103 57,432 58,799 60,203 62,865 

S O U R C E : Data from the Bureau of Agricultural Statistics. 

N O T E : Blank cell indicates not available. 
aJuly 1 stock inventory is based on the monthly survey of household stocks (Bureau of Agricultural Statistics), 
monthly survey of commercial stocks (NFA), and NFA stock inventory reports. 

With the 650,000 tons of imported rice, the supply reached 3.43 million 
tons, which was enough to last until the first week of December, a month be
yond the lean period. During the October 1998 meeting of IAC, the Bureau of 
Agricultural Statistics concluded that the palay production would increase by 
3 million tons in 1998/99 for a 35.7 percent increase over the previous crop year. 
Thus, IAC concluded that the contract to import 300,000 tons and standby au
thority for 350,000 tons more were adequate to stabilize rice prices in that year. 
Ignoring these recommendations, NFA unilaterally contracted another 350,000 
tons based on the standby authority and secured approval from the president to 
import another 300,000 tons, bringing total rice imports in 1998 to an un
precedented 950,000 tons. These events clearly manifest NFA's tendency to ex
tract rents from its monopoly control over rice imports. 

Two other aspects of current rice import mechanisms can provide more in
sights about the inefficiency of government monopoly. First, import contracts 
are normally negotiated on a government-to-government basis and at terms that 
were advantageous to the government, after a bidding process. NFA believes 
that goverrrment-to-government contracts protect it from any default or delay in 
the delivery of stocks, a situation that could destabilize domestic supply. How-
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1991/92 1992/93 1993/94 1994/95 1995/96 1996/97 1997/98 1998/99 

7,764.50 7,838.20 8,080.00 8,067.20 9,329.90 9,577.10 9,553.00 10,329.00 
1,821.20 1,627.20 1,380.00 1,257.20 941.9 1,602.10 1,818.00 1,927.00 
5,972.30 6,221.00 6,490.00 6,810.00 7,263.00 7,266.00 6,488.00 6,718.00 

-29 -10 210 0 1125 709 1247 1684 
-0.37 -0.13 2.60 0.00 12.06 7.40 13.05 16.30 

6,137.30 6,458.20 6,822.80 7,125.30 7,727.80 7,759.10 7,626.00 7,819.00 
5,587.90 5,895.00 6,137.00 6,504.30 7,064.80 7,096.10 7,030.00 7,188.00 

161.2 159 173 178 191 190 174 177 
388.2 404.2 512.8 443 472 473 422 454 

1,627.20 1,380.00 1,257.20 941.9 1,602.10 1,818.00 1,927.10 2,510.00 
432.9 460.4 431.1 375.7 362.4 394.8 419.9 
634.5 300.2 95.8 28.7 525.2 739.3 911.9 
559.8 619.4 730.3 537.5 714.5 683.9 595.3 

17,500 18,200 18,300 19,500 21,100 21,300 20,900 21,400 
86.6 89.1 90.5 96.3 102.2 100.3 97.2 94.2 
93 76 69 96 102 100 97 114 

64,510 66,155 67,798 67,751 69,148 70,742 72,335 76,320 
bBased on the final estimates of the Rice and Corn Production Survey of Bureau of Agricultural Statistics; 
1998/99 production based on the April forecast. 

cBased on NFA records of actual volume of import and export shipments. 
dEstimated based on the residual method of calculation. 

ever, records of the agency indicate that almost 40 percent of the volume con
tracted with the Department of Foreign Trade of Thailand arrived past the ship
ment period, as was the case with other government suppliers, although to vary
ing degrees. 

Second, NFA records show no pattern in the time spent to conclude con
tracts, starting from the time the president authorizes the importation. For ex
ample, in 1995, NFA obtained the authority to import 300,000 tons in mid-May, 
but it was not until mid-July that the first contract for the shipment of 25,000 
tons within a month was concluded. The next three contracts were concluded 
during November and December, when there was reduced harvest, as correctly 
forecasted by the Bureau of Agricultural Statistics. 

The timing of rice import shipments is just as critical as the import vol
ume. Ideally, shipments must be in the country and strategically positioned 
before the onset of the lean months, which are July to September. With large 
import volumes confined to a single importer—the government in this case— 
shipments should necessarily be programmed earlier, or arrivals may spill over 
into the start of the main harvest, thereby depressing farmgate prices. Table 7.4 
presents the monthly arrivals of imported rice from 1995 to 1999 as a percent-
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TABLE 7.4 Monthly distribution of imported rice arrivals, 1995-99 (percentage of 
import arrivals) 

Month 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 Averagea 

January — 12.9 — 8.6 30 11.1 
February — 11.7 — 9 23 9.9 
March — 32.5 12.6 6.4 17.2 13.7 
April — 22.4 31.3 9.4 11.8 15.3 
May — 12 23.1 10.1 13.5 12.5 
June — 4.7 26.1 11.7 4.5 10.7 
July 2.9 — 5.5 10 — 5.4 
August 42.2 — — 11.2 — 7.2 
September 27.9 3.8 — 6.2 — 5 
October 21.8 — — 6.4 — 4 
November — — — 5.2 — 2.3 
December 5.2 — 1.4 5.8 — 3 
Import volume 

(MT) 252,953 913,443 730,713 2,092,263 765,266 

S O U R C E : National Food Authority. 

N O T E : — indicates not available. 

"Import weighted. 

age of total import volume for the year. The numbers suggest that about 70 per
cent of the total imports arrived between March and June. With a much larger 
volume contracted for 1998, delivery was a year-round activity with about one-
fourth arriving during the first quarter, or 6 months earlier than the expected 
peak of sales. Import deliveries during the harvest season depressed farmgate 
prices. The huge carryover stocks for 1999, plus the arrival of newly contracted 
volumes as early as January, resulted in an extremely large NFA inventory. 

Buffer Stocks 

NFA maintains two types of rice reserve: a strategic rice reserve equivalent to 30 
days' consumption on 1 July every year, and an emergency rice reserve equiva
lent to 15 days' consumption at any time of the year. The two types of stocks 
have two different objectives. While the strategic rice reserve is meant to cush
ion the effects of relatively higher retail prices during the lean months (July-
September), the emergency rice reserve is maintained to enable the government 
to immediately respond to emergency situations, including natural disasters. 

EMERGENCY R I C E RESERVE . In early 1993, NFA introduced the concept 
of an emergency rice reserve as a contingency and quick-response mechanism 
in times of natural calamities when normal flow of rice is disrupted. The emer
gency rice reserve plan categorized provinces based on the overall situation of 
supply and demand, estimated as the difference between production and con-
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sumption. Based on this categorization, the country is classified into four ma
jor areas: (1) very critical (provinces with negligible production that are almost 
fully dependent on other provinces for rice supply), (2) less critical (provinces 
with minimal production that are partly dependent for rice supply), (3) self-
sufficient (production meets the consumption requirements), and (4) surplus ar
eas (provinces with sufficient production to be able to export to other provinces). 

In terms of the levels of stocks, there are some variations across provinces. 
For example, the province of Iloilo or the island of Mindanao can supply Metro 
Manila and receive stocks within 7 days from stock withdrawal (from the ware
house) to delivery to a receiving warehouse. In 1993, therefore, the maximum 
emergency rice reserve was pegged at 7 days' consumption in very critical ar
eas, and at 1 day's consumption in surplus areas. 

However, the policy was changed during the 1995 rice crisis. The Legisla
tive Executive Development Advisory Council ruled that NFA is to maintain 
a 15-day emergency rice reserve at any given time. This ruling resulted in a 
fourfold increase in the quantity of emergency rice reserve by province cate
gory (Table 7.5). At present, the nationwide emergency rice reserve is placed at 
340,000 tons (private plus public), based on the daily consumption of22,000 tons. 

How well does the emergency rice reserve work? There is no clear-cut an
swer, but two points can be made. First, the way it operates, there is no means 
of ascertaining the appropriateness of the rice reserve volume, nor is there any 
way of judging the feasibility of the system. Rice stored in the warehouses is 
not distinguished according to the type of reserve, mainly because of warehouse 
space limitations. Building up the strategic rice reserve could take as much as 
9 months before any releases into the market are made. For the most part of any 
given year, stocks for the emergency rice reserve and the strategic rice reserve 
are piled together in the same warehouse. 

Second, NFA's response to emergencies does not differ significantly from 
the emergency food assistance of other government agencies, such as the Na
tional Disaster Coordinating Council (NDCC) and the Department of Social 
Welfare Development. The NDCC—the agency that is primarily responsible for 
consolidating the resources to mitigate the effects of calamities—is the first to 

TABLE 7.5 National Food Authority emergency rice reserve, 1993 and 1995 

Category Number of provinces 1993a 1995a 

Very critical 23 7 30 
Less critical 25 5 15 
Self-sufficient 14 3 5 
Surplus 22 1 2 

S O U R C E : National Food Authority. 

"Units are number of days of rice available for consumption. 
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respond to emergencies, especially in areas that become isolated and unreach
able by normal means after a calamity. It distributes rice stocks withdrawn from 
the nearest NFA warehouse or canned foods purchased in the open market. The 
Department of Social Welfare Development, on the other hand, has its own 
mechanism to assist calamity-affected households through the distribution of 
food items, including rice purchased from the NFA, and nonfood items as well. 
This duplication suggests that there is a coordination issue, as three different 
public agencies are trying to achieve the same policy objective, which, in all 
likelihood, is expensive and inefficient. 

STRATEGIC RICE RESERVE . The volume of the government's stock or 
strategic rice reserve (about 650,000 tons) is based on the assumption that pri
vate traders and households have zero stocks, and the government would need 
at least 30 days to replenish stocks from imports. To examine the consistency 
of the policy, I analyze the government's historical strategic rice reserve level, 
starting in 1985/86. Four important results emerge from the analysis presented 
in Table 7.3. First, the public stock, dominated by excessive imports, has often 
been high, particularly in the late 1990s, with the highest level reached in 1999. 
Second, by maintaining excessive stocks, NFA essentially forces itself to un
load as much rice as possible during the three lean months. This practice pushes 
prices down and discourages private stock-holding, which is reflected by the 
fact that whenever NFA held a large stock, both household and private stocks 
have been lower. Third, NFA distributed only half of its stocks during the peak 
distribution months, which meant incurring additional storage costs on the other 
half of the stocks, amounting to about 300,000 tons. Finally, data also show that 
increasing NFA's strategic rice reserve through procurement during the main 
harvest season entails at least 9 months of storage before peak demand occurs. 
The high carrying and procurement costs make this approach an expensive 
stockpiling operation. 

Public Distribution 

The central objective of the policy of public distribution of rice is to stabilize 
prices and guarantee an affordable price to poor consumers. However, available 
economic studies indicate that prices have been unstable in many years; leak
ages have been as high as 50 percent (Balisacan 1995; Subbarao, Ahmed, and 
Teklu 1996), and that consumers would have been better off had prices been de
termined by market forces (Clarete et al. 1992). Analyzing price data for 1986— 
96, Clarete (1999) concluded that farm prices of palay would have been lower 
by 8 percent i f the wholesale prices of rice has been transmitted without inter
vention. The following are some of the reasons: 

1. The sale of rice outside the critical period of July-September appears to 
be an NFA mechanism for unloading excess stocks, especially when the 
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excess stocks are the result of over-importation. This practice creates un
certainties that translate into price instability. 

2. As far as sales of rice are concerned, NFA operates like a private trader. It 
adopts a quota system to limit the release of rice during periods of low in
ventory and an open sale system to speed up the sale when the stocks are 
huge. It also facilitates the movement of low-grade or substandard rice 
stocks by selling these stocks in combination with good stocks. This prac
tice might be in the interests of NFA, but such intervention creates strong 
disincentives for private-sector investments in the rice sector. 

3. What is probably of greater concern is whether the sale of low-priced rice 
reaches the targeted individuals. According to available studies, only 50 
percent of the subsidies normally reach the intended beneficiaries (Ba-
lisacan 1995; Subbarao, Ahmed, and Teklu 1996). 

Taking all these factors together, the costs of public distribution translate 
into large costs to the government. For example, since 1986, NFA's net operat
ing loss has fluctuated from nearly Php 387 million in 1990 to more than Php 
2.3 billion in 1992. Only in 1996 when the NFA imported rice did it post a net 
operating profit of Php 1.2 billion (Clarete et al. 1998). 

A recent work (Roumasset 1999)4 points out that the NFA's pricing poli
cies have not prevented the public from paying relatively high rice prices and 
farmers from receiving less than the trade protection implied by current poli
cies. Although price stabilization cannot be given full or even the largest part 
of the blame, the irony is that the Philippines—projected to be a shining suc
cess story 25 years earlier—has been an underachieving economy (ADB 2000). 
Its agricultural growth rate has been below average for the region (3.0 percent 
annually during 1967-95 compared to 3.8 percent for the region, and only 2.2 
percent annually during 1982-95 compared to 4.4 percent for the region). This 
performance, however, has not translated, in contrast to many of its neighbors, 
into significant increases in growth of GDP (1.9 percent annual increase in 
GDP during 1980-95 and a miserable -0.4 percent annual increase in GDP 
per capita—the lowest rate in the region and the only country with a negative per 
capita rate) and reduction in overall poverty. 

Program Costs 

A study by the United States Agency for International Development-funded 
program AGILE (AGILE 2000) attempted to quantify the losses to society of 

4. This report was commissioned by the Accelerated Growth, Investment, and Liberaliza
tion with Equity (AGILE) program, which provided technical assistance to NFA for exploring op
tions for reorganizing the agency. AGILE is financed out of a grant made by the U.S. Agency for 
International Development to the Philippine government. 
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the current program. The study uses a partial equilibrium model of the rice mar
ket in the Philippines to estimate the residual inefficiencies of the NFA's reor
ganization options. Five components of rice market inefficiencies were defined 
and estimated based on the model: foregone tariff revenues, consumer sur
charges, producer losses, excess burden for consumers, and excess burden for 
producers. Table 7.6 reproduces AGILE'S estimates of program cost. 

The government forgoes revenues amounting to Php 3.72 billion a year by 
restricting rice importation to NFA. I f permits to import rice were auctioned to 
the private sector, the government would earn revenues. Alternatively, i f rice 
imports were liberalized subject to import taxes, tariff revenues would accrue 
to the government. Currently, NFA, which is the sole importer of rice in the 
country, receives a deferment on tariff payments to the government from its rice 
importation activities. 

About Php 3.7 billion are lost each year by rice consumers under the cur
rent program. This loss represents the penalties borne by consumers under 
the segmented rice marketing system and nontransparent import regime— 
conditions giving rise to imperfect competition in the Philippine rice market. 
On a per-unit basis, the penalty is measured by the excess of the actual price of 
rice resulting from NFA intervention and import policies over the equilibrium 
price of rice in a better-integrated rice marketing system and a tariffs-only im
port regime. In addition, consumers face an excess burden, that is, losses due to 
the policy of protecting rice producers, amounting to Php 4.24 billion each year. 

Rice farmers are also penalized by the current NFA intervention system; 
Php 3.67 billion in the form of losses from lower farmgate prices plus Php 4.47 
billion in excess burden, representing the value of their overproduction (and 
consequently lower farm income) because of trade protection. They could re
ceive higher farmgate prices without NFA price interventions. 

From 1995 to 1998, on a yearly basis, the total of these estimated rice mar
ket inefficiencies ranged from Php 11.95 billion to Php 31.24 billion. On aver
age, the total loss amounts to Php 22.77 billion a year. 

TABLE 7.6 Estimated cost of the National Food Authority's rice price and import 
policies, 1996-98 (Php billions) 

Cost category 1996 1997 1998 Average 

Foregone tariff revenues 4.32 3.25 3.58 3.72 
Consumer surcharges 6.44 8.87 4.7 6.67 
Producer losses 3.44 4.51 3.05 3.67 
Excess burden for consumer 7.63 4.54 0.55 4.24 
Excess burden for producer 9.41 3.91 0.07 4.47 
Total 31.24 25.08 11.95 22.77 

S O U R C E : Data from AGILE (2000, Table 4.16). 
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Policy Options 

The analysis of the previous sections suggests that, although the NFA has made 
profits out of imports in some years, it has not been able to achieve the stated ob
jectives, and the costs of its operation have been high and increasing. Several stud
ies have suggested various reforms, which boil down to seven specific suggestions: 

1. limiting food security programs to rice only—both for stabilization and for 
targeted SSN programs, 

2. stabilizing prices within a band and adjusting the level of imports for this 
purpose, 

3. creating programs for disaster and food emergency mitigation, 
4. targeting intervention for the poor, 
5. creating a regulatory agency, separate from NFA, to perform relevant reg

ulatory functions for food security purposes, 
6. changing farmers' assistance from price support to an appropriate trade 

protection and strategic public investment (to increase productivity and re
duce transaction costs), and 

7. privatizing NFA's trading functions. 

Shifing Focus to Rice Only 

Shifting policy focus to rice only needs further discussion. There are at least 
four convincing reasons to focus on rice. First, food preferences are not uniform 
across various income groups. As Bouis (1991) demonstrates, at lower levels of 
per capita income, people consume calorie-intensive foods, such as rice. How
ever, as incomes increase, diet becomes increasingly diversified into alternative 
sources of calories, as well as into sources of other nutrients. Thus, as long as 
food security of the poor is the main policy objective, only rice should be the 
policy focus. Given the low per capita incomes in the country, and consequently, 
the relatively high demand for calories, only a disruption in the supply of rice 
is critical to overall food security. 

Second, given the tastes of Filipinos, rice qualifies as the single most im
portant staple food. Although there are Cebuano-speaking Filipinos in the south 
who prefer white corn grits, they readily switch to rice i f there is a shortage of 
white corn. That is, there cannot be a food security crisis, as long as rice sup
ply is adequate, even i f imports were restricted. Unfortunately, the reverse is not 
true in the Philippines. In other words, shortfalls in rice supply while rice im
ports remain restricted cannot be met with white corn supply. 

Finally, like any other developing country, the price elasticity of demand 
for rice in the Philippines is low, and poor consumers spend a large share of 
their income on rice. Therefore, any fluctuation in price of rice tends to induce 
shifts in aggregate expenditure (Islam and Thomas 1996). In the Philippines, 
consumers spend about 17 percent of their household budgets on cereals on the 
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aggregate and about 26 percent in case of poor households. Given this expen
diture pattern, price increases lead to a substantial reallocation of aggregate ex
penditures to these food items and away from other items. 

Stabilizing Rice Prices within a Band 

This proposal requires approving and implementing an appropriate enabling or
der that wil l set the government price for regularly milled rice within a range 
consistent with a targeted domestic price band. Under the proposed scheme, up
ward deviations of market prices from the price band wil l be corrected with ap
propriate changes in trade implemented through a scheme of flexible import tar
iffs, and subsidies, and in-quota rice imports, which wi l l be expanded as 
required. Unlike the current practice of using domestic costs of production to 
set target price, the price band wil l primarily be determined by a target whole
sale price of rice, to be calculated using the world price of rice and a socially 
acceptable (and WTO-compatible) tariff protection for rice farmers. 

Initially, the annual implicit tariff protection on rice production can be set 
as the benchmark, although the government wi l l have to make a decision on the 
tariff rate that balances the interests of producers and consumers. Average im
plicit tariff protection from 1995 to 1999 is presented in Table 7.7. The num
bers suggest that the estimates vary widely from year to year, with an average 
of about 68 percent. The data used for domestic market prices are those for 
Metro Manila. Hence, the target price is the world price of rice in local currency 
—adjusted for the cost of freight, insurance, and transport from port to first 
warehouse—plus the implicit protection rate of 50 percent. Through the years, 
this tariff rate may have to be gradually reduced to make the rice market more 
integrated and competitive with the world rice market. 

The upper and lower limits of the price band wi l l ensure that wholesale 
rice prices within the band are tolerable or acceptable to the buying public, such 
that they do not have to deal with any substantial reallocation of their house
hold resources. But how should such a price band be set? Based on an analysis 
of the percentage deviation of monthly domestic wholesale rice prices from 
their 3-month moving average from 1990 to 1999, shown in Figure 7.1, the lim
its of the band may be set at plus or minus 5 percent from the target price. 

The target price wil l vary depending on the world price of rice and the ex
change rate. Changes in the target price, when deemed too abrupt or too steep, 
may exceed the expectations of the millions of households in the country, 
prompting them to voice their dissatisfaction in ways that would destabilize the 
economy. This effect can be illustrated by the 40 percent increase in the target 
price that could have materialized between 1997 and 1998 as a result of the 
Asian crisis—a situation that would have pushed wholesale prices up by about 
Php 5 per kilogram of rice (see Figure 7.2). Furthermore, this figure gives use
ful information on how target prices may be adjusted from year to year in a way 
that is tolerable by the population. Monthly wholesale prices are compared with 
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FIGURE 7.1 Percent deviations of monthly wholesale rice prices from their three-
month moving averages 
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S O U R C E : Bureau of Agricultural Statistics. 

FIGURE 7.2 Estimated wholesale rice price band after tariff adjustments 
and observed quarterly wholesale prices of rice in Metro Manila, 1995-99 
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S O U R C E : Bureau of Agricultural Statistics for observed prices. 
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their respective levels of a year before. About 67 percent of observed annual 
changes in monthly prices fall within plus or minus 10 percent. A l l these obser
vations falling within the range of plus or minus 10 percent are likely to be tol
erated. The observations corresponding to the period when the country was in 
the midst of a rice shortage crisis were outside this range. 

Emergency and Disaster Mitigation 

PUBLIC R I C E BUFFER STOCKS AS INSURANCE FOR CONTINGENT FAILURE OF 
T H E SCHEME . Concerns have been raised that the proposed scheme may not 
be effective without using domestic buffer stocks when dealing with market 
failures, because of inadequate data on rice production, consumption, and in
ventories as well as the failure of private sector (the holders of import licenses) 
to import stocks required to stabilize prices within the band. The likelihood that 
any of these problems shall occur is high, considering the politicized nature of 
decisionmaking concerning rice imports. 

Responses to these concerns may include continuing the effort of improv
ing the government's capability of gathering relevant rice statistics and analyz
ing them. Furthermore, an important feature of the proposed changes to the 
price stabilization scheme is to establish a process for determining the method, 
agents, and conditions used to make decisions about rice imports. Once this 
process has been subjected to public discussion and adopted as amended in con
sultative meetings, the implementation of such ought to be free of recurrent de
bate on whether the statistics or the analysis thereof is correct. I f the govern
ment commits a mistake while following the procedure, then the mistake may 
be dealt with appropriately on an ex-post instead of an ex-ante basis. 

A good example is the experience of the country in 1995, when the gov
ernment decided that there was adequate rice production and thus determined 
not to import rice. At the same time, domestic rice procurement was low in 1994, 
such that buffer stocks were critically low. By the second quarter of 1995, rice 
prices sharply increased. The government reversed itself and decided to import 
rice, but it was too late—prices had already jumped to an unacceptable level. 

Although the important role for public buffer stocks as a contingency 
against failure of the proposed stabilization scheme with trade is recognized, 
creating a government corporation for managing such stocks is unnecessary. An 
alternative is to engage the services of a company to maintain the appropriate 
level of stocks. Concerns are raised that such a company may be unreliable in 
complying with the terms of its contract. Although a breach of contract is pos
sible, it does not warrant having a government corporation as backup. Clearly 
one can think of similar situations—as in defense-related services or procure
ment—involving important national concerns, yet the government trusts private 
companies to do good business. 

RICE CONTINGENT FUND FOR EXTRAORDINARY SITUATIONS. An extraor
dinary situation involves the disruption of the normal flow of rice to and from 
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these markets as a result of natural causes. Typhoons, floods, earthquakes, vol
canic eruptions, and other natural calamities may cause temporary disruption 
of the private-market activities of rice businesses in disaster-stricken areas. The 
government presently has a system for coping with calamity situations. The Na
tional Disaster Coordinating Council (NDCC), in coordination with the local 
government units in affected areas, has the capability to respond to problems 
induced by natural calamities. 

There may, however, be emergency situations disrupting the ordinary rice 
trade that NDCC may not regard as a natural calamity situation. The residents 
in these affected areas become vulnerable to temporary increases in rice prices 
as the marketing infrastructure is rendered impaired because of natural causes. 
Because NDCC would not recommend to the president that these areas be de
clared in the state of natural calamity, the government may have to prepare for 
such emergency situations and directly intervene to keep rice prices from go
ing up unnecessarily. A rice contingency fund may have to be created that the 
government may tap in responding to such area-specific emergency situations. 
The intervention to cope with this extraordinary situation, however, may be car
ried out by a private trading company engaged for this purpose. 

Targeted Rice Distribution to the Poor 

Providing safety nets to the poor wi l l always be a critical feature of develop
ment policies, particularly for a developing economy, such as that of the Philip
pines, which must pursue structural and macroeconomic adjustment reforms to 
achieve a more sustained pace of growth. As Balisacan (1995) has argued, a 
tight budgetary situation, such as the one confronting the Philippines today, does 
not allow for a generous amount of food subsidies. This constraint calls for a more 
targeted approach to providing food subsidies, in contrast to the general con
sumer subsidies currently implemented by NFA. 

A separate program to target rice subsidies for the poor wi l l have to be de
signed, funded, and implemented. Another feature of the program must be the 
provision of assistance to disadvantaged regional markets to reduce price dis
parities arising from transport cost differentials. Effective ways ought to be de
veloped for identifying beneficiaries and for developing the appropriate mech
anism of delivering assistance. 

A related problem is the poor quality of marketing infrastructure. The rice 
market in a specific area may gain access to rice at substantially higher prices 
than found at more competitive markets. The higher prices may be the result of 
higher marketing costs and/or monopoly rents. It is even a possibility that some 
regional markets may not be serviced at all by the private sector for fear that the 
government, for political reasons, wi l l regulate rice prices at levels comparable 
to those in the rest of the country. 

An appropriate response may require subsidizing transportation of rice to 
isolated areas. It is important to confine such interventions to truly needy areas 
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and to keep the implementation of such programs cost effective. The danger 
here is to expand the scope of direct market intervention to undeserving areas. 
As in the poverty-reduction program discussed above, further studies ought to 
be undertaken to identify such areas and to determine a cost-effective modality 
for implementing these programs. 

Decoupling the Regulatory and Proprietary Functions of NFA 

A key option is the separation of the regulatory and proprietary functions of 
NFA, creating a National Rice Board to assume the former and relinquishing 
the latter functions to the private sector. This process involves (1) creation of a 
National Rice Board (NRB), attached to the Department of Agriculture, which 
would assume the relevant regulatory functions essential to managing the pro
posed price stabilization band; (2) maintenance of the regulatory functions that 
are still relevant but are within the scope of work of existing government units; 
and (3) total removal of irrelevant functions. 

The board would be headed by an interagency committee, composed of 
members from the public and private sectors. The secretary of the Department 
of Agriculture would serve as its chairperson, while the public-sector members 
would be representatives (with the rank of undersecretary or its equivalent) from 
other departments or organizations. The Department of Agriculture, as lead 
agency, shall have authority over NRB with respect to the review and approval 
of its plans, programs, and budget; the assessment of its overall performance; 
and the supervision of its policy formulation. However, decisions arising from 
the exercise of the regulatory powers of the board shall not be subject to review 
by the Department of Agriculture, but may be appealed in the courts of justice. 

NRB would basically implement the proposed price-band mechanism, 
which involves setting the national target price for rice, estimating the volume 
of imports necessary to equate supply with demand at the target price, and al
locating the import quota to the private sector. Because the exercise is quite data 
intensive, NRB has to fully coordinate with the Bureau of Agricultural Statis
tics. NRB's successful administration of the price-band scheme wil l be reflected 
in the level of the target price and the actual monthly wholesale and retail prices 
of rice. At the end of each year, NRB can also verify whether the totals for do
mestic production, consumption, and importation of rice for that year tally with 
the estimates of its supply-demand model. 

Finally, the utilization of the import quota by the private sector would give 
the government an indication of the correct volume of imports required by the 
country. For example, i f the quotas become fully expended before the second quar
ter of the year, then the board may have underestimated the supply-demand gap. 

Reformulating Assistance to Farmers 

The history of NFA's operation suggests that its procurement program does not 
benefit all farmers throughout the country, it has recurring budgetary outlays, 
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and only the farmers located near NFA warehouses (about 3 percent of all farm
ers) can sell rice to receive price-based assistance. An assistance package con
sisting of an appropriate level of trade protection and public expenditures in 
agriculture wi l l present a more strategic way of increasing the farm incomes of 
more farmers. A better assistance program would focus on reducing systemic 
inefficiencies in the market through capital outlays in production and market
ing infrastructure, the inadequacy of which justified the formation of NFA, as 
well as technology development. 

PUBLIC EXPENDITURES FOR AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT. The Philip
pines has lately done relatively little to support its agriculture. It has among the 
lowest, i f not the lowest, ratio of public expenditures for agriculture to total ex
penditure and GDP among members of the Association of Southeast Asian Na
tions. From an average of 10-12 percent between 1976 and 1983, the share of 
government expenditures on agriculture in total government expenditures de
clined to an average of 6 percent between 1992 and 1995. At the same time, 
there has been a marked shift of government expenditures away from research, 
irrigation, and community development (including rural roads) to agrarian re
form, environment (which each claim one-fourth of government expenditures 
on agriculture), and price supports (which claims another 7 percent). 

This trend has to change, and there have been initiatives to do so. In the 
wake of the country's accession to WTO, the national government had set aside 
significant resources for the development of the country's agriculture. However, 
the grain sector has been the prime beneficiary of this recent policy focus on 
agriculture. Budgetary resources for the sector increased from Php 0.54 billion 
in 1993 to more than Php 4.00 billion in 1997. Similarly, the Agriculture and 
Fisheries Modernization Act of 1998 also offered a set of measures and invest
ments to prepare the country's agriculture and fisheries sectors for global com
petition, including a budgetary allocation to ensure funding for agricultural 
R&D projects, extension, irrigation, and other infrastructure. 

However, a major problem that has emerged in agricultural development 
planning in the country concerns the capacity of the Department of Agriculture 
to absorb agricultural development resources. Although a case can be made for 
expanding the size of this department's field operations to process these funds 
more quickly, a better option might be to involve local government organiza
tions in identifying and implementing development projects. This point of de
centralizing public expenditures for agricultural and rural development is elab
orated below. 

DECENTRALIZING AGRICULTURE SECTOR INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT 
SERVICES . Government decentralization has been a key program of the Gov
ernment of the Philippines. In 1991, the government enacted a law devolving 
various governmental functions, largely in the social services and infrastructure 
development sectors, to local government units (LGUs). Accompanying the de
volution of various responsibilities was the institutionalization of internal rev-
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enue allotments to LGUs by the national government. A total of 40 percent of 
the national government's internal tax revenues is allocated each year to LGUs. 
With the decline in the share of international trade taxes, LGUs account for an 
increasing share of the total tax revenues of the national government. 

It is widely perceived in the country that the devolution program has failed 
to provide most LGUs with adequate resources and expertise to effectively as
sume responsibilities formerly undertaken by the national government. The 
lack of funds is exacerbated by the fact that even where national government 
funds are made available to augment local resources, they are exclusively chan
neled to a centrally packaged menu of programs that may differ from the iden
tified needs and priorities of the LGUs. LGUs, therefore, end up passively par
ticipating in nationally funded projects. 

Because of lack of funds and the decades-old practice of centralized de
velopment planning and implementation, many LGUs are unable to supply the 
required public investments for the development of the grains sector in their re
spective localities. A few LGUs that are financially able to do so are biased 
against agriculture-related programs, which they perceive as being more costly, 
having less per capita income impact, having poor prospects for cost recovery, 
and generating smaller political benefits per peso of investment than town cen
ters or other highly visible projects. 

Developing closer Department of Agriculture-LGU linkages, therefore, 
wi l l only partly solve the problem, as there is no assurance that the department 
wi l l accede to LGU priorities. Nor is there any binding commitment on the part 
of the LGU to adhere to national targets and objectives, given that funds wi l l 
still be controlled by the Department of Agriculture. Nevertheless, establish
ment of a more effective coordination system between the two agencies can be 
an initial step in crafting a more formal and effective bottom-up planning and 
implementation arrangement. For this purpose, the regional field units of the 
Department of Agriculture wi l l need reorientation and training in the planning 
and handling of projects in closer coordination with LGUs. LGUs, in turn, wi l l 
have to actively involve farmers and other local residents in the configuration 
of their plans and implementation of projects to generate public support for their 
projects.5 

ENCOURAGING TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION. The positive contribution 
of improved technologies and infrastructure to the development of the agricul
ture sector cannot be overemphasized. In the pipeline for the grain industries 
are rice hybrids, single-cross yellow corn hybrids, Bt corn, improved white corn 
varieties, integrated pest management, and balanced fertilization schemes. 

To accelerate the development and commercialization of such technolo
gies, two measures are proposed that encourage private-sector investments in 

5. However, for a successful coordination of the Department of Agriculture and LGUs, other 
issues need to be sorted out. For a discussion, see AGILE (2000). 
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R&D. One measure institutionalizes protection of intellectual property rights 
involving plant varieties. Such a protection may need to be consistent with the 
country's contractual obligations under WTO's Trade-Related Intellectual 
Property Rights Agreement. This measure requires legislation changing the 
country's legal system for intellectual property rights to include plant varieties. 

The other measure involves the issuance of transparent regulations gov
erning the development and commercialization of transgenic materials. At pres
ent, the country suffers from a general lack of rules to govern the conduct of field 
trials of transgenic plant varieties. Bt corn, for example, which has the potential 
to reduce the incidence of disease without the use of agricultural chemicals, 
needs to be tested at the field level. Present regulations are overly conservative 
such that private-sector firms that have the technology find the cost of conduct
ing field trials too high. There is another set of regulations that governs the com
mercialization of such transgenic varieties. Both sets of measures are meant to 
encourage the development and commercialization of transgenic materials with
out sacrificing scientifically necessary regulations to reduce risks. 

Privatizing NFA's Marketing Functions 

Implementation of the aforementioned reforms wi l l have major implications for 
NFA's marketing functions, as they wil l become redundant in a more liberal
ized environment. Therefore, successful transition wil l require careful planning 
on how to privatize and/or disinvest the assets that NFA has accumulated over 
the years. Currently, the assets that the agency owns can be grouped into six cat
egories: land, buildings, other land improvements, machinery and equipment, 
transportation equipment, and furniture and office equipment. The total value 
of NFA's fixed assets, based on fair market value, was estimated in 1999 at Php 
6.109 billion. Fair market value is defined as the amount at which the property 
would be exchanged in the current real estate market, where both buyer and 
seller are free of compulsion. Land and buildings account for nearly 90 percent 
of the value of NFA's fixed assets. 

Four alternative modalities for privatizing NFA's marketing functions are 
on the table: (1) sale of NFA on an as-is basis, (2) creation of new smaller pri
vate corporations, (3) divestment by sale of individual assets, and (4) divest
ment by sale of bundled assets. The pros and cons of these options are discussed 
below. 

SALE OF NFA ON AN AS-IS BASIS. The level of government intervention 
and budgetary cost wi l l be lowest i f the present trading enterprise or assets of 
NFA are sold as one unit. However, there are several pitfalls. First, given that 
NFA is estimated to be worth Php 6 billion and has a large share in the cereal 
market, selling it to a single corporation is likely to negatively affect small pri
vate traders in the sector. The rice industry is composed of thousands of rela
tively small private operators—almost 11,000 in warehousing and more in milling 
—and none of them has capacity comparable to that of NFA. Selling NFA as a 
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whole wi l l create a very large private operator, against which it wi l l be difficult 
for the smaller private groups to compete. 

Second, NFA is far from being an attractive investment opportunity to the 
private sector. It is a corporation whose financial performance is undermined 
by its mandate to protect both producers and consumers. This mandate trans
lates into a "buy high-store long-sell low" formula that contradicts the profit-
maximization objectives of private corporations. Although NFA tries to fulfill 
its mandate without incurring unreasonably high losses, financial records attest 
that losses covered by government subsidies and increased debts have been a 
normal occurrence. 

Third, there is a proposal for the private sector to own at least 51 percent 
and the government to own at most 49 percent of NFA. This idea is not an at
tractive investment proposition for the private sector, which wi l l be apprehen
sive about the possible use of the corporation for political purposes. However, 
as a recent study indicates, such an arrangement is also likely to create prob
lems (ADB 1999). One such potential problem is the possibility of a "swing 
vote," as when a private investor with an equity stake of, say 2 percent, can vote 
with the government, thus allowing the latter to control the company. There
fore, even i f a group of investors intends to exercise control over the company, 
the fact that any investor with a 2 percent equity stake can give control back to 
the government wi l l discourage such attempts. Another potential problem is as
sociated with appointments of political cronies to senior positions in the new 
corporation, a relatively common practice in the Philippines. 

Finally, given the investment characteristics of private corporations and the 
level of development of capital markets in the Philippines, potential investors 
wil l be large private investors rather than retail investors. These investors wi l l 
likely be interested in the new corporation only i f they are able to acquire a con
trolling majority, which wil l entail a significant level of investment. Based on 
the appraisal of the NFA's assets, the potential market value of assets located in 
168 out of the 500 NFA sites (with storage and other logistic facilities) is more 
than Php 6 billion. Thus, to acquire a 51 percent equity stake in the new corpo
ration, an investor would need to pay more than Php 3 billion, an investment 
level only a few, large private investors can manage. 

CREATION OF NEW AND SMALLER PRIVATE CORPORATIONS WITH GOVERN
MENT EQUITY . The fixed assets of NFA can be bundled for outright sale based 
on the estimated value, taking into account the characteristics of the locations 
and the availability of infrastructure. The same parameters can be adopted in cre
ating several new corporations out of the present NFA. Under this option, the 
levels of government intervention and fiscal burden would also be minimized. 

DIVESTMENT B Y SALE OF INDIVIDUAL ASSETS . I f NFA's fixed assets are 
sold on an individual basis, the policies on the sale and the selling process can 
be as simple as currently practiced by NFA through its Committee on the Eval
uation of Peripheral Projects and the Non-Performing Capital Assets and Di -
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vestment Committee. The sale would be guided by the Commission on Audit. 
The process, however, could take several years, given that there are more than 
500 sites, six major categories of assets, and thousands of individual assets. 

The likelihood of lower privatization proceeds for the government is high 
i f the fixed assets are sold individually, without restrictions on the utilization of 
the assets purchased. The saleable properties or those with higher value and bet
ter alternative use can be sold more easily than the rest—resulting in the gov
ernment's taking the risk of ending up with a long list of noncore assets. 

DIVESTMENT B Y SALE OF BUNDLED ASSETS . The Asian Development 

Bank's Grain Sector Development Program study (Clarete et al. 1998) empha
sized that the pattern of trade in rice is dictated by economic and financial forces 
rather than by administrative and political boundaries. Competition and innova
tion move faster and more effectively when trade responds to market forces, and 
not under defined administrative boundaries. The study suggested that the coun
try can be grouped into rice trade subsystems that depict how traditional surplus 
and deficit areas complement each other across seasons and at the least overall 
transactions cost. The report identified seven subsystems. An eighth subsystem 
may be added to this list (the Ilocos region). The main characteristics of each of 
these subsystems are presented in Table 7.8 and are briefly discussed here: 

1. Cagayan Valley—Metro Manila subsystem: Accounts for 13 percent of 
total national paddy output; rice harvesting begins one month earlier than 
Central Luzon; meets the rice requirements of Metro Manila during the 
traditional lean period of July to September.6 

2. Central Luzon—Metro Manila subsystem: Accounts for 17 percent of 
total national paddy output; its major market is Metro Manila, but it also 
serves other provinces in the region and parts of Northern Luzon; has 
milling capacity of 2.9 million tons. 

3. Southern Luzon—Metro Manila: Produces 9.4 percent of total national 
paddy output, but this output is concentrated in the provinces of Mindoro 
Occidental and Mindoro Oriental. The port facilities in these provinces 
and in Batangas make up for the normal flow of trade to Metro Manila and 
to the island provinces in the region. 

4. Bicol Region—Eastern Visayas subsystem: Has two pronounced harvest 
seasons, which allow shipments of seasonal surpluses to other provinces 
within the region and to the neighboring provinces of Eastern Visayas. 
Rice production in the regions is equivalent to about 6 percent of total na
tional paddy output. 

5. Western Visayas—Metro Manila subsystem: Accounts for 12.2 percent of 
total national paddy output, making it the third-largest supplier of rice. Its 

6. Although paddy and rice are different in terms of quantity, one can assume a constant con
version factor (1 unit of paddy = 0.67 unit of rice). 



TABLE 7.8 Complementarity of international ports in rice subsystems 

Cluster International port Remarks 

1. Cagayan Valley 
2. Central Luzon 

3. Southern Luzon 

4. Bicol Region-Eastern 
Visayas 

5. Western Visayas 

6. Central Visayas 

7. Mindanao 

None 
Subic in Zambales 

Batangas Port in Batangas 
City 

Tabaco Port and Legaspi 
Port in Albay and 
Tacloban Port in Leyte 

Iloilo Port in Iloilo 

Cebu Port in Cebu 

8. Ilocos Region and parts 
of Central Luzon 

Davao City Port and 
General Santos Port 
in South Cotabato, 
Cagayan de Oro Port in 
Misamis Oriental, and 
Zamboanga City Port 

Poro Point in La Union 

Produces up to 13 percent 
of total national paddy 

output 
Major supplier to Metro 

Manila 
Produces up to 17 percent 

of total national paddy 
output 

Supplies Metro Manila 
and Northern Luzon 

Produces about 6 percent 
of total national paddy 
output 

Supplies nearby provinces 
and those of Eastern 
Visayas 

Produces up to 12.2 
percent of total national 
paddy output 

Supplies Metro Manila 
and parts of Southern 
Luzon. 

Produces about 2 percent 
of total national paddy 
output 

Barometer for the overall 
rice supply-demand 
situation 

Self-sufficient in rice 
Supplies nearby provinces 

in the Visayas 

Experiences deficit periods 
in rice 

Served by Central Luzon 
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harvest, which comes mainly during the rainy season and 1 month ahead 
of the harvest in Central Luzon, allows for early shipment of rice stocks to 
Metro Manila and parts of Southern Luzon. 

6. Western Visayas—Cebu subsystem: Contributes only about 2 percent to to
tal national paddy output; high rates of urbanization make it a significant 
rice consuming area. Like Metro Manila, Cebu is used as barometer for 
the overall rice supply-demand situation. 

7. Mindanao subsystem: Is fundamentally self-sufficient in rice, with sea
sonal surpluses shipped to nearby provinces in the Visayas. 

8. Ilocos Region—Central Luzon subsystem: Experiences deficit periods in 
rice, and is served by Central Luzon. 

Which of the three options for divesting NFA's marketing options has the 
best chances of being successful? To answer this question, all three options are 
assessed based on the following four indicators: (1) level of government in
volvement, (2) level of government budgetary support, (3) privatization pro
ceeds, and (4) level of market competition. Table 7.9 summarizes these results, 
which indicate that unrestricted selling of NFA's fixed assets in bundles might 
be the best option, as it results in low government intervention and budgetary 
supports (first two rows in the last column), but high privatization proceeds and 
market competition (last two rows in the last column). Also note that, except 
for the option to sell NFA as one corporation under the restricted sale options, 
all options are highly favorable based on indicators of government intervention, 
fiscal burden, and market competition efficiency. As a matter of strategy, it is 
further proposed that the divestment of NFA's fixed assets be implemented in 
two stages. The first stage involves the sale of noncore assets and the second, 
the sale of the core assets. 

Summary and Conclusions 

The objective of this chapter has been to discuss the mandates of NFA, analyze 
its operational performance, and offer alternatives to reform the current public 
interventions in the food markets of the Philippines. The analysis suggests that, 
although the main objectives have remained the same, NFA's mandates have 
frequently been changed—sometimes in response to emergencies and at times 
to pacify the powerful stakeholders in the system. These changes ranged from 
mandating that NFA cover only rice and white corn to expanding its grip to 
other commodities, such as sugar and cooking oils, and reverting back to rice 
and corn again. The changes, and the way NFA has implemented them, have 
been expensive both in terms of the use of public resources and the market dis
tortions that the policy has created. 

The indirect costs of NFA's operation, resulting from inefficient trade pro
tection, have been astounding. One of the striking indirect costs results from 
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TABLE 7.9 Evaluation of options to divest the marketing assets of the National Food Authority 

Divestment through: 

Restricted sale Unrestricted sale 

One corporation Several Individual Bundled 
Indicator on "as-is" basis corporations assets assets 

Level of government 
intervention High High High Low 

Level of government 
budgetary support High Medium to high Low Low 

Privatization proceeds Low Medium to high Low High 
Level of market competition Low Low to medium High High 

NFA's monopoly control of the import of rice. Available estimates suggest that 
about Php 3.72 billion are foregone each year for granting import monopoly to 
NFA; and quite the opposite would have happened, had government liberalized 
the trade. The loss to consumers is of similar magnitude (Php 3.7 billion). Adding 
up the components of these costs, estimated yearly costs of rice market ineffi
ciencies range from Php 11.95 billion to Php 31.24 billion during 1995-98. 

The spiraling direct and indirect costs of continuing price stabilization has 
prompted discussions to reform the current policies. Reviewing available options, 
the government's role should now be limited to (1) stabilizing prices within a 
broad band, with WTO-compatible adjustable tariffs and private-sector partici
pation; (2) providing targeted SSN programs for the poor; (3) managing emer
gencies or natural disaster related income shocks; and (4) providing assistance to 
farmers in alternative ways. It has also been argued that, once these reforms are 
undertaken, NFA might become a nonfunctioning entity that has to be disman
tled. Examining the pros and cons of various divestment options, we conclude 
that selling NFA's fixed assets in bundles might be the most viable option for the 
government to adopt—as it is likely to increase competition, reduce government's 
involvement, lower costs, and improve overall efficiency of the rice markets. 
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8 Role of State-Owned Enterprises in Vietnam's 
Rice Markets 

D A N G K I M SON A N D T R A N C O N G T H A N G 

Unlike those in other Asian countries, the food marketing parastatals in Viet
nam did not originate as institutional entities to implement dual agricultural 
pricing policies in the country. The two major parastatals, one in the north 
(VINAFOOD-1) and the other in the south (VINAFOOD-2), were set up fol
lowing the centralized planning approach, giving them monopoly control over 
all aspects of agricultural marketing. Farm prices and consumer prices were 
simply government decisions, and government covered, through budget subsi
dies, any losses that parastatals might have incurred. Although an empirical as
sessment of VINAFOODs' performance, especially for the early years, could 
not be conducted due to the lack of data, evidence suggests that SOEs in gen
eral were plagued by inefficiencies. For example, Minot and Goletti (2000) re
port that the fiscal deficit in Vietnam ballooned in 1985-86 because of reduc
tions in Soviet assistance and the losses of SOEs. The adverse effect of central 
pricing on production incentives was also manifested through farmers' resist
ance in the Mekong Delta to cooperativization; and in the north, there was a 
growing recognition that centralization was eroding farmers' incentives.1 

With mounting fiscal deficit, reduced flow of Soviet assistance, and stag
nating rice production, it became clear by the mid-1980s that policies had to be 
changed to jump-start the economy. In 1986, the government decided to initi
ate more market-friendly policies through an announcement commonly known 
as Doi Moi (renovation). A resolution under this policy was passed in 1988 that 
allowed farm households to (1) buy, own, and sell all agricultural inputs, such 
as machines, buffaloes, and other tools; (2) lease cooperative land for 10-15 
years under different forms of contracts and bidding; and (3) market 40 percent 
of the contracted output. By 1989, compulsory government purchase of farm 
products was eliminated, and private traders were allowed to purchase directly 
from the farmers (Pingali and Xuan 1992). 

Although subsidies were reduced and the economy responded remarkably 
to reforms, SOEs in food and other sectors continue to dominate in the country 

1. Farmers in the Mekong Delta were independent before the unification in 1975. 
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(Irvin 1995; Plummer 1995). For instance, both VINAFOODs continue to en
joy close to monopoly status in international trade, and their operation is facil
itated through cheap credit, warehousing facilities, and tax exemptions, which 
translate into hidden subsidies and can potentially hinder private market devel
opment. Against this backdrop, this chapter examines the operational structure, 
scope, and performance of VINAFOODs since the reforms that began in the 
mid-1980s. The chapter is organized as follows. The next section offers a dis
cussion on how rice markets responded to various reforms, which is followed 
by a section that describes the role of the VINAFOOD-1 and VINAFOOD-2 in 
rice marketing. The subsequent section critically examines the rationales of var
ious government supports that these parastatals enjoy in rice marketing, the fifth 
section lists the major issues of policy reforms, and the chapter concludes with 
a summary and policy implications. 

Reforms in the Rice Sector: The Policies and Their Impacts 

In Vietnam, the rice sector plays a dominant role in generating rural employ
ment, enhancing household welfare and the overall economic stability in the 
country. According to data from the Vietnam Living Standard Survey (GSO 
2000), more than 80 percent of Vietnamese farmers cultivate rice, and for the 
majority of them, it is the main source of livelihood. Therefore, it was not a sur
prise when the leaders decided to deviate from the central planning model in 
the face of declining per capita rice production during the country's first 5-year 
plan (1976-80), which was a failure in many ways. None of the 15 production 
targets was met during the plan period, per capita rice production declined, and 
there was farmer resistance to centralization of cooperative management. 

The government's response was formulated in Decree 100 in 1981, which 
deviated from the central planning model and provided farm households with 
the option to sell part of their surplus in the open market. However, farmers were 
still obligated to supply a prespecified share of production to the cooperatives 
in exchange for various inputs, including irrigation, fertilizers, and pesticides. 
Farmers responsibility was therefore to plant, care, and harvest the crop. The 
policy created strong incentive for farmers and had immediate effects on rice 
production, which jumped from just 11.6 million tons in 1980 to about 16 mil
lion tons in 1987. Per capita food production grew from 273 kilograms in 1981 
to 304 kilograms in 1985 (Minot and Goletti 2000). 

However, the invigorating impact of Decree 100 was short lived because 
of macroeconomic instability, decline in Soviet assistance, and poor perfor
mance of the SOEs. Rice production stagnated as hyperinflation eroded the real 
value of official rice prices, fiscal deficit skyrocketed, and the farmers were dis
satisfied by successive increases in production quotas. Thus, in 1986 the gov
ernment announced a new policy initiative, known as the Doi Moi (renovation), 
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which was a bold move toward a more market-economy-like approach. One of 
the major policies enacted was Resolution 10 of 1988, Agricultural Economic 
Management Reform, which recognized the farm household as the basic unit 
of agricultural production, and farmers were allowed to buy, own, and sell agri
cultural inputs. 

The effect of this policy on the rice sector was dramatic. Within only a year 
after implementing Resolution 10, rice production jumped to 19 million tons, 
turning the country from being in chronic deficit to being a rice exporter. Both 
yield rate and area under rice cultivation increased, which in turn contributed 
to rising rice production. Since 1989, food output has increased by 1 million 
tons per year, and rice output grew at more than 7 percent during 1989-93 (Fig
ure 8.1). The average rice yield increased by 3.65 percent per year during 
1980-2002. In 2002, rice yield and production were estimated at 4.5 tons per 
hectare and 33 million tons, respectively—more than twice the averages in 
1980. There is a consensus that this remarkable success can be attributed to land 
distribution policies, stimulated production, and enhanced investment in infra
structure and applied new technologies, among other things. 

Toward the end of the 1990s, it became apparent that growth from the rice 
sector was slowing down, farmers were switching their rice land to other crops 
(Table 8.1), and common-variety rice was fetching lower prices in the interna
tional market. A clear response to this trend was to diversify agriculture, which is 

FIGURE 8.1 Vietnam rice output and yield, 1980-2002 

Output (thousands of tons) Yield (quital/hectare) 

1980 1982 1984 1986 1988 1990 1992 1994 1996 1998 2000 2002 
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TABLE 8.1 Average annual growth of area, yields, and output for rice in Vietnam, 
1980-2002 

Indicator 1980-88 1989-93 1994-99 1999-2002 

Area in rice 0.01 2.67 2.61 -0.83 
Rice output 3.96 7.23 5.46 2.35 
Rice yield 3.93 4.43 2.78 3.19 

S O U R C E : Information Centre for Agriculture and Rural Development. 

exactly what Prime Minister Decision 80/2002-QD-TTg, issued in June 2002, in
tended. The decision specifically encourages agroprocessing and the production 
of high-value products through contract farming, and many enterprises, espe
cially big SOEs, have responded by signing contracts with producers. 

In the winter-spring crop of 2002/03, nearly 120,000 hectares of high-
quality rice in the Mekong Delta have been contracted by about 20 enterprises, 
which include Food and Agricultural Materials Company (7,000 hectares), 
Dong Thap Import-Export Company (4,800 hectares), Tien Giang Food Com
pany (5,025 hectares), Co Do Farm (7,300 hectares), Song Hau Farm in Can 
Tho (5,600 hectares), and Food Company and Import-Export Company in Vinh 
Long (11,000 hectares). Although it is too early to draw specific conclusions, ex
perts expect that this arrangement wil l eliminate price uncertainties, ensure bet
ter income for the farmers, and increase agricultural value added for the country. 

Role of Parastatals in Rice Marketing 

Background and Issues 

In Vietnam, there is a wide variation across regions in specialization and agri
cultural production. Rice is grown mainly in the Red River Delta and the Mekong 
Delta, which account for more than two-thirds of the total rice production in the 
country. In the Northern Upland, where the poverty rate is the highest, the main 
source of livelihood is corn and livestock production. In the Northern and Cen
tral Southern coasts, there is little land for cereal production, and households 
make their livings mainly from fishing and aquaculture. The Highland special
izes in cash crops, mainly coffee, and the area surrounding Ho Chi Minh City— 
that is, the southeastern part of the country—specializes in agroprocessing and 
peri-urban agriculture. However, as Table 8.2 indicates, rice is the staple for all 
Vietnamese and is grown in almost every part of the country. 

Given spatial variations in production, and the fact that rice is the staple 
food across the country, efficient marketing is a precondition for optimal re
source allocation. However, as in many other centrally planned economies, 
there may be a role for the government during the transition from planned to 
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TABLE 8.2 Area, yield, and output of rice, by region, 2002 

Area in rice Rice yield Rice output 
Region (thousand hectares) (tons per hectare) (thousand tons) 

Red River Delta 1,197 5.59 6,685 
North Eastern 563 4.14 2,329 
North Western 141 3.21 452 
Central Northern Coast 700 4.48 3,139 
Central Southern Coast 400 4.27 1,705 
Highland 186 3.28 610 
South Eastern 486 3.43 1,666 
Mekong Delta 3,814 4.58 17,478 
Vietnam 7,485 4.55 34,064 

S O U R C E : Government ofVietnam (2000a). 

market economy while traders learn arbitrage skills and the private sector evolves. 
This line of reasoning is probably one of the justifications for the presence of 
SOEs in the early years of reforms, but their continued presence with monop
oly power in some areas can hinder development of private markets. In the next 
two subsections, we analyze the market share of each type of agent to assess 
the market power of the SOEs in Vietnamese rice markets. 

The Marketing Chain 

The reforms in the 1980s provided tremendous incentives to the Vietnamese to 
engage in rice trading, and many adopted it as a means of livelihood. A typical 
diagram of the marketing chain in the country now looks similar to many other 
Asian countries with a parastatal presence (Figure 8.2). A l l types of private mar
ket agents—retailers, assemblers, millers, and wholesalers—operate to procure, 
store, and distribute rice throughout the country. However, a closer scrutiny in
dicates that SOEs dominate both domestic and international markets. 

Domestic Markets 

Although SOEs have a large market share, they are not directly involved in buy
ing from the farmers or selling to the consumers—a function commonly per
formed by the parastatals in other Asian countries to stabilize prices. Procure
ment is carried out through other market agents, such as wholesalers, 
assemblers, and millers. A study by the Ministry of Rural Development, con
ducted in 1999, indicate that SOEs are the largest buyer from wholesalers and 
millers, accounting for 40.51 and 81.98 percent of their total sales, respectively 
(Table 8.3). By contrast, retailers, farmers, and consumers did not seem to have 
access to SOEs for the buying and selling of their rice in 1999. 
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FIGURE 8.2 Paddy rice marketing channel 

>- Rice-consuming channel 
>- Paddy-consuming channel 

NOTE: SOE, state-owned enterprise. 

However, after the issuance of Prime Minister Decision 80/2002-QD-TTg 
in 2002, the situation has changed to some extent. In response to the decision, 
VINAFOODs and provincial seed and seedling companies have signed con
tracts with households and cooperatives to cultivate hundreds of hectares of 
land with high-quality rice in the Red River Delta. The most noticeable was Ha 
Nam Food Company, which has contracted to buy 40,000 tons of rice. Further
more, four SOEs in An Giang Province have signed a contract with 178 pro-

TABLE 8.3 Profile of rice marketing in the Mekong River Delta (percent) 

Farmers/ 
Stakeholders households Retailers Wholesalers Assemblers Millers Food SOEs Total 

Retailers 89.5 2.86 7.64 0 0 0 100 
Wholesalers 2.02 14.04 27.83 0 14.8 40.51 100 
Assemblers 2.1 24.81 46.32 0 0.84 25.94 100 
Millers 0.39 2.98 10.91 3.77 0 81.98 100 
Food SOEs 0 0.01 1.85 0 0 98.14 100 

S O U R C E ; Calculations based on Government of Vietnam (1999). 
N O T E : SOE, state-owned enterprise. 
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ducer groups and 54 cooperatives for high-quality rice. Total contracted area 
was 36,882 hectares with a guaranteed output of 110,000 tons, equivalent to 
about 50 percent of the total rice output. Within this contract, 23 producer 
groups and 1 cooperative were exclusively contracted to produce special fra
grant rice Khaw Dawk Maly (KDM 105) in an area of 1,241 hectares with prom
ised output of4,962 tons. This initiative will certainly improve the supply chain 
and can potentially increase export revenue, but will do little in the way of price 
stabilization, as the vast majority of the households, particularly the poor, are 
left out of the chain. 

International Markets 

There is no doubt that market liberalization has contributed positively to the 
Vietnamese economy. Even though the country was in chronic deficit until 
1989, it exported as much as 4.5 million tons of rice in 1999, accounting for 
about a quarter of total rice traded in the international markets that year. De
spite significant decline in international prices, Vietnam sold about 3.5 million 
tons on average during the subsequent years (Figure 8.3). Not only did the vol
ume increase, but the country was gradually becoming a price setter of grain in 
the international market. For instance, prior to 1998, Thai rice fetched US$70-

FIGURE 8.3 Trends in quantity and value of rice exports in Vietnam, 1976-2002 
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80 more per ton than did Vietnamese rice in the category of 5 percent broken 
grains and US$40-50 per ton more in the category of 25 percent broken grains. 
However, by 1999 the price difference between Thai and Vietnamese rice of 
comparable quality narrowed to only US$10 per ton and had equalized in 2000. 

Although relative shares declined after 1999, the country was also able to 
expand its export network. Starting mainly with Asian countries in the late 
1980s, Vietnamese rice quickly found its way to Europe and North America 
(Figure 8.4). In 2000, Vietnamese rice exports to the Middle East made up 30 
percent of total exports. Hence, the Middle East has become a big market with 
steady demand. According to traders, some European and American companies 
also imported small amounts of rice, but mostly to re-export to African markets. 
Thus, Africa may also be a potential market for rice. 

However, behind these broad trends the question remained of whether the 
country achieved these results in the most efficient manner. To answer this ques
tion, we now look at how export markets operate in Vietnam. Until May 2001, 
the Government of Vietnam controlled the volume of rice exports by setting an 
annual export quota. The quota had been set each year by the Ministry of Agri
culture and Rural Development, the state Planning Committee, and the Min
istry of Trade, based on estimates of domestic supply and utilization. 

Until 1997, the rights to export rice under the national quota had been al
located to the two main regional state-owned trading enterprises—VINAFOOD-
1 (also known as the Northern Food Company) in Hanoi and VINAFOOD-2 
(Southern Food Company) in Ho Chi Minh City—and to a number of provin
cial state-owned trading enterprises (Nielsen 2003). In 1998, the government 
allowed private rice millers to apply for rice export quotas. Unfortunately, 
millers had to meet very strict requirements, which resulted in limiting private-

FIGURE 8.4 Share of rice exports in Vietnam, by region (percent) 
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TABLE 8.4 Rice export volume, by enterprise, 2000 

Serial Volume Share 
number Unit (thousand tons) (percent) 

1 Vietnam Southern Food Corporation 1,662 45.3 
2 Vietnam Northern Food Corporation 435 11.8 
3 Vinh Long Food Company 180-200 4.9 
4 Tien Giang Food Company 180-200 4.9 
5 Long An Food Company 180-200 4.9 
6 Dong Thap Food Company 100-150 3.41 
7 An Giang Food Company 100-150 3.41 
8 Soc Trang Food Company 100-150 3.41 
9 An Giang Agriculture and Food Import-

Export Company 100-150 3.41 
10 An Giang Import-Export Company 100-150 3.41 
11 Song Hau Farm 100-150 3.41 
12 Can Tho Food Company 70-80 2.04 
13 Vinh Phat Agriculture Company Ltd. 70-80 2.04 
14 Joint-venture companies with foreign 

investments 120 3.27 
15 Other enterprises 14 0.38 

Total 3,671 100.0 

S O U R C E : General Office of Customs. 

sector participation in international trade. VINAFOOD-2 continues to handle 
the majority of the corporation's rice exports, because the bulk of export rice is 
produced in this region. Although the provincial SOEs have been given a sub
stantially larger share of the national quota since 1996, food SOEs continue 
to enjoy the major share of the export market. According to the data from the 
General Office of Customs (Table 8.4), VINAFOOD-2 exported more than 45 
percent of total rice export. But the VINAFOOD-2 website reports it has a share 
of 73 percent of the total rice export from Vietnam (www.vinafood2.com/eng/ 
About.asp). 

The above discussion shows that, although Vietnam liberalized its econ
omy and opened up trade, reduced export taxes, and extended export licenses 
(previously given to only SOEs) to the private sector, the number of private 
companies actually exporting until now is still small. Despite the removal of re
strictions to obtain export licenses by private companies (relaxation of quotas), 
very few private enterprises are involved in the export trade. The most signifi
cant constraint to exports by the private sector still remains the considerable ad
vantage offered to SOE exporters. Unless private exporters can directly access 
the international markets, there wi l l be limited opportunity for them to develop 
their business networks and business intelligence. 
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The Rationale and Operations of SOEs 

In a letter to WTO for its accession, the Government of Vietnam states "price 
stabilization" as the prime objective for the formation of VINAFOODs. For ex
ample, to justify the purpose of VINAFOOD-2, the letter states "[VINAFOOD] 
was established under Decision 311/TTg dated May 24,1995 of the Prime Min
ister in order to strengthen the state capability of food market control and sta
bilization as well as domestic price stabilization" (Government of Vietnam 
2000b). However, the actual operation of the food SOEs does not seem to be 
consistent with this objective. Available data show that VINAFOODs neither 
procure from the farmers to ensure a floor price nor do they distribute directly 
to the consumers in response to price hikes to ensure a ceiling price (see Table 
8.3). Thus, export control appears to be the only public intervention that indi
rectly contributes to price stabilization in Vietnam. 

Although the official rationale for food SOEs is price stabilization, two 
other justifications are often cited in the literature. First, as indicated earlier, 
most of the surplus in Vietnam is produced in the Mekong River Delta, with 
smaller surpluses from the Red River Delta. The rest of the country is either food 
deficit or is marginally self-sufficient. As a consequence, the first priority of the 
rice export policy has been to guarantee domestic consumption and export the 
remaining surplus. To achieve this objective, commonly referenced as a na
tional food security objective, the government has to control the export of rice. 
Thus, the food security priority is the commonly given justification for allow
ing only SOEs to export rice through a system of export quota permits. 

The other rationale dates back to the days of the marketing board, but is 
being revisited in some recent literature. In a recent paper, Ghosh and Whalley 
(2004) have argued that, in the absence of viable alternative options, buying and 
selling can be an efficient way to increase government revenue. They further ar
gue that price control can be a mechanism to insulate the domestic market from 
volatility in the international market, which can in turn reduce transaction costs. 
However, as we discuss in the next section, instead of generating public rev
enue, SOEs are actually incurring losses in recent years. 

Economic Implications of the Dominance of SOEs 

An ideal way to draw economic implications of SOE operation would be to con
duct a comprehensive benefit cost analysis, but such an analysis could not be 
conducted because of the lack of data. Therefore, this section largely relies on 
critically examining the operational structures that have implications for private-
sector development, public expenditure, and profitability of the SOEs. 

Public Supports to SOEs: Preferential Credit and Tax Exemption 

The actual social costs of running SOEs for price stabilization often remain elu
sive because of various supports—regulatory, financial, and logistical—that the 
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government provides to these organizations. Providing preferential access to 
credit to SOEs is such a policy, which can cause financial instability and have 
dramatic macroeconomic consequences in many countries, as outstanding loans 
to food agencies can be substantial, accounting for as much as 20-30 percent 
of total outstanding loans from the formal banking sector (Timmer 1989). This 
possibility turns out to be particularly relevant for Vietnam, as credit access is 
highly biased toward food SOEs, which generally borrow from the Agricultural 
Bank or export promotion funds at highly subsidized interest rates. Borrowing 
by SOEs at zero interest is also common. For example, in 2000, the government 
ordered SOEs to buy 1 million tons of rice at market price and facilitated this 
operation by providing zero-interest loans from the Export Promotion Fund. A 
simple calculation should reveal the implications of such a credit policy. Sup
pose that the market price of rice is US$140 per ton and that stock is held for 3 
months. Assuming a market interest rate of 7 percent per year, it implies that 
the government subsidy to SOEs in this particular transaction is about US$2.4 
million. 

This preferential treatment in credit allocation for SOEs has clear impli
cations for private-sector participation and credit availability to other sectors. 
For example, the provision of export credit differs markedly among private 
traders and SOEs. While SOEs with export contracts are allowed to borrow 
100 percent of the value of the contract, private millers can only borrow up to 
70 percent of their collateral that is provided in the form of buildings and equip
ment.2 Clearly, such policies put private millers at a great disadvantage com
pared to SOEs, hindering their participation in the export market. 

In addition to preferential credit, SOEs in Vietnam benefit from tax exemp
tion and purchase facilitation. For example, in 1999 food SOEs were exempted 
from value-added and enterprise taxes, giving them a clear competitive advan
tage over the private sector. In mid-2000, SOEs were also exempted from buy
ing rice from the remote areas, which used to serve as a mechanism for ensur
ing floor prices. To further facilitate the operation of SOEs, the government 
invested in building wholesale markets in 2003 so that food SOEs can organize 
to buy paddy and rice from other stakeholders. 

Management of Rice Export 

Although broad indicators overwhelmingly support Vietnam as a success story 
of market liberalization, the country has had its share of problems in managing 
exports and providing adequate incentives to the private sector (Box 8.1). Three 
examples are worth noting. First, government-to-government contracts con
tinue to be allocated to VINAFOODs, which prevents other companies from 
competing and often relegates them to a subcontracting role. Furthermore, since 

2. Note that land is excluded from the valuation. 
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BOX 8.1 Management of rice exports and quotas, 1989-97 

In the first years of rice surplus (1989-91), the government did not limit exports, 
as most households had stocks of rice for their own consumption and the marketed 
surplus was available to be exported. Because export quotas were not allocated on 
a company basis but were issued on a commodity basis, any company with a gen
eral import-export license was able to export rice, irrespective of their core busi
ness. Stiff competition between companies resulted in a decline in the export price 
combined with an eagerness to sign contracts, and hence, many SOEs found them
selves in a position of not being able to deliver to contract specifications. 

The open system of rice exports was difficult to control, and between 1992 
and 1995, the government issued quotas on a company basis. However, the num
ber of companies with an export license was still large. In 1992, 40 companies 
(mostly in the south) had export permits, with up to 60 companies involved in ex
ports of rice during peak periods. Between 1994 and 1995 the number of compa
nies with export licenses was reduced further, and the government approved the 
yearly quota. The Ministry of Trade allocated 70 percent of the quota to the main 
SOE exporters, with the remaining 30 percent allocated among those companies 
that were seen to be able to open new markets and contact foreign customers. 
Provincial food companies in provinces with a total rice output of more than 
200,000 tons were eligible for export permits, while provinces producing more 
than 600,000 tons could have two food companies with permission to export. In 
July 1995 the VINAFOODs (1 and 2) were established to oversee the operations 
of the provincial food companies. 

During this period the allocation of the quota was based on the previous 
year's exports, rather than the quantity of rice held by that company in the cur
rent quota period. This practice resulted in companies that did not have enough 
rice to meet their license provisions selling their quotas to other companies to 
maintain their export quantities and enable them to receive a quota license the fol
lowing year. The quota licenses were issued every quarter, and the government 
refrained from approving large quantities of exports during the first part of the 
year, until the domestic demand conditions became more certain. The issuing of 
quota licenses every quarter prevented companies from signing long-term con
tracts with overseas buyers, as they could not ensure continuity of supply. This 
situation resulted in large export quotas in the last few months of each year, and 
relatively smaller amounts over the rest of the year. During the last few months 
of the year companies were struggling to find customers, complete contracts, and 
ship large quantities of rice. 

Starting in 1996, the government rearranged the quota distribution to take 
into account production of rice in each region and the ability of companies to ex
port. The quota was on a yearly basis, but still suffered from a lack of informa-
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tion of the quantity of rice available for export—resulting in a large variability in 
exports in the later months of the year. Companies involved in exporting did not 
take into consideration changing global market conditions and continued to sign 
export contracts regardless of the change in the world price. At the same time the 
government lowered the rice export taxes to 1 percent (5 and 10 percent broken), 
and waived export taxes for 15-35 percent broken rice. 

There were 15 companies with export licenses in 1996, 10 of which were 
based in the Mekong River Delta. In 1996 the government assigned 80 percent of 
the quota rights to VINAFOOD-2, for redistribution among its provincial food 
companies. This assignment caused significant problems, with some companies 
complaining that the awarding of sole rights to VINAFOOD-2 resulted in market 
prices being manipulated to the disadvantage of farmers. In response to widespread 
dissatisfaction with the process of quota distribution, the government changed the 
system of distribution in 1997, giving control to the Provincial People's Commit
tees. As of 2002, there were about 40 rice-exporting companies in Vietnam. 

the majority of such contracts are for low-quality food-aid rice, SOEs have to 
export at a discounted price, which can potentially inhibit the development of 
grades and standards necessary to be competitive in the global market. 

Second, the allocation and distribution of export quotas is also an issue of 
concern in the country. In 1996 the government assigned 80 percent of the quota 
rights to VINAFOOD-2 for redistribution among its provincial food companies. 
This assignment caused significant problems, with some companies complain
ing that the awarding of sole rights to VINAFOOD-2 resulted in market prices 
being manipulated to the disadvantage of farmers. In response to widespread 
dissatisfaction with the process of quota distribution, the government changed 
the system of distribution in 1997, giving control to the Provincial People's 
Committees. However, despite this policy change, more than 70 percent of the 
rice export is still controlled by VINAFOOD-2. 

Finally, given the high volatility of the world market and the lack of risk-
management institutions, advance signing of export contracts by VTNAFOODs 
can have adverse affects on both consumers and producers. For example, a re
cent World Bank study indicates that, in 2002, provincial food companies had 
to export through VINAFOODs to meet their contractual obligation, even 
though domestic prices were higher (World Bank 2002). This action may have 
benefited farmers but hurt consumers, who had to pay higher domestic prices. 

The Bottom Line: Profitability of the SOEs 

Given monopoly status, it is commonly held that SOEs wi l l always make prof
its and generate the necessary revenue for the government. In a recent paper, 
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Ghosh and Whalley (2004) have pointed out two potential sources of welfare 
gains from price control by parastatals: (1) with controlled producer prices set 
below consumer prices, buying and selling can raise revenue for the govern
ment per unit transacted and (2) price controls can insulate domestic markets 
from fluctuations in the external markets, thereby reducing transaction costs. 

However, contrary to this popular thinking, recent data suggest that the 
food SOEs in Vietnam do incur losses that are quite significant in some years. 
For example, total net losses of the central SOE in agriculture were estimated 
to be Dong 288 billion, equivalent to US$22 million, in 1998. One provincial 
food company interviewed by the World Bank study team indicated that its 
profit margin depended critically on the purchase price of paddy and the con
tracted export price for its rice exports. In the best-case scenario, this company 
made just US$54,000 on 200,000 tons of rice exports. In the worst-case sce
nario, it incurred losses of nearly US$1.6 million (or US$0,008 per kilogram). 
Moreover, this company borrowed nearly $500,000 to finance its rice exports, 
implying that the company is facing a potential double loss in sales and inter
est repayments (World Bank 2002). 

The World Bank study has also presented estimates of costs and returns from 
rice exports in the Mekong River Delta provinces, which indicates that costs can 
easily outweigh returns (Table 8.5). I f the VINAFOOD margin is considered to 
be government revenue, it can be positive only in one out of five scenarios con
sidered in the analysis. Furthermore, the analysis does not take into account the 
hidden costs associated with the operational inefficiencies of SOEs. I f such costs 
were included, the losses incurred by SOEs would have been much larger. 

Summary and Policy Implications 

The objective of this chapter has been to assess the operation of, and draw im
plications about, the SOEs engaged in rice marketing in Vietnam. Using sec
ondary data and available literature, we have (1) mapped the various reforms to 
the growth in the rice sector, (2) assessed the market share of food SOEs, 
(3) examined the rationales for price control, and (4) drawn the economic im
plications of various government supports to food SOEs. A l l broad indicators 
suggest that the rice market in Vietnam responded remarkably to the market re
form policies of the 1980s. Total rice production tripled from about 11 million 
tons in 1980 to 33 million tons in 2002, yield rates have more than doubled, and 
Vietnam is now widely cited as a success story for its transformation from be
ing in a state of chronic rice deficit to becoming a leading exporter. The poli
cies and the institutional mechanisms through which the reforms were imple
mented clearly deserve much credit for this success. 

However, a closer scrutiny of the data indicates that the role of food SOEs 
in price stabilization is limited. Regulatory and financial supports to SOEs are 
not conducive to private-sector development, and despite various hidden 
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supports, SOEs have incurred losses in recent years. The operation of food 
SOEs does not appear to be consistent with the underlying policy rationale, 
which is to stabilize prices across time and space. Available data show that 
SOEs neither procure from farmers to ensure floor price nor do they distribute 
directly to the consumers to ensure ceiling price. That is, price control mecha
nisms work only through regulating the export quota, which can indirectly af
fect the domestic markets. 

The implicit costs of regulatory support are also found to be significant. In 
one instance when SOEs received an interest-free loan from the Export Promo
tion Fund in 2000, implicit estimated support was within the range of US$2.4-
5.0 million. Similarly, given that more than 70 percent of total rice export is 
controlled by VINAFOODs, the exemption or reduction of value-added tax, 
which has often been offered to food SOEs, can also amount to significant hid
den subsidies. Finally, recent studies indicate that SOEs incur losses, which are 
most likely covered by budgetary support. 

These findings give rise to several questions relevant to policy. The most 
fundamental ones are: (1) In view of a maturing private sector, what justifies 
the continued dominant role of SOEs in Vietnamese rice market? (2) Could the 
policy objective of insulating domestic market from fluctuations in interna
tional prices be achieved more cost effectively through alternative institutional 
mechanisms? (3) Wil l further reforms of SOE operations be welfare enhanc
ing? (4) Could resources devoted to SOEs be invested in projects that are so
cially more desirable? 

A more comprehensive analysis is necessary to exhaustively answer these 
questions, but some preliminary answers can be offered from available studies 
and international experiences. First, no justification can be given to the price-
stabilization argument, because SOEs are not engaged directly in the price sta
bilization of rice. Second, insulating domestic markets from the volatility of the 
global market wi l l probably be needed in the foreseeable future, but interna
tional experiences suggest that this objective can be achieved more cost effec
tively through alternative policy mechanisms. For instance, a recent study in In
dia suggests that, compared to buffer stocking through parastatals, variable levy 
and subsidies on private stock can be cost effective and welfare enhancing. 
Third, the analysis of Minot and Goletti (2000) demonstrates that incremental 
steps in trade liberalization (establish an export tax to replace the export quota 
and then reduce the tax slowly) can benefit poor households, which are pre
dominantly rural farmers, and results in estimated net gains of US$200 million. 
Finally, there are obvious alternatives in which public resources can be invested 
—including marketing infrastructure, risk-management institutes, and human 
capital—that can yield higher social returns. However, determination of return 
and prioritizing investments is beyond the scope of this study and therefore left 
for future research. 
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PART IV 

Policy Implications 





9 Times Have Changed: 
Learning New Ways of Doing Business 

S H A H I D U R R A S H I D , A S H O K G U L A T I , 
A N D R A L P H C U M M I N G S JR. 

The late Arthur Mosher recounted traveling across the Indo-Gangetic Plain in 
the 1950s with a friend who asked, "Wil l this region ever be as productive as 
Iowa?" Although Mosher had lived and worked in that region of India for many 
years, he had not asked himself such a question: " I realized that I had been guilty 
of a common error. Too frequently we ask ourselves only 'what should we do 
next?' We do not look far enough down the years, visualize what should hap
pen ultimately, then work backward to the present as well as forward from 
where we are now in developing our plans" (Mosher 1969, xv). 

The Issues Restated 

The initial success stories of agricultural parastatals in Asia are well known and 
widely acknowledged. However, recent experiences have been mixed or even 
counterproductive in some countries. This book has attempted to document 
these diverse experiences by undertaking in-depth case studies as well as cross
country syntheses. The focus has been on the following two sets of questions, 
one relating to the price policy in general and the other involving the institu
tional mechanisms through which they are implemented: 

• The underlying rationales justifying public intervention are dynamic and 
should change over time. I f so, the price policies, as well as the regulatory 
supports to the parastatals, should change or adjust to new conditions. Has 
this been the case? What lessons do we learn about the potential benefits 
and challenges of adjusting price policies? 

• Even i f private trade can be relied on to ensure efficient resource alloca
tion, given the current level of poverty and price volatility in the world 
market, the need for SSNs and price stabilization within a reasonable price 
band wil l remain. But do these measures have to be administered in their 
current form—that is, linking them by parastatals? What are the available 
alternatives and how could they be promoted? 

225 
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The first set of issues addresses questions of "why" and "when," and the 
second set deals with question of "how." Both sets of issues have been ad
dressed, to varying degrees, throughout the book. The empirics on the first two 
questions are strong, but as noted in the postscript to Chapter 6 on Indonesia, 
economic policies are adopted through a political process, and that political 
process does not always ensure good policies. Furthermore, as a famous U.S. 
politician once wisely observed, "all politics is local,"1 so although the eco
nomics of a reform agenda are fairly straightforward to articulate and document 
with data, the applications are usually unique to particular countries or re
gions—a contention that is echoed in most of the case studies. Therefore, in ad
dition to summarizing the key findings in the format of the three questions men
tioned above, this chapter highlights the challenges of making the policy 
reforms work, with especial emphasis on political economy considerations.2 

Why Do Parastatal-Centered Policies Have to Change? 

The empirics from the country case studies and cross-country syntheses suggest 
that there are three reasons why the parastatals, and the regulatory environments 
within which they operate, have to change. First, the rationales for public inter
vention in foodgrain markets, especially in Asia, have changed over the years. 
Four commonly agreed justifications for public intervention—poorly integrated 
domestic markets, thin and volatile world markets, risks in technology promo
tion, and international liquidity constraints—are no longer persuasive. The key 
determinants of market integration, infrastructure, and information flow, have 
improved dramatically, and recent studies suggest that the domestic markets are 
well integrated in all Asian countries. Compared to early years of the Green Rev
olution, the world markets for wheat and rice are much more robust, the avail
ability of commodities is much more stable, prices are far less volatile, and real 
world prices are exhibiting declining trends. The justification to protect farmers 
against technological risks is no longer convincing, because farmers have mas
tered the technologies and HYVs now cover almost all area sown to rice and 
wheat. The international liquidity constraint, which was severe and was one of 
the significant food policy drivers 40 years ago, has improved so much that the 
value of potential cereal imports now accounts for only a tiny fraction of total 
foreign currency reserves in the Asian countries reviewed. 

Second, there is much to be gained by changing the current ways of for
mulating food price policies. Two messages are clear from the country case 
studies: (1) the food marketing parastatals are becoming increasingly expensive 
and wasteful and (2) the alternative institutional mechanisms for achieving 

1. The politician is Thomas P. "Tip" O'Neill, former speaker of the House of Representa
tives in the U.S. Congress. 

2. We are thankful to an anonymous reviewer for making this suggestion. 
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price stability and food security are far less expensive and distortionary. In the 
Asian countries that continue to have significant parastatal presence, recent 
studies on the operation of parastatals appear to echo some of the problems that 
their opponents had predicted in the early years. The unit marketing costs of 
parastatals are higher than those of the private sector, the margin of costs be
tween parastatals and the private sector are widening, and their operations are 
being increasingly dictated by special interests. These trends are obvious in In
dia, Indonesia, the Philippines, and Pakistan. For instance, in India subsidy bills 
for buffer stocking have increased from US$ 160 million in 1992 to US$ 1.6 bil
lion in 2002; in Indonesia, total costs of inefficiency in BULOG are estimated 
at US$2.0 billion over a 5-year period, starting in 1993; in the Philippines, av
erage annual losses to the society are estimated at more than US$414 million 
from 1996 to 1998; and total food subsidy bills in Pakistan exceeded the entire 
Public Sector Development budget for the Health Division. 

By contrast, the early reformers, Bangladesh and Vietnam, have demon
strated that reductions in public intervention can promote competition in the 
domestic markets, reduce subsidies, and release funds for development and 
poverty alleviation—all without jeopardizing price stability and food security. 
In Vietnam, where parastatals had absolute control over production and distri
bution of agricultural products until 1981, market liberalization has contributed 
to increasing production, enhancing technology adoption and competition in 
domestic rice markets. Rice production grew at a rate of more than 5 percent 
between 1988 and 1995, transforming Vietnam from being a chronic food-
deficit country to a leading exporter of rice in Asia. In Bangladesh, the share of 
public food in poverty-alleviation programs has increased from as low as 32 
percent during the pre-reform period (1971/72 to 1991/92) to as high as 85 per
cent during the postreform period (1992/93 to 2002/03); the total number of 
traders increased significantly following liberalization, and annual food subsidy 
bills have declined from US$ 122 million in the 1980s to about half that amount 
in the 1990s. 

Finally, the forces for agricultural growth are changing because of changes 
in the parameters of supply and demand. Rice and wheat, the main focus of the 
parastatals, are not likely to drive agricultural growth in the future, as they have 
in the past. On the demand side, with improvements in the level of develop
ment, consumer preferences are changing away from cereals. Expenditure on 
cereals is declining over time. On the supply side, farm sizes are shrinking and 
at the same time rates of growth of cereal productivity are slowing. Thus, small 
farmers cannot expect to make a satisfactory living from growing wheat and 
rice on their progressively smaller landholdings. Therefore, a rational farmer 
should be expected to look for options—in addition to or in place of wheat and 
rice—for increasing income. While farmers can no longer make a satisfactory 
living by cultivating wheat and rice on half a hectare of land, they may be able 
to do so by growing high-value food crops, such as fruits, vegetables, oilseeds, 
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dairy, fish, spices, and even some estate crops. Unlike cereals, both demand-
and supply-side constraints are far less limiting for these commodities, because 
the consumers spend proportionately larger amounts on such commodities as 
their incomes increase and the potentials for increasing their productivity are 
much higher than for the staple food commodities. 

When Do the Parastatals Have to Change? 

Theoretically, the agricultural parastatals, and the regulatory environment 
within which they operate, should change with modifications in the conditions 
that justify their existence. But the reality is different. Over time, while the un
derlying rationales lose their significance, the stakeholders (rent seekers) grow 
in size and accumulate lobbying power to prevent changes or even to reverse 
policy reforms. After making a devastating case against parastatals and price 
stabilization policies, Roumasset (2003), drawing from Williams and Wright 
(1991), observed that the mystery remains as to why so many economists ad
vocate stabilization and so many governments practice it. The answer, they con
cluded, lies in the realm of political economy, and dismantling parastatals is 
neither an obvious nor an easy task—an issue that has surfaced in all country 
case studies in this volume. 

However, as far as economic arguments and empirics are concerned, the 
message about the timing for change is clear: the parastatals, and the regula
tions to facilitate their operations, have outlived their usefulness in Asian coun
tries. I f Bangladesh and Vietnam had heeded the rationales for public interven
tion, they would have found any number of reasons not to liberalize at the times 
they did. The commonly accepted rationales justifying public intervention— 
level of infrastructure and access to information, technology adoption, and in
ternational liquidity constraints—are still worse in Bangladesh than in any other 
country reviewed in this book. In 2002, at the aggregate level, Bangladesh farm
ers allocated about 62 percent of their rice area to HYV rice, much lower than 
the six-country average of more than 78 percent, and only one in 250 people 
owned a land phone line, about seven times fewer than the six-country average. 
Similarly, when Vietnam started liberalizing in the late 1980s, HYV rice ac
counted for only about 40 percent of total sown area and, perhaps more impor
tantly, both production and marketing were under state control, and private trade 
was literally nonexistent. Yet these two countries liberalized, although to dif
ferent degrees, and have successfully demonstrated that the same set of food 
policy objectives can be achieved through reduced intervention. 

How to Make the Changes 

With regard to the method of liberalization, the main question is whether the 
change should be gradual (which is inevitable) or "cold turkey" (which could 
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give better results but runs the risk of provoking violent popular protests that 
can potentially force governments to reverse policies). Given the size of stake
holders, popular reactions are likely in countries that continue to have signifi
cant parastatal presence. But prolonging the inevitable wi l l mean losses in 
growth and employment at considerable economic and political costs to the 
country. Moreover, prolonging the inevitable permits special interests to be
come even more entrenched, making the inevitable change even more difficult.3 

Thus, i f the government is truly committed to agricultural and economic de
velopment, the key condition of "how" wi l l be to gradually do away with the 
negatives that hamper development of private trade—open up the economy and 
let private trade compete on a level playing field with public parastatals—and 
use public policy to regulate and supplement, rather than replace, the private 
market. 

Leveling the Playing Field for Domestic Markets 

The country case studies suggest that, although the rationales have lost their 
significance, many countries continue to practice old policies and facilitate 
the operation of parastatals with a host of regulatory supports. Restrictions 
on grain movement continue to be fully enforced in Pakistan and Vietnam and 
partially enforced in India and Indonesia. The parastatals are supported with 
cheap or interest-free credit in India, Pakistan, Vietnam, and the Philippines; 
and their share of the agricultural and trade credit available in these coun
tries continues to be large. In addition, India also enforces restrictions on pri
vate storage and rice processing by imposing levies on rice millers, and it fa
cilitates FCI's operation by providing it with preferential access to railway 
transportation. 

Therefore, the first step would be to gradually eliminate policies or prac
tices that favor parastatals or other public sector organizations and create a level 
playing field in which all economic actors can participate competitively. To 
achieve this objective, policy decisions have to be credible and transparent, es
pecially in countries where governments have reversed their policies or made 
them unpredictable, as has often been the case. Examples include reversal of 
movement restrictions policies in India and Pakistan, trade policy reversals in 
Indonesia, and frequent changes in open-market sales prices and credit policies 
in India. These policies create uncertainties for the private sectors, which, in 
turn, increase their transaction costs and discourage investments. The private 
sectors wi l l thrive i f policies are clear and consistent, i f red-tape in commerce 

3. Efforts to privatize fertilizer distribution in Egypt and Bangladesh are instructive. The pri
vatization effort moved forward but the respective parastatals, including their storage facilities, 
were not disbanded. In both cases, short-term emergencies arose which, conveniently, were blamed 
on the private trade and, in both cases, the privatization was backtracked and the governments reim-
posed public controls. 
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does not hinder their day-to-day operations, and public policies do not prevent 
them from adopting new risk-mitigating institutions, such as futures markets. 
Unless clear signals are sent, private sectors wi l l not evolve and interests groups 
wil l find grounds to delay the reforms of parastatal-centered policies. 

Opening up Domestic Markets to International Competition 

Many Asian countries continue to restrict international foodgrain trade in one 
form or another. Two commonly cited arguments to justify these policies are 
(1) world prices are heavily influenced by high agricultural subsidies in the in
dustrialized countries and (2) although the world grain markets have matured 
in terms of size and availability, world prices continue to be more volatile 
than domestic prices. There is some truth in these arguments, but the policy re
sponses do not appear to address them in ways that make economic sense. In
stead of being strategic, the policy practices appear to be more restrictive. For 
instance, governments exercise full monopoly control over grain exports and 
imports in the Philippines, wheat imports in Pakistan, and rice exports in Viet
nam. In India, imports of cereals are heavily influenced by the government in 
terms of when and how much to import, and at what import duty. In Indonesia, 
rice import restrictions were lifted in 1998, but it resulted in larger volumes of 
imports, which triggered demands (including from BULOG) for protection. 
The government instituted a temporary ban on imports and allowed only a 
select group of expressly licensed traders to import rice. 

The unpredictable change of policies is neither the correct response to 
world market distortions nor healthy for domestic market development. A more 
effective strategic response would be to use variable tariffs, in a transparent and 
WTO-compatible way, to guard domestic markets against world price volatil
ity. There is scope for adopting such policies, as the applied tariffs on cereals 
are far lower than bound tariffs in most of these countries, and studies in India 
have shown that the these alternatives are more welfare-enhancing than the 
existing policies (Jha and Srinivasan 1999; Srinivasan and Jha 2001; Parikh, 
Ganesh-Kumar, and Darbha 2003). 

Furthermore, globalization offers great opportunities, and there is a con
sensus that the developing countries can achieve net economic gains by under
taking reforms in domestic economic policies. Indeed, the complementarities 
between changes in the international trade environment and domestic policies 
are at the core of the question of how developing countries wi l l be affected by 
future international trade negotiations. Improvements in the international trade 
environment are not a viable substitute for sound pro-growth policies and struc
tural changes—a fact that applies to both net importers and net exporters of agri
cultural goods.4 

4. To take full advantage of trade reforms, countries must adopt many of the policy and in
vestment decisions that are necessary for development. That is sometimes a big order. One inter-
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ESTABLISHING A CREDIBLE PRICE BAND. Arguably the public sector has a 
role to play in price support and stabilization even at later stages of develop
ment, when diversification and commercialization are proceeding at a brisk 
pace. The country case studies suggest that, compared to the world market, all 
countries reviewed in this book have been successful in stabilizing foodgrain 
prices. However, the levels of stability (compared to international parity), ap
proaches to achieve them, and the distribution of benefits (or costs) have varied 
widely among the countries. In India, while rice prices have almost always been 
below international prices, wheat prices were supported above international 
prices until 1989, below international prices during 1990-98, and above inter
national prices during 1999-2002. During the 1980s and 1990s, Pakistan's wheat 
prices were below, Philippine's rice and corn prices were above, and Indone
sia's rice prices were stabilized around the international parity. Yet the conclu
sions based on the measures of price stability, the coefficients of variations, have 
been similar in all countries—that is, prices were stable. 

These findings have three important implications for price policies. First, 
the narrower the band, the thinner the cost range wi l l be in which the private 
sector can operate, and the larger the burden on the government in terms of the 
costs of price stabilization. Furthermore, narrower price bands can hinder the 
development of alternative price stabilizing institutions, such as futures mar
kets and warehouse receipt systems. Second, the international prices of com
modities are valuable references for efficiently allocating resources. In Indone
sia, which stabilized around international parity, stabilized prices have raised 
the growth rate of Indonesia by about 16 percent in 1969-74, 14 percent for 
1974-79, and 4 percent in 1989-91 over what it would have otherwise been 
(Timmer 1997). Finally, the fact that the countries with heavy agricultural tax
ation (such as that of Pakistan on wheat and India on rice) achieved productiv
ity growth suggests that the growth was technology-driven and could have been 
higher in the absence of stabilization policies based on taxation. 

The lesson that emerges from these experiences is that prices should be 
stabilized around a band that leaves enough room for private traders to cover all 
marketing costs, including the opportunity costs of human and physical capi
tal. The potential benefits of stabilization around a band are high. It provides 
much more flexibility than stabilizing around a point, can reduce the costs, en
courage private sector investments, and potentially defuse powerful interest 
groups—such as farmers and ration-card holders in India—as likely protesters 
of reforms. Note that wider price bands do not necessarily mean higher market 
prices. Higher arbitrage opportunities from wider bands (and withdrawal of 

pretation of the breakdown of the Cancun Round of the WTO negotiations is that the developing 
countries did not want to make the commitments required of them to benefit from tariff reforms, 
and they also did not want other countries to negotiate such reforms and therefore gain benefits, to 
their detriment. 
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other restrictions) should attract more private traders and increase competition, 
which in rum can drive prices down. But what criteria can a country follow to 
devise such a band? They wil l depend on several factors, such as exchange rate 
policies and comparative advantages of various commodities, but the rule of 
thumb is to use f.o.b. (free-on-board) costs as the lower bound and c.i.f. (cost, 
insurance, and freight) costs (including trade margins) as the upper bound.5 

PROMOTING ALTERNATIVE INSTITUTIONS. There are alternative market-
based risk-mitigating institutions, such as futures markets and warehouse re
ceipts, which have either been deliberately prohibited or could not evolve be
cause of the presence of parastatals and regulations that supported the latter's 
operations. Consider the case of agricultural commodity exchanges, which, in 
combination with warehouse receipts, has historically been shown to improve 
market efficiency and alleviate credit and insurance constraints. Very little pol
icy emphasis has been given to developing such institutions. In fact, quite the 
opposite has happened. India banned establishment commodity exchanges and 
insurance in the private sectors for decades, preventing the country from real
izing the potential benefits from such agents. After an age-old ban was lifted in 
2003, private sector-led agricultural commodity exchanges flourished in India, 
to such an extent that three of its exchanges quickly grew to be among the 20 
largest exchanges in the world (UNCTAD 2006). However, no other countries 
reviewed in this book have experimented with such institutions. As the private 
sector grows and the roles of parastatals diminish, there wil l be a need to pro
mote these mechanisms, which have proven track records to mitigate price 
risks, reduce public expenditure on price stabilization, and minimize the size of 
buffer stocks. 

The implications for the size of buffer stocks, a very sensitive and con
tentious issue, are particularly important. As pointed out in the Philippines case 
study, the world markets can serve as warehouses for the country i f international 
futures markets are effectively used. The forward import contract can be a cheaper 
alternative to holding large foodgrain stocks in humid and poorly equipped ware
houses within the country. Promoting seasonally cascading public distribution 
prices, removing restrictions on private stockholding, and encouraging commer
cial banks to provide credit to private traders would encourage private holdings. 
In effect, the international market can serve as a partial buffer stock and release 
scarce public funds that are now used to maintain domestic reserves. Successful 

5. I t is very easy to move from "protecting against risk" to "supporting incomes," as illus
trated by the experience in India, where, over time, the minimum support price was enlarged from 
a concept based on the paid-out or variable cost of production to the full cost of production, even 
including a return to landholding. I f income support is a desired objective, we suggest that letting 
prices settle to market levels and supplementing payments to bring returns in line with what would 
be obtained at target levels may be preferable to full-income price supports, because this practice 
is less price distorting, and costs are recorded as explicit budgeted amounts. This practice is gen
erally followed in the United States, for example, to support smallholder dairy farmers. 
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reliance on international markets is easier to achieve i f market intelligence func
tions effectively, international supply is available and relatively easy to access, 
and foreign exchange reserves are available. The Bangladesh experience is par
ticularly instructive on this point. 

Furthermore, because the levels of poverty and vulnerability to income 
shocks are not uniform across regions, transporting grains from region to re
gion and holding stocks all over the country is inefficient. With optimal control 
and planning, level of stocks can be reduced substantially. For example, stocks 
can be held in strategic locations at levels necessary to deal with income or pro
duction shocks. Locations can be identified using vulnerability analysis, and the 
stocks can be procured through competitive bidding. The chosen trading or
ganization can then deliver the grain at the time and locations where the stock 
is needed (see Gulati and Kahkonen 1996). The procured stock can then be ro
tated through targeted distribution programs, especially in the regions where 
such programs need to be continued because of infrastructural and institutional 
bottlenecks. 

DESIGNING APPROPRIATE SSNS. Even i f the private sector can be relied on 
to ensure efficient allocation of resources, given the level of poverty and sus
ceptibility to weather-related income shocks, the need for SSNs remains. The 
question is how should they be administered after the price policies are re
formed? Because these programs evolved as part of the dual-pricing policies, 
the policy actions that break the procurement-stocking-distribution paradigm 
can potentially create an undesirable vacuum. This imbalance is precisely what 
had happened in Indonesia when BULOG was transformed into a state trading 
enterprise without devising alternative mechanisms to replace BULOG's role 
as provider of SSNs. Pakistan also has had similar experiences when its public 
rationing system was abolished without devising alternatives to protect the poor 
and vulnerable. 

Issues of SSNs are addressed in the chapters on Bangladesh and India. 
These chapters document the experiences of various programs, their cost ef
fectiveness, and offer suggestions for necessary reforms or improvements. The 
Bangladesh experiences suggest that a host of social SSNs have evolved since 
the country liberalized its grain markets in the early 1990s. The chapter con
cludes that, despite initial challenges, the effectiveness of the programs, in 
terms of targeting and cost effectiveness, is improving over time, especially 
when they are implemented under the partnerships of government and NGOs. 

The chapter on India has reviewed the cost effectiveness of various SSN 
programs and concluded that the self-targeted programs are more cost effective 
than universal food subsidy programs. For instance, costs of transferring US$1 
of benefits to the intended beneficiaries of PDS, a universal food subsidy pro
gram, is more than US$6, which compares to US$1.4 and US$1.85 for Inte
grated Child Development and Employment Guarantee Schemes, respectively. 
Therefore, from the efficiency point of view, the suggestion is to move away 
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from universal food subsidies to more focused distributions in combination 
with geographic targeting and self-targeting commodities (that is, those com
modities that only the poor consume) in employment programs. India has in 
fact launched a major National Rural Employment Program as one of the key 
safety nets for the poor. This approach should allow Indian policymakers to 
gradually reform the much less efficient PDS. However, by reviewing the ex
periences of a food-coupon pilot program, the chapter argues that such pro
grams are proving less expensive and more effective in reaching the intended 
beneficiaries. The authors argue that, given the level of technological know-how 
in the country, India should be able to adopt even more advanced methods, such 
as using smart cards, for providing safety nets to its poor. 

The Challenges of Making the Changes Work 

At the macro level, the economic arguments for making the policy changes are 
very clear. But, in the end, political decisions prevail. Politicians, above all, 
want to get re-elected. Adequate and accessible food is basic to political sur
vival—discontent in urban areas can bring down governments. Farmers often 
have strong lobbies. And embedded public institutions, particularly those with 
rents to distribute, have strong lobbies. Politicians wi l l tend to play it safe when, 
as characteristic of many desirable reforms, many people wi l l each gain a little 
but a few powerful people are likely to lose a great deal. 

The analogy from the postscript to the Indonesia case study in Chapter 6 
is particularly important in this context. It notes that BULOG seems to have 
built a political coalition similar to the one supporting food stamps in the U.S. 
Congress—support comes from rural legislators eager to have additional mar
kets for the food that is produced in surplus by their farm constituents and from 
urban liberals who live in areas with many poor people who use food stamps as 
their major source of income. Similarly BULOG has assembled support for its 
rice procurement program (to help rice farmers) that delivers subsidized rice to 
the poor. No parliamentarians have been willing to take on both dimensions of 
the rice program simultaneously, and so the huge budget subsidies that accrue 
to BULOG to run those programs, and the leakages that accompany them, go 
unchallenged. 

These stories emphasize the point that when change does not take place, 
there are reasons. The reforms can be hindered by the fact that important stake
holders as well as researchers can have different, and often opposing, views 
about essential facts, causal mechanisms, and appropriate policy solutions 
(Birner et al. 2007). For example, rice in Indonesia seems to have an almost 
mystical hold on the public imagination. In such circumstances, the stakehold
ers may not accept the simple fact that higher prices may not always lead to 
higher production (for example, when new area is limited, yields are at peaks, 
and new technology is not forthcoming). Similarly, not all parties understand 
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that subsidies are not necessarily highly beneficial for the smallholders for 
whom they are often intended. However, perceptions can be as important as the 
reality. This dilemma calls for a concentrated effort to lay all the evidence on 
the table, debate it openly, identify differences, and then see i f all parties can be 
reconciled. 

The sequence in which activities are undertaken often becomes very im
portant in the planning process. Some policy changes may be more controver
sial than others. This problem calls for a concentrated effort to identify who ad
vocates what and why, identify differences in their expectations, and then see 
how best one can bridge these differences. As with most approaches that seek 
to encompass a system in a holistic manner, the numbers of factors that have 
to be investigated in the agricultural sector are large indeed. Everything cannot 
be done everywhere at the same time. Resources—financial and human—are 
scarce. Necessary changes in some policies that are not possible immediately 
may be possible after other changes have been undertaken. The dilemma can 
be remedied by focusing on key activities. F. F. "Frosty" Hi l l , former vice pres
ident of the Ford Foundation, recommended searching out the key log in the 
jam and attacking it first. I f the key log is immovable, he advised, it is best not 
to waste effort on it but move to the second log. It is not wise to dissipate all 
available energy on one log in the jam, for others also need attention (F. F. Hi l l , 
personal commun. with authors). With so many stakeholders, parastatal-led 
price policies represent such a logjam. 

Thus, the changes, although analytically compelling, wi l l be challenging 
to implement. The success wi l l critically depend on meeting two challenges in 
particular: understanding and responding to the concerns of various stakehold
ers and adjusting the government's role as the policies change. 

UNDERSTANDING AND RESPONDING TO T H E CONCERNS OF VARIOUS STAKE
HOLDERS. Over the years, parastatal-led food policy has created very large 
groups of stakeholders, including employees of the parastatals, law-enforcement 
agencies, politicians, and the beneficiaries of various intervention programs. I f 
one has to change the current system, politically, it is important to understand 
the concerns of various stakeholder groups and respond to them to the extent 
possible. Clearly, the nature of the stakeholder groups differs from country to 
country and so do their dynamics. And herein lies a challenge to the policy
maker, who has to navigate the reforms politically before they can yield eco
nomic dividends, which is indeed a difficult task. Reiterating the Indian exam
ple can better illustrate the situation. 

In the Indian case study, we find at least three stakeholder groups: (1) the 
consumers and fair-price shop owners benefiting from the subsidized PDS; 
(2) the farmers and rice millers in surplus states that sell their wheat and rice to 
government procuring agencies under the open-ended procurement system; and 
finally (3) the employees of procuring agencies, such as FCI and state-level civil 
supplies corporations that carry out the procurement, stocking, and distribution 
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operations. Each one's interest is different, and so are the dynamics within each 
group. For example, within the consumer side, there are those who are below 
poverty line (BPL), those above the poverty line (APL), and those who own fair-
price shops, who have been benefiting from rents by often diverting substantial 
parts of PDS supplies to open markets. 

In a reformed situation, say of food coupons or targeted PDS covering only 
the BPL group, i f it is perceived that APL consumers and fair-price shop own
ers wi l l be losing, it is natural to expect resistance to change from these groups. 
To defuse any strong opposition to reforms, it is essential to ensure that poten
tial winners (BPL group in this case) see large and tangible gains and therefore 
become vocal supporters of reforms, whereas the potential losers (APL con
sumers and fair-price shop owners) are offered some alternative options, so that 
they do not see themselves as losers but as being asked to move to another, and 
perhaps, a better option. This strategy can be carried out, for example, by in
creasing the subsidy rate for the BPL group, which wi l l make not only more 
economic sense, but wi l l also create strong political supporters of reforms. The 
APL group can be asked to move to other safety nets, such as Employment 
Guarantee Schemes in rural areas, and fair-price shop owners may be offered 
to remain a part of the targeted PDS system with increased commissions for 
their services that are more transparent and accountable to the beneficiary 
groups. In this way, politically, one can minimize the potential opposition to re
forms within the consumer camp. 

But how about the interests of the farmer groups that are likely to feel 
threatened by the idea of government's withdrawal? After all, the parastatal 
(FCI in this case) was created in 1965 primarily to give effective support to 
farmers against any precipitous fall in prices immediately after bountiful har
vests resulting from the adoption of new technology. FCI was supposed to make 
the minimum support price an effective floor price, below which prices wi l l 
not be allowed to go. In a reformed situation, one would visualize (1) that the 
minimum support price is delinked from the procurement price, so that the min
imum support price covers only the paid-out costs of the farmers (known in 
India as cost A2) and the procurement price is flexible in competition with the 
open market value, free from any movement controls, stocking limits, or bans 
on futures trading and the like; and (2) that the role of FCI is limited to mini
mum procurement rather than open-ended procurement. 

However, to create support for such a change among farmers who have ex
perienced only open-ended procurement and at the minimum support price, 
which covers total costs (known in India as cost C2) plus some margin, one wil l 
have to create alternative policy instruments that farmers clearly see as benefit
ing them. One such policy instrument is the introduction of the warehouse re
ceipt system, wherein farmers have the option to obtain sufficient liquidity (say, 
up to 75 percent of the value of their stocks pledged) immediately after harvest 
without necessarily selling it at that time. Under the warehouse receipt system, 
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the farmer has an option to sell his stocks at any later date. Still another policy 
instrument that can benefit farmers is the introduction of futures trading. This 
market would help farmers to form expectations about future prices, for exam
ple, three months in advance, and they may participate in the market through 
the warehouse receipt system. In a way, a futures market would give farmers 
the option to exploit market opportunities as traders. This opportunity may ini
tially require educating farmers about these new policy instruments and how 
they can benefit from them. Furthermore, one can also use the tariff policy to 
dovetail with the futures market with a view to stabilizing the domestic prices 
within an acceptable price band, which one hopes is an export-import-parity 
price band. With these multiple policy instruments, farmers can hopefully see 
gains in the new system and become supporters of change. Such changes would 
be easy to bring in when the open market prices are somewhat on a higher side, 
as they were during 2006/07. 

Finally, what happens to the massive workforce of FCI, which grew from 
3,900 employees in 1965 to about 70,000 in the 1990s? In 2004, it had 55,000 
regular employees and about 170,000 casual workers enlisted in its procure
ment centers and warehouses around the country. In addition, the country has 
about half a million ration shops, almost a quarter billion ration-card holders, 
and more than 6,000 state marketing and regulatory agencies. I f these employ
ees see serious and sudden threats to their jobs, and many wi l l , they are likely 
to oppose moves that contain or minimize the role of FCI. In addition, they are 
likely to be supported by political parties with socialist ideologies. Thus, any 
reform that affects their employment (and rents) wi l l have to be carefully cali
brated. First, fresh appointments may have to be frozen. Second, FCI may be 
asked to move much of its procurement operations to the eastern states, which 
need the sort of support that Punjab-Haryana-Western Uttar Pradesh farmers 
were given in the late 1960s and 1970s. Third, those employees not ready to 
take on new roles may be offered a generous severance package. Fourth, pri
vate-sector companies, many of whom wil l take over the functions of FCI in a 
reformed scenario, may be encouraged to take on the employees of FCI, who, 
incidentally, have a great deal of experience. Luckily in India today, with over
all economic reforms paying handsome dividends, the private sector is being 
preferred by many erstwhile government employees. One can learn more from 
the successful voluntary retirement schemes in the earlier nationalized banks, 
and how it has led to enormous growth of private banking. One would expect a 
similar explosive growth in private-sector grain companies, once FCI decides 
to play a limited and secondary role. 

Each country has its own dynamics, political sensitivities, and governance 
structures. For any policy reform, the policymakers have to navigate their po
litical terrains carefully, all the more so when changes relate to basic staple 
foods. Any major false move can invite large-scale opposition that jeopardizes 
reforms even in other sectors. Thus, a reform strategy has to be carefully de-
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signed and discussed. The above discussion on the Indian case is indicative of 
the nature of questions and policy instruments that can be used to address the 
concerns of stakeholders and usher in a new system that is more efficient and 
sustainable than the current parastatal-dominated food system. 

GOVERNMENTAL ROLES IN T H E FUTURE . Changing the current paradigm 
does not mean a complete withdrawal of government from the market. With 
millions of people living in absolute poverty and many geographic locations 
lagging behind, governments wi l l continue to have to play active roles in pro
tecting low-income or vulnerable people, managing the consequences of natu
ral disasters, and improving market infrastructure and institutions. As high
lighted in chapter 2, credit and insurance markets—two critical instruments for 
agricultural risk management—are still poorly developed, and these problems 
may be acute in remote geographic areas. 

However, the good news is that food subsidies and costs of inefficiencies 
have become so large that the necessary public investments could be financed 
from the funds currently going to subsidies without the loss of benefits, result
ing in a win-win situation. Targeted SSNs for the poor, reduction in public stocks, 
and enforcement of wider price bands wil l release funds for investment in pub
lic goods—such as roads, ports, sewerage, and rural electrification—which have 
higher returns in terms of developmental impacts in the long run. Importantly, 
these types of investments may also reduce political risks associated with liber
alized food markets and thereby may promote policy stability and consistency— 
key factors in promoting desirable private investments in the system. 

In the context of the changes proposed in this book, a critical government 
role wi l l be to develop an efficient information management system. Imple
mentation of desirable price bands, targeted SSNs, and stock holding in strate
gic locations wil l all be information-intensive activities. For instance, the pol
icy of variable tariffs wil l be effective only i f timely data and analyses are 
available on international prices, exchange rates, domestic prices, and produc
tion at various locations. Similarly, because poverty can be chronic or transient, 
particularly in the geographically disadvantaged areas, effective targeting wi l l 
require monitoring and updating the vulnerability information at various loca
tions. I f the countries gradually move toward cash-based safety nets, such as 
food stamps or food credit cards, success wil l depend on setting up and updat
ing a database containing the locations and profiles of the poor and developing 
the infrastructure required to make the programs work. 

These are challenging tasks and might even have sounded Utopian 20 years 
ago. However, times have changed. The levels of information technology, as 
well as the human capital to implement and promote them, have grown dra
matically in the Asian countries. India is perhaps a good example. The country 
successfully introduced electronic voting machines in the May 2004 national 
election—just 3.5 years after the recount drama in the 2000 U.S. presidential 
election; outsourcing of high-tech jobs to India has been making headlines for 
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years; and the country is adding as many as 6 million new cell phone subscribers 
per month. It is high time for the food policy managers to put this technologi
cal know-how to work and develop the strategic information systems necessary 
to make reforms work. 
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